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JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS

CHAPTER IX

MANHOOD A SPECULATIVE CRISIS

Birth of second child. Leaves Norfolk Square. The speculative

Abyss. On music, to Mr. Henry Sidgwick. Goes abroad.

Glion. Provenge. The Riviera. At Cannes. On writing

poetry. On Richardson and Balzac. Misery at Cannes. A
crisis. Journey to Corsica. Adventures. Bologna to Venice.

On Tennyson's
"
Lucretius." On Scepticism. Returns home.

Settles at 7 Victoria Square, Clifton.

[ON the 3Oth of July 1867 a second daughter
was born, and soon afterwards the Symondses left

London, never to return to 47 Norfolk Square for

residence.

The fascination of the Absolute, the way in

which Symonds was pressing forward to the verge
of speculative possibilities, is indicated in the follow-

ing extracts from his letters] :

"
I

l seem to enter into a kind of Nirvana, think-

ing of mutability and youth that flows away until

the senses slip off one by one, and thoughts slumber,

and the conscious soul at last stands naked and

1 To Arthur Sidgwick. 47 Norfolk Square, i8th Nov. 1866.

VOL. II. A



2 JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS

alone, environed by eternal silence and everlasting

nothingness. It is the glacial region of the soul,

the death of all that warms or makes to move, the

absolute indifference to pain or pleasure, of what is

or what is not. From it I bring no message, none

at least that can be said in words, but such a

message as makes me feel what are the solitudes of

the womb and of the grave. No doubt this state is

of the nerves morbid
;

but what does it not

reveal to me of the uncoloured, universal I ?
"

[Here the emotional side of this speculative

audacity seems to be expressed in language which

we might have looked for in the mouth of a

mediaeval mystic, a Tauler or an Eckhart
; the

fascination of the abyss, "I'abysme qui abysme en

desabysmant," is acknowledged.
On the other hand, the intellectual aspect of this

same emotion appears in the following letter to

Mr. Henry Sidgwick] :

"
1

1 am not sure what you mean about the ' feeble

failure
'

of the man who is in advance of his age.
To be a Moses upon Pisgah is not a 'feeble failure.'

Nay, it is about the best thing which one who be-

lieves in progress can at this moment hope for. At
all events, I feel, let us not acquiesce in anything
but Wholes ; let us feebly gasp, or powerfully bear,

displaying strength in our weakness
;

until the

Whole is made clear to us. If it never is in this

1 To H. Sidgwick. 47 Norfolk Square, Aug. 22, 1867,
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life revealed, nimporte. There are plenty more men
to come, and nature is prodigal of her dear ones ;

' And what is our failure here but a triumph's evi-

dence, for the fulness of the days ?
'

as Browning says.
"
By the way, the poem from which I have just

quoted, contains a line which applies to what I feel

about Versohnung. He makes Abt Vogler exclaim,
' The rest may reason and welcome, 'tis we musicians

know.' When I thought over works of art which

have Versohnung, I came back and back again to

music. After reading a tragedy, or experiencing

some mental conflict, or reflecting on the miseres of

commonplace and the miseries of an agitated exist-

ence, I feel a great symphony or an organ voluntary

can alone present the perfect reconciliation.
' Where

words end music begins
'

is a proverb, never more

true than in this application. The next thing to it,

as a means of expressing Versohnung, is nature

the wet, tired, calm, clear skies and woods, and

rocks and rivers after a tempestuous day.
" The truest Versohnung in art I know is to be

found in Beethoven's C Minor Symphony. There

he first posits all the contradiction of passions, as-

pirations, and sorrows, then combines them without

losing their separate individualities
; but so trans-

figuring them that the termination is triumph ;
the

victory and majesty of the soul are wrought out of

its defeats and humiliations. Music alone can do this.

" Milton has given us a Versohnung in
' Samson

Agonistes.' The last chorus is very grand. But
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what the world desiderates now is not a concluding

strophe of sublime resignation, but rather a tri-

logy, whereof the whole third part shall exhibit

'the height, the space, the gloom, the glory,' of

ultimate final and perfect icdOapa-is. And this as

yet, I repeat, is only to be found in the C Minor

Symphony, Music's chef c ceuvre"

On 1 the 4th of September, accompanied by

Janet and her nurse and our man-servant James,
we crossed the Channel, and went to sleep at Melun.

During the night there, being unable to rest, I

wrote the great part of a poem on Beethoven,
called

" A Violin Improvisation."
2 From Melun we

proceeded to Dijon, and on the descent into the

town I noticed, just before sunset, what I had only
once or twice seen before, prismatic colours very
faint and delicately graduated on the cirrus clouds

above the sun. Their light and twisted strata shone

like pearl-shells, while the clouds around were white

upon a bright blue sky. On the 7th we entered

Switzerland. It was a good time for tired brain,

sore eyes, and injured lungs.

[The themes of the two letters just quoted, mysti-
cism and music, are resumed in his letters to his

friends.]

" Your 3

squirrel moods gratify me immensely, for

then, like Jaques, you are full of matter. My
obliteration is proceeding quickly. There are four

1
Autobiography. 2 Published in

" New and Old."
3 To H. Sidgwick. Rigi Vaudois, Sept. 20, 1867.
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ouceta KUKO. from which I habitually suffer in the flesh

overworn nerves, weak eyes, delicate lungs, and a

peculiar derangement of the digestive organs, which

affects more subtle parts of the economy. All these

are in a bunch upon me now, so that rest and beauty
have but little meaning, and like the happy man in

Aristotle, my chance of noble action consists in

maintaining serenity amid a crowd of evils. I do

not walk, and I cannot enjoy life. Yet for all this I

scarcely think I would exchange with
, whose

health, fulness and vigour both of mind and frame,

are beautiful. I do not know how this is. I am
far from being hectically fond of suffering and

privation. I have, in some ways, had, and have, too

much. Nor am I bitterly contemptuous. But it

seems to me quite impossible to wish to be better

off than I am in respect of mere circumstance. I

feel my own to be one definite human situation, and

am satisfied. It is only when the thought of a very

early death occurs to me that I feel regretful. I

have seen so little into the nature of anything here

I am so utterly blind to everything hereafter

love and life have so many flowers for me that I

have not yet mortified myself into recognising a pos-

sible early death as part of this human situation, which

I would not exchange. I hate diffusing the scent of

the charnel. I am doing it, however, in this letter.

"It is surprising what calm there is in suffering.

After a time it becomes an angel and a companion.
I do, not marvel at the mystics enamoured of their
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scourge and sackcloth, especially as they had heaven

in view and Christ to suffer for. My open blisters

and wakeful nights cannot be reckoned to salvation,

nor rise like a sweet savour to the cross. Yet they

consecrate and tranquillise.

"It is curious you should have thought of Beet-

hoven. Our ideas coincide, for I make Beethoven

triumph in transcendental faith. At first he resists

the invitation of the Muse, then she seizes him,

and the strokes of fate fall in massive chords.

These yield to hidden recollections, which lead

to rapid and ecstatic wanderings, broken by a

sudden return of purely young and sensual plea-

sure the delight of youth in woods. Here memory
stirs the sense of present privation ;

the loneliness

of deafness broods upon him, and his music groans.

But the soul rears her crest again, and finds in

grief the chariot for reaching heaven ;
the artist

recognises in himself the hierophant of all the mys-
teries of human woe, and is content. Then I break

his soliloquy abruptly. A few lines at the end

describe how, as he improvised, his jangled violin

made discords for all listening ears, his own soul

hearing only spiritual harmonies.
" The theme is good. In the expression I have

sorely failed. It remains a grand subject for a true

lyrist."

[Symonds really enjoyed his sojourn in the

Canton Vaud. In the autobiography he writes]
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" When we left I made some notes about our pen-
sion life, which may be inserted here, if only to show

that I was not incapable of healthy natural enjoyment.
"We spent a very happy month. W. J. Cour-

thope joined us.
' His thorough happiness in living

is a great enjoyment to me, and the conversations

we have had about literature were always interesting.

I cannot remember when we had more fun and

amusement together."

[Some reflex of these good spirits may be caught
in the following mock-heroic epistle written about

this time] :

"
I must thank you for your kind birthday wishes.

I am twenty-seven to-day, at the beginning of one of

the critical years of life, according to the old notion

of sevens. I hope you in England are not exposed
to such inclemency of weather as we have here.

It is snowing hard, the snow lies on the ground
round us, and is deep upon the peaks and pine-

forests just above. We are enveloped in a frozen

fog, most dismal. I shall get somehow, I hope,
to Cannes before the end of October. I wished

very much for you last night, for we had an

amusing evening in X 's room. It was his

birthday, and various people on the lake had sent

him presents of flowers and fruit, so that he kept
his fete by asking a few people to share the good

things with him, and to hear some music. In

order that you may understand how entirely unique
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our party was, I must try to sketch the people.

X publishes the music that you know, but

he has more inside than that reveals. He is a

real child of an artist, and a clever, sharp, intelligent

man of the world. With him always a cousin ;

she has been made much of by painters, and accepts

her position of a beauty with artless simplicity.

She has soft grey melancholy eyes, beneath the

tenderest eyebrows, and a pouting little mouth,

which opens with a sort of charming discontent.

Then her hair is a mist of the most ethereal grey,

floating about her forehead with a mazy softness

not to be described. She has a sweet, low voice,

pathetical, and her dress completes this picturesque
effect strange embroidered shawls and lace work

on fantastic bodice, beads and corals, and moon-

shaped earrings, and barbaric brooches in a mass

of orderly disorder. This fair creature moves musi-

cally about the ways of the world. Her care and

admiration for X are the best points about her.

For the rest, she thinks much about her dinner. She
is truly tender and reflective when she speaks about

past festivities or happy days spent in plentiful pen-
sions. As an instance of her style, I will tell you
what she said the other day at dinner. They were

talking of ptite de foie gras, but she sat silent.

At last she said to herself, with sweet eyes dropped

upon her plate, and words, like honey-dew, trickling
the broken English forth,

'

I can never eat pdt'e de

foie gras! as if she had often tried and always
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sorrowfully failed. It is impossible to help sympa-

thising with such naive distress. She had arranged
the fete of last night, being anxious to have

X admired and amused on his birthday, and

to exhibit the splendid fruit. With these must be

grouped the figure of H
,
a gentleman at large,

who goes about the world seeking the best climate,

painting dreamy abstractions of landscapes and dash-

ing phantasmagorias of people, playing exquisitely

on the piano, and generally enjoying life in a soft

and elegant and artistic way. These three set

themselves to make the fete go off well. They
invited [the guests, among them a] Miss M ,

a

perfect American. She thinks men were made to

obey and worship her. She stands up against a

roomful in support of her transatlantic notions and

profound ignorances. Where taste and tact ought
to flourish in her nature, there is a vacuous Sahara

;

yet she is a simple and natural being underneath.

Such were the oddly composed elements of our

party, collected in a little room of wood, holding a

bed, two pianos, and a table on which the fruit and

flowers were set. Messrs. H and X sat

down to play duets, pieces d-guatre-mains, which the

American, bent on hearing X 's own composition,
rebelled sorely against, and kept calling catter-mangs
with a very pronounced nasal accent on the second

word. These catter-mangs were indeed for all ears

at first, a sad mistake, for they started on the two

pianos, which proved to be untuned, in different
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degrees of discord. This set the pianists upon one

instrument, and off in mock heroic style they banged

and thundered with the overture to Euryanthe. The

chalet trembled, and its sleepless occupants groaned

upon their beds, while crash ! crash ! crash ! the

four hands of the accomplished pianists remorsely

swooped down upon the keys. Spasmodic laughter

shook the guests all but Miss ,
who sat like

a pillar of salt, unmoved, and puzzled in her pro-

priety, throughout the evening, and Miss M
,

who kept growing shriller in loud abuse of catter-

mangs in general. Silence restored, they put it

to the vote whether a symphony of Mendelssohn's

should be played in duet ;
and here great deeds

were wrought, and Amazonian heroism displayed ;

for Miss M ,
like a Pallas armed and fiery,

descended into the arena against the combined

forces of the company. Like an epic poet, I must

here arrest the flow of narrative to sing how

equipped, how terrible the nymph appeared, arrayed

in sable, closely girt, and clinging to her Amazonian

limbs, she stood erect, 'prominent,' as Milton

says,
'

for fight.' One long fierce curl descending,

streamed afar, and in this contest waved, dire sign,

as waves a comet o'er some falling town. No
entreaties or arguments were on her lips. Men-

delssohn's Symphony she would not have ;
and lo !

her awful nod ! 'In America we are accustomed

to command, and when we leave our country we

carry its institutions over Europe with us. Play
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something by yourself/ X
,
stout-hearted hero,

undismayed, opposed her dread command, plead-

ing that the voice of the majority decided things

in America, and should in Canton Vaud
;

the

majority liked Mendelssohn ;
whereat the stern

nymph, unabashed, replied that the majority felt

with her. One voice from the oppressed crowd

was heard to say,
' Indeed we don't !

'

and the

majority, by acclamation, gave its vote for Men-

delssohn. Then pranced the pianists with mighty
fire across the spreading plain of symphony, and

music for ten minutes filled the sky music divine,

uninterrupted of the croaking voice. But, as the

last chords died away, we heard from her invincible

throat the girding comment,
' Wai ! That's what

I call horrid.'

"
So, with the song still in her ears, said the in-

corrigible Miss M . The secrets of all hearts

were opened, and many reproaches fell upon her.

But as some inspiration of a softer God, the cousin

rose, the mediatrix true to her great name. How
should she quell these mighty jars ? The circle

of her thoughts suggested pears and grapes and

peaches. There were no plates. Never mind.

H seized a golden pear, ruddy on the sunnier

side, in which the juices had been amply cooked

a pear that made the eyes of madame pensive.

With heroic knife he slashes it all round. She

weeps, and, impotent to stay its murder, cries,
' See

how he cuts it ! See how he spoils it !

'

I cannot
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describe her tones, the profound pathos of her voice

in dealing with a situation so unmitigatedly tragic.

Yet even she, holding a fair wedge of the mangled

beauty in her hands, deigned to smile through her

tears, lingeringly murmuring,
' How good it is,'

with such a rallentando on the '

good
'

that it would

have touched all hearts.

"
Harmony by this oblation of fruit being now re-

stored, the American nymph asked for
'

something

lively on the pianner.' X sat down to impro-
vise

;
first he played like a child, hammering out

with painful iteration one dull theme. But a change

passed over his bright features, and he lost him-

self in reverie. Then followed a composition far

above his published music, melancholy, grave, full

of pathos, swelling into fury and contest, and dying
back again into the strain of solemn, subdued sad-

ness, now made, as it were, victorious above the

tumult of the passed. When he stopped, he cried,
' Ah ! if I could write it down !

'

Comedy and

noise had been supplemented by real feeling now.

Eyes were full of tears, not inspired by the murder

of pears, but by real sympathy and admiration.

We all of us were mourning over the fair palace
so lightly reared of sound, so suddenly dissolved

by silence! All of us were feeling the finger
of God in music, the inexplicable heaven-sent

force that makes a man a prophet, setting him on

the altar steps of a celestial temple. It was past
twelve

; like ghosts we flitted to our several haunts,
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carrying strange minglements of feeling with us

noise and melody, discord and harmonious airs, all

blended in a sense of life. Well, I have only bored

you by trying to catch these shadows that flitted

across me last night, and to arrest the films of

floating character so finely, airily drawn upon the

glass of memory, that to make them firm in words

appears to me impossible.
"

I like artists and artist life.

"
Good-bye. The snow falls relentlessly. I am

sitting by a great stove, wrapped up in winter

things, and very much be-scorpioned front and

back, yet not ill. Good-bye."

On 1 the loth October we came to Genoa.

By Grenoble, Avignon, Nismes, Aries, we tra-

velled slowly in wet autumn weather, seeing much,
and profiting by what we saw, till we came at last to

Cannes upon the 24th of October. Here we stayed

until the 3Oth of January in 1868
; and, while it has

been my lot to pass many miserable weeks in various

places, I can truly say that I never passed any so

wretched as those. It was not that we were lonely.

On the contrary, we had plenty of friends my sister

Lady Strachey and her family, Edward Lear the

painter, Montagu Butler, the Otto Goldschmidts,

Miss Helen Paget, and Mrs. Hawkes, with whom

my wife was very intimate. Henry Sidgwick, too,

came out from England, and paid us a long delight-

1

Autobiography.
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ful visit. But, for some inscrutable reason, all my
maladies became intense at Cannes. The nervous

irritation amounted at times to insanity ;
and at last

I sprained an ankle very severely, which made mat-

ters worse, by preventing me from taking any exer-

cise. There was no doctor at Cannes capable of

treating a simple though bad sprain. Consequently,
it assumed a chronic form. I had to go about on

donkey-back, horse-back, or in carriages for the

next seven months, and was only cured eventually

by my father, when I got to Clifton.

"
I

l do not suppose you can understand what a

painful thing it is to be without physical power not

to be able to use the eyes for assiduous study, or

the head for that masculine contention of prolonged

thought which gives birth to books. I am dis-

heartened at everything I write.
' What virile

efforts, what effete results/ comes into my mind
;

for I am often conscious of a true sympathy with

my subject, and a sort of intuition into it
;
but when

I seek to express these in words the outcome is

very inadequate. This makes me feel great ad-

miration for men who obviously express the larger

portion of what they have conceived, or, more accu-

rately speaking, whose conceptions are so full and

vast that one does not notice the unavoidable short-

comings of expression. All language, whatever our

art may be, is a restraint on thought. It makes the

1 To H. Sidgwick. Cannes, Nov. 17, 1867.
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thought or feeling less than what it was in the author's

mind. And so the idea which, when expressed,

seems large, must, in the creator's mind, have

indeed been vast. I do not wonder at so many
men being content to remain unvocal, and to flatter

themselves that they are poets or philosophers, who

have not been moved to speak. I sometimes

imagine that if I had force enough to work over

and over again at expression I might produce more

satisfactory results. But I dare not apply such
'

improbus labour.' My brain will not stand it. I

lose my sleep. I am perplexed with obscure pres-

sure on the top and front of the head. And this

umarbeitung cannot well be deferred until I have

regained force. It is most effectual when the iron

is yet hot, and the enthusiasm of the first conception

remains plastic. Thus I am thrust by physical

debility into the petty style. Yet even as it is, in

this imperfect work, I derive the greatest possible

pleasure from the contemplation of the great

thoughts and splendid images presented to me,

which I try to put into my own language, and for

the moment feel assimilated to them.

"Haydon used to say that the poorest sign-painter

or house-dauber had his moments of inspiration, and

with his forehead struck the stars, when conscious

of a wash of colour smoothly laid, or the perfections

of a pure untroubled coating of grey paint.
" My father has sent me out Buchanan on W.

W., Harrison on Culture, and Swinburne's Roman
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poem. Buchanan is sensible, but not deep. He

says, e.g., that after
' Children ofAdam '

the verses of

W. W. are vague and general. Yet Calamus comes

after
' Children of Adam,' the most remarkable part of

the book, that in which W. W. says he reveals

himself most. Harrison is good, jerky like himself,

but keen. Swinburne more than usually verbose,

and unhappy in his metre, which is a rare fault with

him. He does not attend to the projection of his

thought enough, but splashes it out as if he were

upsetting a bucket."

" You 1 know it is crushing to be told that one has

neither 'force' nor 'distinction,' nothing but 'shady

fluency' (Conington's words).
"

I do not mind being told that I am not a poet.

I believe that such poetical faculty as I have is

restricted to the limpid but not artistic expression
of a few strong feelings to the painful sense of a few

peculiar situations. But Conington's verdict severs

me from literature altogether. He who has neither
'

force
'

nor '

distinction
'

had better keep silence.

All this I used to feel acutely at Oxford, until I

got golden words from Jowett, and breathed atmos-

phere never drawn by Conington art, nature,

philosophy, the literature of France and Germany
and Italy, books sealed to him one and all.

" Then I began to see that, as a critic, he is

purely verbal, and that there is some defect of sensi-

1 To H. Sidgvvick, October 1867.
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bility in him, probably connected with his want

of sense for landscape, music, painting, sound,

colour, form and life, in fact. I tested him with

the Elizabethans, and when I found that he pooh-

poohed Fletcher, was well content to be beneath

his ban.
" But I have a great respect for his judgment in

matters of style, and his scrupulous impartiality,

and it disheartened me to find that I could never

get a scrap of commendation.
" Now, if I did not feel the truth of much that he

says, I should not say so much about it. But I do

acknowledge my
'

shady fluency.' I need nervous-

ness of style, compression, and saliency. How to

get it ? Corpo di Bacco ! I will go on trying. I

know not whether it is not better to die panting

up Parnassus on the boulder-stones which clog its

basement, than to sit bay-crowned upon the breezy
turf above the clouds, with nothing but the sky
overhead. Nothing will persuade me to seek dis-

tinction by cultivating mannerisms. I believe that

purity is the true note of excellence. Distinction

and force must be found in thought, and not in new
words or strange combinations.

"
I need guidance, and feel.that I might work, if

well counselled, to better purpose. My real griev-
ance against Conington always has been that he

has not thought it worth while to say how I might
aim at superior excellence. Yet without this, ad-

verse criticism, especially coming from a friend, is

VOL. II.
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merely useless depressing when the subject is

weak, irritating when he feels himself strong.
" Please criticise me. I throw you as a corpus

vile the article on Theocritean landscape, which

is to appear in the North British of next month."

"
I

* am laid up on a sofa, and have been so ever

since Sunday afternoon, when I sprained my ankle

out walking with Mr. Lear. I had to walk home

nearly two miles after doing so, with a great deal

of pain, and when I shall get on my legs again
seems problematical. It is a nuisance, for Sidg-
wick will come some day this week, and I shall

not be able to show him the country. I do not

know how I came to twist my foot, these accidents

happen so suddenly. I was running down hill

among some brushwood to find a path, when I

felt as if a knife had run through my foot and up
into my leg, and I fell flat, quite helpless for some
minutes. Mr. Lear, who is a whimsical punster,

had only just before invented this sorry riddle :

'Why is this hillside like an old-fashioned waist-

coat? Because it's a little jerkin'.' I had no

notion I was to afford so painful an illustration of

the conundrum's force.

"Miss Girard has not yet turned up here. Mme.
G. promised to send her as soon as she had arrived

and rested. I am anxious to see her, as she comes
so fresh from Clifton. Among other things, too, I

1 To his sister Charlotte. Cannes, January i, 1868.
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am impatient to get the book on Blake which papa
is sending me. It is so hard to find readable

English books at Cannes. C. and I were lately

reduced, by way of experiment in literature, to

attempt 'Clarissa Harlowe.' It is like a deluge of

very weak and lukewarm green tea, breakfast cup
after breakfast cup. After the first of the four

volumes, into which the Tauchnitz edition is

divided, we gave way. I was much interested

with Richardson's method, and admired the par-

ticularity with which he puts his characters upon
the canvas, and makes them live more in the

smallest circumstances of daily life. By force of

accumulated details they acquire fulness and reality.

But when they come to act, when all the minutiae

of their internal hesitations and emotions are in-

sisted on with wearisome prolixity, one begins to

feel that what one wants in Art is something other

than the infinite particulars of life. Then Richard-

son, to my mind, is essentially a bourgeois, his

imagination mediocre, his sentiment mawkish. The
device which Clarissa invents for her own tomb-

stone displays all these defects, a cockney kind of

pathos and vulgarity of invention. It is curious

that English novel-writers should number Richard-

son, Miss Austen, and Trollope : the excellences

and defects of each of them so nearly the same,

and so unlike those of any other nation's novelists.

Balzac in minuteness of details, and in the patient

building up of character, resembles Richardson
;
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but then Balzac is a poet also, animated with pro-

found and tragic enthusiasms ;
he creates char-

acters that serve for types of human nature, his

colours are gorgeous, his scenery as vivid as a

world of dreams. If he were not so fantastic, if

he were less gross and cruel, if he could believe

in anything, if life were not a hideous strife of

interests in which the stronger tramples on the

weak, if he did not love evil for its own sake,

Balzac would certainly be one of the two greatest

novelists of the world, Miss Evans the other. As
it is, he must always be admired with reservations,

and regarded as a ruthless pathologist. The higher

place of a true physiologist (such as I think Miss

Evans is) cannot be claimed for him."

All
l
the evil humours which were fermenting in

my petty state of man poignant and depressing
memories of past troubles, physical maladies of

nerve-substance and of lung-tissue, decompositions
of habitual creeds, sentimental vapours, doubts

about the existence of a moral basis to human

life, thwarted intellectual activity, ambitions rudely
checked by impotence all these miserable factors

of a wretched inner life, masked by appearances,
the worse for me for being treated by the outside

world as mere accidents of illness in a well-to-do

and idle citizen, boiled up in a kind of devil's

caldron during those last weeks at Cannes, and

1
Autobiography.
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made existence hell. The crisis I passed through
then was decisive for my future career. But I

did not foresee the point to which it was about

to lead me. I only knew for certain that I must

change my course, and that I would never repeat,

come what might, that infernal experience of the

Riviera.

Among my papers of that period, written after I

had escaped from Cannes, is an incoherent document,

from which I can quote certain passages, to prove
how terrible the crisis had been. In another nature,

acting under other influences, the phenomenon of

what is called
" conversion

"

might have been

exhibited. With me it was different. I emerged
at last into stoical acceptance of my place in the

world, combined with epicurean indulgence. To-

gether, these two motives restored me to com-

parative health, gave me religion, and enabled me,

in spite of broken nerves and diseased lungs, to do

what I have done in literature. I am certain of this

fact, and I regard the utter blackness of despair at

Cannes as the midnight in which there lay a budding

spiritual morrow.
"

I contemplated suicide. But death is not accept-
able it offers no solution. I loathe myself, and

turn in every direction to find strength. What
I want is life

;
the source of life fails me. I try to

rest upon my will and patience. Doing so, I faint ;

for there is no force in me to keep the resolves

I form, and no content to make me acquiesce in
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present circumstances. When I attempt to drown

my self-scorn in mental work, my nerves give way
beneath me, and the last state is worse than the

first.

"Those who are dying of starvation, or have

lost name and fame by some irrevocable crime,

might think my troubles very light. They might

envy me my well-filled platter, my fair repute,

the love and the respect bestowed upon me. But,

humbly thankful as I am for these good things,

I cannot stifle the angry voice of conscience which

accuses me of a void life, they do not quench my
internal thirst for peace and confidence and unity

with the world.
" Then came the goddess Drudgery I had in-

voked, and spoke to me, and I replied as follows :

'

It is my particular source of misery that I cannot

labour
;

I am forced to be inactive by my health ;

if I could study for six or seven hours a day, the

intervals might be devoted to a well-earned relaxa-

tion. But now the whole day has to be devoted

to encouraging a cheerfulness and peace that rarely

come. Relaxation is labour, and the untameable

soul frets under its restrictions/

"A little nervous strength might make all the

difference a loosing of the bands about my fore-

head, a soothing of the aching eyes.
" Or some clear faith in things that are good and

true and pure and eternal, would make all the

difference.
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"In my present state of entire negation I can-

not get the faith without the strength, or the

strength without the faith. Both remain out-

side my reach. I have ' Moses and the pro-

phets/ and the sign of Jonah's gourd. But they
avail naught.

' Virtutem video intabescoque re-

licta.'

"The last night I spent in Cannes was the worst

of my whole life. I lay awake motionless, my
soul stagnant, feeling what is meant by spiritual

blackness and darkness. If it should last for ever?

As I lay, a tightening approached my heart. It

came nearer, the grasp grew firmer, I was cold

and lifeless in the clutch of a great agony. If this

were death ? Catherine, who kept hold of me,

seemed far away. I was alone, so utterly desolate

that I drank the very cup of the terror of the

grave. The Valley of the Shadow was opened,
and the shadow lies still upon my soul.

" Now, I perceive, since the shadow of that night
fell upon me, what is the solitude, the impotence of

the soul of man. What is it that we call a soul ?

If I have no soul, then let me die. If I have a soul

I shall not rest till I have brought it into harmony
with The Soul, the Universe. But abyss calls to

abyss, and the abyss of misery has murmurings
which harmonise with the abyss of joy. Until I

found this Hell I had no notion of the voice of God.

The solitude of this despair asserts Him. I am not

alone."
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[This terrible and lonely communing of his spirit

face to face with the widest abstractions which his

intellect could compass, seems to me to contain the

essence of Symonds' psychological quality. He
had carried speculation in the abstract, and the

audacious interrogation of the Universe, to their

utmost limits. It was inevitable that, if he survived

the strain, he would ultimately abandon the vacuum

of abstractions in which he was stifling, for the con-

crete world of men and things about him.

Having boldly plunged into the "abyss," having

learned that when sounded by the plummet of the

human intellect, it is actually void and bottomless,

the instinct of self-preservation, the shrinking from

the "
seuil de lafolie" caused him to cling to the

antithesis of the void, the concrete manifestations

of life, actual, visible, sensible, as the one salvation

in the mare magnum of speculation. This is, pro-

bably, what he meant when he said that " the crisis

at Cannes gave him a religion." He did not at-

tempt to fill the void with some definite concept of

a Deity that is what many have done but

Symonds' twofold psychical structure debarred him

from such a salvation. Emotionally, he desired the

warmth of a personal Deity ; intellectually, he re-

jected as ipso facto inadequate any concept of Deity
which the human intellect could construct and

therefore enclose. He abandoned the effort to

grasp the Idee, and accepted the erscheinungen, by
the study and interrogation of which he might still
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reach all that was humanly knowable of God. But

the analytical, inquiring, sceptical spirit, and the

passion for the absolute still retained the regency of

his mind
; therefore, for him all erscheinungen, all

phenomena, are to be studied, none neglected,

humanity is to be sounded to its depths, life to be
" drunk to the lees." The field of activity is shifted

from thoughts to things. The inquiry, the specu-

lation, the analysis which had hitherto been em-

ployed largely in the region of metaphysic, came

now to be concentrated on man, on human life,

and led the inquirer to investigate the varied and

manifold phenomena of that life the effort to know,

the allegiance to truth never wavered. In the pro-

cess, as was inevitable, the emotional and artistic

side of his nature, which had suffered from want of

nutrition, was brought into play ;
more of his whole

being became energetic, with the result that, in

spite of continued ill health and external trials, he

grew, and said he grew, larger, humaner, more

content.

How much of this mood Symonds uttered, and in

what form he expressed it to his friends, may be

gathered from the following letters] :

"I 1 do not know why, in my solitude, I should

keep silence from speaking to my friends at a dis-

tance, and, while I often commune with the idea of

them, refuse the medium of pen and paper. Soli-

1 To W. J. Courthope. Cannes, Dec. 28, 1867.
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tude begets solitude, and silence silence
; incestuous

and hateful hydras, that perpetuate their brood by
hideous interminglements and most abhorred em-

braces. I cannot write. It is daily becoming clearer

to me, and I do not know what is left beyond
'

le

tourment de 1'impuissance, la soif de 1'impossible.'

I am like a sphere in contact at all points with

nature, poetry, painting, philosophy, music, passion,

yet without a motive force within it. I spin help-

lessly upon my poles, and never stir a step forward.

What is the use of all the conglobated thoughts and

feelings in my soul ? I would far sooner have one

little faculty of real productiveness, or else have

never known the thousand forms of beauty.
' Mal-

gre* moi 1'infini me tourmente.' And I cannot de-

fine it so as to become creative, and pass out of

passive into active joys. The forms of Greek life

and art haunt me. They wait at my bedside and

follow me about my walks, and seem to say,
* Make

marble for us out of words the world shall read, that

we may live once more.' Then a great storm sweeps

through my mind, and I see Christ crowned with

thorns and robed in purple, the blood-dew on His

forehead, and the reed in His right hand, colossal,

dark as thunder. Earth grows pale before Him,
dark behind, and the centuries and the spaces are

traversed with swift irresistible conquest. Yet what

avails it that the themes of poems and the germs of

pictures swell my mind ? Then I am miserable
;

for days I do not think, or feel, or speak. The
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phantasmagorias have vanished, and earth has no-

thing to show me, not even in these olive-trees I love

so much, and orange rows and cypresses beside the

cottage walls, above their still clear pools, tressed

with maidenhair. And in the midst of fruitless

tumults I live inactive. Vain and barren as they

are, they waste my intellect and make me sterile of

the smallest epistolary fancies.
'

Accipe hanc apo-

logiam pro litteris non scriptis.' Zeller, that para-

dox of my unequal existence, keeps on his cater-

pillar pace from day to day. The slow muddy
river of translated speech indeed stagnates now
and then, forming into noisome pools and eddying
in slime about perplexing boulders. Yet volu-

minously thick it oozes on. The text will, I hope,

get itself done by means of another month's work.

Then come the notes, -TTOI/O? TTOVW.

"After that quen penses tu? Since I have

assumed the pedant's mask, I am of mind to

propose to Longman a revised and annotated,

and generally metamorphosed, version of Hegel's
^Esthetik. This is what the aids are likely to

arrive at. For the aids are not forgotten only
like Arethusa, another fluviose simile, they are

burrowing for a while beneath the ocean of my
idleness ; and should they spring again in that

Hegelian Ortygia, would they not indeed be

beautiful ?

"There is a certain cripple of mine which, having

got itself put into print, will presumedly appear in
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native and artificial deformity in the next North

British. Look at it. It is an article on Theocritean

landscape. Verily, I shall end with being what the

French call a polygraph* fecond a jack of all

trades, aesthetical, and a humbug who has gorged
and disgorged Hegel. Jam satis jocati sumus.

From the subjective to the objective, allons done

et soyons un pen raisonnables. It has snowed,

hailed, thundered much
; blown a keen north-east

for ten days irresistibly. The ice is thick upon
the ponds. The chimneys smoke. The keyholes
and door-cracks emit dismal wailings and piercing

draughts. I have neuralgia in my cheek, and

blisters on my chest.
' Voila de 1'objective. Assez,

n'est-ce pas? Essayons encore, et cette fois de

meilleure facon.'

"
I read with some interest an article on the

Talmud, which, simply because English people
are bulls, terrified at the smallest shred of red

wool, seems to have sold six editions of the

Quarterly. It is what one had expected. That

Christ incarnated His nation's spirit, and that those

who worship Him must henceforth study the life

and not the doctrine, giving new meanings to the

Verbum Caro factum est and defending their faith

on the vital as distinguished from the intellectual

originality of Jesus. You do not greatly care for

the origin of creeds. Yet, I think, if you have

not yet read Doctor Deutsch, you should study his

Talmud article.
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"
I have also been reading the correspondence of

Heine. Do you know him ? I mean, of course,

the poet, or patriot, as he preferred to be called.

It is good to find anything so purely fresh in this

century such a source of tears and laughter, bitter,

sweet, ironical, and tender, ribald and religious, all

in one gush. Why do not the gods give humour

to more of us, and make a better world ? We do

for the most part carry about our sorrows and our

purposes in such sadness like Dante's hypocrites

beneath their leaden cowls. What besides have I

read lately? Well, two novels of Sir W. Scott,

several of Balzac, one of C. Bronte's, Miss B.'s

life, the Phaedrus and the Symposium, none of

Ariosto's for a long time, but poetry of all sorts

and sizes, and much German philosophy. The

novels, n.b., are read to me. We are starved here

for want of literature, the library beginning and

ending with Tauchnitz.

"I was delighted with your last letter of (I am
ashamed to say) Nov. 25th. The quotation you
asked for was, I believe, from Hervey, and to this

effect :

' Ariosto's golden cantos and Guicciardini's

silver history are too stale for queasy stomachs, but

they must be having a Greene's Arcadia, and now
do long impatiently for a Greene's Faery Queene

'

I only quote from memory, nor did I ever charge

my mind with the sentence, so I cannot depend

upon it, and indeed I suspect that it is not correct.

You will find it, however, in the notes to Dyce's
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account of Greene, published in his edition of

Greene and Peele. Did I tell you Madame L.

is enchanted with parts of the poem ? I shrewdly

suspect she does not understand it all. But she

writes tenderly about it. She is at Mentone,

groaning over the cold. Janet is very well. It

is good of you to be hunting for her Struwwel-

Peter. When he comes he will be a very wel-

.come guest. Mr. Lear, author of the book of

Nonsense, a great friend of ours, is here. He
makes rhymes for her and illustrates them

;
one

about 'the owl and the pussy cat/ who 'went

to sea in a beautiful pea-green boat
'

is notable,

and his pictures of '

Sing-a-song of sixpence
'

would

greatly edify you. H. Sidgwick is coming to

stay with me. He amused me with an account

of a dialogue he had with Conington about my
literary merits

; they seem to have quarrelled over

my remains."

"
I

* am daily becoming more moderate in my
expectations both for myself and others. We have

pens enough, miserable pens, it is true, but can

we show better ? I, for my part, feel paralysed

by the confusion round me, science and religion

clashing, no creeds emergent, social conditions

shifting like quicksands, the phantasmagorias of

old literatures rising up to mock our modern style,

the whole fabric of humanity, within and without,

1 To G. Miller. Dec. 20, 1867.
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rocking and surging in earthquake throes. We
live in anni mirabiles ; and the nervous fluids of

our brains, instead of being concentrated upon

single thoughts, are dispersed through a thousand

channels. There is little productive energy, much

febrile excitement of interests ; apparent omni-

science, real blindness and impotent drifting, on

all sides. I am inclined to wrap my cloak round

me, to bow my head and wait, 'though watching
from a ruined tower;' to die the child of a turbid

generation, with eyes clouded by the dust kicked

up around me, dust of falling creeds and systems
and new buildings, with ears deafened by all sorts

of cries, war-cries, costermongers' cries, demagogic

eloquences, pulpit vacuities, and innumerable other

roarings of the vasty deep of void sound. If there

is a future for man, these things, from the pinnacle

of some immeasurably far-off star, may be co-ordi-

nated the broken light resolved into one white

beam."

[On April 7, 1868, Symonds left the Riviera for

Corsica, and a journey through Tuscany, Venetia,

and Lombardy back to the Alps. The Diary loses

its introspective tone. Objective life, and his keen

capacity for enjoying it, once more assert them-

selves ;
affirmation assumes the place of negation

in the ceaseless flux and reflux of his nature.

The Diary is full of enjoyment, of observation,

of historical acquisition ;
notes on the history of
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Corsica, the origin of Vendetta, the funeral songs,

the Voceri, an analysis of the Corsican heroes

Guidice della Rocca, Sampiero, and Paoli.]

April 10. Between 1821 and 1850 (thirty years)

there were 4319 murders in Corsica. All men over

twelve carried guns, pistols, and knives as soon as

they could get them, and went armed in the streets.

In 1853 the French Government under the Prefet

Thuillier routed the bandits out, and killed between

200 and 300 of them. An edict was then promul-

gated against bearing arms, and things have been

better since.

The following is the letter of a bandit chief to

the French official engaged in building a barrack :

"DALL' INOSPITE MIO SOGGIORNO,*
// 15 guigno 1852.

" SIGNOR SETA, Malgrado mi sia dia il nome
di Malvace, nonostante non ho mai operato male

contro alcuno senza giusta causa et senza preven-
irlo ; 1'istesso voglio operare con voi. II dare

1'ospitalita ai miei nemici e un offendermi. . . .

Percio, o voi tralasciate di fare la caserma, o voi

incorrete il mio sdegno. Iddio voglia che io non

possa mai vedervi. SERAFINO BATTINI."

1 "FROM MY INHOSPITABLE ABODE.
" MR. SETA, Although they have given me the name of Malvace

(bad'un), I have never hurt a man without just cause and warning
given. And so I mean to act by you. To lodge my enemies is to

injure me ; and so you will either stop building the barracks or incur

my wrath. God grant I never see you. SERAFINO BATTINI."
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This man at twenty-four years of age had killed

twenty-two persons.

AJACCIO, April 19 {Monday). The day broke

grey and cloudy, promising rain. We tried to get

our carriage postponed to another day, but the

diligence officials refused, and we had to leave soon

after eight in fog and gloom. The mist increased

in density, and as we neared the mountains, broke

into steady rain. All we could see was the near

country, forlorn moorland, varied here and there

with ilex trees and macchie. Chestnuts began to

show themselves as we rose, and before reaching

Bocognano we joined the course of a beautiful

mountain stream as green as emerald. Roaring
round granite boulders, and gliding over smooth

slabs of polished stone like the muscles on a strong
man's arm (to use the Theocritean simile which

Tennyson has transferred to Enid), and eddying
into still deep pools, it ran its various course, and

we followed its windings upwards till the clouds,

parting for a moment, revealed snow heights above

Bocognano steep slopes ragged with the leafless

boles and branches of gigantic chestnut trees. This

place, with its downward view along the valley

to Ajaccio and the sea, and its upward glance at

Monte d'Oro, must be a Paradise in summer when

the thick chestnut woods yield shade, and the

river brings perpetual purity and coolness from the

hills.

Our road, after leaving Bocognano, ascended
VOL. II. C
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rapidly. The fog increased, and the west wind,

driving from the sea, blew hurricanes of mist and

rain into the narrow gorge. Beneath there was

nothing but a seething chaos of cloud foam, and

above some dripping branches of forlorn laurustinus

and heath. The torrent, raving far below, was all

we heard. So dense was the fog that we seemed to

be skirting a sheer precipice, and the road had no

parapet. A certain monotony in the mist and the

straight line of the path we were pursuing, seemed

to indicate that we were skirting the vast wall of

Monte d'Oro, with nothing but a gorge between.

The chestnuts now began to be scarce, the ilex

disappeared, and their place was taken by huge
beech trees overgrown with pink and silver lichen.

The wind increased as we neared the Foce, or

highest pass of all, into a perfect tourmente. Our

carriage rocked upon the narrow traverses of the

ascending road, and the clouds swept past us, visibly

condensed into white fleeces by the furious gusts.

At last the top was reached. It still rained a

deluge, and our driver, who had kept his spirits up
with snatches of old song and monotonous chaunts,

now fell to cursing and screaming at his horses.

Down the horses dashed, and the carriage followed,

groaning and swinging round the corners, jolting

over wooden bridges, and careering along cause-

ways slightly elevated over brawling streams,

without a parapet or curb-stone to protect the

edge.
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Between Bocognano and Vivario there is not a

village on the road. It is the most solitary and

stern mountain pass that I have ever traversed.

The miserable stables, huddled up in snow, which

we passed at one point of the Foce, only served to

make the forest solitude seem more intense.

At Vivario we stopped to let the driver dry him-

self. In this quaint little village, plastered upon
the hill-side, a mere wasp's nest of lank, lean

houses, comfortless to look upon, and even more
barren than the native rocks which have their

lichen to adorn them, we found Courthope, who
had walked from Bocognano. His night had not

been spent without adventures. The old man of

the inn there has a face and beard like an old

grizzled wolfs. He wears a fur cap to complete
his villainous look. Courthope heard him talking
to his wife about the Inglese, and caught only a

few words of what he said among them these,

"ho rubato." Soon after supper he went to bed,

and fell to dreaming of the hillsides above Bocog-
nano, which he thought were peopled with huge

goats far bigger than the houses. These goats
took it into their heads to descend the mountains,

turning somersaults. As they threatened the

village with destruction in the course of this un-

couth pastime, he got very frightened, and woke

up with a shout, to find himself sitting on the

outside of his bed. Soon after, he heard some
one try his door, and then the old man asked if
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he were coucht. Courthope bade him begone,
but he kept fumbling and mumbling on, as if on

evil thoughts intent. By this time Courthope was

awake to the terrors of his situation, and keenly

conscious of the "ho rubato" he had overheard.

He, in his turn, began to scold, and proved him-

self so wide awake, that the old wretch, whether

baulked of his prey, or really only anxious for the

comfort of his guest, at last retired.

[Of work upon this journey, which was continued

into Tuscany and the Ferrarese by way of Leghorn,
there are recorded elaborate studies of Ariosto, Tasso,

and Tassoni. Symonds writes to his sister from

Venice] :

"Time 1 has gone very rapidly, and we have

done and seen a great deal since we left Florence.

Bologna, Modena, Ferrara, and Padua have all been

seen and admired by us. But the heat has some-

times exceeded all power of endurance, and I have

been very anxious for Janet. It does me more

good than harm, but it takes away her appetite,

and makes it hard to cure her of a cold which she

caught while crossing the Apennines.
"
Bologna gave us much more pleasure than it

did when we were there two years ago. It is a

most picturesque place. The heat and the weak-

ness of my ankle made me lazy there, and I was

very glad to sit out on church steps in the Piazza,

1 To his sister Charlotte. Venice, May 8, 1868.
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watching the humours of the crowd and smoking

cigarettes, or talking with Courthope about Italian

and English literature. I have read the greater

part of the ' Orlando Furioso
'

since I left Monaco,

and this has given us a great deal to discuss. It

is a most splendid poem, and I wish that its twenty

thousand and odd lines were doubled. To get so

much splendid poetical genius combined with fan-

tastic humour is rare, and there is no one in the

whole range of literature like Ariosto for this union.

When I meet you I shall make you read some of

the beautiful passages. It is a pity that Ariosto

cannot be put into the hands of ladies. However

much they may be fortified by the superior educa-

tion they are going to get, I doubt if they will ever

appreciate the mocking spirit of this poet.

"In the midst of my Orlando reading you may
fancy I was glad to visit Ferrara, and to see Ariosto's

house, &c. The librarian of the town let me, as

a great favour, handle the autograph MS. of the

Orlando, so that I had a good opportunity of exa-

mining its multitudinous corrections. Long pas-

sages are almost illegible from frequent rewriting,

and the style, which seems to be that of a swift

improvisatore, is the result of most patient elabora-

tion and deliberate art. At the same time, I think

those stanzas, which he had repolished over and

over again, do not run so smoothly, or with the

same impetuosity, as those which came straight from

his brain in the heat of inspiration."
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[In Venice, also, Symonds read Tennyson's
" Lucretius

"
for the first time, and sent the fol-

lowing appreciation of the poem to a friend] :

"
I did the voluptuous verse of ' Lucretius

'

full

justice, for I read it in my gondola as we glided by
the Ducal Palace and beneath the bridges of St.

Mark's. It is splendid in rhythm and in language,

perhaps the most splendid of all Tennyson's essays

in blank verse, and the most gorgeously coloured

piece of unrhymed English since Milton. But I do

not like it as a poem. The drama is undramatic.

Its action is slow and rotatory, not swift, simple, and

straightforward, like tiger leaps or lightning flashes,

as it ought to be. The fypornfav eV^o-racm? and ejacula-

tions, which are introduced to give a dramatic ring to

the poem, strike me as stiff and frigid, ill-jointed and

not projected at a jet. The whole is very pictorial,

a symbol of our modern poetry, which has absorbed

the spirit of the picturesque, and which is like a bit

of Watts in words. It agreed singularly with the

splendid sensualities of Veronese and Titian and

Giorgione. The picture of the Nymph and Satyr
translated itself at once for me into the language
of Venetian lights and colours, the flying forms,

divinely, bestially nude ;
the sturdy growth of laurels

and the 'million myrtled wilderness,' the golden

glare of level sunset, parting burnished leaves from

purple gloom and rounding the white limbs that

fled, the shaggy limbs that followed, and glowing
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in eager eyes and gilding thick tressed coils of hair.

There is great power in that passage about the

nymph. I think Tennyson has never risen to so

high a pitch of mere artistic excellence. The

pseudo-simplicity of the Prologue and Epilogue is

ludicrous, especially when it breaks out into the

elaborate physiology of the ' wicked broth
'

bit.

" But what transcendent lines there are :

' A riotous confluence of watercourses ....

Ruining along the illimitable inane . . . .'

and the piece about the placid gods and the sunrise,

and the repose of philosophic life.

"
They make me fancy that we moderns, with

tamer fancy and feebler thought, have a better trick

of versifying than Milton or Shelley.
" With the purity of Italian literature in my mind,

I see how decadent and autumnal, how over-ripe

and without germ of future growth, is this gorgeous

foliage of our poetic vineyards."

"You 1 do not write in the best spirits, and you

say you have never felt scepticism really till now.

I do not believe that any man who is healthy and

active can know the pinch of scepticism what there

is wretched and weak and morbid in it. Life is so

good a thing to the strong, that no despair about the

essence underlying its pleasing shows can make
them valueless. It is only when the phantas-

1 To H. Sidgwick. Venice, May 14, 1868.
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magoria of the world becomes sickly or menacing
that the intolerable burden of not knowing whence,

where, whither, how, &c., makes itself oppressive.

I have been for so long like a softer kind of Leopardi
that I long to say with sincerity

' Or l
poserai per sempre,

Stanco mio cor. Perl 1'estremo inganno,

Ch' eterno mi credei. Peri. Ben sento

In noi del cari inganni,

Non che la speme, il desiderio e spento.

Posa per sempre. Assai

Palpitasti.'

As for the garbage of the world, and the really

good things in it, I cannot weigh them against each

other. In the infinity of the universe they seem to

merge and become as one. At all events for me,

who am a grain of clay upon this tiniest of little

worlds, and who live for less than a moment in the

short minute of its terraqueous aeons, when I think

of the chaos of greater universes and the irrevocable

circles of eternity, and when I remember it was but

yesterday that the like of me imagined sun, moon,
and stars made to give them light I fold the wings
of aspiration and of discontent, and wait in patience

1 " Now shalt thou rest for ever, rest till death,
Tired heart. Thy last illusion perisheth
The dream thou wast eternal. It is gone.
Of all thy fond illusions none remain ;

The hope, the very wish to hope, is flown.

Rest then for ever. Thou hast throbbed thy fill."

Translated by Symonds, under the initials P. M., in the Chfionian,
the school magazine of Clifton College, in 1872.
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till the chemistry of the years resolves me into my
elements. I do not wish for death, since life has

many beautiful things in it. But I am incapable of

living for any purpose, or of raising my soul to the

altitude of a delusion. Let us eat and drink, for

to-morrow we die. Let us weep and pray, for to-

morrow we die. Let us laugh and sing, let us paint

pictures and write poems, let us love and kill, let us

improve our species and disseminate disease, let us

parade the destinies of man and draw our lineage
from the ape, for to-morrow we die.

' One is prone,'

you say,
'

in scepticism to make semi-practical the

idea that nothing matters.' Yes
; and then you

proceed :

'

it is so easy to show the absurdity of this

semi-practicality.' If it is so easy, show it me
;

tell

me what is practical, if anything is practical, or if

any sect except the peisithanatoi were final and

irrefutable.

' Assai

Palpitasti. Non val cosa nessuna

I moti tuoi.'

" You will, I know, be glad to hear my head is

stronger not strong. I read Italian poetry the

20,000 and odd lines of golden Ariosto, Tasso,

Dante, Tassoni, and more modern singers. If I ever

get capable of anything, I should like to write an

English history of Italian poetry. Our poetry and

theirs are twin sisters, and the rest are all outside."

[From Venice Symonds went homewards by
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Switzerland, visiting Mtirren, whence the discussion

on scepticism is continued.]

"
I

* found up here a letter of yours which had

been at Milan, Cadenabbia, Luzern, and Grindel-

wald. I do not know whether twice crossing the

Alps improves the quality of letters as it may do

of wines
;
but certainly yours was very acceptable,

and I should have been sorry not to have re-

ceived it.

"
Perhaps by this time you are out of scepticism

and in M'Cosh. So I will not discuss that part of

your letter except to say that I think you hit the

most intolerable part of the world's riddle in the

eternity a parte ante. But it oppresses me just

as much if I try to imagine no God, as if I state

the absurdity of a God emerging from somnolence

into world-creative activity. I wish I could em-

brace Positivism as a creed.
"

It is just what I could not do. I feel that the

instant I endeavour to take the e/xo/ and not

the a-TrXw? point of view, I resent the attempt to

impose upon myself. No healthy reaction takes

place, but I am thrown back upon a moral helpless-

ness inclining to Materialism, and to the feeble

hope (yearly more vain) of perhaps living so as to

enjoy myself without doing any positive harm.
"
Then, again, as to wickedness ; your inclined

plane is a just statement
;
but what is to arrest one

1 To H. Sidgwick. Miirren, June 21, 1868.
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on this plane, and (from another point of view) why
should I seek to be arrested? I am here in the

same see-saw as about scepticism, and end in the

same temporising, modified by an agonising sense

of there being somewhere a clear truth a some-

thing a.TT\a>s and not e/xo/, or even Tro'Aet, but plain and

unmistakable when once perceived."

[This journey ended at Clifton in July 1868.

The London house was definitely abandoned ;
and

on the 1 7th November, Symonds and his family

settled into No. 7 Victoria Square, Clifton, where,

on January I5th, 1869, his third daughter, Margaret,

was born.]



CHAPTER X

MANHOOD EMBARKED ON LITERATURE

The crisis at Cannes, and its results. Lectures to the Sixth Form at

Clifton College. Their effect. On " Richard Feverel." Settles

in Victoria Square. The Hastings election petition. Disraeli's

speech in the Irish Debate. The Social Science Association.

On the religious attitude. On Euripides. A journey through
the Dolomites. At Heiligenblut. Translation of Goethe's Proem
to Gott und Welt, Dr. Symonds' ill health. Scepticism. The
first idea of the history of the Renaissance in Italy. Lectures

on Dante. Death of Dr. Symonds. Moves into Clifton Hill

House. Publishes his first book. His own estimate of his

intellectual and literary powers.

[SYMONDS always wrote and spoke of the crisis at

Cannes as a veritable turning-point in his spiritual

and intellectual life. He could not see at once

where the issue of that crisis was about to lead him
;

he feared that the "gloom of the last two months

would project itself all over his life ;

"
he writes,

"
I

have found hell in this terrestrial Paradise
;
and I

have ceased to believe in Paradises. The Alps are

my only unexploded illusion, and these I feel within

me the potentiality of smirching ;

"
to which came

the cooling answer of a friend, "that when people
talk of hell, they often mean a state of their nerves."

But these depths of Leopardesque despair and

disillusionment could not last long with a man of
44
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Symonds' essentially active, vigorous, sanguine
nature. It is true that he writes on March 6,

1869, "I can never care for the actualities of life.

I cannot live without illusions," but the subsequent

remark,
"

I am not made for ennui, but for activity,"

is really more expressive of the central fibre and

temper of the man. He rejoiced in activity.

Nothing was more dangerous to his health than

boredom. And as a matter of fact, he was about

to enter upon a new period of his existence, in

which action, work, definite external employment

begin slowly at first, and in spite of ill-health, to

assume an ever-increasing place in his life. The
moods of speculative negation, the abysses of de-

pression which had haunted him from boyhood,
were never entirely obliterated, and returned when

any period of over-work, or too high a pressure of

living, reduced his nervous energy, but they never

again dominated his life as they had hitherto

done.

Soon after settling down at Clifton, in No. 7 Vic-

toria Square, Symonds made arrangements with Dr.

Percival, Head- Master of Clifton College, to give
lectures to the Sixth Form upon Greek Literature.

Symonds always talked with pleasure of this work
;

it served him as preparation for his own " Studies in

the Greek Poets," and it brought him into frequent
and delightful companionship with masters and boys
alike, many of whom became his lasting friends.

The Diaries dwell with evident enjoyment on the
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walks, the talks, the concerts, the debates, the

essays which were the natural outcome of this new

activity. One of his pupils, writing of Symonds'
lectures in 1872, records the strong intellectual

stimulus which he imparted to his auditors in the

following terms :

"It is far from easy to express the quality of

that powerful influence which Mr. Symonds exer-

cised upon all with whom he came in contact, and

more especially upon lads just about to enter the

intellectual wrestling ground. The most striking

quality of that influence was its capacity to tran-

sport us into a higher, a more rarified, intellectual

atmosphere. It was not so much the erudition and

the culture of our teacher which impressed us, it

was rather the sudden stimulus conveyed from that

extraordinarily active brain, with an impact which

I still recall as something almost physical. His

intellect set ours on fire
;

and this result was

obtained, not merely by what he said, but by that

more potent method of education, the sympathetic

display of a powerful mind in movement. And for

some of us the consequence was that we became

intellectually devoted to him. It was impossible

to have too much of him. The hours spent in his

study that looked out on the sharply descending

road, the long walks on the stately terrace which

commanded the city, its spires and towers, and

distant Dundry closing all, were occasions to be

sought for eagerly ; the thrill of them remained
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long after they were passed, and would keep more
than one of us at the dormitory window, sitting

late into the summer twilight, drinking the western

breeze that blew across the downs, and seeming to

catch uneasy anticipations of life from the move-

ment of the night wind.
" And the secret of the intellectual domination that

Mr. Symonds exercised, lay in his vast sympathy,

peculiarly sensitive as it was towards youth. This

sympathy, the deepest instinct of his nature, was

the means whereby he arrived at what he valued

most highly in life, knowledge of the human soul.

It was amazing to watch the rapidity with which

he reached the core of people in whom his interest

had been awakened. And this determination to

probe to the bottom of things, to be thorough,

displayed itself through all his conduct, and exer-

cised upon the docile nature of many boys a most

salutary influence.

"Among the many brilliant gifts of the mind
which fascinated us at that time, none was more

striking than Mr. Symonds' dialectic power. His
conduct of an argument had some of the pleasures
of the chase, and was a delightful exercise for us,

the o7cuAcuce9, the young puppies of the Platonic

dialogue. He made it his endeavour that no

conversation should be left at a loose end, but that

the course of the argument should be resumed
before it closed, and the conclusion to which the

argument had led should be carefully noted for
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future use, and the foundation of a sound and

reasoned view.

"Nor was his courage less remarkable than his

intellectual sincerity. We had before us the con-

tinual example of a man struggling with ill-health,

grievously handicapped in the career of life, yet

never complaining, rather rejoicing, dedicating him-

self, obviously, heart and soul, mind and body, to

the achievement of the work he had taken in

hand.
" So then it seems to me that what Mr. Symonds

taught us boys, far and beyond any views about

the Greek drama or any appreciations of Greek

poets, was intellectual sincerity and tenacity of

purpose. The medium through which he con-

veyed the lesson was sympathy, love. In this

way, not consciously perhaps, but instinctively, he

enforced the doctrine which he was never tired

of inculcating in his latter years, that life is more

than literature, the man himself than his handi-

work."

What Symonds himself thought of his lectures,

how he regarded them, will be gathered from some

phrases in the following characteristic letter] :

"We 1
are still exiles from our house, which is at

present a chaos. The movers of my goods have lost

above three boxes of my favourite books, ingeniously
selected from the beginnings and ends of editions.

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton Hill House, May 17, 1869.
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"
I have finished

' Richard Feverel.' I kept con-

stantly telling myself that 'this novelist is a poet,'

and when I came to the chapter called
' An En-

chantress,' I felt that the nineteenth century was

ever so far ahead of the Elizabethans. Suddenly
I remembered that these were both your ideas.

The man affects me terribly. I quite see why,
in spite of his being one of our greatest novelists,

he is not read. The sense of pain produced by
R. F. is intense. My mind ached at passages.
I was stifled, and had to stop reading. Even
Balzac does not so affect me, for Balzac is more

scientific on the one side, and more in his subject
on the other. What is terrible about G. M. is,

that he feels it as a poet, and stands aside from

it as an ironic showman. There is a great want

of truth, verisimilitude rather, about some of the

characters. I don't realise Sir Austin, or indeed

Richard, except as a picture.
" Since I last wrote things have not altered

much, except that my emotions are less occu-

pied and my imagination more exercised. It is

difficult to do anything educationally, or towards

living in common here. But I grow and steady
and intensify in feeling. The lectures do pretty

well, but I have not the art of lecturing ; and I do

not believe in my own lectures. Yet I keep a fair

face and try to be impressive."

[Besides teaching the Sixth Form, Symonds
VOL. II. D
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delivered his lectures to ladies' classes in Bristol.

He was invited to become Secretary to the Social

Science Association, and though he refused, he

attended the meetings on that subject. In fact, he

was beginning to assume a place in the civic life of

Bristol which his father's position in the city and the

county readily secured for him.

At the end of May the Symondses were settled

in No. 7 Victoria Square, after a great deal of

trouble from lost cases of books, and a fraudulent

foreman, who, instead of putting their furniture in

order after bringing it down from London, absconded

with ^68, i os., which he had received for its

transport.

While their own house was being got ready
for them, they occupied Clifton Hill House, and

Symonds was, to his own great benefit, actively

engaged in helping his father-in-law, Mr. North,

through the Hastings election petition, about which

he writes thus to his sister, at that time travelling

in Italy with Dr. Symonds, whose health had shown

serious signs of breaking down] :

"
I

l want to thank you for your very nice letter

of the 1 9th, and to tell you how delighted I am to

hear of your enjoying Rome, though I wish you had

better weather. I fear that my father has not at

once felt the good of the change ; but I am sure it

must tell on him in time, and make him stronger.

1 To his sister Charlotte.
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I am here about the Hastings petition. I have

been seeing barristers, privy councillors, a judge,

M.P.'s, and a police magistrate about the tactics

which ought to be followed. It is hard to get Mr.

North to take any definite line of self-defence.

But I hope we have at last committed him to the

employment of an agent, and through this agent
I fancy it will be possible to draw him into getting

good counsel for the pleading and cross-examination

of witnesses. He hardly likes my interference, and

yet he is pleased at the evidence of my interest.

I do not expect to be able to do much real service,

except by the testification of this readiness to help.
1

"
It is terribly wet and cold in London, most

wretched weather for bundling about in cabs, trying
to catch people who always seem to elude you.
One lawyer I have to meet at Wimbledon Station

at 9.15 A.M. to-morrow.
" Last night I dined with Dr. Lushington, Mrs.

Morris's father, and met there Jowett, who was in

great force. We had a long argument after dinner,

of course, about the Irish debate, and Jowett and I

were the only two who had been struck by Dizzy's

speech. I confess to having thought it a very able

piece of oratory, and to having felt the force of

some of its arguments. Mr. North, who heard it,

said it lasted over two hours, during which Mr.

Dizzy drank two huge tumblers of brandy and

1 The petition was dismissed with costs, by Mr. Justice Blackburne,
on April i7th, 1869.
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water, so that he got quite groggy at last. Yet he

did not give it in a telling way, raised no real

cheers, and roused the most manifest signs of bore-

dom and contempt on the faces of Gladstone and

Bright. I hope to get home again to-morrow. I

am beginning to feel the colds and draughts of this

nomad life in London on my chest."

[In the summer of 1869 Symonds went for a tour

in Switzerland, to Miirren, Grimsel, Furka, St.

Gotthard, Maderaner Thai, Engelberg, where he

caught a cold and brought it home with him, the

effect of which is seen in the depressed tone of

these letters.]

"Why 1
I have not written is simply, I think,

because my nervous energy is diminished, and a

letter costs me a good deal. I have been taken up
with a course of lectures I had written on Greek

poetry, from Hesiod to Pindar, which has interested

me. It is for the college during the term. The

pleasure was great, for I knew that when the ladies'

course began, I should have to spend my time chiefly

in the work of the second sets, getting up lectures,

giving them, and reading papers. I began on

Saturday with about eighty ladies. They seemed

to me pleasant to deal with, and more attentive and

repaying than boys. Also I had a highly intelligent

audience ladies like the two Miss Winkworths

being the high-water mark a few school-girls the

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, Oct. 12, 1869.
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low. It is not easy to strike a balance between the

two extremes.
" The Social Science Association, as far as its talk

went, was extremely twaddling and boring. I should

have blushed to inflict on an educated audience

all the papers I heard. Some of the presidential

addresses were mildly interesting. But I approve
of the whole thing, since it does certainly stir people

up, rub them together, and set them going by a

direct appeal to their weaknesses the love of

notables, most particularly Kingsleyolatreia was

rampant. He seemed to me, spite of ranting and

raging and foaming, and swelling himself to twice

his natural dimensions, or perhaps because of all

this, to be the right man in the right place. He
made an impression on masses."

"Since 1

your visit nothing very memorable has

happened, except a visit from Jowett. Jowett
had much to say, chiefly about my work on Eliza-

bethan literature, which he wished me to under-

take in a severely historical spirit, also about more

grave matters, especially the future of religious

feeling and opinion in England. He complains

bitterly of the '

flabbiness
'

of our religious con-

sciousness, and rejects my facile belief, that the

civilised world must, in its present highly intel-

lectualised scientific condition, advance, after a

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, Jan. 29, 1870. "Too late at night
for writing."
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needful period of softening, towards a new syn-

thesis. His firm conviction, of the possibility of

continuing for centuries in a slough of lightly

worn and morally obstructive dogmas, prejudices,

permanent attitudes of traditional acceptance, &c.,

startled and appalled me. I have grown to believe

myself in the centre of a transformation scene, and

to expect that ere long (I don't much care if I

reckon by decades or by centuries) the scenery and

figures will be fixed for a new action. You ask

me for an epigram on Euripides. I cannot make

one, except this : That he seems to me a sort of

divine Beaumont and Fletcher, what they would

have been in a more genial atmosphere. He, like

them, adorns his strangest, most unnatural situa-

tion (that, e.g., of Admetus) with exquisite poetry.

I felt in reading him what I felt in reading them,

that each play was a grape from a ripe cluster
;

if

one seemed less good than another I knew the next

might restore my delight in the flavour of the

whole. These, however, are mere bonbons and

carved cherry-stones of criticism. For my ladies I

have to plough through Medea and Alcestis, talking

the common stuff.

"
I am very languid brain, as usual, at about

one quarter working power ;
but I rub on. ... It

provokes me to think of your enormous fertility of

ideas and power of elaborating thought, also of your

memory, also of your more than adequacy to the

ordinary burdens of life. I say it provokes me
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not, thank goodness, makes me envious
;
but if I

had more of that sort of thing I feel I could realise

so much. My faculties cannot be brought to valu-

able activity without interest, application, concentra-

tion, and this I cannot give."

[Ill health,
" chest so weak," once more compelled

Symonds to take a spring journey to Switzerland in

May 1870. This was prolonged by Monte Gene-

roso, Genoa, Bassano to the Dolomites, which he

thought "vastly overrated," and then to Heiligen-

blut, from which place the letters are again happy.

There, on the glacier, Symonds made the following

translation of Goethe's " Proemium to God and the

World," a poem which exercised a very strong

influence upon his religious opinions] :

PROEMIUM TO GOD AND THE WORLD.

To Him who from eternity, self-stirred,

Himself hath made by His creative word ;

To Him who, seek to name Him as we will,

Unknown within Himself abideth still :

To Him supreme who maketh faith to be,

Trust, hope, love, power, and endless energy.

Strain ear and eye till sight and sound be dim,

Thou'lt find but faint similitudes of Him
;

Yea, and thy spirit in her flight of flame

Still tries to gauge the symbol and the name :

Charmed and compelled thou climb'st from height to height

And round thy path the world shines wondrous bright ;

Time, space, and size and distance cease to be,

And every step is fresh infinity.
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What were the God who sat outside to see

The spheres beneath his finger circling free ?

God dwells within, and moves the world and moulds ;

Himself and nature in one form enfolds :

Thus all that lives in Him and breathes and is,

Shall ne'er His presence, ne'er His Spirit miss.

The soul of man, too, is an universe
;

Whence follows it that race with race concurs

In naming all it knows of good and true

God yea, its own God and with honour due

Surrenders to His sway both earth and heaven,

Fears Him, and loves, where place for love is given.

PASTERZE GLACIER, June 27, 1870.

The dangerous illness of Dr. Symonds caused

the travellers to shorten their journey. They re-

turned to England with all speed, and by Sep-

tember Symonds was back again in Clifton, which

seems to have set up the old malaise from which

he periodically suffered.

This mood found heightened expression in the

following passage :

"
Hegel then is Nehushtan," he writes to a friend.

" Does not the devouring voice of the centuries cry

aloud to all creeds, policies and structures,
' Down

with them '

? It is sad to see these climbings to

Olympus giants that turn to cloud after they have

rolled to the top, irradiate with morn and evening
and not meanwhile to see Olympus itself, or to know

whether there be indeed any such mountain.
"
Everything crumbles at my touch, and is dust.

Even love and friendship ring hollow ;
no fault of
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theirs, but of this grovelling self. What I read does

not reach me. Nature seems to hide her secret, or

what is far worse, to have none. Art becomes a

matter of antiquarian interest. It is all corruption
and putrescence in this world.

" Then behold, the next minute this world appears

divine, and I love it, and know that the corruption
and putrescence are [only] in my soul."

There is clearly something very much the

matter here. Undoubtedly the chief factor in

this malaise is health ;
and the sceptical attitude

which is here expressed was due, in part at least, to

Symonds' determination to accept nothing relative

or partial (e/xo/)
in his analysis of life, and to insist

on attaining the absolute and universal
(cnrXto?). In

this respect he was a Platonist of the Parmenidean

side of Platonism. But this integrity of speculation,

this addiction to knowable truth, brought its own suf-

ferings. He was sceptical, but not sceptical enough
for peace or faith

;
he believed absolute knowledge

to be attainable ;
and so in the pursuit of knowledge

each acquisition is instantly tested, analysed, and

flung aside as not absolute, only partial. We can-

not help suspecting that had he seen Olympus he

would have climbed it, and no sooner had he

reached the top than he would have doubted the

solidity of the peak, and begun to unpick the

mountain to see whether it rested on a firm

basis
;
his determination to know would have com-

pelled him to this.
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It seems, however, that there was still another

factor in the pain which expresses itself in such a

terrible outcry. The want of achievement, the

failure in accomplishment, placed as high as he

placed it, entirely due to bad health and adverse

circumstances, were galling to Symonds' ambition.

Finally, we must remember that such passages are

the outcome of moods which often exhaust them-

selves, as here, in the actual expression. They
indicate a deep dive into the abysses which under-

lie life, and a rapid return to the surface ;
as now,

for almost immediately after writing the passage
I have quoted, the idea of his large work on the

Renaissance is definitely projected for the first time,

in a letter dated Oct. 24, 1870. The scheme had,

doubtless, slowly been taking shape ever since

Symonds won the Chancellor's Prize, with an essay

on this subject ; and all his subsequent studies on

Elizabethan drama, which he found "twin sister"

to Italian poetry, had gone to enrich his know-

ledge and increase his desire for the work. The
first proposal, which came from Mr. F. Myers, was

for a joint work on the Renaissance. But that was

abandoned, Mr. Myers taking to other subjects.

Symonds then turned his thoughts more positively,

though diffidently, to the enterprise.
" My heart

bleeds," he writes,
" to think of my own incapa-

city for a great work. I must not think of it
;
for

the very thought paralyses. I am working but

feebly, being feebler than usual, but I hope to do
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some solid work in the editorship of Conington's

Miscellanies; and I meanwhile absorb Italian slowly,

how slowly a brain like yours could not conceive."

By February ist, 1871, Symonds is writing hard

at his "first chapter, which is meant to contain a

sweeping view of the ethnology, political history,

domestic habits, religious movements, arts, learn-

ing and language of Italy before the age of Dante.

To get so much accumulated matter out of my
head is both a relief and an exhaustion. My Dante

lectures began on Saturday. I had a class of one

hundred and fifty. I am going to give the same

course at Exeter next month. My father is still

very ill."

This illness terminated fatally on the 25th of

February. Symonds, who was deeply attached to

his father, and was profoundly influenced by him,

felt the loss most keenly. To a friend he writes,
"

I hardly expected to feel the blow so crushing.

I have not only lost a father, but a best friend.

In him the most spontaneous and unselfish love

for me was combined with sympathy for my tastes

and occupations, pride in my success, if ever I had

any, interest in every undertaking. I could not

think of any other loss which could bring so much
sense of isolation, of having now truly been de-

prived of what hitherto was vital."

In the Autobiography Symonds says
" About

a week before his death he told me that all his

thoughts upon
' the great questions

'

(so he always
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spoke) were resolved into the one thought of God
as good, and of trust in Him. He was buried by
the side of my mother in Arno's Vale Cemetery,
near Bristol, on the 2nd of March. The scene,

as we mounted the hill, and stayed under the plane

tree by the ivy-covered grave, was very lovely

such a blue, kind sky and laughing earth, with

spring flowers everywhere. The slopes of the

down above were as dewy as some upland Alpine
meadow. In my mind I repeated,

' And death

once dead, there's no more dying then.'
"

The death of Dr. Symonds led to several im-

portant changes for Symonds and his family. His

sister Charlotte was married from No. 7 Victoria

Square, on July ist, to T. H. Green of Balliol

College ;
and later in the year Symonds moved

into his old home of Clifton Hill House, a place

so full of memories for him.

The change from Victoria Square to Clifton Hill

House coincides with an important development
in Symonds' literary career. He was just on the

point of appearing before the world as an avowed

author by the publication of his
" Introduction to

the Study of Dante," and here it will be fitting to

introduce his own estimate of his Intellectual and

Literary Evolution.]

Since l
I have reached the point of my embarking

on the great wide sea of literature, it is right that I

1
Autobiography.
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should attempt to form some estimate of my natural

and acquired faculties for this branch of art.

From nature I derived a considerable love of

books, an active brain, a fairly extended curiosity,

receptivity to ideas above the average, an aptitude
for expression, sensibility to external objects in the

world of things, and intense emotional susceptibility
of a limited and rather superficial kind.

My power of application was always small. What

patience I now possess in the acquisition of know-

ledge, or in the exercise of my talents, has been

gained with difficulty. Quick and intelligent at the

outset, I grew very slowly, and arrived compara-

tively late at the control of my faculties for any
definite purpose. The large part of my early years
was spent apparently in ineffectual dreaming.
Few people are contented with their memory,

because all of us feel the inevitable limitations of a

faculty on which we are continually making extra-

ordinary demands. The more we have of it the

more we expect from it, and yet at the same time

there are few who train it systematically. In my
own case I am certain that my memory was origi-

nally weak and unreliable. I remembered nothing

definitely which I had not either seen or acutely
felt Names, dates, numbers, historical events

entered my mind with facility, abode there for a

short space under the control of a deliberate voli-

tion, and vanished again as though I had never

possessed them. I could get a subject up with
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tolerable ease, but I could not retain my knowledge
of it. This gave me some advantage for preparing
for examinations, but like the sieve used in the

story of the Forty Thieves, my memory caught in

its meshes a piece of gold here and there. Having
an active brain and a lively curiosity, I was always

acquiring information, while the defect of my reten-

tive power made me continually lose the larger

portion of it. Yet in this way my intellectual

furniture grew to be a vague, ill-digested, inaccurate

mass, rich in possibilities, but poor in solid stuff. I

have never been able to overcome the congenital

inferiority of my brain in these respects. Yet being
aware of the deficiency, and resolving to make the

best of things, which might be worse or better, I

learned to utilise the strength and to supplement
the weakness of my memory. I saturate my mind

with rapid reading, devour multitudes of books, and

make voluminous notes, feeling sure that I shall

obtain a general conception of the subject under

consideration. Then I return again and again to

the leading documents, check every impression of

fact by reiterated comparison of my notes with their

sources, verify dates and quotations, force myself to

attain accuracy by drudgery. Few writers, I take

it, have undergone so much preparatory labour as I

am obliged to go through.
For numbers I have absolutely no head. I do

not visualise except in the most rudimentary way.
At best I can see the digits scrawled upon a slate.
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I am unable to remember the multiplication table ;

and it is notorious in my family, that I constantly
make mistakes between a ten and a hundred, a hun-

dred and a thousand, so feeble is my grasp upon
the symbol 0. If I have not been involved in

pecuniary difficulties, it is because I am conscious

of this imbecility, and refer on every occasion to

written memoranda. The same consciousness made
me early in life scale my expenditure considerably
below my income, in order that I might always have

a fair margin of cash to fall back on.

I cannot learn anything systematically. Gram-

mar, logic, political economy, the exact sciences,

offered insuperable obstacles to my mind. The re-

sult is, that I know nothing thoroughly; and I do

not think this is so much due to laziness as to cere-

bral incapacity. My brain was always impenetrable
to abstractions. When I attacked them, I felt a dull

resistance, a sense of benumbed and benumbing
stupor stealing like a fog over my intellect. I have

had to circumvent abstractions, to present them in

the concrete, and to return upon them by the path
of metaphor or symbol before I was able to ap-

proach them in the form of pure thought.
I have observed that visible objects forms,

colours, aspects of nature, faces, buildings, statues,

pictures leave a keen and durable impression on

my sensibility. What I have once regarded with

curiosity I retain. And more than that, I remember
the atmosphere of these things, the feeling they
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exhale, their specific quality so far as I am able to

perceive it. This has helped me in the line of

graphic writing, and has given me such certainty of

truth as I possess.

The same may be said of the other senses-

touch, taste, hearing, and smell but in a less

degree. In spite, however, of this retentive recep-

tivity to objects of sense, I am not strong in the

faculty of observation that quality which makes

the novelist, the man of science, and the higher
artist. Perhaps I lack patience or interest in

things for their own sakes. What I observe and

treasure up comes to me casually, by no premedi-
tated effort, but because it attracts me, and is corre-

lated to my tastes or sympathies.

Emotional states, whether painfully poignant or

fragile in their evanescent lightness, I remember

with unerring accuracy. This, I think, has been

useful to me in the exercise of criticism. I possess

a certainty with regard to past conditions of feeling,

which I find valuable when attempting to pronounce

judgment upon works of art or literature, or to recall

the sentiment evoked by places. At the same time,

just as I am no deliberate observer, I cannot claim

to be an analyst of emotion. Retentive receptivity

is the quality I claim. Combined with a moderate

estimate of my own powers and a fair share of

common sense, together with an active curiosity,

this receptive and retentive susceptibility to various

objects and emotions has given a certain breadth,
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a certain catholicity, a certain commonplaceness to

my aesthetic conclusions.

My powers of expression were considerable, yet
not of first-rate quality. Vaughan at Harrow told

me the truth when he said that my besetting sin

was "fatal facility." I struggled long to conquer

fluency. Still, I have not succeeded. I find a

pleasure in expression for its own sake
;
but I have

not the inevitable touch of the true poet, the un-

conquerable patience of the conscious artist. As
in other matters, so here, I tried to make the best

of my defects. Concentration lies beyond my grasp.

The right words do not fall into the right places

at my bidding. I have written few good para-

graphs, and possibly no single perfect line. I

strove, however, to control the qualities I knew

myself to have, to train and curb them, to improve
them by attention to the details of style. If I have

achieved any success in literature, the secret of that

success lies in persistent effort, combined with a

steady determination to preserve the spirit of de-

light in labour and the spontaneity of self.

Of moral qualities exercised in the same field of

work I may claim the following: First, humility,

developed by the sense of insufficiency which over-

clouded my earliest efforts. Secondly, pride and

self-respect, developed during the same period of

baffled aspirations. Blending their forces, these

qualities rendered me comparatively cold about the

future of my books, contented to compose for my
VOL. II. E
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own pleasure in a spirit half-sanguine and half-

pessimistic. I have never expected success or been

fretful when I did not get it
;
never cared very

much for praise or blame
;
never curried favour or

sought to disarm opposition. In the third place, I

think I may ascribe to myself justice and open-

mindedness, enabling me to take a wide survey of

the fields I had to traverse. But perhaps this

virtue is rather the outcome of indifference than

an active sense of what is righteous. Fourthly, I

have been gifted with obstinacy in the face of

physical and other disadvantages. This might also

be described as courage or tenacity, or a deter-

mination to make the best of things, or a want of

fastidiousness, impelling me to push my work for-

ward in spite of obstacles, and without caring greatly

how much it suffered owing to adverse circum-

stances. Experience of life, often extremely bitter,

at times unexpectedly blissful, has taught me that

there is nothing extraordinarily great in the greatest

of achievements, nothing mean in the meanest of

occupations ; briefly, that human life is not to

be estimated by what men perform, but by what

they are.

The period of six years, between November 1862,

when my health broke down at Magdalen, and No-

vember 1 868, when we went to live at Clifton, forms

the second main division of my literary life. What
I managed to do was done under great difficulties

and in a desultory fragmentary manner. Moving
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from one place to another, without access to lib-

raries, and always in depressed health, I could not

undertake any important work or engage in any

regular scheme of study. Intellectually I lived from

hand to mouth. The weakness ofmy eyes rendered

systematic reading impossible, and I depended, in a

great measure, upon my wife's unfailing kindness.

She read aloud to me for hours together. Curiously

enough, the lung troubles, which now threatened my
very existence, seemed to relieve the misery of the

brain. Gradually that organ regained tone, although
I suffered frequently from attacks which proved that

the disorder had not been lived down. Sustained

mental labour was out of the question. I worked

by fits and snatches.

Not having the strength for what the French call

a "work of long breath," I contented myself with

swallow-flights. I wrote a great deal for the Corn-

hill, the Pall Mall Gazette, the North British, and

the Westminster. In this way I composed some
of my Italian sketches "Orvieto," "The Cornice,"

"Siena and S. Catherine,"
"
Ajaccio," "Christmas

in Rome," "The Love of the Alps,"
"
Prove^al

Towns,"
"
Ravenna," and others which have been

incorporated with the productions of a later period.

They were transcribed almost literally from the

diaries I kept during our winter and spring wan-

derings. Some of the studies of Greek poets also

belong to this time. Among these I may mention

"Aristophanes,"
"
Empedocles," "The Idyllists,"
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"The Gnomic Poets." I also wrote those essays

on the English dramatists of which I have already

spoken. My little book on Ben Jonson in the

English Worthies series is mainly a rifacimento of

the elaborate study I then made of him. Much
time was wasted upon a translation of Zeller's his-

tory of Aristotle and the Aristotelian school. This

I undertook at Jowett's suggestion. Jowett, I may
say in passing, had a singular way of setting his

friends to do work undoubtedly useful, but for

which they are not suited. To make me translate

Zeller, instead of Cellini or Boccaccio, was nothing
short of a gaucherie. I found it intolerably irksome.

I did it abominably ill. It retarded the recovery of

my eyesight, and when it was done I abandoned it

as worthless. Later on I gave my miserable manu-

script over to some one who wanted to carry through
the business.

Bad health and perpetual change of place forced

me to fritter my energies away. Yet the peculiar

conditions of my life were not without some

counterbalancing advantages. I learned in that

long tract of weariness and leisure, that X/ai/
a-yok-ft

as Prometheus called his time on Caucasus, to take

a just measure of man's endeavour in the world.

Enforced abstinence and baffled ambition implanted
in me a wise indifference, a stoical sense of aSidfapa.

I said to myself:
" Entbehren solist du; solist ent-

behren" I saw contemporaries pass me in the

race of life
;
and taught myself not to envy this
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man's strength or that man's skill. In a word,

the stern school of adversity delivered me from

many pettinesses. In a genial, if somewhat scornful

mood, I determined to do what I could, however

little and however worthless that might be. I

wrote for distraction, for enjoyment, for myself;
and did not cumber my soul with what society or

critics thought about me. Hampered by so many
disabilities, I slowly but surely emancipated my
soul from academical and middle-class prejudices.

The callings and the works of men appointed to

different places in the world, assumed proper propor-
tions in my tired and disillusioned eyes. To wear

the poet's crown, to win the fame of the scholar,

seemed to me on a par with driving a straight

furrow through the corn-land, or steering a ship to

port through perilous waters under stormy skies.

I was disciplined into democracy with all its sympa-
thies and all its hauteur. Moreover, in proportion
as I ceased to study systematically, I learned to

think and feel originally. In my prostration I

grew to be self-confident (without losing humility).

Daily experience told me what a slight difference

there is between a man handicapped as I was,

and a man as privileged as Southey. I mention

Southey, because he is the sort of man of letters

I might have become if I had not been thwarted

by circumstance. On a lower level, it was no

small gain to acquire the knack of pursuing my
studies, such as they were, in hotels, in railway-
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carriages, on steamboats, in lodging-houses, in

lonely Alpine chalets. The life of the spirit, a

thin thread, it is true, but tough and elastic, was

carried on continuously under conditions which

would have appalled an armchair-student, or the

habitue of a public library. What the Italians

call sprezzatura sustained me. I adored beauty, I

enjoyed mental energy, but I held opinion, as

Farinata held hell, in gran dispetto. Then there

was the close communion with nature in many
fascinating and appealing places. This surely was

some equivalent for the loss of methodical investiga-

tion, of physical vigour, of combative ambition, and

of opportunities for strenuous study. Lastly, I

ought not to neglect the benefit derived by a man
of my temperament from the slow, dumb, imbibition

of a few books Whitman, Theocritus, Shelley,

Wordsworth, Milton, Marlowe, Dante, Browne
in hours of inertia, face to face with Mediterranean

seas or Alpine summits.



CHAPTER XI

MANHOOD EMBARKED ON LITERATURE

At Clifton Hill House. Civic duties. Publishes his first book, "An
Introduction to the Study of Dante." Dr. Symonds'

"
Miscel-

lanies." Conington's
" Remains." Experience under Anaes-

thetics. Journey to Sicily and Athens. Danger from brigands.

Girgenti. Impressions of Greece. Home again. Fall from his

horse. "Studies of the Greek Poets." Its reception. Sent

abroad again. Gathers material for the History of the Renais-

sance. "Sketches in Italy and Greece." Great literary activity.

The first volumes of " The Renaissance." Failure of health.

Sent abroad. Michel Angelo's and Campanella's Sonnets.

Breaks down.

I
1 HAD promised my father, before he died, to make

Clifton Hill House my home
;
but we resolved to

postpone our settling there until the end of the

summer.

It seems unfilial, almost impious, to say so, yet it

is true that the independence I now acquired added

a decided stimulus to my mental growth. My father

had been so revered and so implicitly obeyed by me
that his strong personal influence kept me in some-

thing like childish subjection. I did nothing without

consulting him
;
and when I was unable to repress

those parts of my nature with which he could not

sympathise, I resorted to subterfuge, half-measures,

1

Autobiography.
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and concealments. Left without him, I had to act

for myself, and insensibly I became more manly.
The events of the following years, in so far as

they are not connected with my rapidly expanding

literary energies, might be summed up in a series of

foreign journeys and a succession of civic duties. I

was elected to my father's place upon the Council

of Clifton College. I helped to found the Bristol

University. I acted as secretary to an Invalid

Ladies' Home at Clifton, and sat on the committee

for Promoting the Higher Education of Women.
I connected myself with the Liberal politicians of

the city. Of public business and of social inter-

course I had enough and to spare during that

period ;
and considering the rate at which I read

and wrote, as is proved by my publications, I was

burning the candle always at both ends.

It has always touched me with a thrill of pathos,

to think that my good, kind father died before I

came before the world as an avowed author. His

ambition for his only son had been checked and

thwarted. He had suffered deeply by my failure

in health at the close of a brilliant academical

career. Yet he never uttered one peevish word

to make me feel his disappointment. Shortly

before his death, he expressed to me his con-

viction, that I would never acquire the physical

force to do anything like solid work. "You have

one of those constitutions," he said, "with just

enough nervous strength for the common require-
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ments of life. You cannot draw upon the fund

of energy without imperilling your health." In

fact he had resigned all expectation of my making
a mark in the world, and herein he was amply

justified, for I had now reached my thirty-first

year, with nothing to show but a somewhat misty

reputation as a writer of articles. Yet what I

still contained of slumbering force was now on

the point of bursting out into sudden activity.

And nobody would have watched the efforts of

the next eighteen years, with more sympathy and

satisfaction, than my father would have done.

Modest as my achievement may have been, I

am sure it would have gratified his fatherly pride,

and have compensated in his old age for the dis-

appointment of the past.
" Dis aliter visum est."

And so strangely are we mortals made, that God

forgive me if I do not believe my father's watch-

ful supervision would have hampered my energy.
He exerted an extraordinary influence over those

who came within his sphere. Always benevolently

exercised, this was none the less despotic. I doubt

whether I could have written as freely, and pub-
lished as spontaneously as I have done, had I been

conscious of his criticism.

Anyhow, the year of his death coincided with

a new and far more energetic phase of my literary

life. For the rest of that year things went for-

ward much as usual. In the spring of 1872,

however, I made arrangements for publishing my
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lectures on Dante under the title of "An Intro-

duction to the Study of Dante." The book was

favourably received upon the whole, and added

to my reputation. At the same time, I collected

and published a volume of my father's Miscellanies

(Arrowsmith, Bristol, & Macmillan), and prepared

Conington's Remains, in two volumes, for the press

(Longmans). Both of these latter works I scamped
not wilfully or culpably, but because I was still

indifferent to the technique of literature. I allowed

my own articles to scramble into print as they

could, neglecting proofs, and not resenting misprints
which would now make my blood boil and the hair

bristle on my head.

[While engaged upon this work, Symonds wrote

thus to Mr. Dakyns from Sutton Court] :

"It 1
is wonderfully beautiful in the country now.

The apple orchards are covered with pink and white

bloom, and the farm gardens are ablaze with tulips.

But the real charm is in the meadows and the

hedges. One does not know whether to fill one's

hands with cowslips and orchises, or to sink into a

tangle of delicate fine grasses, from which bluebells

here and there tower up and starwort speckles the

green with white. These things, together with the

cawing of rooks and the sound of a stream tumbling
over the stones and the scent of wallflowers and

early roses, send me to sleep.

1 To H. G. Dakyns. Sutton Court, May 3, 1872.
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"
I wonder whether we shall realise Venice this

autumn. Lying half asleep, I dream that we have

reached Geneva hot and dusty, and are gone to

spend two nights at Glion hot sunlight blazing on

the shield of water below, a silver shield by day, a

copper shield at sunset, and at night a steel-mirror

dotted with stars. Then I dream of a day's journey
to the hills beneath Zermatt. I have heard of a

pass that avoids Visp and that part of the Valais.

The Moro makes another dream
;
and I loiter a little

time at Macugnaga, and cross the Baranca and get
to Fobello, and see the Sacro Monte at Varallo, and

ride across the Colma between chestnut branches

and soft turf, and row over the little lake to Orta,

and climb the Duomo of Milan at daybreak, and at

last I dream myself into Venice itself. Then I seem

to wake up, for when you are at Venice it is like

being in a dream, and when you dream about

Venice it is like being awake. I do not know how
this should be, but Venice seems made to prove
that 'La Vita e un sogno! What the Venice

dream is all the world knows. Motion that is al-

most imperceptible, colour too deep and gorgeous
to strike the eye, gilding so massive and ancient as

to wear a mist of amber brown upon its brightness,
white cupolas that time has turned to pearls, marble

that no longer looks like stone, but like blocks cut

from summer clouds, a smooth sea that is brighter
and more infinite than the sky it reflects these are

some of the ingredients of the dream which are too
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familiar for description. Nothing can describe the

elemental warmth of the days, the sea-kisses of the

wind at evening, the atmosphere of breathless tepid

moonlight in the night. Some people dislike this

part of the dream. It just suits me only I dream

of myself in it as dressed in almost nothing and

very lazy."

[The way in which Symonds took unfavourable

notices of his first book is described in this letter

to Mr. Henry Sidgwick]:

"
I

l
will by this post send you a copy of my book

on Dante, in order to get the priceless precious gift

you promise, which I shall obtain at a wondrous

cheap price if the Athenceum is right about my poor
little volume. I have always wanted to know what

were the sensations of an author who seasoned his

breakfast with the perusal of a well-peppered review

of his first book. I have this morning experienced
the emotions peculiar to this condition, but I fear

not with sufficient un-selfconsciousness for exactly

learning what I wished to learn. I kept saying
to myself: 'That's a hard hit,' 'That's spiteful,'

'

I

wonder whether it is making me twitch and shrink

in the right way.' But I expect that I had a pretty

fair experience on the whole.

"It is so disheartening to have bad health and

a bad memory, and not in one's literary work to

be able to attain by any labour to Grundlichkeit

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, Dec. i, 1872.
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and Genauigkeit. I do not like uttering to you
these little bat squeaks of a Troglodytic creature

;

and I am often so happy on my horse, scampering
at full gallop over the downs, so very happy when
I am translating Poliziano into English verse, and

very tranquil when I am hugging my baby."

[Symonds' health was still in a very precarious

state. As he says himself, "It was only by tours

abroad that I kept myself from a physical collapse."

In the late summer of 1872 he had taken a journey
to Switzerland and Venice with Mr. Moor

;
and

in February of 1873, ne was forced to place him-

self in the hands of a dentist, with results which he

describes in the following remarkable letter to Mr.

Sidgwick] :

"
I

l have a strange, deep, inexplicable power of

suffering that belongs not to natures more finely

strung than the average, I think, but to those which

require for their mere existence some frequent

tasting of the dpres jouissances of mere nature

savage and bitter to the taste. All the sweet re-

fined fruits, the grapes and the peaches, of poetry
and art, are mine : and I care not for them one

jot, if I may not press from time to time against

my lips the sharp, rough husk of the wild drupe.
As I must not pluck and taste these wilding berries,

I pine with a distempered appetite, and am cloyed
with over suavity.

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, February 20, 1873.
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"
I am going to write out for you the account

of a curious psychological experience I had the

other day. On Tuesday I was put under the

influence of chloroform and laughing gas together.

I felt no pain ;
but my consciousness seemed com-

plete, and I was occupied with the strange thoughts

which you shall read. Tell me what you think

about it. If this had happened to a man in an

uncritical age, would it not have carried conviction,

like that of Saul of Tarsus, to his soul ? A violent

deepening of despair a sense of being mocked and

cheated remains with me."

[Then follows Symonds' account of this ex-

perience.]

" After the choking and stifling of the chloroform

had passed away, I seemed at first in a state of

utter blankness : then came flashes of intense light,

alternating with blackness, and with a keen vision

of what was going on in the room round me, but

no sensation of touch. I thought that I was near

death ; when, suddenly, my soul became aware of

God, who was manifestly dealing with me, handling

me, so to speak, in an intense personal present

reality. I felt Him streaming in like light upon
me, and heard Him saying in no language, but as

hands touch hands and communicate sensation,
'

I

led you, I guided you ; you will never sin, and

weep, and wail in madness any more
; for, now,

you have seen Me.' My whole consciousness
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seemed brought into one point of absolute con-

viction
;

the independence of my mind from my
body was proved by the phenomena of this acute

sensibility to spiritual facts, this utter deadness of

the senses ; Life and Death seemed mere names,

for what was there then but my soul and God,
two indestructible existences in close relation. I

could reason a little, to this extent that I said
;

1 Some have said they were convinced by miracles

and spirit-rapping, but my conviction is a real new
sense.' I also felt God saying,

'

I have suffered

you to feel sin and madness, to ache and be aban-

doned, in order that now you might know and

gladly greet Me. Did you think the anguish of

the last few days and this experience you are

undergoing were fortuitous coincidences ?
'

I can-

not describe the ecstasy I felt. Then as I gradu-

ally awoke from the influence of the anaesthetics,

the old sense of my relation to the world began
to return, the new sense of my relation to God

began to fade. I suddenly leapt to my feet on

the chair where I was sitting, and shrieked out,

'It is too horrible, it is too horrible, is is too

horrible,' meaning that I could not bear this dis-

illusionment. Then I flung myself on the ground,
and at last awoke covered with blood, calling to

the two surgeons (who were frightened), 'Why
did you not kill me ? Why would you not let me
die?' Only think of it. To have felt for that

long dateless ecstasy of vision the very God, in
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all purity and tenderness and truth and absolute

love, and then to find that I had after all had no

revelation, but that I had been tricked by the ab-

normal excitement of my brain.

"
Yet, this question remains, Is it possible that

the inner sense of reality which succeeded, when

my flesh was dead to impressions from without,

to the ordinary sense of physical relations, was

not a delusion but an actual experience? Is it

possible that I, in that moment, felt what some
of the saints have said they always felt, the un-

demonstrable but irrefragable certainty of God ?
"

[In the spring of 1873, Symonds went with his

wife to Sicily and Athens, of which journey these

are some notes.]

"Eccoci.
1 We have had a wonderful journey so

far, leaving London on Friday at 7.40 A.M., and

reaching Turin on Saturday at 7 P.M. The slopes
of the Superga, above Turin, yesterday were all

covered with primroses and wood anemones, and

violets in blue torrents, and grey hepaticas and dog-
tooth violets, a maze of the most delicious flowers of

spring spreading themselves with their faces turned

toward the Alps, toward Monte Viso and Mont

Blanc, majestic in their depth of winter snow. It

is a wonderful prospect, with Turin below and the

windings of the Dora and the Po and all Lombardy
in perspective melting into the sky.

1 To H. G. Dakyns. Genoa, March 31, 1873.
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" We find we have one day on shore above what

we expected. This we shall spend in Genoa.

Our window is just above the port about a hun-

dred feet of piled-up masonry above it. Below,

therefore, is a forest of Mediterranean ships. I

cannot tell you what the charm of this view is,

since, as you do not know Venice, you have no

standard of comparison. But the mountains fly

up straight from the sea-beach, terraced with vast

palaces and domes and towers
;
and all the houses

are painted in faint hues of pink or green or blue or

yellow nothing violent, but delicate, so that when
the soft afterglow of sunset falls upon them the

whole is mellowed to an indescribable tone, like

that of a parti-coloured cloud.
"

It is hateful to describe what cannot be described,

and what you cannot see.

"
I have just bought an Italian Plutarch to take

for reading in Sicily. Dion and Timoleon ought
to be got up on the spot."

"We 1 have been in Palermo two nights, after

a very pleasant voyage in bright calm weather from

Genoa. We find the state of the island far worse

than anything we had been led to expect. The
consul (Mr. Dennis), whom I have seen to-day, says
that it is monthly increasing in insecurity. He will

not sanction our going to Segesta, or crossing the

island in any direction. It is even dangerous to

1 To his sister Charlotte. Palermo, April 6, 1873.
VOL. II. F
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drive out five miles from Palermo. The road

between this and Monreale has to be guarded with

bersaglieri, and just above Monreale is an old castle

which the brigands haunt. I can see it clearly

from my window. But why do not the soldiers

surround and attack it ? That is the question. The
answer is, that the Government is afraid. The whole

people here hate it so, that they favour brigandage
and rejoice in anarchy, because it is a stumbling-
block and cause of offence to the Government. The
South hates the North. Yet poets rave about

Italia Unita. The only way of uniting Italy would

be to put the whole South under martial law,

and at the same time to make railways and en-

courage commerce in every way, for the Italians

are very keen in their perception of material ad-

vantages.
" About Girgenti Mr. Dennis told me a curious

story. He wanted a little while ago to take a

villa there, and had fixed on a very nice one, and

had nearly agreed to pay for it, when his curiosity

was roused by some odd narrow niches in the

drawing-room walls. He asked what they were,

and whether, as they looked ugly and awkward,

they could not be walled up. The owner replied :

'Wall them up! Why, what could be more con-

venient? When you are attacked at night, you
take your gun and stand in a niche, and as the

brigands come in with a light, you shoot them.'

Mr. Dennis did not take the villa."
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"We 1
left Palermo at eight A.M. yesterday, and

got here a short run about three. The wind

was bad all the way ;
but it has since increased, and

we cannot leave the port. The captain holds out

some hopes of our going on again to-morrow. Of

course, in any other country we should land and

drive to Girgenti, or should at least inspect the

neighbouring ruins of Segesta. But all this is out of

the question with these confounded bandits. Segesta
is only twelve miles off; but then it is a hornet's

nest, and rolling about in the harbour of Trapani
is better than being transpierced with stilettoes.

" Our literature consists of Murray, half of Plutarch

in Italian, and half of "Tom Jones" in English. I

suppose we must feed on this nutritious diet all day

long in the cabin, since the wind makes the deck

unendurable, and the town is scarce worth visiting

a sort of Civita Vecchia, I believe. On the whole,

Sicily is a disappointment.
" The country itself is well enough, is indeed very

beautiful and interesting, but the difficulties and

dangers of travelling are wearisome beyond all

words.
"
However, the boredom of this delay at Trapani

has, I daresay, gloomed my views of the outer

world. If we get in the course of this week to

Girgenti, and the sun shines on the Greek temples, I

shall doubtless begin to tune my pipe to happier
strains.

1 To his sister, Mrs. Cave. OfFTrapani, April 13, 1873.
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"Sunday. At night. The wind and rain still rage,

and we are still weather-bound. Fancy living thus

day after day until the seasons change. A land in

sight, on which it is of no use to set foot, since the

town can show none but the filthiest inns, and the

country is infested with brigands. Our company
consists of a Sicilian gentleman, courteous and

portly, with his brother, young wife, and servants.

The lady is lovely such torrents of fair hair, and

such a clear, pale, beautiful complexion ;
a little

Italian officer
;
a Milanese young woman, who has

run away from her home to make herself a teacher in

a Collegia at Girgenti, and who does not understand

Sicilian poor wretch. I cannot fancy a harder

fate than to exchange the decencies and civilisation

of mercantile Milan for the barbarism of brigand-
infested Southern Sicily. These, with the captain
and his mate, are our party. We sit and feed to-

gether twice a day, and do not talk very much.

At least we did not until the Milanese Jane Eyre,

recovering from sea-sickness, joined our circle, and

instantly poured forth a fluent torrent of useful

information about Joint Stock Companies, mines,

raspberries, and the Val Anzasca, which astonished

and disgusted the Sicilians. A Sicilian is an un-

developed being without doubt, compact principally
of hatreds and prejudices, with a profound admira-

tion for conservative ignorance. The quick-witted

young woman from the North jars upon his serenity
of torpor. The Sicilians have but little original
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literature, yet they can boast of two unique docu-

ments, no doubt manufactured in the island. One
is a letter from the Virgin to the people of Messina,

dated from Jerusalem ;
the other an epistle from

the devil to a nun of Girgenti, the only legible part

of which is the date. This gives you the measure

of their intelligence.
"
GIRGENTI, Monday, 9.30 P.M. The sea, which

got worse and worse till midnight, subsided after-

wards, for the storm ceased. So we left Trapani

early this morning, and drove before strong wind

through great waves all day till we reached this

place. The ride up from the port, among olive

groves and cactus plantations, through hollows

where the whole air was heavy with scent of

orange blossoms, in sight of this stupendous piled-

up old Greek town, golden in the after-glow of a

gorgeous sunset, was one of the most indescribably

splendid experiences I have ever had."

[The journey was continued from Sicily to

Athens, and the impressions which it created are

recorded in this letter to Mr. Dakyns] :

"This 1
is how I saw Sappho's Cliff on the

Leucadian promontory. It was ten minutes from

sunset a stormy wind blowing and it had been

raining. Down from the clouds dropped the sun,

and hung red as blood over the sea. Then, in

a few seconds, he wove a rainbow, one foot of

1 To H. G. Dakyns. Corfu, I2th May 1873.
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which rested on the sea at Actium, the other on

the sea at Ithaca : the top touched the very dome
of heaven, and the long, abrupt cliffs of Leucadia

flamed with the fire of roses or of oleanders beneath

the arch. It was not a common rainbow, for it

rested on a wild chaos of clouds that burned from

violet into the hues of fierce pomegranate flowers
;

and all the blues, and greens, and yellows of Iris

were bathed in liquid fire of light-irradiated vapours.

The sea, too, beneath rocked and heaved like the

ridges of a lava flood in the moment of combustion

for all the trough of the waves was steel-blue,

and the crests were fledged with flame visible

fire blowing off them in spray. Could Turner

have risen from the dead to paint by commission a

picture of '

Sappho's Leap,' he would have painted
it thus after no other fashion could he so have

mingled the ardours of shame, and passion, and

burning words, with the wild hope that flamed from

the bow above.
"

I have ploughed the waves of Salamis, Le-

panto, Actium. I have seen two-peaked Parnassus,

Erymanthus, and Hermes' hill Cyllene. I have sat

in the chair of the Priest of the Muses in the

theatre of Dionysus at Athens, summoning before

my mind's eye the choruses of the Birds and the

Bacchae. I have followed the sacred road to

Eleusis. I have heard the poplars whisper to the

planes in the Academy. I have trodden the hill

of Colonus, and listened to choirs of nightingales.
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I have stood on the Bema of the Pnyx and on the

crest of Mars' Hill. I have sat for hours upon
the steps of the Propylaea and the Parthenon, in

sunlight, and in moonlight, and in storm. All these

things, and many more, I have seen and done since

we left Sicily. Athens is not only the most spirit-

shaking, but the most purely beautiful place that

exists. Here, one feels all that one divined in

England of the Greek Spirit. It is pure light,

serenity, harmony, balance, definition, nothing too

large, too crushing, but all human and beautiful,

and fit for the cradle of the free Logos.
"It is worth while to be nibbled all over by cock-

roaches at night in rolling pitching Greek steamers,

and to endure the appalling stench of an Athenian

inn, for impressions of such sublimity as this. By
the way, the honey of Hymettus is a sublime

thing. It is the best honey ever produced any-
where by bees far better than Hyblaean honey ;

and if Alcibiades thought he would get better by

conquering Syracuse, which may have been the

reason of the Athenian expedition, he certainly

made a great mistake."

[After reaching England again the Symondses

spent some time together with Miss S. F. Alleyne
in North Wales. On their return from this journey

Symonds fell in a fainting fit from the saddle of his

horse, while riding at full gallop on the Durdham
Downs. He writes of the accident to his sister

thus] :
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"
I

l should like to tell you myself about an acci-

dent which happened to me on Friday, and which

you may have heard of. I was galloping my horse

near the Sea Walls, when I fainted and fell off back-

wards on to my head on the ground. Partly

through the faintness, and partly through the stun-

ning, I remained insensible for nearly an hour, and

was carried by my two old college pupils, Pearson

and Nash, into that house close by the Sea Walls,

which you may remember. They got Dr. Fox
from Clifton, and then brought me home, with no

bones broken or other injuries, thank God, but with

a terribly shaken brain.
"

I am told that I must attribute the cause of this

accident to weakness from overwork
; and I suppose

this is true. Though what surprises me is, that for

the last month I have been feeling more and more
able to command my strength for mental labour.

"It seems, however, not to be my lot in life to be

able to work while it is yet day ;
and Heaven knows

how difficult I find it to keep my mind healthy when
I am not working. In this way, by buffets and

jerks, one comes at last to the great silence, I sup-

pose, where all ends."

"
1

2
fear I wrote to you in a querulous and de-

sponding tone before. In truth I do find it a hard

trial to be thrown down again, and by a blow which

1 To his sister Charlotte. Clifton, Sept. 19, 1873.
- To the same. Clifton, Sept. 1873.
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seems to carry the menace of indefinite difficulties

in the future. But I have many deep sources of

self-consolation. Foremost is the hope that either

I may recover strength enough to live as earnestly

for the nobler purposes as I wish, or else that I

may now be too weak to retain a thought or care

for what is less worthy of a man. The worst that

could happen to me would be to retain physical

strength and the power of locomotion, &c. (so as

to have idleness and the capacity for filling it up

badly), while mentally enfeebled and morally har-

assed. This is a sort of nightmare from which

I have hitherto found escape in literary labour.
"

I do not so much regret my work. Other men
can easily do as well and better what I have set

myself to do, and if they do not, the world will not

suffer. No
;

I had hoped to make my work the

means of saving my soul, and therefore I loved it."

[While Symonds was upon his travels, his
" Studies of the Greek Poets

"
had been going

through the press. He had left the manuscript

ready for printing, and soon after his return the

volume appeared.
" The success of the book," he

writes in his autobiography, "was marked," and he

expresses his satisfaction in the following letter to

Mr. Dakyns] :

"We 1 came yesterday to London, and in a small

way I found myself famous. Miss North had asked

1 To H. G. Dakyns. Oct. 29, 1873.
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Newton, the explorer of Cnidus and Halicarnassus,

Poole, the keeper of the British Museum coins,

Frank Galton, the Russell Gurneys, who have just

returned from Washington, and others to meet us,

and I was made to talk about the Greeks. I do

not know what stimulating and invigorating effect it

produces to meet with people, respectable in their

several lines, who regard one as an authority in

one's own. But it seems to brace me, to draw me

together to a point, and to make me feel the duty

of self-culture more. It is no longer satisfactory to

set down vague thoughts in a pleasant way for my
own delectation. It becomes a duty to acquire more

precision and extension of thought. At the same

time, there is an accession of strength. It would

content me to stay here and meditate and visit

people who could help me, and read many books,

and become accomplished. I therefore regret what

seems the waste of time to which I have now pledged

myself. However, I am bound to go forth to-

morrow to the old self-musing existence : I do it

with repugnance and with fear.

"Mill has been very good for me. Catherine will

now read him and bring the book back. I think he

would not have been better for more of what M.

Arnold calls culture
;
but I still, after reading him,

feel inclined to believe in those whom Shelley calls

'the unacknowledged legislators,' rather than in the

systematic formulators of thoughts. It is the im-

mense amount of culture contained in solution in the
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German theories of the Universe that gives them a

value superior to the systems of the empirical schools.

As systems, or complete explanations, I cannot be-

lieve in either
; though the empirics seem to me to

have the superior method."

[The results of the fall at Clifton were still serious,

as a phrase in this letter indicates. His friend

and physician, Dr. Beddoe, had advised him to

travel again. It was the only way of keeping him

from study. He was on his way abroad when
he wrote the preceding letter. He had engaged a

Courmayeur man as servant Jean Tairraz by
name ;

and in his company voyaged from South-

ampton to Malta, visited Tunis and Sicily, and

returned by Naples, Rome, Perugia, Florence and

Cannes.

Symonds' mental and emotional attitude is shown
in the following letters. His attention was already

engaged upon the History of the Renaissance, and

throughout this journey he gathered material for his

work.]

"
I

l
fear I shall not see you at Cannes. I should

have liked to linger in Umbria and Tuscany until

you reached the Riviera, and then to have joined

you : for my life in this middle region of Italy is

most delightful. My long study of the country gives
me a firm hold on everything : I see nothing that

does not fortify or correct some opinion, or help to

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Cortona, Dec. 15, 1873.
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give colour to some description. And I can work

so well. I read chronicles and histories and bio-

graphies on the very spot where the events hap-

pened, and make notes for future use which have

the juice of life in them. I have benefited by the

journey, and here at least I am not bored. But be-

fore I touched the shore of Italy i.e. in Malta, at

Tunis, and in Sicily, and on innumerable steamers

I was a little bored, and thought the whole thing
a sell. But I must break this fair life short. O
Italy ! How much more we owe to you than to

Germany. This is what I want to make the world

see
;
but I fear it is rather like preaching the excel-

lent qualities of their grandmother to them.
" The only thing that annoys me here is the

ddfaut des mes qualites. I am a poet, and poets
have special sufferings. My sympathy with the

people I see about, makes me understand them in

a kind of odd intuitive way and desire their com-

pany. But I cannot get close to them. I am like

a statue walking among men. As a form of art,

their life is mine. It is I who know all about their

historical antecedents. It is I who have set their

songs to English cadences. But if I tried to reach

them, they would find me as unintelligible as a man
to whom we would give the Venus of the Louvre

for bride. This is the great grief of a poet : his

agony of longing is a condition of his sensibility.

See on this subject Browning's
' Cleon.' And all

this goes deeper still. You are right in saying that
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nature has given me great facility in acquisition and

production. But with this there is a curse the

corresponding quickness and keenness of emotion

that perforce must loose itself in longing. What I

suffer I only know. And when this emotion be-

comes blunt, I shall know, not that I am freed, but

that I am dying : for these intense pains are a con-

dition of vitality in me. It is all this which makes

me alternate between feverish and voracious work

and exhausted idleness. I have intervals of clair-

voyance and intervals of stagnant blindness.
"

I hope to be one of the readers of your book

for this reason : my meditations of late, carried on

at night, mostly between sea and sky, after reading
bits of Helmholtz's Lectures, which I have with me,

make me believe that on the method of ethics will

depend the future of the human race. One such

discovery as Newton's law of gravitation in the

field of morals would advance us aeons forward in

all that concerns spiritual life. We beat about the

bush so long because we have not found the scien-

tific starting-point of ethics. This is what I meant

when I said in my Greek book that Science was

to be our deliverer."

[Another aspect of his emotions is expressed in

the following terms] :

"
Je

l ne pourrais pas te dire combien j'ai souffert

et combien j'ai joui pendant ces huit semaines de

1 To H. G. Dakyns. Savona, December 21, 1873.
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voyage mais toujours, tu 1'entendras bien, par la

seule pensee. La pensee dans cette solitude est

devenue plus que jamais ma vie toute entiere, ma
consolation et mon tourment, la cause de toutes mes

maladies et au meme temps la seule sante dont je

puisse jouir. Rompre les liens du reve et devenir

un homme agissant dans le milieu des faits reels,

c'est ce que m'est maintenant et pour toujours impos-
sible. Get atroce magicien, 1'Atlante de la pensee,

m'a enferme, comme auparavant Ruggiero dans son

palais, qu'il n'a form que d'air, mais duquel les

murailles sont infranchissables. Puis je travaille tou-

jours a mon livre. Je veux approfondir 1'esprit de la

Renaissance italienne. Et comme dit Georges Sand,

travailler pour la gloire est au meme temps un rdle

d'empereur et un metier de for9at. C'est en effet

une vie bien dure. La surexcitation de toutes les

facultes intellectuelles, la detente continuelle de

1'imagination, le travail de la sympathie, poussent
a la manie et produisent des chutes inexplicables

d'en haut des sommit^s de 1'ideal jusque dans les

bourbiers de la fantaisie les plus tristement ridicules.

Je ne pourrais pas t'ecrire toute la verite en rapport
de ces degringolades bizarres et baroques. Un
Mephistophele cynique se mele la-dedans pour pro-
duire des metamorphoses de la pensee tourmentde.

Tu sais que les liaisons formees par le hasard tout

seul sont ce qu'il y a de plus agreable dans les

voyages. Comme disait Stendhal :

' Tout est de-

couverte, tout est grace. II n'y a pas de lien.' Mais
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le melancholique penseur, tant qu'il soit un peu

poete, porte dans ces liaisons son desesperant 'au

grand serieux.' II veut que la bonne chance lui

apporte quelque forte sensation voulue d'avance,

conue dans son cerveau travaille par les passions

de la fantaisie. II ne veut pas simplement jouir de

la bonne aventure, mais se cr^er une ralite corre-

spondante a ses reves. Alors il brise 1'etre fragile

du moment, ou bien il ne se sent pas assez de force

pour faire clore ces fleurs aux odeurs enivrantes

qu'il entrevoit sur la tige ombragee que la fortune

lui apporte. Et si par hasard il a de 1'esprit, il voit

qu'il n'y a rien de plus ridicule que de chercher tou-

jours des acteurs dans un drame qu'il a congu de

longue main dans sa pensee maladive. II faudrait

tre grand artiste pour tirer du marbre de la realite

cette forme de la pure fantaisie de se faire un poeme
d'une aventure banale.

"
CANNES, December 26. In the middle of my last

laborious sentence I had to stop short. This

stopping short, breaking threads of thought and

fancy, is the real merit of travelling. I hope to

be home soon. It is very lovely here
;
but I

am weary. I have read and thought more than I

usually do during the last month."

[The period which followed the return from this

journey, in which, as the letters show, Symonds
had been strongly stirred in intellect and emotions,

was one of almost feverish literary activity. The
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fruits of his journeys, so far as they bore upon the

Renaissance, were now to be garnered, ready for

use, and he describes himself as "working very
hard in my study at Clifton Hill House, and filling

four or five thick books of manuscript with fervid

declamation." But the strain was severe, as the

following letters prove] :

"
I

l fear the whole horizon is changed for me, as

usual. Almost from the date I saw you in London

I have been ill. I had to give up my visit to Eton,

and on arriving here to take to bed. Bronchitis

began the mischief, and the last three days have

been one protracted torment. I sometimes wonder

whether there are many men thwarted as much as I

am by a series of Protean small ailments ; and then

I wonder with a sort of vanity how many of the kind

do as much as I do. I have managed in this illness to

write a long poem in ottava rima on an Italian story,

another in terza rima of a ghastly kind, an elaborate

essay on Heywood's plays, a notice of Brome's

dramatic works, and a portion of an essay on the

Italian Republics of the Renaissance. But it is

killing work. I say to myself, like Macbeth, 'At

least we'll die with harness on our back.'
" Some men waste their life in the boredom of

dull routine duties, others in the accumulation of

money they are too tired to enjoy, others in the

pursuit of pleasure that is never grasped, others

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, March 10, 1874.
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in sickness. And yet all, if they have any manli-

ness, do some pieces of imperishable work, in

passion or in labour. By the way, is it this by-
seed that saves us ?

"

"
I

l have been ailing in health ever since the day I

saw you in London
;
and till I can get to Switzerland,

home is really the best place for me. Catherine

and I made out a little visit to Lynton last week,
which we should have thoroughly enjoyed if I had

not been so weak. I was thankful to return on

Tuesday, and to feel that I could creep about my
own rooms half asleep again.

" These chest colds do not agree with sober work,

but they do not exactly disagree with some sorts of

irregular intellectual activity. So I have been in a

blaze of poetry of late reading and writing.
"

I should not wonder if I published a volume of

poems after all.

"
I hope you got my last immortal work. I told

Smith to send you a copy ;
and in this envelope, if

I can find one, I will send you a sonnet which I

wrote as a dedication of the book to Catherine.

Miss Thackeray, writing from Freshwater, says she

has shown it to Tennyson, who approves, long-

suffering old bard.
"

I am going to lecture again this term to the

Clifton College boys. How it will agree with my
lungs I do not quite know, but I must try.

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Clifton, April 30, 1874.
VOL. II. G
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"
I have enough of general sympathy for young

souls left to like it."

"
I

* am reading
' Bothwell

'

whenever I feel I

have any brains to read with, which is not often in

many days. It is surely a wonderful work of art. I

do not think anything greater has been produced in

our age, in spite of its inordinate length and strange

affectation of style. However, one reads oneself

into a sympathy with his use of language, and then

the sustained effort of thought and imagination is

overpowering in its splendour. It seems to me the

most virile exercise of the poetic power in combina-

tion with historic accuracy that our literature of this

century can show.
" My first volume, on the Political and Social

Conditions of the Renaissance in Italy, is just all but

finished. The arts, the literature, the discovery of

the antique, and the beginnings of philosophy under

the form of scholarship, have yet to be done, perhaps
two volumes more."

[Symonds records his literary activity during this

period in the following words] :

This 2

year, 1874, saw the publication of my
" Sketches in Italy and Greece." These were re-

prints from magazines, together with pieces extracted

from my Diary. The article on Perugia, for instance,

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Glenthorne, June 29, 1874.
2
Autobiography.
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which now appeared for the first time, had been

written at Arezzo in the previous December. I

remember how cold and dismal the Tuscan inn-

room was, and how my blood burned while I sat

scribbling till the manuscript was finished. I ought
to say that in this year I began to work for the Fort-

nightly Review, at John Morley's express request.

He had been struck by the "Greek Poets." I also

joined the Academy newspaper, to which I promised

my work gratis ;
and nothing that I sent there has

been paid for.

In 1875 I published the first volume of "The
Renaissance in Italy." It was entirely rewritten

from lectures
;
and the defect of the method is clearly

observable in its structure. I believe that I should

not have obtained the initiative for a ponderous
work unless I had begun by lecturing. The irri-

tability of my brain rendered me peculiarly intolerant

of sustained labour. But a rhetorical tone survived

my best attempts to rehandle the material which

had been designed for declamation. Changes of

style and purple patches deformed the unity and

gravity of a serious historical work. Relief from

thoughts which had become intolerable had to be

sought in brain-labour. That being so, I did not

sufficiently count the cost, or approach my theme

in a calm artistic spirit. This origin of my magnum
opus is hinted at in sonnets called

"
Envoy to a

Book" in "Vagabunduli Libellus."

I worked furiously, recklessly, at this period,
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devouring books upon Italian history, art, scholar-

ship, and literature, writing continually, and pushing
one volume forward while another was going through
the press. The same year, 1875, I sent out tne

second volume of " Studies of Greek Poets," a

large number of which were prepared from lectures,

or written expressly to fill up gaps in the series.

The last essay in this volume on the Greek Spirit

was a first attempt to deal philosophically with

moral and religious problems.

[In the midst of all this vigorous production, it is

interesting to observe Symonds' attitude towards

criticism and his public, as he expresses it in the

following passages] :

"
I

1 am so habitually more moved by passionate

impulses, that I daresay I do not truly comprehend

your attitude about writing and study. I cannot

quite picture to myself a man who has done this,

and will not for the love of the thing, con amore,

do more moved by Er6s, only son of Penia and

Poros.
"

I think it is dangerous to attach importance to

the opinion of people in print or otherwise, except
in matters of personal prudence, good taste, and so

forth. The real thing is to discover if you enjoy

literary work. You will not cumber the world with

books more than you do already with your body,

1 To Henry Sidgwick, Jan. 26, 1875.
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and oblivion covers both quickly as far as both are

perishable.
" For a man to do what he likes best is the right

course, since his liking is the surest sign of his

capacity far surer than the estimate of critics or

of friends. Love is the only law. This is the

one great gospel that is true."

In 1 the spring of 1875 my wife and I set forth

again for Rome, Amalfi, Capri lovely wanderings,
of which a pale shadow remains in my sketches.

In the summer of the year I again betook myself
to the Rhone Valley, Bel Alp, and Chamonix with

the two Dakynses. Here I worked hard at the

second volume of my
" Renaissance in Italy." In

the winter of 1875-76, my health, as usual, began
to fail. Beddoe recommended me to go to the

Riviera. My wife and I accordingly settled at San

Remo in February. There I wrote a large part of

the second volume of my
" Renaissance in Italy."

[On his return to England Symonds spent some
time in London

;
the stimulation of that great city

appears in the following words] :

" Since 2 we left Clifton last Saturday week we
have had a curious mixed eventful life, of which if

I cannot render some idea to you, as I feel impelled
to do, I shall not send this letter.

1

Autobiography.
2 To H. G. Dakyns. London, May 31, 1876.
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"It is increasingly strange to me to notice how
existence proceeds by jerks staccato movements,
saccadt emphasis violent revolutions of subjective

tone from extreme quiescence to febrile excitement

and back again, and all the while how the internal

self obeys its own forlorn laws, remaining within

the cage of prescribed limitations. This contrast

between the many-motived exterior machine of cir-

cumstance and the inflexible interior monotony is a

matter too deep for tears or sighs, when the in-

dividual has no ulterior point like God, or an idea

whereby to steer his course. ' Unstable as water

thou shalt not excel,' seems to me a motto painfully

applicable, and yet shallow in its inadequacy to

reach the central point of instability the self that

apprehends so many things and seizes none, that

sets its final stake on no one square of all the

chequer board, but moves from square to square
irresolute and eager.

"Now it seems to me that in this preamble I

have said all I had to say ; for of bright luminous

pictures, detaching themselves against a grey back-

ground, I have none to give. In many directions

I have seen and heard and experienced things
which the uncritical would call remarkable and the

philosopher could moralise upon.
" There is a walk, for instance, in Magdalen

with Mrs. Lewis, talking upon the fundamental

truths of ethics, and the way of adjusting the scien-

tific instinct to sentiments sacred. There is a
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midnight smoking dialogue with George Howard

about Art and Italy. There is a great recital given

by Rubinstein. There are two performances of

Tannhauser. There is the Hamlet of Salvini.

There are innumerable pictures seen and studied.

There are sights and scenes of London streets, each

one of which would make a poem. There is the

entering into the sanctuary of Blake, filled with

all he wrought. There is the summer beauty of

Cambridge, more picturesque than anything these

eyes have seen in England. There is the dreary

fading off into illimitable distance of the thoughts I

cherished for my book the passing away to ghost-

land of my best imaginings. There is the final sense

of impotence to be effectual, most poignant, most

crushing, most persuasive, and yet unutterable."

The 1 summer was spent in hard work upon the

third volume of the "
Renaissance," and at the end

of it I went with H. F. Brown and J. E. Pearson

to the Valais. Here I found that my physical

vigour was considerably abated. I took severe

colds, which left me exhausted, and I remember

suffering considerable fatigue after a walk with

Brown from Saas over the flanks of the Fletsch-

horn to the Simplon Hospice. [From the Simplon

Hospice we went to the Riederalp, where we found

Mr. and Mrs. Dakyns and Mr. Oscar Browning.

There, in the midst of damp fogs, the " Renaissance
"

1
Autobiography.
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advanced rapidly, at feverish speed, which told of

diminishing energy.]
In February

1

1877, I think, I gave three lectures

on " Florence and the Medici," at the Royal In-

stitution. Very dull lectures they were, for my
soul was not in them; my soul throbbed "for

adventure," and I had composed the lectures espe-

cially for what I most abhor, an audience of culti-

vated people. This is a paradoxical confession.

I am nothing if not cultivated
; or, at least, the

world only expects culture from me. But in my
heart of hearts I do not believe in culture, except
as an adjunct to life. "Life is more than literature,"

I say. So I cannot, although I devote my time

and energy to culture (even as a carpenter makes

doors, or a carver carves edelweiss on walnut wood),

regard it otherwise than in the light of pastime,

decoration, service. Passion, nerve and sinew, eating
and drinking, even money -getting, the coarsest

forms of activity come, in my reckoning, before

culture. Little did I care what the gentlemen in

frock-coats, and the ladies in bonnets, thought of

my lectures. I did not care what they thought,
because I knew that the real arena for myself and

the rest of them was not in that theatre of disputa-

tions, elucidations, and plausible explications of all

sorts of theories. It lay outside, inside, in a world

of things which each carries about with him, and

1

Autobiography.
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into which each penetrates when the voice of the

lecturer is no more heard in the theatre.

The theatre of the Royal Institution that dismal

pit in which a lecturer stands, under malign London

light in February, with a cold draught pumped upon
his shoulders took its revenge upon me for the

insolence I have declared, and my indifference to

culture. In short, I caught a bad cold in the lungs,

while engaged in that husky task of lecturing to

drowsy folk, on topics which they neither understood

nor cared to be instructed in.

This cold developed into a sharp attack of bron-

chitis when I. returned to Clifton. I had a long
and tedious illness. My good friend and doctor,

John Beddoe, pronounced that the left lung was

now at last seriously and dangerously compromised.
He sent me off to Greece. I was to go there in

the company of F. Tuckett of the Alpine Club.

But I only got as far as Cannes upon the way. A
certain daimon or instinct of abstention which

attends all open-minded human beings when they
have a choice between the possible and the impos-
sible in practical circumstances told me that I was

unfit to risk a journey into Greece, and that it

would be inflicting a too serious responsibility upon

my travelling friends if I should do so
; and, without

exactly knowing why, I determined to await a coming
crisis in regions which were better known to me.

So I pottered about Lombardy in the spring of

1877. I trailed the skirts ofmy physical and nervous
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unrest through those Italian cities, always alive to

their monuments of art and history, always touching
human nature, and in no wise gaining satisfaction,

and what the soul gained or lost in the process of

experience was a levelling down until it touched

the ground-plan of pauvre humanitt. What I dis-

covered was that I could love and fraternise with

the least, and last, and poorest, that I could call

the meanest my friends, my brothers and sisters.

But I had no gospel to preach to them. I only
came to understand them and their integrity with

myself.

On this tour I discovered Campanella's sonnets,

and began to translate them, together with Michael

Angelo's, into English. Terribly ill at last, I

managed to reach Clifton early in June without a

collapse. During a night spent in great misery at

Turin, I was probably on the verge of calamity.

Fortunately I reached home
;
and the next day,

while riding on the downs, I was surprised by a

sudden and violent hemorrhage from the lungs.



CHAPTER XII

MANHOOD RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT

Recovers slowly. Happiness. His statement of his religion. Child-

hood. Harrow. Oxford.
"
Essays and Reviews." Comtism.

The cosmic enthusiasm. Goethe. Cleanthes. Walt Whitman.

Darwin. Conclusion.

A 1 GREAT peace came over me, as I lay for weeks

in bed, forgetful of the conflict, slowly and painfully

recovering a dram of strength. It was a blissful

interlude in my life, those weeks in which I lay

resigned to death. But life returned
;
and though

I was maimed and bruised, definitely convicted of

actual phthisis, I felt the call to live. When I got

up at last from my sick bed, I could hardly recog-

nise myself as the same person. The struggle for

mere life had now absorbed and superseded the

struggle for what I sought in life. I seemed for the

moment like a man new born. I was a child in the

hands of something divine, to which I responded
with an infinite gratitude. So preoccupied was I

with the difficulty of existing that I did not then

think what further existence would imply the

resumption of the burden of my personality. I

employed myself to the best of my ability in setting

1
Autobiography.
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my worldly affairs in order being conscious of

impending death and for the rest I exercised my
literary faculty in such light work as I could do-

translating the sonnets of Michelangelo Buonarroti

and Tommaso Campanella, which I had begun be-

fore my illness. Never have I felt happier in the

soul than during those weeks when my life was

hanging on a thread, and when the sensuous facul-

ties remained in abeyance the real man, the self,

which is immortal, being left open to only intellectual

influences, and these pervading only a small portion
of his total sensibility.

Religion is so important a factor in man's intel-

lectual life, and has so direct a bearing upon the

growth of the emotions, that I ought not to omit

some account of my development.
I have already observed that I was not gifted by

nature with any strong sense of God as a Person

near to me, nor was I naturally of a pious disposi-

tion
;
nor yet, again, endowed with that theological

bias which qualifies the metaphysical thought of

philosophers like my late brother-in-law, Professor

T. H. Green.

The groundwork of my mental temperament

might rather be described as literary, asthetical,

with a certain bias to scholarship and curiosity.

In boyhood I received the usual kind of train-

ing in religious matters at home. I learned the

Catechism, the Collects of the Prayer-Book, and

considerable portions of the Psalms and Gospels.
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My aunt, Miss Sykes, used to read the Bible with

us every morning ;
and on Sundays we always went

twice to church. There was nothing in my early

surroundings to evoke the religious sentiment by

any appeal to my peculiar nature. And yet I

believe that I went to Harrow with as strong a

sense of moral allegiance to the Deity, as God-

fearing and as willing to receive religious influences,

as most boys of my age.

My father's mental and moral influence began to

make itself powerfully felt during my Oxford life.

We were drawn together, and exchanged thoughts

upon the deepest problems, with a freedom unusual,

perhaps, in the intercourse of father and son. Some
of his most intimate friends had been, and others

still were, thinkers of the Broad Church school

John Sterling, Rev. Frederic Myers of Keswick,

F. D. Maurice, Francis Newman, and Professor

Jowett. Their ideas filtered through my father's

conversation into my head, together with the criti-

cism of his own clear logic. The conversation of

the three last whom I have mentioned, and also

of that subtle thinker, Sydney Dobeli, familiarised

me with lines of speculation antagonistic to any
narrow interpretations of Christian dogma. The
creeds which cling so firmly to many minds hung
loose on me. As they dropped off and melted

away, I felt the difficulty and the danger of living

in the world without a fixed belief in God, Christ,

the scheme of redemption, the immortality of souls
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assigned to reward or punishment. I sympathised
much with Arthur Clough. But I soon perceived

that it would be impossible for me to rest in that

halting-place, which men like my father, Maurice,

Jowett, Stanley, had constructed for themselves and

fitted up according to the particular tone and bias

of their several dispositions. I understood and

respected their position, especially my father's. Still

I felt that their qualified adherence to Christianity

and the Scriptures had something illogical in it,

which might be explained, and excused by the

circumstances of their emergence out of rigid ortho-

doxy into liberalism. I was starting from the point

which they had reached, and I should be compelled
to go further.

This does not mean that I became irreligious.

On the contrary, I now for the first time began to

comprehend what religion is, and to feel about for

some faith whereby my own soul might be sup-

ported. I took to examining my thoughts and

wishes with regard to the mysteries of the uni-

verse, God, nature, man. This I did seriously,

almost systematically, during more than two years

of reading for the final schools at Oxford. The
studies on which I was engaged, Plato, Aristotle,

the history of ancient and modern philosophy, logic,

supplied me with continual food for meditation ;
and

in the course of long walks, or midnight colloquies,

I compared my own eager questionings with those

of many sorts of men Conington, who professed
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himself a submissive Christian through terror ;

Hugh Pearson, one of the mellowest of the ortho-

dox Broad Church men ["a good man," Symonds
calls him elsewhere,

" rooted in a fair soil, over

whom chance and change have only an external

empire "] ;
T. H. Green, the sturdy and yet ima-

ginative philosopher ; C. C. Puller, already fasci-

nated by the gospel of Auguste Comte; W. R. W.

Stephens ;
A. O. Rutson, George Bright, J. S.

Phillpotts, Albert Dicey, Charles Parker, James

Bryce, Edwin Palmer. A book called
"
Essays

and Reviews
"

attracted extraordinary attention at

that time ;
and a vehement contest about the en-

dowment of Professor Jowett's chair was raging
between the Liberals and Conservatives of the

University. Theology penetrated our intellectual

and social atmosphere. We talked theology at

breakfast-parties and at wine-parties, out riding and

walking, in college gardens, on the river, wherever

young men and their elders met together.

[I have taken the following letter to his friend,

Mr. Stephens one of the longest, fullest, most

concentratedly passionate letters he ever wrote

out of its chronological order, and inserted it here

because its contents are particularly germane to the

subject of this chapter. The letter itself belongs
to a period posterior to the preceding passage of

the Autobiography, to that most important passage
in his life, the speculative crisis at Cannes] :
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"
I

l want to answer the more serious part of your

letter, and to thank you for it. When I wrote to

you from Bayeux, in great weariness and sickness

of soul, I knew that I was speaking to one who
would understand. I felt certain that your point
of view would be such as you describe, and such

as I believe you rightly call a healthy one. But

I would make one remark upon the word health.

I believe that health of soul results from possessing
a creed : I do not, however, think that because,

under peculiar circumstances, a man is denuded of

the ordinary creeds, it is a sign of his being un-

healthy. His negative condition by isolating him

from men around him, and by withdrawing from

him the ordinary supports of life and springs of

action, is liable to render him restless, feeble, melan-

choly, and ill. But this is very different from say-

ing that scepticism is a disease of which a man
should wish to be cured at all hazards. I premise
so much, because I notice that those who have a

faith always treat those who do not share it as

morbid
;
whereas sceptics are just as much justified

in retorting that it is a disease to believe what is

unwarrantable. In fact, I see the essence of belief

in a poor fetish-worshipper, and the essence of

scepticism in a man, say, like De Musset
;
the one

appears to me to have a morbidly redundant, the

other a morbidly deficient, secretion of what we call

faith. To find the just medium, to have a reason-

1 To W. R. W. Stephens. Hastings, June 16, 1867.
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able faith, is the great point. That is health per-

haps ;
but whether it can be obtained, this euSa.iiJ.ovia

of the soul, and what it is exactly, appears to me
as yet unknown. Moreover, I do not believe that

a religious, or rather a theological, belief is neces-

sary for the health. Those who are animated with

political or philanthropic creeds like the Comtists,

have quite enough to keep them in proper tone.

Even an sesthetical faith, if very vigorous, might
suffice. But underlying all these secondary forms

of soul-supporting belief, I suspect there lurks the

architectonic creed, which gives some reason for the

existence of the universe and of man's place upon
it. Comte truly is willing to leave this problem
alone and devote himself to mankind

;
but humanity

with him becomes a deity, and all he does is to re-

turn to the [pre-]Copernican system of anthropology,

making his universe for all human purposes revolve

round the men upon this planet. Jowett, as you
say, believes very firmly in an ordering God, a

moral, personal, law-giving God. He does so

because he cannot help it, because it has been too

deeply stereotyped in his nature to be effaced,

because when questioning and parting with all else,

he has never stirred this, because, perhaps, he

belongs to the generation of Newman and not

to its successor, because he is an ordained priest,

because, again I say, he cannot help it.

" This established, you might say : why do you
not believe at least so much, and find the peace

VOL. II. H
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and power of Jowett? There we come to the dis-

quietude of my soul. I will try to give a few

reasons :

"i. I have not the sentiment of belief; that

original, strong, unreasoned sentiment, by virtue of

which Jowett cannot help it.

"2. I do not acknowledge any principles, teleo-

logical or otherwise, from which a God, in the old

true personal creative royal sense, can at present
be proved.

"3. I find in my nature certain debilities which

render me incapable of ascending to ideals, and

seizing them. I seem to myself immersed in facts,

incomprehensible facts.

" Each of these points requires some explanation,

and may as well be taken separately. As for the

first, I speak here of having lost the sentiment of

belief in a providential, paternal, ruling, judging
God. I can perfectly remember the various steps

by which I have reached this state. The process

began while I was at school, by a refusal to accept

the dogmas of original sin and eternal damnation.

It advanced steadily with the growth of my mind
;

for I carried out to its logical conclusion the prin-

ciple that I might test opinions or creeds, and

pronounce whether they were of human origin or

not. One after the other fell the constituent beliefs

of Christianity, and at last, when I considered the

history of all religions, and applied the canons of

cold analysis to the central creed of all, I was forced
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to acknowledge that the personal Deity might, after

all, be nothing but a mirage a magnificent image
of humanity or, as I expressed it, a Brocken

spectre, projected by the human consciousness upon
the mists of the unknown. The more I dwelt upon
this thought, the more weight it acquired in my
mind. I perceived that the deities of all races have

been the ideal or universal of the people who wor-

shipped them. The Greek Olympus contains the

attributes of the Greek race : each family of that

race selects a special member of that Olympus.
And when Genesis says that God created man in

His image, I could not understand why the con-

verse might not be the more scientifically true.

Certainly Jehovah 'blowing the pestilence before

Him from the wilderness of Paran
;

'

Jehovah guiding
His people in the wilderness like sheep, appeared to

me the type and ideal of the virtues and faults of

the Hebrew race. Then came the miracle of the

character of Christ and its ascendancy over the

modern world. But side by side with this miracle I

had to place that of Buddha, that of Islam. That

the master races of the world, the modern Euro-

peans, should have embraced and evolved the purest

and highest religion, appeared to me natural. My
metaphor of the Brocken Spectre covered this fact

;

for a giant creates a more splendid phantom than

a dwarf. But having reached this point hastily,

eagerly, and full of zeal, I found that I was face to

face with death and weakness. I had destroyed
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the hypothesis of the paternal God, and had found

nothing to substitute for it. The burden of proof
was now thrown on me. I had to seek some for-

mula which should satisfy me about myself, the

universe, the future. How have these things come
about ? what do they mean ? Science spoke to me
of innumerable myriads of years through which this

little globe of ours had gradually hardened to its

present state, of countless generations of various life

destroyed upon its surface, and of the duration of the

human family as a ' mere scape in oblivion.' More-

over, it told of infinite globes and constellations, and

of a universe so vast as to crush all contemplation.

Everywhere science found law, but it discovered

no Lawgiver, and seemed inclined to think that

the craving for a Lawgiver was but a temporary
and human weakness, an idol of the cave [? tribe].

" Filled with these conceptions, I returned to

Christianity and found that, with the exception of its

eternal morality, it was adapted to the Ptolemaic and

even a ruder system of science. It imagined our

globe central, created as the great object of God's

designs, attended by the sun and moon and stars as

servants, fashioned at a stroke to be the dwelling-

place of man. It thought of Heaven as just above

our heads, a locality in which God and saints and

angels sat enthroned. It imagined Christ ascend-

ing through clouds to this place. When I carried

that dogma of the Ascension, on which the pecu-

liarly Christian idea of a corporeal immortality rests,
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to science, science derided it.
'

For,' she aptly

said,
'

in infinite space there is no height nor depth ;

a body carried upwards through the clouds beyond
the force of gravitation, if that were possible, is

simply lost. Do you not perceive that the Ascen-

sion was a beautiful myth, adapted to the simple

conception of the universe as it existed in those

unscientific days, the whole value of which is now

historical, and which must be placed with the other

instructive and exquisite religions of the world ?
'

This reasoning I could not answer
;
in fact, it seems

to me unanswerable. And with the Ascension,

which is the master-miracle of Christianity, the

minor miracles had to give way. Christianity took

its place among the religions of the world, and told

me far more about the human than the divine

nature. Still science, though it attacked Chris-

tianity in the vital point of the Ascension, could

give no satisfactory account of the world. It could

not tell me how it had all come about. Comte

advised me to not meddle about this to sit down

contentedly, denying the immortality of the soul,

doing without God, and confining my energies to

philanthropy. But I could not do this. In spite

of myself the infinite tormented me
;

in spite of

myself I kept looking skyward, sighing for illumi-

nation. I could not forego my hopes of future life,

nor take interest in the creatures of a day around

me. If we were all, indeed, without a God, without

a future, let us die, I murmured
; cry not peace
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where there is no peace ;
end the miserable farce of

human life, and go down with the saurians and mas-

todons more perishable than they, because of frailer

bones to corruption. But in the very act of thus

murmuring, the centuries arose before me
;

I saw

the processions of the races over the whole globe.

I saw their temples and great works
;

I heard their

poems and prayers ;
I felt within myself immortal

thoughts ; and the miracle of what we call the

mind became pre-eminent. I know we are not in

the scale of saurians and mastodons. We cannot

perish like them. This world of ours, this wonder-

ful microcosm of our bodies and brains, cannot have

come together by chance. The soul of man, be it

what it may be, demands more it requires a God.

Then with my cries I beat against the blue heavens.

On the tops of mountains, among the Alps, feeling

myself alone and near to God, I have sent the

passion of my spirit upward. But not an echo

answers me. I see nothing but the facts of the

miraculous universe, my brain and yours being per-

haps its chief miracle. Hitherto I have described

the course of scepticism gradually growing in my
own mind. I have tried to show how the sentiment

of God disappeared from me without the need of

God being destroyed. But this is not a merely

personal history, it is the history of the age in

which we live, of the age of the disintegration of old

beliefs. A man like myself can only lose his reli-

gious sentiment because the religious sentiment is
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weak in the men around him. We are undergoing
the greatest cataclysm of thought that the world has

ever suffered, and in the midst of it some must

perish. Like Balaam, there are many who must

prophesy of a star they will not see. In this age it

is almost the greatest faith to have no faith, for the

old faiths are passing away and the new one has

not come, and the men of this generation are like

travellers before daybreak, the majority asleep, the

few awake and watching anxiously in darkness. Of
this I am convinced. The cataclysm began with

the Reformation. That was the first and most

powerful introduction of a scepticism which since

has never ceased to work, successively undermining
in the world at large, as I described its operation in

my own mind, all creeds from the most insignificant

to the most vital. Science has helped; physical

science, by showing that the old miracles are un-

tenable ; the science of histories and languages by

comparing religions, and putting them upon one

footing. The most powerful acids of every sort have

simultaneously been applied to the fabric of catholic

belief, which is honeycombed through and through,
the only portion which resists all chemistry being
the noble life and helpful morality of Christ. That,

which is the most human part at the same time, still

subsists. But the metaphysics of belief, all the

definition of the Deity, the Hellenistic conception
of the Trinity, the Hebrew conception of Christ's

atoning sacrifice, the Oriental doctrine of incarna-
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tion, the Roman element of inexorable legality have

been purged out. Even the belief in the immor-

tality of the soul a belief from which the millions

of Buddhism shrink with horror rest vaguely upon
the arbitrary basis of the intense egotism and per-

sonality of the modern European races.

"
I have only sketched in outline a very few of

the causes which have contributed to enfeeble the

religious sentiment. Passing to the second point, it

is clear that if the sentiment has been destroyed, no

arguments can prevail. The teleological, I confess,

is powerful. To lay the universe on chance like

Democritus at once appears to us impossible. We
instinctively look out for a Creator

; but whether

this Creator is, like ourselves, a moral and intellec-

tual being, cannot be proved. It is sentiment which

convinces those which believe Him to be so. For

a horse would think Him like a horse, a stone like a

stone. Perhaps He is everything the Pantheistic

scheme. This, however, does not satisfy a true

sceptic. It requires just as much sentiment to be

contented with an ' anima mundi
'

as with a provi-

dential governor. I am so profoundly sceptical that

I cannot accept any hypothesis. Again the argu-

ment, quod semper et ubique, seems to me to prove

nothing. The fact that all men have placed their

creeds upon the notion of a Deity may simply mean

that this notion is an idol of the cave [? tribe],
" As to the third point, I feel sure that the habitual

condition of scepticism enfeebles and debases the
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mind, so that a long continuance in it renders the

spiritual sight more and more confused. It used to

be urged against scepticism, that it made men
immoral ;

but that scepticism must have been of a

very coarse and insincere kind
;
such scepticism

resembles playing the truant from God, not an

earnest search for truth in painful God-forgotten
wildernesses. But I feel that the most genuine and

noble form of scepticism, by withdrawing the support
of the paternal God, by obscuring the future after

this life ends, by denuding the soul of moral ideas

and fixed principles, renders a man more lax in

his ethical conceptions, more socially indolent, less

capable of energetic efforts, less angry against evil,

less enthusiastic for good. He is always saying
like Montaigne,

' Ni comme ceci, ni comme cela,

ni meme autrement,' or again,
' Peut-etre oui, peut-

etre non, peut-etre ni 1'un ni 1'autre.' Such scep-

ticism is like a blighting wind. Nothing thrives

beneath it. How can a man who has not made

up his mind about the world and immortality, who
seeks and cannot find God, care for politics, for

instance? He is thrown back on merely personal
and selfish tastes or interests. He is aimless in

life. He has no point d'appui, no root, but sprawls,

lying like an uprooted plant which belongs to nothing,
can attach itself to nothing, and gapes for any chance

drop of rain to moisten its fast withering suckers.

The longer this scepticism continues, the deeper
becomes the unrest, the more worthless appear
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common sources of interest, the more vacant seems

the soul. I speak of those at least who are too

noble to eat and drink and die, or who without being
noble at all, cannot eat and drink, because of the

awfulness of vacancy around them.

Je souffre, il est trop tard, le monde s'est fait vieux ;

Une immense esperance a travers la terre.

Malgr nous vers le ciel il faut lever les yeux.

" That is the note of anxious, yearning, impotent,

God-desiring, hungry and thirsty, exiled, footsore,

feverish, blind, passionate, unhappy scepticism in

the present day. Give a man possessed by this

fiend one creed, throw him a mustard seed of faith,

and he will move mountains. It does not much
matter what a man believes ; but for power and

happiness he must believe something he must have

his foot 'tenoned and morticed' somewhere, not

planted for ever on a shifting sand-heap. Yet from

the very abyss of such scepticism I find wings and

mount upwards. The chalice of this martyrdom
of the century is vouchsafed me and shall I not

drink it? If I suffer and am weak, have I not also

clairvoyance? Can I not see how others deceive

themselves and anticipate, with Pisgah raptures, the

promise of a better country ? For myself nothing
for the men around me nothing but the heavens

are yet telling the glory of God, and the hills are

yet crying one to the other with loud voices. I

cannot understand their tale or their loud voices.
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But it is enough for me that they are surely some-

where understood. I would rather die from inani-

tion, which seems probable, than be fed on husks

and adulterations and the ground bones of anti-

quated mummies. If you see the next Cornhill,

you will observe the bearing of what I say about

the Alps there on this point. I fear this letter will

have wearied you. Yours touched me with its pro-

fession of faith, sublimely simple and sufficing. I

could not but reveal to you the troubled waters

of my own soul. Perhaps very long and painful

watching may end in illumination. Some co-ordi-

nating principle may harmonise my discords, and

bring cosmos out of chaos ere I die. If so, what

triumphs ! Oh, superb ! I see what is coming. I

hear the chorus of the symphony. Perhaps not.

These jangled and wailing minors may sing me to

the grave. But in either case '

Thy will, not mine,

be done.' Good-bye."

[From a slightly different, a more contemplative,

less emotional point of view, Symonds deals with

the same subject in this letter to Mr. Sidgwick] :

"
I

* wonder what I have done to deserve being
classed among the infidels, who imagine human de-

lusion to be the origin of all religions. I am far too

sceptical for that. The explanation of Comte seems

to me more puerile and less consonant with the laws

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Hastings, June 23, 1867.
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of our nature than Theism. But yet I am not a

Theist. I should like to know very much what

made you one, or whether you never ceased to be

one. I would give a great deal to regain the Chris-

tian point of view, or rather, since all modern people
are ethically Christian, to regain the sentiment of

belief in the Deity the personal, creative, con-

scious Deity. But I nowhere find Him. I see that

this age has no definition of Him. I cannot con-

struct one. Theists, each and all in different ways,
continue the old anthropomorphism and self-wor-

ship. They derive the Deity from man, refining
their conceptions proportionately to the advancing
refinement of the world. It is possible that this

may be good evidence of the Deity : an innate im-

pulse to worship God in our own image may have

been implanted in us by Him. But scepticism

requires evidence from the other side. In a word,

nothing appears to me satisfactory by way of proof
but revelation

;
and I do not feel myself forced at

present to credit any revelation. All the revela-

tions, like the Theistic ideals, seem products of the

human soil
; good, bad, or indifferent, according as

clay, sand, peat, and the like are mixed. I wonder

whether you think you may lay your finger in

spiritualism on some point affecting revelation. If

you do, you have the secret. I could believe any-

thing if somebody first knocked me flat with a club :

if all the conceit were taken out of me by the

proof of agencies beyond our experience revealing
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God, I could prepare myself for mysticism. Here,

says the teleologist, are not thought, conception of

seed, the growth of plants, miracles enough for you ?

Undoubtedly they are miracles. But, in order to

make me a Theist, connect them with God, prove
their inevitable emanation from Paternal Intel-

ligence I am not Atheistic, or scoffing ;
I am

merely helpless, painfully surrounded by miracles.

My pen upon this paper, these letters, and what

they mean, assuredly these things are miracles ;
it

is this very thing that distracts me ;
miracles are

so plentiful. I turn aside and think of the past

myriads of centuries ;
I look across the stars and

see billions flying into sight suddenly down the

tubes of the telescopes ;
are there not more

miracles than blackberries ? But not one teaches

me God. Or if I talk of God, worn out with these

inexplicable wonders, I feel this to be cowardice ;

God, so spoken of, is a merely otiose summum genus,

a general term to include everything, the which

ends an infinite series. In other words, again, if

God is everywhere He is as good as nowhere. I

have forgotten His definition. The world cannot

supply me with one. I sprawl simply. Then what

makes you a Theist ? Is it the moral world ? Is it

your intellect ? In the moral and intellectual miracles

I do not find more than in those of the material

world, except that, because my whole being depends
on them essentially, they seem to me more marvel-

lous and more inexplicable. Yet when I try to
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abstract them, and when I throw myself into a state

of trance, proceeding in my ascent from infimce

species to the summum genus, I eventually eliminate

everything but naked consciousness, which tells

absolutely no tale. It is an appalling solitude. My
head reels, my heart seems ceasing, I catch myself

upon the verge of madness, and roll down the moun-

tain of meditation again, only too glad to be among
the infimce species at the bottom. Long ago, even

as a child, I had the morbid faculty of such self-

abstraction, and when doubt first insinuated itself

into my mind this spiritual nakedness made itself

horribly remembered. I thought, will death be like

that, and when our eyes are closed for ever, will

even that last sense of existence, naked, solitary,

formless, unimpressed, which I so much hate, be

also lost ? I can imagine annihilation thus. What
I call my soul is simply the embroidery of sense

upon this blankness. I can reduce it to its primal

blankness by abstracting sense
;
and when sense is

finally abstracted from me, what, to call
*

Myself/

will be left ? With the conception of the soul dis-

appears that of God. Then both irresistibly rush

back and assert themselves. Then comes the prob-

lem of human history. The philosophy of religion

says its say. Physical science perplexes more than

it illuminates. Its new horizons are merely great in

bewilderment. The struggle of the soul begins to

wax faint. It ceases and atomic scepticism gets in.

Therewith there is nothing left to live for. Every
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faculty droops ;
the whole man becomes etiolated ;

death intervenes, and at last the great secret.

" But such a helpless condition is awful a0eo? ev ru>

Koa-fjiU). Four words rarely meant more than these.

Objectively they contradict themselves, for
'

quis deus

incertum est, habitat Deus ;' subjectively, in relation

to the aching brain and unsatisfied heart, and incom-

plete intelligence and weak moral nature, they con-

tain a volume of sad significance.
'

Malgre moi

1'infini me tourmente.' The whole question revolves

on the quis, quis Deus. If there be no other God,
what Is is a God not Jah, but ov yet who, having
heard of Moses and of Christ, can be satisfied with

Parmenides ? Even Spinoza will not do for me. I

would sooner have Comte than the worshippers of

Ens. My human weakness clamours for a personal

God, and, let not Congreve hear me, for some assur-

ance of either immortality or annihilation. It is the

indefinite which is so cruel, the perpetual 'perhaps,'

which will not be dismissed.
" The only thing I know which will restore my

physical tone and give me health is living in the

Alps. The only prospect of obtaining spiritual

tone and health seems to be the discovery of some

immaterial altitudes, some mountains and temples
of God. As I am prostrated and rendered vacant

by scepticism, the Alps are my religion. I can

rest there and feel if not God, at least greatness

greatness prior, and posterior to man in time,

beyond his thoughts, not of his creation, indepen-
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dent, palpable, immovable, proved. The sense of

the Alps was a long time coming to me. Perhaps

even now that grander sentiment is on its way."

[The result of this sceptical agitation, slowly ar-

rived at, is thus expressed in the Autobiography] :

The lines
l of speculation which I followed led me

to believe that some radical change in the current

conceptions of the Divine Being was necessitated

by the changes taking place in modern thought ;

and that this would eventually substitute the ideal

of a God immanent in the universe for the ideal of

a God external to it, creative of the world's ma-

chinery and providentially controlling it. Goethe's

Proemium to the poem called
" Gott und Welt,"

supplied me with a formula adapted to my own

emotional and rational forecast of this new phase,

on which I thought theology must enter.

During my readings in the Greek philosophers,

I came upon the hymn of Cleanthes.

This suggested the moral attitude of willing sub-

mission to universal law, which will have to supply a

groundwork for the conduct of the individual under

the conditions of the new faith I had conceived. The

study of Marcus Aurelius now absorbed me. Eagerly
and spontaneously, I grew to be penetrated with what

has since been called
" The Cosmic Enthusiasm."

While this religion, composed of scientific pan-
theism and of stoical morality, was forming in my

1
Autobiography.
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mind, I read Seeley's
" Ecce Homo." The enthu-

siasm of humanity expressed in that essay took

no hold upon me
; just as Comte's worship of the

"Eire Supreme' (so eloquently advocated by Richard

Congreve in my frequent walks with him about the

Roman hills) had been rejected, and as Renan's

seductive portrait of " Le doux Galileen
"
was some-

what contemptuously laid aside. They struck me
as ineffective attempts, each in its own way and on

its own line, to save something valuable from the

mass which had to be rejected. The first was a

survival of evangelical piety transmuted into philan-

thropy ;
the second a survival of Catholicism in

curious conjunction with scientific agnosticism ;
the

third a survival of the old religious sentiment,

denuded of dogma, replaced by means of scholar-

ship and romantic emotion upon a treacherous

ground of poetical sympathy. The respectability

of such efforts to modulate from the old to the new,
and of many other efforts made by many eminent

persons, I could not and did not wish to deny. But

I felt that I should not be saved by any of these

palliatives. My soul needed something more sincere

than the first and third of those I have named,

something less pretentious and grotesque than the

second. It was surely better to abide upon the rock

of expectation I had found myself : however stern,

arid, unhomely, the landscape might appear : how-
ever dolefully the waves and winds of the eternal

storm raged round it. I therefore stuck to the
VOL. II.
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determination of singing my hymn of praise in

Goethe's Proemium, of breathing my prayers at

night in the verses of Cleanthes. The religion of

the Cosmic enthusiasm appeared to me the only

creed compatible with agnosticism forced upon a

candid mind.

Nothing but the bare thought of a God-pene-
trated universe, and of myself as an essential part

of it, together with all things that appear in their

succession ether and inorganic matter passing into

plants, and creatures of the sea and beasts rising to

men and women like myself, and onward from us

progressing to the stage of life unrealised by human
reason nothing but the naked, yet inebriating vision

of such a cosmos satisfied me as a possible object of

worship. When this thought flooded me, and filled

the inmost fibres of my sentient being, I discovered

that I was almost at rest about birth and death,

and moral duties, and the problem of immortality.

These were the world's affairs, not mine. Having
lost the consolations of faith in redemption through

Christ, and all that pertains thereto, I had gained
in exchange this, that I could

lay myself upon the knees

Of Doom, and take mine everlasting ease.

So far I had travelled on the path of self-con-

struction, when I came across the writings of Walt

Whitman. I find it difficult to speak about " Leaves

of Grass
"

without exaggeration. Whitman's in-
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tense emotional feeling for the universe, his acute

sense of the goodliness of life in all its aspects, the

audacity of his mood as of one eager to cast him-

self upon illimitable billows, assured that whether he

sank there or swam it would be well with him, con-

fident the while that sink he could not, that nothing
can eventually come to naught. This concrete

passionate faith in the world, combined with the

man's multiform experience, his human sympathy,
his thrill of love and comradeship, sent a current of

vitalising magnetism through my speculations. The
formulas of Goethe and Cleanthes fell into their

proper place. The stoical philosophy, like Aaron's

dry rod, put forth blossoms. The rock of expecta-

tion I had found, and where I meant to stay, began
to sprout with herbage, rustle with forests, echo to

the notes of singing-birds, and gush with living

fountains. The waves and winds of the eternal

storm around it changed their message. If they

spoke not to my soul of peace, they roused me to

the sense of "
liberty, immensity, action." In short,

Whitman added conviction, courage, self-reliance

to my sense of the Cosmic enthusiasm. What is

more, he taught me, as no enthusiasm of humanity
could do, the value of fraternising with my fellows

for their own sakes, to love them, to learn from

them, to teach them, to help and to be helped by
them not for any ulterior object upon either side.

I felt, through him, what it really is to be a member

of the universe I sought to worship.
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About this time I began to study Darwin's

theory of zoological development, and absorbed, so

far as suited me, from him and Herbert Spencer,
the philosophy of evolution. With the metaphysical
idea of that philosophy I was sufficiently acquainted

through my readings in the works of the Greek

sages, Bruno, Spinoza, Goethe, lastly Hegel. But

I perceived at once how the latest aspect of the

theory and the partial proof of it squared with my
religion and gave it substance. I derived, as I

suppose all men must do, only so much from these

teachers as might feed a self-forged faith.

So then, having rejected dogmatic Christianity

in all its forms, Broad Church Anglicanism, the

gospel of Comte, Hegel's superb identification of

human thought with essential Being, and many
minor nostrums offered in our times to sickening
faith because none of these, forsooth, were adapted
to my nature I came to fraternise with Goethe,

Cleanthes, Whitman, Bruno, Darwin, finding that

in their society I could spin my own cocoon with

more of congruence to my particular temperament
than I discerned in other believers, misbelievers,

non-believers, passionate believers, of the ancient

and the modern schools.

Speaking simply, I chose for my motto " To live

resolvedly in the Whole, the Good, the Beautiful."

I sought out friends from divers centuries, who
seemed to have arrived, through their life-throes

and ardent speculations, at something like the same
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intuition into the sempiternally inscrutable as I had.

They helped me by their richer or riper experience,

by flights beyond my reach, by knowledge denied

to my poor studies, by audacities which thrilled the

man in me. I addicted myself to their society

because they accepted the whole, and were not

trafficking or pettifogging about a portion. They
threw themselves upon the world and God with

simple self-devotion, seeking nothing extraordinary

in this life or the next, accepting things as they
beheld them, attempting to mould no institutions,

leaving the truths they had discovered to work like

leaven, aiming at justice and a perfect clarity of

vision, discarding economies and accommodations

of all kinds, casting the burden of results upon that

of Him who called them into being, standing unter-

rified, at ease, before time, space, circumstance, and

any number of sidereal systems.

Because these men were so, I elected them as

the friends with whom my spirit chose to fraternise.

From being in their company I derived solace, and

their wisdom, like in kind, was larger than my own.

It is good for the soul to dwell with such superiors ;

just as it is also good, in daily life, to live with

so-called inferiors, to learn from them, and love

them.

I do not seek to preach this faith which ani-

mates me. As a necessary part of my autobio-

graphy, I have described how I came to form a

certain religious creed. No one more than myself
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is capable of criticising its inadequacy to satisfy-

other minds. Certainly no one but myself knows

how tentative and far from stable it is, how like a

gaseous fluid in the mind of him who lives by it.

Still, being what it is, this faith has enabled me
to do my duty, in so far as I have done it by my
family and friends ; it has brought forth my literary

work, and has sustained me active under the pres-

sure of many grievous and depressing maladies.

Through it, I think, with God's blessing, I have

been enabled to pull through consumption preying
on my vitals during the last quarter of a century.
It penetrates almost everything I have sent to press
under my own name. It will be found notably in

the last essays of my "Studies of Greek Poets," in

the last two volumes of my
" Renaissance in Italy,"

in the epilogue to "
Palumba," in the last sections of

" Animi Figura," in the whole of my latest work,
"
Essays Speculative and Suggestive." The perora-

tions of all that I have written are inspired by this

faith, as the substance of all my labour was for me
made vital by it.

How frail and insecure is any faith. I might

adapt a memorable sentence of Walt Whitman, and

exclaim,
" Belief is to the believer, and comes back

most to him." We know that the solidest strong-

hold of faith, dogmatically built up, morticed on

granite, mortared into battlements, garrisoned by
multitudes of men militant, will crumble with the

lapse of ages. The form passes away ; and only
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the enduring relations which it represented, partial

adequacies to the wants and truths of human nature,

partial adequacies to the facts of the universe, re-

main. These survive, accumulate, and are continu-

ally being worked into the form and substance of

new creeds. The question for a man who has

dared to innovate in any age is, whether his reli-

gious instincts are at all concordant with the coming
belief. If they should be, he may reckon among
pioneers. If they are not, it will not signify for him

so long as he has lived by them. God is the only

judge, and God "reveals Himself in many ways;"
God is known to us as everlasting variation, albeit

" God is the same, and His years do not change."

Let, then, the one man who has found his faith

speak to the rest of humankind, as a linnet sings
to linnets.

The everduring idea, independent of dogmas, of

creeds, of cocoons spun by the individual in order

to protect his germ of spiritual life against the cold

that idea, out of which religions spring, is the

same now as when Kant expressed it in his preg-
nant imaginative phrase :

"
Nothing stirs the sense

of awe in me except the stars at night and the soul

of man." The soul and the universe, their apparent
contradiction and their ultimate solidarity that is

the ideal substance out of which all creeds are

carved. In both and each of the factors, as these

present themselves in apparent duality to us, God
remains the only reality, the unifying, constituting
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life. To transcend, to circumvent, to transact with

the law of the world, is impossible. To learn any-

thing final about it is probably denied the human
intellect. Yet the very consciousness of these

limitations and disabilities forces the soul back

upon religion. It does not so much matter which

faith a man adopts, or what he fashions for him-

self, yet hardly can he live to any purpose without

faith.



CHAPTER XIII

MANHOOD FROM CLIFTON TO DAVOS

A change necessary. Question of where logo. Consults Sir William

Jenner. Ordered to the Nile. Takes Davos Platz on the way,

and stays there. Begins to recover. First weeks at Davos.
" Sonnets of Michel Angelo and Campanella." Spring journeys.

Passage of the Fluela. Monte Generoso. " Many Moods."-

Christian Buol. Introduction to the real life of Davos. The

tenor of that life. Decision to settle at Davos. Goes home.

Ends his residence at Clifton Hill House.

Ix
1 was impossible to think of remaining in Eng-

land (after such a serious illness) ;
and the doubt

was whither we should wend our way whether to

the Canaries or Australia (for the sake of the sea

journey), or to Egypt. I decided against the sea

journey after short deliberation. I knew too much

about its inconveniences from invalids who were

better able to endure them than I was. We de-

termined at last upon a winter in a Dahabieh.

We were to take Janet and Madge and Isabella

Gamble (now Mrs. Robert Otter) with us, leaving

Lotta and Katharine under the charge of their

nurse with our relations at Clifton and Oxford.

But before we made the move, I went up to

1
Autobiography.
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London and consulted Sir William Jenner. He
told me very gravely that I must not leave

England without settling all my affairs, and that,

in his opinion, a fresh cold would render my
recovery impossible. He also recommended me
to spend some weeks upon the way to Egypt
in the high Alps, in order, if possible, to gain
a little strength. I had every reason to trust in

his judgment, for he knew the circumstances of

my family.

My youngest sister, Mrs. T. H. Green, and her

husband happened at this time to be staying at

Davos Platz. They wrote a very favourable account

of the place it was the first time I heard of it

the doctors, appliances for illness, air, hotels, and

so forth. This induced me to prefer Davos to the

Engadine, especially as I should have her company
there.

Accordingly I arrived, more dead than alive after

the fatigue of the hot journey, at Davos on the 7th
of August 1877. As the valley opened before me
from the height of Wolfgang, veiled in melancholy
cloud, toward the close of a weary day, I thought
that I had rarely seen a less attractive place to live

in. Everything looked so bleak and bare ; and

though I loved the Alps, I discerned little of their

charm in Davos. What should I have thought,
had I then been told that twelve years afterwards,

on the anniversary of that day, I should be penning
these lines in a house built for my habitation here ?
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That I should have spent by far the longer part

of those intervening years in ever-growing and

abiding love for Davos, in strenuous literary work,

and in the enjoyment of a society singularly con-

genial to my peculiar nature ? On this 7th of

August 1889, while I am writing in the open air,

under the shadow of my wandelbahn or ambulatory,
I look back with a curious mixed sense of grati-

tude, surprise, and self-abasement, over those twelve

years past. Whatever happens, I shall remember

that these years of my chequered and perturbed
existence have been the best, the healthiest, and

the most active of the whole. I may have to

say with Job,
"
Quare de vulva me eduxisti ?

"
But

I shall not say,
"
Quare me ad Davosias duxisti,

Domine?"
Dr. Ruedi, when he came to inspect me the morn-

ing after my arrival, pronounced it a grave case. He
gave me directions which I scrupulously followed.

The first three weeks were spent in sitting all day

long in the open air upon a gravel terrace in front

of the Hotel Belvedere. Then I was allowed to go
into the wood. My man-servant took me up in a

little carriage, hung a hammock between two pine-

trees, carried and placed me in the hammock, and

when the sun came near to setting, fetched me

again in the carriage.

Whenever I pass the place where they used to

sling my hammock a curious sense of reverence

comes over me, a feeling of the mystery surrounding
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human life. Then I seemed so surely marked out

for gradual declension, that my thoughts assumed

the grey and quiet tone of resignation. I lay

watching the squirrels leap from pine to pine above

my head, and the clouds sail through the quiet

spaces of the sky listening to my wife's reading of

Boswell's Johnson noticing the children play, turn-

ing now and then a couplet in my translation of

Michel Angelo's Sonnets. I was not fit for work.

Nature went healthily to sleep in me, and the first

sign of convalescence was a slow dim sense of re-

awakening mental energy, very different from the

feverish and fretful activity of the past years. This

found its expression one day soon after noon I

remember the hour, the place, the aspect of the sky
and valley well when I felt impelled to write that

series of my Sonnets which are called " Sonnets on

the Thought of Death."

Fortunately we were favoured with a wonderfully

fine autumn. About the beginning of September I

was permitted to walk a little, and to take drives.

Then I began to explore the beauties of Davos ;

climbing by slow degrees higher and higher up the

Schatzalp, which I finally surmounted in November,

driving with my wife into Sertig Thai, Dischma

Thai, and the Ztige. I saw that Davos could be

lived in, and felt myself so well here that I resolved

to give up Egypt and complete my winter under

Dr. Ruedi's care. I wrote on the subject to Sir

William Jenner, who replied that he must bid me
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pause and reflect before I determined "to give my
vile body to the Davos doctors." Not intimidated

by this, because I knew that I was thriving, and

greatly dreaded change, I stuck to my plan, put

aside our Nile outfit, and sent to England for

clothes and furs suited to an Alpine winter.

[The discovery that Davos and the Davos climate

suited Symonds' tastes and his health, led eventually

to the formation of a permanent home in that high

Alpine valley, though he at first entertained hopes
of returning to England, and the final abandonment

of Clifton Hill House as his residence did not take

place till the year 1880. How large a part of his

life at Davos was consecrated to study is proved

by the long list of books which were written in

his Graubiinden home. The essential vigour, the

courage, the fibre of his character must be felt by

any one who considers for a moment the adverse

conditions of health, of absence from libraries, of

intellectual solitude under which this vast and

varied literature was produced. But the books are

there to speak for themselves, and it is not on his

literary life in Davos that I wish to dwell. Rather,

by the help of letters to his friends, I desire to

display the broadening life and nature of the man,

ever more embracing, more cosmic, till the per-

fervid spirit burned the body through ; to show

how his friendships became closer
;
how his rela-

tions with his contemporaries in English literature
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were expanded and fostered by a diligent corre-

spondence and occasional meetings ; how, with the

growth of his reputation, the younger generation of

writers was attracted to him, and in what generous
and genial measure he responded ;

how his sympathy
with the hardy mountaineers, among whom his lot

was cast, struck root and grew profound ;
how his

patience, his forethought, his assistance to these

friends spread out in ever-widening circles, till now,
from end to end of the canton, on Julier, on Albula,

and on grim Fluela, in lonely Avers, or by the

orchards of Domleschg, the sound of his name will

brighten the faces of those to whom it is addressed,

and wake no feigned regrets that he is gone.
The process of recovery was slow. There were

frequent relapses and long tiresome hours of in-

activity ;
but on the whole, progress was made.

"I attribute my gradual recovery," he writes, "in

no small measure to the fact that I resolutely

refused to give up study. Some hours of every

day were devoted to literature
;
and thus I suc-

ceeded in printing and publishing
' Sonnets of

Michel Angelo and Campanella,' and '

Many
Moods.'

"

"You ask me how I am," he writes to Mr.

Sidgwick, on Nov. 6, 1877; "so I answer you
thus. Subjectively I am much better, more capable
of being amused and taking an interest in things.

And with this internal improvement has returned

my rapid desire to do something, i.e., to feel in-
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tensely, and write vigorously ;
but as yet these

motions only end in irritation of the nerves by

night and day.
" You would be surprised if you could have seen

us to-day. We drove en famille up a valley for

two hours in bergwageli, among frozen streams

and over icy roads, with icicles hanging from the

branches, under a sun which, for clearness and

strength, surpasses anything I ever felt in England.
The snow has not come yet, but when it arrives,

we are promised a fortnight in the house, and then

a return of this Olympian weather. Who, dearest

Henry, is to be happy about the Universe, if you
are not ? It is a bad business for everybody if you
feel as you say you do. I, for my part, try to live

without asking many questions. I do not want to

be indifferent to the great problems of morals, im-

mortality and the soul
; but I want to learn to be

as happy as my health and passions will allow me,

without raising questions I am convinced no one

will ever answer from our human standh :int. You,

however, have made it your business to inquire,

and it is aggravating to arrive at bewilderment
;

only I feel you will do the world good service if

you stoutly proclaim this bewilderment, and attack

the false idols of knowledge. If we cannot build,

we can dissipate illusions."

"Your 1 most acceptable letter has just come
1 To Edmund Gosse. Davos, Nov. 8, 1877.
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with laudable speed up to this bare bleak Alpine

valley, 5200 feet above civilisation. Here am I

destined to spend the winter in the snow. I started,

at Sir William Jenner's instance, for a dahabieh

on the Nile ;
but on the way I halted here, and I

was so dilapidated by the journey, and I found

the air so far suit me, that I determined to abide

here.
" You have formed a rather roseate notion of my

health.
" Of course I do not drop my pen. That would

be too doleful. So you see me now and then in

print. But real
' work

'

I cannot, may not do.
"

I was going to beg for a copy of your poems
in return for a little volume of mine

(' Sonnets of

Michel Angelo and Campanella '),
which I hope

to print this winter. What Turks and Russians

have to do with poems I can't conceive. But

Smith & Elder tell me the war has spoiled the sale

of my
' Renaissance.' So I suppose the reading

public keep its pockets buttoned in a state of uneasy

expectation.
" Do send me the '

Poliziano.' I shall enjoy read-

ing some of his delightful miscellanies here. Thank

you infinitely for thinking of me as to him.
"

I ought to congratulate you on the new arrival

you speak of. It is a queer business extending one's

paternity in the domestic circle. Somehow literary

men don't get old and solid fast enough. We are

Kovcfxx
KOI Trrrjvd, as Plato says somewhere."
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"What very
1
nice Christmas news you sent me.

I am so exceedingly glad about Tom's election, and

I want to hear all about it.

"We had 'festivities' last night, a Christmas

tree, which amused the children much, and was

really very pretty, some glees very nicely sung, two

tableaux vivants, in one of which the Belgian blonde

played Aurora, and a little dancing. I did not see

much of the fun, for the room was hot and noisy,

and I preferred going to bed. Dr. Ruedi has been

going his rounds this morning ;
for several of his

patients are dilapidated by the festivities. We are

a strange cranky society, keeping up a show of

health and spirits so long as we go to bed at nine,

walk like snails, and live soberly. But this sham
won't stand so much excitement as there was last

night.
"

I really don't know how I shall bear it much

longer. This vegetative existence stupefies and

irritates me at the same time. I am too stupid to

attend to anything, and yet too restless to go

quietly off into a waking dream. If it ends in

keeping life at the expense of this regime, I shall

break through and take the consequences."

"
I was 2

really very glad to hear from you from

C. H. H., though it' always gives me a twinge to

think of our home now. What is to happen about

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, Dec. 25, 1877.
2 To the same. Davos, Jan. 9, 1878.

VOL. II. K
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it in the future, I am too cowardly to think. I do

not believe I shall ever be able to live there. But

I hope Catherine and the children will before long
be all together there again ;

and if I keep getting

better, I shall, I trust, be at least able to pass some

months of the year at home. That is the sort of

future I think about.
"

I am amused to hear you still pine for a house

on Redclyffe Parade. It is a very lovely spot. My
pinings are for a Bauer Haus (peasant's house)

here, and I have already selected two or three. I

am making friends with a very nice and fine young
fellow, Christian Buol, the brother of the innkeeper.

I like the people here. Some permanent pied a

terre in the high Alps I shall have to get."

"
I am *

going to bother you with two questions.

The first I know you can answer straight away.
What is the origin of the term 'rhyme royal' in

English metre ? Do you know when it was first

applied ? In fact, I should like to be told anything

you choose to tell me about the stanza.

" The second question is this, which, please, do

not bother about until you may happen to be going
on your own account to the Br. Mus. Has any

one, German or other, written a monograph on the

story of Antinous, and the relics of sculpture that

bear his name ?

"
It seems rather cool to use friends as living

1 To Edmund Gosse. Davos, Hotel Belvedere, Jan. 19, 1878.
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dictionaries of the most encyclopaedic information.

But what is a poor wretch, incarcerated in this frost-

prison for five months, to do when some problem he

cannot solve passes across his brain ?

"It is most horrible here now. We have been

shut in the house four days and four nights while it

snowed incessantly ;
and now the average depth of

snow is seven feet everywhere in the drifts and

avalanches from ten to thirty feet. As I was

looking out of the window yesterday I saw an

avalanche fall at a short distance from the house,

which swept away a cart with three horses and

two carters buried them all. The men and two

horses struggled out
;
but one horse was suffo-

cated. The cold at the present moment is 34 Fahr.

of frost, i.e., 2 below zero. It is sometimes 10

below zero. I think I am the better, however, for

the climate."

"
I

l must have Keats' Love Letters out
; though I

confess there is something in the personality of

Keats, some sort of semi-physical aroma wafted from

it, which I cannot endure ; and I fear these letters

will be very redolent of this. What a curious thing
is that undefinable flavour of personality suggestion
of physical quality, odour of the man in his uncon-

scious and spontaneous self-determination, which

attracts or repels so powerfully, and is the very root

of love or dislike."

1 To Edmund Gosse. Davos, February 16, 1878.
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"
I

1 am meditating sending for a cartload of

books in order to go on with the ' Renaissance.'

If we stay here another year, it will be well worth

while to get into real work again. I sometimes feel

the want of it. In no place where I ever camped
out, have I felt so much at home, so tranquil in

spirits, so sane and so contented, as I do here. It

was a blessed wind, I think, which blew us hither."

[The winter came to an end about April, and,

according to Davos custom, those who had spent
the winter there were ordered away during the

snow-melting. Symonds and his family took the

first of those yearly journeys over the high passes

which lead towards the south. In the following
letter he notes the beneficial results of a winter at

Davos] :

" We 2
left Davos on Thursday a party of six

sledges, four for Catherine and me and the children

and Christian Buol and a maid, and two for our

luggage, to which was added a seventh for an Italian

gentleman and a Mr. Ash, who asked to join us.

"The avalanches on Wednesday destroyed the

road to Wiesen just by the Barentritt. So at the

last minute we had to decide on going over the

dreaded Fluela, against which the Buols and Busches

and Herr Coester had been advising us most

strongly. We had meant to take Julier and Maloja.

1 To Edmund Gosse, February 22, 1878.
2 To his sister Charlotte. Chiavenna, April 7, 1878.
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"It was indeed a perilous journey, because of

the enormous masses of fresh snow-drifts, and re-

cent avalanches. The wind was dreadful, and we

ploughed through a vast wilderness of trackless

snow, in some places galloping straight down slopes

as steep as a house-roof, then making the horses

put their four feet together and slide, then travers-

ing the tops of galleries built to defend the road

from avalanches, but now deep buried in them.

Some of the snow-mounds we crossed were said

to be sixty feet in depth, and the heaps of huge

conglobated snow-balls, scattered in every direction

by what had fallen from the ledges above us the

day before, were horrid to look at. All the way
down the conductor would show me the places

where friends and acquaintances of his had been

killed during the last two years ;
and all the acci-

dents that had happened in April. However,

we got down to Siis safe ;
and then for five hours

drove up the Engadine in a thick snowstorm to

Samaden. On Friday it again snowed densely
all over the Maloja, and we found a white Italy,

of which we could see hardly anything.
"It speaks volumes for Davos that these two

rough days in open sledges, one of twelve, the

next of ten hours, did me no perceptible harm.

Of course I was tired, but that was all. Every-

body else arrived well and with much exhilaration.

The sun came out yesterday, and to-day we have

been gathering spring- flowers snowflakes, cow-
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slips, red heath, pink primulas, violets, hepaticas,

forget-me-nots, pansies, polygola. You can fancy
how we revel in them.

"
I have found a very good friend and servant

in Christian Buol. He is a splendid fellow, and

takes great care of me."

[How keenly Symonds enjoyed the touch of

literary appreciation in this enforced exile, is made

very clear in this letter to Mr. Gosse] :

"Your 1 words about 'Lombard Vignettes' were

wafted to me by the breeze of Smith & Elder.

It was kind of you to write so. It is just this

which does one really good amid much that is both

vain and tedious in life
;

it makes writing worth

the while, independent of its own pleasures.
"

I am amazed that sentences, written with a

bleeding heart and failing health last year in a

diary too often blotted with tears, and copied last

winter in the weariness of Alpine frost for want

of better stuff to do, should carry to you so much
scent of beauty. I almost believe sometimes that

the suffering of great mental pain gives quality

to work we do in quite alien regions.
"

I am now four thousand feet above the plain

of Lombardy. Milan is shining in sunset on those

purple fields, and a hundred cities flash back the last

red light. I can see both Alps and Apennines, and
all the silvery lake over-canopied and brought into

1 To Edmund Gosse. Monte Generoso, June 9, 1878.
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one picture by flame-litten clouds. The bells are

rising from villages far below, and a hush of evening
silence creeps over all the ridges, cliffs, and forests

of this billowy mountain breaking into wavelike

crests and literally toppling in its awful chasms over

the blue water of Lugano. The meadows are one

drift of white lilies, narcissus and asphodel, wanting

only Proserpine or the figure of Dante's Matilda

to make them poems. Indeed they are poems, with

that unchanging background of history and romance

and art and human life, the plain against whose

violet breadth they quiver to the little winds.
"

I hope S. and E. sent you
'

Many Moods.' If

you read it, will you frankly say what you think,

sometime ? You may see from the dedication that

I am not unprepared for plain speech in my own
critical mood. I notice that Robert Buchanan, in

'

Light
'

for June, thinks a critic ought not to try

verse, and that in any case I had made a poor busi-

ness of it. I believe it is truly so
;
and I shall be the

better for coming to be quite sure of this if it is so.

If I live, I may still do something with prose, for

thought and feeling deepen through suffering, and

the hand does not lose its cunning, obedient to the

still aspiring brain."

[By midsummer Symonds was back again at

Davos. That his sceptical attitude in matters intel-

lectual had not altered, is clear from the following
letter addressed to his brother-in-law, T. H. Green.
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But the tone of the letter is cooler, less passionate,

less personal than that which inspired his earlier

formulation of doubt. Symonds is no longer a

dweller in the world of abstractions, but rather a

spectator of operations which take place therein] :

"I have 1 been reading your sermon on Faith,

with the greatest interest and admiration. It makes

me wish that I had the privilege of '

sitting under
'

you : not that you could often produce, I should

imagine, work of such intense feeling and thought
in combination, so brought within the needs of the

unscientific hearer. The first thing that struck

me when I resumed my impressions after reading

it, was what M. Arnold would call the urbanity
of your tone the emeuce'ia with which you enter

into divers points of view, setting Reason, Faith,

Science, Religion, Ethics, and even passionate re-

volt, in their right relations, shedding light upon
them in their several places, and bringing out

their contours and their harmony. Of course,

you will say that it is just this which philosophy
should enable her student to do : and so it is,

especially your philosophy. But few men could

have so done it with such inner warmth, such

gravity, and such command of material. The
next thing which came prominently forward, per-

haps to me the most valuable, was your power
of reading a new life into the old forms with

1 To T. H. Green. Davos, June 19, 1878.
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which we are so familiar and that, not by putting

new constructions on them, but by demonstrating
their permanent significance.

" The only radical difficulty I feel about accepting

your presentation of the whole matter, is inherent

in what you think a confusion of ideas, and what

you have attempted to meet on page 22. I always
feel that theological philosophy starts with a petitio

principii about God, and that the subjective proof

to which you so eloquently appeal is unsatisfactory

to the very people who require to be convinced

those who have it not. Nor can I follow you in

your critique of Science on page 13. Why Nature

should not be without the thinking subject (i.e.,

without our thought to think it, for beyond our

thought is known to us no thinking subject), I

could never comprehend. I am so obtuse that I

cannot get over the reflection of what Nature

must have been before man appeared, and is

where man is not. That the spirit of man is no

part of what we call Nature may be conceded

arg: gr: without the corollary that God is to be

sought in it, or that it is the creative principle of

the Universe. It is just this latter position ; viz.,

that humanity is Deity in the sense of effectuating

Nature by its thought, which seems to me to

divide you, and those who think with you, from

those who, however they feel the Divine in the

Universe, do not venture to assert its cognisa-

bility.
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"But I know that I speak foolishly when I try

to handle these matters
;

and I am very well

aware that the absence of a bias toward theology,

a contentment with suspended judgment, and after

all, a not intense desire to reach the attitude of
'

faith
'

as denned by you, are the real conditions

which disqualify me from thinking or writing to

the point. I am forced to feel that the heroic

attitude of faith, and the smug dulness of agnos-

ticism, are matters of original temperament : and

yet no one would choose the latter rather than

the former, any more than he would choose a

stunted rather than a well-developed body.
" God bless you ; even a benighted being cannot

do without that formula, and does not do with-

out most heartfelt prayers and praise to the

Unknown, yet known."

[During the summer of 1878 Symonds' friendship

with Christian Buol, who had been his companion
and servant on his spring journey, grew closer. It

forms an important episode in Symonds' life, for

through that friendship he came to know the nature,

quality, habits of the people among whom his lot

was now cast, and to admire and respect their

dignity, their simplicity, their pride. His curiosity

was engaged by an experience, as he says, "so

new "
in his life of a highly cultivated Englishman ;

and his profound sympathy with humanity in its

simplest and most direct manifestations his passion
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for the genuine, the absolute, was satisfied by being

brought into contact with the root-stuff of man-

kind, unadulterated by convention which he now
discovered in the sturdy peasantry of Graubtinden.

Writing late in life, he thus sums up his feeling

on this point : "After many illusions have been

rubbed away by intercourse with the people of

Graublinden, I retain my sense of their noble,

because absolutely natural, breeding. It springs,

I think, from the self-respect of free men, for

centuries unqualified by caste, who have always
lived plainly, battled with a stepmotherly nature,

and submitted to the discipline of patriarchal

authority, and severe social criticism in small

communities."

Moreover, in the case of this friendship, he found

that which he always earnestly sought an oppor-

tunity to be of practical service to his fellows. The
Buol family was at this time in serious financial

difficulties. The reputation of Davos as a health

resort was not yet established, and all speculations

upon the future of the place were risky. The
Buols, natives of the soil living on their own land

there for centuries, were in danger of being swal-

lowed up by the more experienced men of business,

who were endeavouring to create a monopoly for

themselves. This was a situation in which Symonds'
business ability took delight. With infinite pains he

went into the whole affair, and by the judicious use

of a comparatively small sum, he not only cleared
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his friend's family in a way which was perfectly

business-like and honourable to them, but laid the

foundation of their fortunes. A matter of this sort

was an intense joy to Symonds. I do not think I

ever knew him happier than when he was spending,
and spending ably, himself, his intelligence, and his

substance on behalf of friends. His desire for

action, his sense of power all that he had been

longing for down to the crisis at Cannes found

satisfaction and accomplishment in the conduct

of this and the many other similar occasions on

which he came to the help of those about him.

And the enjoyment was heightened by the element

of personal friendship, by the binding power of

fellow service one the cause and the other the

result of this large, humane, devoted view of his

duty towards his neighbour.
A successful operation, such as this of rescuing a

falling house, could not escape the notice of so

shrewd a people as the peasants of Davos, living

within a narrow circle, and keenly alive as they
then were to the speculative possibilities which were

being developed in their valley. Symonds' conduct

on this occasion established his reputation as a man
of business, and led to a long series of appeals for

help and advice
;
these doubtless interfered to some

extent with his literary occupations, but they led

to a profound knowledge of the conditions of the

Canton.

One result of the assistance given to the Buol
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family was that Symonds moved over to their hotel,

where he settled into a suite of rooms for himself

and his family. These rooms became his home at

Davos for the present. It was not yet decided that

Davos should become his permanent residence, but

the restorative effect of the climate upon his health

was already pointing in that direction, and eventually

led to the breaking up of the home at Clifton Hill

House, and the building of Am Hof in 1881.

For the Symondses life at Davos began gradually

to shape its general tenor upon those lines which

it continued to follow. Residence during the winter ;

a journey in spring ;
summer at Davos or in Eng-

land ;
an autumn visit to Italy ;

and a housing at

Davos again for the winter. Symonds employed
the time by intensely vigorous study and rapid

writing ; by enlarging his acquaintance among the

people; by taking a lively part in the amusements

of the place, tobogganing, &c. ; by carefully nursing
the interests of the growing health-resort

; by the

wonderfully sparkling, varied, vigorous conversa-

tion which was always "on tap" for the friends

who came to visit him from England or elsewhere.

I think this was the brightest period of his life
;
in

the high air of the mountains which he loved from

Miirren days in the free communion with a manly
and wholesome population, his real nature expanded
and blossomed like a flower. If, in the letters from

which I am about to quote in illustration of this life,

some note of sadness still remains, its presence
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must be attributed to that fatal accident of health

which barred him from the full enjoyment of his

now accomplished powers, in part, perhaps, also to

the shadow of that long agony that intellectual

martyrdom which marred his youth and earlier

manhood, but made him man.]

"
I have 1

left my mountains for a holiday before

the winter snows us up again in Davos
; but I find

that Italy as usual, but more alas now than ever,

devours the body and the soul of me. I can hardly
stand it, and I lose my health at a ruinously rapid
rate. There is something truly tragic in this mal-

adjusted poise between enjoyment and the strength
to take it.

"
I begin to fear that nothing is left for me but

isolation in the midst of those grey mountains,

where the feet of the seasons pace so monotonously,
and the spirit lives in thrilling imprisonment, a thing
alive and quick and apprehensive of all joy, but

flaming at the touch of joy into too keen consuming

jets of sensibility.
" The Greeks in their myths imagined such seques-

tered lives, because they imagined all things ; but

it remains for us to realise the bitterness.

"We, therefore, after fourteen days spent among
olives and oleanders, at Lerici and Viareggio (where

Shelley was burned) and Spezia, will have to turn

our faces northward, and put on our furs, and climb

1 To Edmund Gosse. Florence, Oct. 13, 1878.
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the frozen Alps in sledges, and shut the door of

that crystal castle, and seek sleep, aye, and dreams.

There's the rub.
" Do not forget me

; though the snows should

wrap me round, I shall in the midst of them still

have a burning heart."

"We have 1
bitter winter here. I cannot stand

it as I did last year. But I must conquer. I will

still take the tree of beauty and shake the apples on

my head. I will stiffen myself in every joint and

compel my brain to serve me. Whatever you do,

don't go and lose your health."

[To a friend who had lost a friend he wrote this

letter, welling over with affection, from a heart

which was widening its sympathies till they should

embrace all forms of life, of love, of sufferings] :

"
Dearest,

2 come to me whenever you can.

Come in January, for that is the best month. You
know that I only want in letters now uno stretto di

mano, not words : though the words were eloquent

you sent me last. There is nothing to my soul

more beautiful than those last words of his you
heard. Send me his last letter and his father's, or

wait and show me them. I want nothing that you
cannot give ;

but I want with a passion that is

childish.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Nov. 4, 1878.
2
Davos, Nov. 27, 1878.
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"
I cannot speak of these things. In life it seems

to happen that what we love, yet could dispense

with, stays ;
and what our very soul was tied to,

slips away. And thus it is perhaps with you. I,

the withered branch, remain : and he, Apollo's

laurel branch, is burned.
"

I somehow think you may like some wild old

Italian lines to-night ! It will be morning when you
read them. This is what Death says to the Youth :

' O gentil giovinotto, assai mi duole

Di torti il fior della tua gioventute ;

Ma sappi che null' altro durar suole

In questo mondo, se non la virtute
'

. . .

And here is something from a man's heart :

' La prima volta che m' innamorai,

M' innamorai con uno sguardo solo.'

And here again is a very violoncello chord of

love and pain :

'

Voglio fare un invito d' amatori,

Voglio invitar gli sfortunati amanti ;

Da mangiare vo' dar pene e dolori,

E da bere darb lagrime e pianti.

I sospiri saranno i servitori

Che serviranno a tavola gli amanti :

Poveri amanti, a che siete ridutti,

Per un amante avete a morir tutti.'

And here is yet another, deeper than all tears, and

wilder than these winds that bring the winter snows

about us, now in torrents of mad streams :
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' Sono stato all' Inferno e son tomato ;

Misericordia ! la gente che c' era.

V era una stanza tutt' illuminata,

E dentro v' era la speranza mia.

Quando mi vedde gran festa mi fece,

E poi mi disse : Dolce anima mia,

Non t' arricordi del tempo passato,

Quando tu mi dicevi : Anima mia ?

Ora mio caro ben, baciami in bocca,

Baciami tanto ch' io contento sia.

E tanto saporita la tua bocca.

Di grazia saporisci anche la mia.

Ora, mio caro ben, che m' hai baciato,

Di qui non isperar d' andarne via.'

" So good-night. It rains continually ; and the

snow that fell for ten days is melting in a horrid

slush."

"
I have 1 a great deal to be grateful for. When

I review the last eight years say from February

1871, when our father died they seem to have

been crowded with more than I ever expected from

my chosen line of work. I published my first book

in September 1872, and I am now printing my
twelfth, a collection of Italian Studies and Transla-

tions. One of my books is out of print (the Dante),
and will not be republished. One (the Greek Poets,

ist Series) has had a second edition. Of another

(Sketches in Italy) I am preparing now a second

edition. Of yet another (Fine Arts in Italy) I

am revising the Italian translation. Each new

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, January 7, 1879.
VOL. II. L
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review of my poems shows a steady advance in the

popular favour given to them, and encourages me
to yet another venture of verse. All this has hap-

pened rapidly roughly speaking, in less than seven

years.
"

I often think, remembering my father's love of

literature and respect for men of letters, how pleased
he would have been if he could have lived to share

what has been pleasant in this development. I do

not mean that I have done more than I ought

reasonably to have done, or have succeeded better

than was to have been expected from the moderate

use of moderate faculties. But when he died, I

had, so to speak, done nothing ; and the sort of

thing he liked has come to me in plenty since, so

that if my health does not revive and I am to have

no further career, I may still think (and he would

have thought) \\\a\.pro viriliparte, with the strength
and parts allotted to me, I have lived. . . ."

"I ought
1
to have thanked you for the sonnet

that your last letter contained. It is beautiful, and

it touched me with a strange thrill of pleasure and

gratitude. Living up alone in those hills, and

getting old, makes me very sentimental and terribly

sensitive to kindness, to the touch especially of

spiritual hands and spirit voices coming to me from

the world of thoughts and deeds.
" One cannot grow dead, though one grows old,

1 To Edmund Gosse. Bernerhof, Bern, February 4, 1879.
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to beauty or to human emotion. Indeed I grow
more intensely vibratory to the impact of all things

that have these qualities."

"Your letter
1

of Sunday has just come, and

though I have not much to say I shall write to you

again to-night, for I write to almost no one now but

you, and I want sometimes sfogarmi.
" Some things in your letter join on curiously,

almost cruelly, to my mood. There is no mistake

stranger, no unkindness of nature and civilisation

more wounding to our sensibility, than the bar

placed between individuals of a different tradition

and a different training. It is so much easier for

us to appreciate them than for them to understand

us. They cannot understand our outgoings of

feeling, our admiration for something they have and

we have not. They remain at arm's length, puzzled,

suspicious, apprehensive, dreading the incommen-

surable gap of culture and of habit between us, which

to us is really nothing, or is perhaps the very allure-

ment, the thing we feel it would be sweet to annihi-

late at the profit of a pure and unmixed humanity.
"I daresay they are right. With the clear instinct

of unreasoning but intensely apprehending person-

ality, they divine the depth and breadth of the

separation. We, accustomed to all forms of intel-

lectual metamorphosis, to self-suppression, to change
of place, and scene, and mental climate, inured to

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, October 29, 1879.
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differences, locomotive, spiritualised, independent
of the centres and the traditions that started us

on our career of individuality we can afford to

draw an aesthetic or a transient good from relations

which they can only conceive of as holy and per-

manent, or as momentary and vicious.
" God help us, and forgive us all. God make

it better somewhere else.

" There is but one motto for us,
' Entbehren

sollst du, sollst entbehren.' On that and ' Labor

Improbus' we must live till the sands of life are

shaken out by palpitation of a passion that survives

the decay of physical vigour.
"

I shall not be able to send you the poems for

some while, I fear. 'Da questo carcere basso,' look-

ing up, and looking out, I even wonder whether

I will not fling that effort aside. Is there not a

juniper tree in this desert? Would it not be well

to sit under it till death, or the ravens sent by God,
come to end the matter powerfully one or other

way ? Do not think worse of my state from all

these words than it really is. I will plant myself

four-square still to the best of my ability. I will

not let myself be easily beaten. And in this very
volition there is the element of health not flourish-

ing or enduring, but possibly sufficient for the

present and even further needs."

"
I

l have got up to-day for the first time since

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, November 6, 1879.
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last Friday. I have had a strange attack, quite
unlike anything I experienced before. From
2 P.M. on Friday to 4 P.M. on Tuesday, I suffered

from unintermittent pain of a really horrible kind.

I thought I must die or become insensible. And,

yet, my mind was lucid. It was a long hurricane

of torture with short respites, got by triple doses

of chloral, lasting an hour and a half.

"
I live in dread, for the whole theatre of my

former misery throbs with a dull menace. It is

not over, and I am so weak that I can hardly form

these words.
"

I never felt pain on so august, so colossal a

scale. There was something grand in it. Most

pain has an element of the nasty. This was like

hell. It is worth the misery to have registered
the sensation."

"
I think l an exaggerated report of my being ill

has got abroad. On the whole Ruedi believes my
lung better than it was last spring. But I have had
six weeks of very bad health lately.

"He says that nature, outraged by my excesses

in walking and working, has recalcitrated.
" Since last February, I have written two volumes

of the ' Renaissance in Italy,' all but three chapters.

They are the two final volumes on Italian literature.

Of course this is only the first rough composition ;

for I always now write twice when I am concerned

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, Nov. 18, 1879.
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with work requiring a wide sweep and sustained

energy. The great thing is to get the masses

properly blocked out in the first redaction.
" Besides this, I have had, in the same space of

time, to prepare American editions of my Studies of

Greek Poets and all my Italian Sketches. Harper
is going to bring out these two works, each in two

volumes
;
and I have now rearranged them in their

right order.
" There has, moreover, been the preparation of

a new English edition of the '

Age of the Despots,'

to which I have added 100 pages, as well as a great
amount of minute alteration.

" Smith & Elder have also asked for a new volume

of poems, and I have been considering this.

" So you see my hands have been full. If I did

not work with an almost abnormal facility, I should

not have got through the mere grind. But I am
afraid that this facility does not mean less, but only
more rapid and instinctive cerebration than in the

case of slower workers. Therefore I get sudden

and inexplicable collapses like this last."

[By the spring of 1880 the idea of some per-

manent home at Davos had acquired sufficient

definiteness to induce Symonds to begin looking
about for a house. The exhilarating quality of

Davos' climate was thoroughly enjoyed by him, as

the following phrases, written to his sister, show] :

" We are sitting, blazing with open windows in
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an air heavy with hyacinths and narcissus, after

tobogganing before breakfast all over the frozen

meadows, from the waterfall down to the Land-

wasser. It is very nice. I incline more and more

toward a house here."

[But the question of buying or building was far

from a light one. Symonds was in favour of build-

ing, but he was met by such difficulties as the one

here described] :

" My plans about the house here have been

progressing. I have got one designed to my
liking, on the Bauerhaus principle, modified to

suit an English family's requirements. I will

put a rough sketch of it into my envelope. I also

chose a site on Buol's meadow, at the edge of

the wood, not far from the waterfall. This is

out of the wind, but, after choosing it, Buol

casually told me that in 1817 an avalanche swept
from the Schia-horn, destroyed the forest, filled

up the ravine, boiled over the opposing hill, and

devoured the meadow, passing on till it had crossed

the Landwasser. If this ever happened again, it

would pour first down on my devoted house. The

people of the valley, like those of Portici, do not

seem to care much about such possibilities. They
say it was a quite extraordinary occurrence, and

are satisfied, but we feel otherwise : so I am still

at sea about the site, and may be altogether put
off the building."
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[All the same, it was now pretty certain that

Davos, and not Clifton, would become his fixed abode.

The prospect of permanent change from Clifton

to Davos led Symonds to make the following obser-

vations upon the situation, as regards his literary

and intellectual life] :

A new 1

period of mental work, under very

peculiar conditions, had now begun. My intel-

lectual energy was rather increased than diminished

by the change ; but I had to subsist upon such

books as I could collect for myself. To carry on

the " Renaissance in Italy," seemed at first impos-
sible. I did not expect that the work would get

beyond the first three volumes, which were already

published in 1877. Finding me some time later

employed upon it in a room of Hotel Buol, Mark
Pattison remarked, "Of course, you cannot be

thinking of writing a book here." He knew per-

fectly well that this was precisely what I was
about at the moment, and he felt it his duty to

protest against a proceeding so opposed to his

own notions. "Certainly I am," I replied; "since

I write for my distraction and pastime, I intend

to make the best of my resources, and I hold

that a great deal of nonsense is talked about the

scholar's vocation
;
men who might have written

excellent books are sterilised by starting with fas-

tidious conceits.
"

1
Autobiography.
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Nevertheless, I felt that residence at Davos
Platz put an end to any hopes of my becoming
a scholar in the exact sense. I could no longer
look forward to utilising public libraries, to exa-

mining original documents, and to working up
a subject with the fulness demanded by scientific

criticism in our day. The forces which, since my
boyhood, had been directly and indirectly mould-

ing me for a particular kind of writing, were once

more operative. I had to remain a man of letters

in the looser sense of that term, choosing such

useful or enjoyable occupation as could be carried

on without a large stock of books. Literature

more than ever came to be regarded by me as a

Siaytoyj. On the other hand, the bracing climate

and the solitude of the mountains helped me to

acquire a more forcible style, enabled me to be

as active as I liked without damage to my health,

and added to the vigour of my brain. Accus-

tomed as I was to compromise by the whole

previous tenor of my life, I cheerfully accepted
the situation, and fixed my thoughts upon com-

pensating advantages, instead of chewing the cud

of mortification. What I felt most was the sepa-
ration from friends of like interests and pursuits.

I had to do without the stimulus which comes
from conversation. Whatever work I did must

be accomplished in solitude
;

as it turned out,

the continual production of books in that stern

Alpine region the contrast between my life there
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among peasants and invalids, with my growing

reputation as a man of letters acted somewhat

unwholesomely upon my moral temperament.

[Before returning to Clifton on the painful task

of breaking up his home there, Symonds and his

wife, and a Graublinden friend, went for a journey
to Varese, Florence, Tuscany, Rome, and Umbria.

That he enjoyed the journey is evident from this

letter to a friend, who had been his companion on

a similar journey in 1878] :

"
I have this scrap of paper left, and feel I ought

to write to you from here (Montepulciano, May
6, 1880), in the room where you and Chr. Buol

lay like Etruscan lares in your lofty beds. The
weather is better than it was then though not

perfect. We are going to drive to Piacenza and

St. Quirico to-day. Since I last wrote I have been

improving in health and spirits. A fortnight of

rest at Perugia did me great good. I found the

public library fair, and read sixteen books of great

importance for my work on Italian literature. We
have since been to Cortona and Chiusi, driving
whenever it was possible. The drive from

Perugia to Cortona is simply perfect for beauty and

interest, and we had one quite idyllic luncheon,

off a great eel, on the shore of Lake Thrasymene,

just at the point where Hannibal turned round to

face Flaminius.
" Christian Palmy enjoys himself, and is an excel-
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lent companion, and Catherine is well. So things

are prospering. If the weather seems right to-

morrow, I think of Monte Amiata. But it is too

variable to be very safe. Otherwise we go on to

Siena, and thence to Castagnolo."

[But the weather did not prove favourable, and

Symonds reached Clifton far from well. The task

of dismantling and letting his old home was a

severe trial, but he bore it with his usual courage,

steeling himself as far as might be with an out-

ward indifference, which masked an active internal

ache.

He used to tell of a great bonfire prepared at

the foot of the garden, upon which basketsful of

papers were heaped. He recorded his regret in the

autobiography, and to one of his dearest friends he

writes on July 8th] :

"
To-day you have been very much with me. I

have parted with my past by destroying nearly the

whole of my correspondence.
"
Among this mass of papers were a great many

of your letters. I have kept a few. I was horribly

unwilling to part with any. And yet they were so

personal that, having resolved to destroy all per-

sonal elements of correspondence, I would not even

exclude these. As I went through them, I felt that

I had never before appreciated their wisdom and

beauty, their clear-cut sincerity, their sweetness and

strength.
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"
Reviewing the whole long record of my life

revealed in these accumulated documents, I was

struck very forcibly with two things First, with

wonder that I should have retained any energy at

all after such prolonged ill-health, and mental and

physical suffering and strange experiences, as made

up my life between 1857 and 1863. The subse-

quent lung disease, from which I am now suffering,

is no doubt the result of the strain of those years.

But I marvel that I should have borne it so com-

paratively well at the time. It shows how powerful
mere youth is. The second thing was a feeling of

having been singularly blessed in the love and

friendship of noble men and women, combined with

a sense of my final unworthiness of them.
" There is one really sublime letter of yours, which

shadows forth a dread of change, of our all of us

undergoing the influences of the commonplace,
and being doomed in middle life to walk wrapped

up in mantles of convention, hiding our true selves.

"Has something of the kind foreshadowed fallen

upon some of us ? That is what I now ask myself.

It appears to me that I have gained tranquillity and

comparative health by accepting the ordinary, by
transactions of many sorts with my own nature, by

ceasing to care as acutely as I did for either good
or evil, by blunting my sensibilities and superinduc-

ing the callosity of indifference or vulgar scorn upon

my thrilling fibres of sympathy.
"

I think this is so with me. Catherine, who
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helped me in the work of destruction, kept saying
that I have become so much more healthy, calm,

cheerful, good to live with. But, though I recognise
that she is right, I am aware that this desirable

result is, to a large extent, the form world-weariness

assumes with me. It is loss of something, not

clear gain, exhausted, not harmonised energies.
" You are hardly in a position to compare experi-

ences : for you have doubled your resources in the

interval between that summer when we first talked

together at 47 Norfolk Square, and this July,

whereas I have remained, in all domestic relations

(roughly speaking), stationary.

"It was rather pretty to see Catherine and my
four children all engaged in tearing up the letters of

a lifetime. We sat on the floor, and the dead leaves

grew above us mountains high.
"
By the same fell stroke I destroyed the corre-

spondence of my forefathers from the lyth century
from an old Independent minister, who had known

Bunyan, downward.
"
Psychologically, it interested me to notice the

change of tone in the letters of successive genera-
tions. Beginning with the ardent faith of the

Puritan impulse, passing into earnest but formalised

Methodism in the next two generations, feeling the

breath of the French Revolution and physical science

in my grandfather, but remaining within the limits

of strict Puritan orthodoxy ; ,
in my father's corre-

spondence with J. Sterling and F. Newman and F.
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Maurice and Jowett, taking a robust theistic com-

plexion, and in mine with you and H. G. D., expand-

ing finally into a free atmosphere. The spiritual

problem was the main matter of all these letters.

But how that spiritual problem altered with each

generation ! And what, I said to myself, will be its

form in this, the rising generation ?

"
I feel rather like a criminal to have burned the

tares and wheat together of this harvest. I was

driven to do so by having to break up this our

home, and to go forth homeless. It is difficult

to have books enough in the nomadic life. Old

letters must have been put into a box to be

rummaged and destroyed by my executors.
"

I preferred a solemn concremation in my garden,
underneath the trees, attended with the conciamatio

of my spirit ;
as I said to the flaming pages, Avete

atque valete.

"So you see we are about to leave Clifton Hill

House. ' To be let or sold.'

"
I did not anticipate anything else, when I went

away from it so ill, three years ago. Still, in the

interval since then, a hope had arisen that I might
live here. But I find myself unequal to it."

[In the same context, animated by that desire

to help and hearten younger men out of his own

experience, which was so marked a feature of his

broad sympathies, he wrote to a friend on August
the 1 3th] :
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"
Looking over these stores, which I have now

consigned to perdition, I am quite sure that what I

always preached to you is right i.e., that men
must be willing to go through a great deal of

prentice work without result in publication, between

twenty and thirty. There is something good in all

I have now destroyed. Yet it was all imperfect,

and the final outcome of the labour can be seen

in such work as I have since put forth.

" Of course this does not apply to the rarest

type of literary ability, where excellent achievement

comes from the first unsought and uncompelled.
"

I have walked a great deal on the downs lately

between 8 and 10 P.M. It is very lovely up there

in these clear summer nights, with the boats on the

river and the people about. I must not, however,

give myself this pleasure, since I catch cold there.

I have seen enough, too, to show that il mondo e

rotondo and Durdham Downs are not different from

the Venetian Riva. We live in an odd world, where

assuredly people know most marvellously little about

what is going on around them."

[The adieu to Clifton Hill House was taken upon
this note, subdued, restrained, reflective, yet withal

so passionate, in which a large part of the man his

artistic sensibility, his eager human sympathy, his

present resignation, finds most delicate expression.]

"
Deep

* incommunicable spirit-speaking power of

1 To H. F. Brown, July 21, 1880.
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voices. I think now there is nothing like a voice

for teaching me about the soul. I think there is

nothing I could fall in love with but a voice. I

think I love that best, and that reveals most of the

life I love.

"
I was sitting this evening at half-past eight,

smoking under the vine at the end of my terrace,

when a beautiful thing happened.
" A clear soprano voice, strong but not full, the

untrained voice of a girl, I thought, of about eighteen

years, from behind the wall, back to back with me,

gave out a simple melody. The melody was old,

probably of Italian origin, either used for hymns in

the church service or caught up from some organ
recital.

" She sang and paused.
" Then she sang again ;

but this time the same

melody was repeated on the second by a contralto

of extraordinary force and volume and vibration.

It overwhelmed me with its richness. I tremble

when I remember it. But this was no voice of

woman or of man. It was a boy's voice on the

point of breaking proved by its incomparable thrill,

by a something indescribable, suggestive of chords

resonant within the larynx.
"
They sang together, against each other, in har-

mony, and then at last in unison. And after I had

listened breathless, the melody was (for them at any-

rate) played out, and I heard the noise of feet that

moved upon the street, and words and low laughter.
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" The yellow moon rose above the tulip trees. I

shut up my pipe, and moved slowly backward
; the

jessamine was just in bloom, white scented stars

upon thick masses of a night-like gloom of green.
"

I shall never know anything concerning those

two lives the ripened womanhood of one so musi-

cally blended with the broken boyhood and just

budding manhood of the other.
" You do not write to me. But it is well. I am

not restless for letters. I send you this leaf from

an almost leafless tree."

VOL, II. M



CHAPTER XIV

MANHOOD SETTLEMENT AT DAVOS

The result of leaving Clifton. Beginning of a new life. The build-

ing of Am Hof. Lebens Philosophic. Midnight tobogganing.
Visit to Venice. " Animi Figura." Back at Davos. At Arosa.

Am Hof. His views on charities. High spirits at Davos. Death
of T. H. Green. His visit to England. Declared seriously ill

again. Returns to Davos. Moves into Am Hof. A profession
of faith.

[!N July 1880 Symonds went to London, where

both Sir W. Jenner and Dr. Quain gave a poor

report of his health.
"
Nothing is left," he writes

to Mr. Sidgwick, "but to sit and moulder in the

High Alps. If only my friends would fly across

and perch a day or two at Davos now and then.

Well ! perhaps they will. But I shall not make

any new ones. We ought to live in the stream of

novelty as well as in the lakes of loyalty." That

sounds like a programme of life ; and to a certain

extent Symonds proceeded to carry it into effect.

The "lakes of loyalty" were never silted up; his

Davos home was always open to the friends of his

youth and manhood, and few things gave him

greater pleasure than their visits. On the other

hand, the " stream of novelty
"

certainly flowed

wider and deeper. New friendships, new acquaint-
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ances among all sorts and conditions of men, began
to occupy a large part of his attention. After three

long years, spent in the rigid vacuity of abstract

speculation, he took a keen delight in the fluidity,

the richness, the fulness of human life, with which,

as the following pages will prove, he now began to

deal more freely than he had ever before allowed

himself to do. Symonds returned to Davos in the

autumn of 1880, aware that Davos would now be-

come his residence. The severance from England,
and the abandonment of his Clifton home, made a

strong impression upon his attitude towards life, and

that impression he formulates in the following letter

to Mr. Sidgwick] :

" My house 1 was my home since I was ten years

old, and I have sold everything that it contained.

For a long time I felt very sore like a soldier crab

without his shell, molluscous properties being de-

tected in me which my adventitious habitat had

previously concealed. I am now getting sufficiently

callous. But I feel that a new chapter is opened in

life. It makes me younger, and at the same time

less enthusiastic Bohemian, cynical, and capable of

boredom all in one. I fancy I shall not care for

any home again ; and yet I am sure I don't want to

return to the old one. Under these conditions, if I

also lost my interest in writing, I daresay I should

go mad. It often occurs to me to think with horror :

1 To H. Sidgwick. Davos, October 26, 1880.
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what would happen if literature failed me, if I did

not care to write ? I hope to goodness I shall not

lose this, and now my desire is to think of some-

thing good to do when the ' Renaissance
'

is over. I

am inclined to cut the Italians for a while. I have

sometimes thought of writing a study of Graubiinden

history ;
but this would necessitate archive-hunting

at Chur ; and could I decipher mediaeval MS. in

Schweizer Deutsch and Romansch ?
"

[Davos being chosen as a home, Symonds deter-

mined to build a house for himself. The construc-

tion of Am Hof a long and furious battle with the

local authorities upon the question of sanitation in

the rapidly expanding health-resort the formation

of one or two new friendships, notably with Mr.

R. L. Stevenson, who brought a letter of introduc-

tion from Mr. E. Gosse sledging, tobogganing,

extending his connection with the Davosers, the

if- "Encyclopaedia Britannica" article on Italian History"
.

(1880), vols. iv. and v. of the " Renaissance "(i 88 1),

his most important, most autobiographical volume

of poems,
" Animi Figura" (1882) all this bears

testimony to the activity of Symonds' outer life.

He writes to H. F. Brown (Feb. 27, 1881), who
had been paying him a winter visit.

" The single bottle of Forzato, which survived

your Trapovaria, has been devoted to the birthday feast

of Christian Buol, in next month, for which I have

ready a really pretty English claret-jug of glass and
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silver. I designed in fancy a little festa for the

occasion, as I know these people like that sort of

thing ;
and I am glad that enough of the pre-

cious liquid remains to inaugurate the opening

glasses."

And a few days later, on March 9, he wrote the

following characteristic letter, into which is packed
warm-hearted friendship, a whole Lebens Philo-

sophie, and a vivid picture of external life at Davos,

conveyed in the few strokes which portray a midnight

episode :

"
I thank you, dear friend, for sending me the

verses. I will not flatter you with pretending they
are excellent poetry, except the outburst of the first

two lines, which seem to me the whole. And I will

not touch upon the exaggeration which your deeply
stirred feelings drove you into about me. That,

though patently untrue to the reality of things, is

generous and beautiful. And that you should have

felt it at that moment enough to express it, is very
sweet to me. Better proof I could not have that

you really understood me, and that the subject of

our stormy conversation on the lake was absorbed

in a still closer understanding.
"

I do wish you could have happiness ; but I can-

not tell you how to get it. I only remember how, at

your age, as my diaries, which I read out to you
one day, reveal, I was haunted with the same illu-

sion of not being happy. I believe really that it is

an illusion, due in great measure to the slow deve-
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lopment and the retarded self-effectuation of people

like us, educated in a sophisticating way, and gifted

with a somewhat complex nature. I can only have

faith and hope.
" No doubt life, by blunting our sensibilities and

reducing our demands upon the world, by degrading
our expectations to the a peu pres of things, secures

for us such happiness as is the best perhaps for

mortals.
" Do not dwell on the thought that it is locked up

in a grave. It is not. Dream by night and day, of

course you must ;
but learn to '

live resolvedly in

the Whole, the Good, the Beautiful.' I believe very

firmly that our end is to bring a solid, almost world-

repelling, self into accord with this self-merging in

the Whole. It is just here, that at a certain point

in my life, Whitman, in combination with Goethe,

with the side-light of Marcus Aurelius, helped me
so much. I am sure I got out of a great ditch about

the year 1869 by communion with these three.

The whole of Whitman, the marrow of Aurelius,

and Goethe's above-quoted maxim, with his lines on

'Eigenthum
'

and his Proemium to
' Gott und Welt,'

helped me amazingly, as men have been helped by
the gospels. Of course I do not mean that these

are drugs which you can take with just the same

benefit, because I know that every personality is

different, with different needs, diseases, and ways
out. But the substance of what I say I adhere to.

Self and God, I and the Whole, the Soul and the
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World, these must be by each of us accorded, and

the accord is happiness.
"

I always enjoy the aroma of Antonio's remarks.

Like so many Italian utterances, they have so much

of ancient hereditary wisdom and sense of beauty

worked into the very stuff of simplest speech. They
are like something in a dream.

"
I supped with C last night. A zither and

guitar player two men came afterwards to make

music for us. We had up the two Christians and

S
,
drank enormous quantities of old wine, sang,

laughed, danced, and made a most uproarious noise

until 2 A.M. Then the two Christians and I de-

scended on one toboggan in a dense snow-storm.

It was quite dark, and drifty beyond description. I

sprained my left side in the groin a little
;
but I

comfort myself with remembering that you did

much the same without bad result. Did I tell you

how, in meadow-sledging, I saw Miss L flung

from her toboggan across the road to the photo-

grapher's hut over a mound of snow, with a drop of

at least eight feet of wall, on to the back of her

head on the frozen post-road ? I fully expected to

find her dead. She was only stunned, however."

[The spring journey of this year (1881) was made
to Venice. It was in many ways an important

visit. That interest in human nature which had

found its field, to a certain extent, among the

peasantry of Davos, was still in some ways the
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strongest element in Symonds' life. The Venetian

people were not likely to waken less curiosity than

the Graubiindners. As at Davos, Symonds had

made friends with Christian Buol, and had through
him been introduced to the real Davoser life

;
so

at Venice, he made friends with the man who re-

mained his faithful and devoted servant, Angelo
Fusatto, who was with his master when he died in

Rome, and through him came to know a part at

least the water-dwellings part of genuine Vene-

tian life.

In the emotional and intellectual region, the

result of Davos and Venice displayed itself in that

little book which, for me at all events, is the most

important of all the many volumes which issued

from that active brain in
" Animi Figura

"

begun
soon after leaving Venice, and finished early in the

following year.

How healthy this intercourse with all sorts and

conditions of men really was for a man of Symonds'

temperament, and how freely and generously he

began to pour out help for his friends, now that he

had arrived at a knowledge of himself and planted
his feet on fact, will be evident to any one who
reads these following words of heartening, written

to a younger friend from Davos, on August the

nth, 1881]:

" About your book : you must not be discouraged

by so slight a failure. I am just reading Lander's
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life. After years before the public, he tried innu-

merable publishers, says Colvin, before he found

one to take his quite imperishable
'

Imaginary Con-

versations ;

'

and even then the man insisted on

cutting out and toning down to suit an imaginary

public. Whatever becomes of your book, I want

you to turn, with the immortal youth of love, to

literature again. Do not think too much of actual

achievement. Our race, like that of the believer,

must be run by casting behind us things past, and

pressing forward to the things to come.
" Our little tour was this. On Monday we [a

family party] walked with Ardiiser over the Mayen-
felder Furka, a wild pass over 8000 feet, to Arosa,

and slept there. On Tuesday walked down the

Arosa valley to Langwies and back. Yesterday
crossed the Altein pass from Arosa (about 9000

feet) to Wiesen, and slept there, and to-day came
back by carriage. It was very pleasant, and the

scenery of Arosa is really superb something like

the head of the valley you are now in [the Val

d'Helens] woods, streams, and Alps combined with

the most tremendous crags. Also the view from

the Altein, over the range of Piz Aela and Piz

Kesch, with Albula, Julier, and Spliigen mountains,

was desolately grand in a most impressive way.
We were rather troubled with weather fierce heat

broken by thunderstorms. All yesterday we trod

those pathless hills in rolling mists of thunder,

indescribably splendid, and menacing and tragic.
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Ardiiser was very nice. We slept each night in

little wooden houses. My bad lung is rather over-

done with so much climbing, and my soul is not

satisfied with herself. If only we could be as good
and calm as Nature ;

but this seems impossible.

There are things too deep in their unutterable

sadness, too keen in their condemnation of our own

inadequacy to God's infinite goodness. Addio."

[It must be remembered that Symonds always
felt a saddening, or rather solemnising, influence in

noble scenery, and here he expresses it.

Meantime, the building of Am Hof proceeded

steadily.]

"The Union-Jack
1

I brought with me for my
dahabieh on the Nile is now floating over the

roof of my house. This is a curious symbol. It

was, like myself, to have moved upon Egyptian
waters, and been mirrored on the swirl of that most

ancient stream. It comes by accident to Davos, and

now celebrates the completion of what will, I hope,

be an Englishman's fixed home. The last beams of

the roof-frame were placed this morning ; but it will

take at least another week before the roof is planked
and covered with its metal plates. Meanwhile, I

fear the rain is coming at last. But I must not

grumble, for hitherto I have been singularly lucky

in respect of weather. The roof is so high-pitched

that I shall have a famous loft above the upper

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, August 12, 1881.
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storey, and I trust the snow will be thrown in masses

off its zinc surface. The zinc I mean to paint a

dark tile colour. Tiles themselves are said to be

out of the question in this winter cold. They freeze

and crack.
"
To-night I am to give my workpeople a supper

at the Waldhaus. We shall be an odd mixture of

Davosers and Italians, with one English Bauherr.

[To a friend who had assured him of the stimu-

lating, life-giving power of his sympathy, Symonds

characteristically answers] :

" Thank you greatly for your first letter since I

left you. It is true what you say, that letters are a

poor substitute for speech and presence. Yet they

may be made to do almost as much, partly by their

reticences. Anyhow, yours comfort me. I cannot

understand how I communicate growth and life when
all seems chaos and decay within me. That I do

communicate some kind of energy I can believe.

But I take the word you send me with trust ;
I need

to trust it, lest I fall into despair of some sort."

"
Tennyson

l has written a dismal poem called
'

Despair,' about an atheist's suicide, in the nine-

teenth century. His imagination has been taken

by the fact recorded by Sir John Lubbock of the

dead suns.
" What an age it is. Gran Dio, what an age ! I

almost feel as though I must write myself out, after

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Nov. 2, 1881.
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your suggestion. I am sanguine, if nothing better.

And we do need now the reaction of the spirit

against all that chokes and cribs us round.
" P.S. Sir J. Lubbock counts over seventy

million solar systems, and says there are many
more extinct, one of which causes intermittency of

light in Algol.

We too shall fade and perish. That must be.

The fields of space with seventy million suns

Sparkle. For each, for all, time's hour-glass runs

Toward some fixed moment of mortality.

Look up : 'tis night : there on that starry sea

The Pharos-flame of Algol ebbs and flows
;

Now shrinks to twilight, now intensely glows ;

Waxing and waning as the minutes flee.

For Algol had a comrade, whose clear song
Resounds no longer mid the angelic choir ;

Nameless and voiceless, round his brother's fire

He circles dark amid the luminous throng ;

And there are countless worlds which, dead like him,

Still roll through interstellar midnight dim.

[But Symonds' life at Davos was really too full,

too active, to admit "despair." He was immensely

busy with the formation of his " Animi Figura." On
November the i3th he writes to H. F. Brown :

" We have the loveliest summer weather. I sit out

and bask when I do not write, and I walk at night ;

"

and on the i7th, "To-day I have worked eight

solid hours, from 9 A.M. till 6.30 P.M., with interval

for lunch. Such an awful sonnet came to me at

the lake one night. My hair bristled, and I felt
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cold from the nape to the heels. But I dare say in

words it will look to you most tame."

These walks to the lake were taken late at night.

When the ice was thickening in winter, or beginning
to break up in spring, the surface upon which one

trod gave out most dreadful groaning sounds, as

slight fissures ran along the ice. The lake walk

was a favourite one with Symonds, and there he

wrote and speculated alone, or "discussed the uni-

verse
"
with a friend.]

"I do 1 not think you have got to the bottom of

this wild matter why mastered, or rhythmic, or

self-possessed emotion, seems to us tame. I do not

feel as though I could get to it just now.
"
Nothing which does not include our whole nature

will ever satisfy us ; and the mastered, self-possessed

emotion, by very right of being mastered, being self-

possessed, is already less than the whole of us. We
crave to lose self, or to realise it all by merging it.

We want to burn indefinitely, infinitely, illimitably,

everlastingly upwards. There are potentialities in

us of which we are aware, which we need to bring
into this incandescence. In the old theosophies

so splendidly expressed by legends of Buddha, and

by Canticles of Jacopone this infinite is God.

There have been men who have absorbed them-

selves in their entirety in the divine idea. But no

satisfied human feeling will yield this. It therefore

1
ToJH. F. Brown. Davos, November 23, 1881.
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falls upon us to for ever dash ourselves on the

unsatisfied unsatisfying ; and as soon as we have

apprehended the limit of a love, to cease to burn

toward it.

"
I do not myself regard the fight in the matter

as all-important. That is a condition of realisation

in which we get too often beaten and trampled
down. I conceive the kernel of the thing to lie in

the infinity of our nature, the infinity of our desire,

and in the difficulty (generated by our consciousness

of life and vigour) of our ever believing that at some

point or other we shall not realise the intangible,

impossible. I scribble this in answer to yours of

the 1 8th. The strong man ought to go into the

battle you wrote of, ought to attempt to realise the

impossible. But the strong man is too often tied

up, like Gulliver in Lilliput, by a thousand little

threads which render his experiment a total failure."

[On the value of letters and diaries he gives these

thoughts to a friend, and as usual he throws in some

speculations on life in general, and some account of

the events of his own in particular] :

"
I think *

you put some of your best writing into

letters, and for this reason I have always urged you
to keep diaries (because one writes in them as in a

letter), or to maintain a correspondence with me
which should be preserved. But the great thing is

not to keep one's work so much, as by doing a

1
Davos, November 24, 1881.
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good deal of it daily and easily, to form the habit

of expression.
"

I have found it useful, after writing a good letter

to a friend, to copy it for my own use into a note-

book with alterations and improvements. This plan

combines the epistle and the diary, and is of course

a higher exercise in style than either.

"
I am very much moved and influenced by what

you say about the whole set of my sonnets
('
Animi

Figura ')
this last letter coming after the letter from

Evolena, and what you told me at Monte Generoso.

I feel I must eliminate something for the bond of

sympathy between us, just as I always make a de-

duction from my estimate of your things. Generally
I try to send you only the discounted version of

my feeling. Perhaps you do the same. But we are

so close in mental habit now that we seize each

other's slightest meanings, and comprehend each

other's standpoints. The world, of course, cannot

do this. And yet I believe you are right in

saying this is no ordinary sonnet sequence, that it

has some deep relation to the age. What I should

like to do, if I could dare, would be to write for it a

prose commentary (like that of the Vita Nuova\
and to call the whole Vita Nuovissima.

"
I am less anxious about striking the public and

getting recognised than about speaking out a truth

a something in relation to the actual human ex-

perience of our century.
"

I have thought much of you in my working
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hours lately, for I have written an article on Monte

Oliveto, and am writing one on Montepulciano.
With the exception of a sketch of Urbino, I have

now almost completed my new collection of Italian

studies. For A 's sake, I want to pass them

through the magazines. But I am less lazy at

writing than at selling my wares. Left to myself,

I would make the book up new and publish it

offhand."
" Here 1 comes yours of the 2Qth [in answer to

the speculations of November 23rd, just quoted].

I am very glad to get it, for I wanted to hear

from you (only three days gone, however, since I

heard last).

"What you say about our not really wanting

satisfaction, because if we get it, that is a negation

of effort all this is true. It is what I blundered

about in my searchings through infinity. The fact

is, we are made for effort, and not made for satisfac-

tion. And yet we get such jolly bits of satisfaction

by the roadside, as it were. I have got these

crumbs of late from people here from Christian

Buol, from Christian Palmy, who appeals to me in

all his prosaic troubles. There is no doubt about

these people.

"
I am fighting the committee for the building of

an English church at Davos. Such fun
;
but also a

vast waste of time."

1
Davos, December 2, 1881.
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[How practically helpful he was to those with

whom his habits and interests in life made him

acquainted, would be attested by many a native of

Canton Graubtinden. But he was not merely

charitable, open-handed out of his own abundance ;

he went further than this, and constructed for him-

self an ethic of charity, which was not only consonant

with the democratic views of life which he was carry-

ing into practice, but also added considerable zest to

his own labours. Those views are sufficiently ex-

plained in the following letters, to his sister and to

a friend] :

"
I am l

working hard to raise 60 for a scheme

of private benevolence, as I wish to give this out

of earnings. The father of four children gets to

feel his inherited wealth as a trust. I don't quite

know whether this feeling is right. But I have it.

I would rather give away what I gain. By the

way, if you see the Cornhill, look out for an article

by me. This is one of my pot-boilers.
"

I am quite determined not to support any man
in life by daily doles. A lump-sum down, securing
the workman bread for self and family by labour,

seems to me money spent in the best way possible ;

and I am grateful to the powers which enabled me
from time to time to do something of this sort for

a brother. If I were really rich, I would do this

not as I now do it for tens, but for hundreds and

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, December 9, 1881.
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would always take the same pains to study their

characters, and see where the cash can be profitably

applied.
"

I dearly like thinking that I can devote the

proceeds of my labour to the furtherance of a good
sort of man in the development of his own energies.

"
I have reached this point, that I spend no

money on myself, except what is strictly necessary
for the utensils of my intellectual life (books, &c.),

clothes, the decent maintenance of my household.

I allow myself only one pleasure, which is that of

giving out of the margin of my estate.

"But why discourse on this topic? It is so

simple. Some day I must reduce my theory of

affection applied to fellow-service into some essay."

[The principle here enunciated Symonds observed

throughout his life. I believe that of all the moneys
which he spent on others, by far the largest part
was won by his own labour.

The stimulating quality of the Davos atmos-

phere kept life at a very high nervous pitch, and

occasionally provoked outbursts of spirits and esca-

pades, which to a dweller at a lower level might
well seem incompatible with the life of an invalid

or a scholar. In a letter to Mr. Dakyns he talks

of this "hilarity" as "a very temporary affair," and

explains it in these terms :

" We have a good deal

in this Davos life to battle up against ;
and being

a very weak vessel I often, nay, always, find
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resistance to depressing influence in my environ-

ment produces an exaggerated mirth." At the

time of which I am writing, there was still con-

siderable novelty for Symonds in the conditions

of Davos life, and I think he did thoroughly enjoy

the odd situations in which a studious invalid

might suddenly find himself. I remember on one

occasion adieu was to be said to some friends

bound southward for Italy. Symonds and his

party supped with the landlord of his hotel in

patriarchal fashion, the family and the guests above

the salt, the servants, both outdoor and in, below.

As the evening wore on an adjournment was made

to the cellars, where the great hogsheads of Velt-

liner stood in two long rows. There I have a

recollection of the strange scene, each of the party,

candle in hand, astride of his own particular tun,

pledging the parting guests. And so elastic was

Symonds' fibre, in spite of ill health, that he was

up early next morning to see his friends set out

over the Strela Pass, and later in the day he

took a long drive,
"
quite far up under the Silvretta

Glacier in our boxes," (boxes being the chests in

which coal was brought to Davos in those days.

A chest was filled with hay and lashed on to a

wood sledge, and into these boxes one or two

persons were packed, according to their size. I

have seen a procession of half-a-dozen wood sledges

and boxes with their respective occupants, headed

by Symonds, defiling through Davos on their way
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to some almost inaccessible hamlet, Sertig, Monstein,

or Dlirrenboden). To the friend who crossed the

Strela after that strange evening in the cellar,

Symonds wrote as follows, referring to that neces-

sary operation, the yearly purchase of Valtelline

wine, on which Davos householders pride them-

selves] :

"
I came l here yesterday over Fluela. To-day I

have been buying a great deal of old Veltliner, which

I hope you will help me to drink if the kater which

Herr Buol's strong Grumello gave you has been

quite rubbed out by your Strela walk. I have also

been to see the Kulm at S. Moritz, and I wonder,

more than ever, why so few people seek the Enga-
dine in winter. It is now so much more beautiful

than in summer.

"Christian Buol is with me. We are going on

into the Valtellina to-morrow if the weather holds.

But I doubt it rather.

"
I hope you did not disturb yourself about the

Dummheit of your last evening. It was a pure acci-

dent. I felt you were going away, and we had not

had one of our old quiet times together. I felt

the <f>\ey/uaivov(ra WAty of Davos [and the Italians]

altogether at that last moment mixed. And when

I get these mixtures on my brain, I madden people,

turn their stomachs, play the deuce with them.

"Now you are back in your old life. I feel that

1 To H. F. Brown. Samaden, January 28, 1882.
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we have to hang on to work in order to get a good
existence. I am too loose and too infirm in health,

and too unhinged in outside circumstances, to work

rightly. Therefore I am suffering. But all the

more I know I must hang on to work."

[The tone is that of a man who is allowing himself

some freedom in life, and has the gusto and the

spirits, if not the health, to carry it through ; but

who has by no means lost his hold upon the central

mainstay of his existence his work.

I think this same note of enjoyment, of gusto in

life, pervades the following letter, in which a vivid

picture of the business and literary notes of his

Davos life is afforded us] :

"
I have l found myself in such a mess of affairs

since I returned that I have had no time or inclina-

tion to write. I got both your Turin and two

Venice letters, and thank you much. I also hope
that next time we shall be really more together and

have diviner converse. Somehow, all things this

winter have quite got off their old rails. Yet the

weather goes on as wonderful as when you were

here.
"

I am in horrible hot water about my P. M. G.

letter.
2

It has appeared in the Freier Rhatier, Le

Temps, and the Allgemeine Zeitung. Everybody
here is furious, and my dear Davosers look angrily

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, February 6, 1882.
2 On the Sanitary Condition of Davos.
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at me. Only Christian Buol takes it quite sweetly.

As we drove up from Hoffnungsau in a post-sledge,

the conductor got up behind, and began swearing
at the writer of the article, not knowing it was I.

Christian firmly defended me on every point. No

gentleman of the finest water could have acted

better.

" One upshot of the matter has been a project to

start a company to work Wiesen, and I am literally

in communication with about it. I marched

boldly at him, though I knew he was seeking how
to bring an action for libel against me. I had to

bully him at first a little, and then we got on business.

Whether anything will come of this I cannot say.
" Meanwhile I have the proofs of ninety-six

sonnets. When they are all here, I shall send you
the lot. They are a very extraordinary collection,

I think, now that I can see them in sequence. I

don't know what it is, whether it is because I made

them, but I find a new tone in them separate from

that of other sonnets. This makes it impossible for

me to judge of the effect they may produce.
"
They are working away in my house, and it

is beginning to look quite habitable, with its rough

panels and floors. I get to like it more and

more.
"

I lead a sinful life apart from all spiritual or

intellectual things. And yet it is borne in upon me
now that these sonnets have been an adequate effort

even for one whole year. Considering the small
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effect they are likely to produce, this is perhaps sad.

Anyhow, I cannot just now take interest in literary

work."

[But in the course of Symonds' much-tried exist-

ence, the comparative brightness of the early Davos

years did not last long. In 1882 troubles began to

close around him. His eldest daughter's health gave
cause for anxiety, and in March of this year he lost

his brother-in-law, Professor T. H. Green. The
blow was a very severe one, and his deep feeling

found expression in a long series of letters, from

which the following is taken] :

"To-day
1

at half-past one I got Charles' tele-

gram. I cannot say that it surprised me, because

I knew how grave the case must be which made
Horatio [Symonds] telegraph as he did yesterday.

But, all the same, the blow was very heavy, for we
had been hoping and making up all sorts of sanguine
visions.

" And now there is nothing left of him in this

life only the certainty that if souls unite themselves

by death with God, as I believe they must do, no

soul is more prepared to do so
;
none is already and

at once more entered into the felicity of fuller know-

ledge and an ampler life, than his.

" When I think of your wedding-day, and remem-

ber that of all this generation he has been taken

first, the fact overwhelms me. There were then so

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, March 27, 1882.
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many weaker in all ways. And of these weak ones

we remain.
"

It will not do to dwell upon this train of thought.
We must live or die as it seems best to God. I

comfort myself with thinking what a wholly noble

life his was, what a memory and example of noble

living he has left us all, how he will live with you
in what is the best, the only imperishable part of

us, the soul
;

until you meet him again, what a

future of brave, good, and strong existence there is

before you.
" My dear sister, these must seem to you cold

words of consolation. But they are the truth, the

best.

"He has not died. Such a man cannot die.

Happy are those who have the special right, by

being his, to continue his life in this world."

[The reaction from the tension of Davos air and

Davos life was always acutely felt by Symonds.
The very conditions of life in that high, isolated val-

ley, forced his nervous temperament in crescendoes

to a point where violent reaction set in. The loss

of his brother-in-law had touched him deeply ; he

had been made anxious about his daughter's health ;

the battle over Davos sanitation, though he enjoyed
it and was victorious, kept him in a continuous

nervous strain
; he was called upon to settle many

small points in the construction of Am Hof; he

was preparing to put together
"
Shakespeare's
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Predecessors," and he was writing sonnets for

"
Vagabunduli Libellus." Yet I doubt whether this

great strain upon his resources would have been

sufficient to account for the depression under which

he left Davos in the spring of 1882, had he not

been, though unknown to himself, growing steadily

weaker in his lungs. At any rate, Symonds left

Davos for London in May.
"

I take this journey,"

he writes,
" with a heavy heart. Yet I hardly know

why. Probably I am ill. When the eyes and brain

are both disturbed, there is no happiness. But

independently of this, my life seems to have become

suddenly hollow, and I do not know what is hanging
over me."

In London a bitter disappointment awaited him,

and very naturally threw a shadow over his enjoy-

ment of Davos. He had believed that the place,

whatever the drawbacks of its intellectual atmos-

phere, whatever the dangers from its over-stimulation

of the nerves, was at least effecting a cure in the

lungs] :

" Two days and two doctors," he wrote to H. F.

Brown on June the 23rd,
" sufficed to cause a change

of view. I returned so ill from Sidbury that I felt

I must see somebody. I went to Andrew Clark on

Wednesday. He detected active disease in the

right, hitherto untouched, lung. This he regarded
as serious, and of at least a year's standing.

"
Yesterday I consulted Theodore Williams, tell-
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ing him nothing about Clark. His report was the

same, except that he spoke more gravely. He was
also sure the mischief had been going on for at least

a year.
"

I have written very fully to you. Health is now
once more the absorbing preoccupation with me.

I have suffered dreadfully for more than a year from

unrest, from mortal fatigue, and from strange morbid

irritabilities. At last, of late, the sense of utter

weariness has been crushing. The whole explains
itself now.

"
I trust I shall see you this summer on your way

to Promontogno. I will write as soon as I get back

to Davos. But I have had to tell R that I

cannot receive him at Davos this year. I must
not have company there. You are different, I need

not say.
"

I have made you executor of my will, with

Robert Otter, H. N. Abbot, and Charley Cave. I

hope I understood you rightly that I might. You
are specially indicated for the literary department.

"
I am too stupid to write. This blow has stupe-

fied me. I somehow did not at all expect it. The

struggle for life is now to be carried on with weak-

ened force, and under worse conditions. Davos is

not a new place too, alas."

[This was a terribly cruel blow to Symonds, and
I do not think he was ever quite the same man after

it, though his indomitable spirit and his elastic con-
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stitution enabled him to recover, and to carry on a

life of literary and social vigour for several years to

come. He returned to Davos in June, and on the

3Oth of that month he writes] :

" If I
l am doomed to decline now, I can at least

say that in the five years since I came here dying,

I have had a very wonderful Indian summer of ex-

perience. The colours of life have been even richer,

my personal emotions even more glowing, my per-

ception of intellectual points more vivid, my power
over style more masterly, than when I was com-

paratively vigorous. It seems a phase of my dis-

ease that I should grow in youth and spiritual

intensity inversely to my physical decay. This

may be a phenomenon of phthisis, and for this

reason noteworthy. I feel it in myself so forcibly

that I cannot refrain from writing about it, though
this has the semblance of excessive self-scrutiny.

" Ah ! how I do love this beautiful world, and

how keenly I feel it all. It is almost pain to grasp
its loveliness with this intensity when the body is

so dragging."

[The recovery was slow though steady, and as-

sisted by a fine autumn. A spirit of resignation,

almost of peace, such as came over him after his

last serious illness at Clifton, such as enveloped him

after any stunning blow, pervades the letters which

he writes.]

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, June 30, 1882.
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"
I have l chosen a large sheet because I have

been rowed this morning on the lake in sunshine

after ten days' gloom, and am hearing the band

play Wagner after their fashion, and am reading
Aristotle's Poetics, and am thinking all in one

thought about Venice and death, and want to copy
out for you, a sonnet I wrote by the stove last even-

ing. Here it is :

THE GRAVE OF OMAR KHAYYAM.

Omar Khayyam, in life's calm eventide,

Walked through his garden on a night of June,

With one whose face shone like the rising moon ;

And spake these words :

" When earth on either side

Shall clasp this breathing clay, the Potter's pride ;

When all these songs are silenced, soon, too soon ;

Then shall red rose-leaves, morning, night, and noon,

Blown by north winds, the dust of Omar hide."

Listened the youth, and wondered
; yet, being sure

No wise man's words like snowflakes melt in vain,

After long years, with eld's slow steps, again

Turning toward's Omar's home in Naishapur,

He sought that tomb ; but found, by wild winds blown,

Drift of red rose-leaves, deep on a hidden stone.

"
I have worked out the thread of energy which

made me take this paper up to write. Life burns

very low. It is, however, a wonderful day, most

intensely hot and sunny over wood and field

drenched with dew, the meadows turning to golden
and flecked with emerald green, the sky pure, and

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, September 2, 1882.
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the depth of the valley a blue bloom. A dying
man does not want more than this of beauty, if he

were free to feel it, for beauty is of that divine sort

that the whole of it exists in every atom. A larch

upon the Jacobshorn is beauty's self for the sentient

spirit ;
nor can the Bay of Naples go beyond it. I

have never been discontented on this chapter of

things beautiful.

"
I think to-day that ennui is the curse of happiness

the curse, I mean, of those who have no other

curse. Let man be near to dying, and he will wonder

at ennui an alien fiend. Let man, in plenitude of

this life's common goods, of health, feel ennui, and

he will desire death. Death and ennui are exclusive

things. Praise God for life
; praise God for death.

Learn to live in the sunlight. Avoid the foe which

turns life into living death, with its black smoke

between heaven's sun and the sun-born soul of

man.
" Addio. I am dreaming.
" The noonday drowsy note of yesterday waited

by accident, and there is time to add some words

to-night. We have had a second good day. It

almost seems as though we might seize sunshine for

a season before the snows come. I expect before

long, as a great pleasure, news from you from

Venice. I think meanwhile of you and things there

more than of any one or anything.
"

I see my Venetian medley advertised in Fraser,

but I have had no copy of it sent to me. For the
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'Palace of Urbino' I received twenty guineas a

large sum for so slight a thing, the work of three

weak mornings. And yet, as I judge it perhaps
the best of any of my Italian sketches, I am glad it

should be so overpaid. It is almost as though even

Smith & Elder discerned its speciality.
" But what are these things worth, or why should

I write about them ? Just now it would be better

to be pacing the Dogana Point with you, free for a

moment from the sense of pain, as young in body as

my unquenchable soul is young.
"What a strange new babe the soul is like to be,

if she escapes with all her self inviolate into condi-

tions where her flight is free. I hardly dare to con-

template that side of the vast problem when I think

of death. It seems almost too terrible, too turbulent

a thought. And yet my soul keeps saying to me :

'

Wait, endure, for I am infinitely young, and I am

you, and that which you call you is not yourself, for

I am still yourself, and I am what you now cannot

by fancy's utmost force prefigure to your mind.

Your mind I am not, nor your sense, but something
far more deep and strong and perdurable ; acquainted
with all change, alert for changes indescribable to

come. Wait and believe in me. Wait, expect

nothing. Only wait. Good-bye. I miss the talks

with you. Good-bye."

[The Symondses moved into Am Hof on Sep-
tember 25th.]
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" This is
l our first day in the new house. I have

not slept here yet, but Catherine, Madge, baby,

and Mrs. White did so last night. Janet, St. Loe

[Strachey], I, and Miss Neef, who seems very plea-

sant, are introduced to-day. The sun is shining on

us for a wonder. I have all my books around me ;

the old table from Buol's, on which I have already

written so much, to write upon ; the Paris carpet

chair to sit in
;
an Indian carpet on the floor; your

Perseus on my stove. It looks already home-like.
"

I was quite delighted with your letter about

Venice in that Sciroccale. Now that I am settled

here, I mean to give a pigeon-hole in my cupboard
to your letters ;

and whenever you come to see me,

you shall resume what you like. I fear I have lost

a great many of your good letters, or, rather, have

deliberately destroyed them, because of the uncer-

tainty attending on the occupation of hotel rooms.
" We have all been amused with your plague of

scorpions.
" Wish me good speed in my house. I am sure

both you and your mother will."

[As was habitual with him, he turned at once

to work.]

"I have 2 been silent because I plunged into

Elizabethan studies. Are they really worth doing,

I wonder, in face of the enormous mass already

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, September 25, 1882.
2 To the same. Am Hof, Davos, October 19, 1882.
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printed of such matter? St. Loe seems to have

tempted me and of course my own collections of

materials are a great temptation as is also the

contact, after so long a space of time, with really

vigorous English poetry. Still I am in great doubt.

If I carry out the scheme, it will mean at least a

year's work, I suppose, and a suspension of my
mind from Italian subjects.

" What do you say ? Give me your opinion.
" Have you seen the comet ? It should be a

most marvellous sight above the lagoon. I rose

at four this morning, and saw its tail flaming away
above the Dischma Thai. Then I watched it. As
the hills sank eastward with the earth's revolution,

the comet slowly ascended the sky. At last the

nucleus appeared. It rested on a horn (called the

Brun-horn, I think), which is next the Schwartz-

horn, and the tail stretched upwards and above the

Jacobshorn all across the Dischma Thai. Some
stars were tangled in the tail. Then the pallor of

the dawn appeared, and the comet slowly faded

into a thread of light. The valley was deep in

snow after a heavy fall the heaviest of all this

wintry summer. The skies were singularly lucid,

and meteors flashed from time to time across them.

It was altogether a wonderful display. The whole

house was roused by me to gaze.
"

I am quite sure, if you come from Venice this

winter to stay with me, you will like your life here,

and feel that Davos is again a place to be in. Our
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house does make a vast difference, in spite of some

drawbacks which I have detailed to you before.

To these I hope we shall get accustomed.

"It is very sad to think of the suffering in the

midst of which you are and will be for some time.

We must trust it will not prove a very trying

winter."

[And the result of resumed literary work is seen

in this letter of encouragement, as usual, to a young
friend who was failing at the start] :

" You will understand me when I say that, except

from the point of view of money, I do not think the

thing matters. You must put the article into what

you call your
' desolation box :

'

and please remem-

ber, doing so, how large my
' desolation box

'

at

your age was, and of what use it has been to me.
" For the artist I know nothing better than to

have a vast and well-filled
' desolation box.' Mine

contains not only scores of miscellaneous essays, but

the whole of this Elizabethan history, which I may
now possibly at last put into shape. Out of the

same box have already come my
' Greek Poets,' two

volumes of verse, and the larger portion of my
' Sketches in Italy.'

"
I do not say this in any vulgar way of encour-

agement, I hope. I think deliberately that a literary

artist must work after this method.
" You can, if you choose, try for money's sake to

please the public. But then you must scent out
VOL. IL
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likely, telling subjects. But till you have somehow
taken some incalculable sort of start, you will find

your
' desolation box

'

a needful haven for your best

work. And even when you have made yourself
some name, you will still find (as I do) that there is

an impenetrable bar between you and the public.

"Is it our defect ? That is what we shall pro-

bably never know. Meanwhile, we are artists, and

live for the beautiful, and our own satisfaction in

commerce with that.

"
I fear I have been writing to you letters lately

of attenuated excitement. My work has strung me

up, and your letters have stirred vibrations. But I

believe that I have settled down into the jog-trot of

the work mentally I know I have
;
the only bore

is, that the friction of thus settling has stirred my
lungs up, and I am again very far from well. I

have a heavy head-cold, which makes contact with

the frozen air horrible.

"
I am crowded up with invitations to do literary

work. Fancy, Harper s Magazine wrote three weeks

ago, begging me to go to India at their cost, with a

special artist to make pictures for me. I was to

write descriptive articles. He was to illustrate. I

was to be paid according to my demands. If you
could be the artist, I would go. Otherwise Nenni !

Nenni !

"

"I have 1 had eight days of remorseless hard

1 To H. F. Brown, December 10, 1882.
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grind on a '

Dissertation upon Masques at Court in

Italy and England.
1

Just this noontide it is finished.

I escape to smoke and chat a quarter of an hour

with you.
"

I have taken your toboggan from a family to

which the Buol people lent it, and have housed it,

and have used it often. It goes very well. And
the road has hitherto been splendid, owing to a com-

bination of considerable snowfall with the passage
of wood sledges from the Alps above.

" We have very indifferent weather, but such as

I do not resent, as it goes out in frosty cloud and

somewhat scanty snow.
"

I am going to write to old Erba for Christmas

roses from the Lake [Como]. Our rooms are filled

now with roses and tuberoses from Cannes, violets

and chrysanthemums from Sidbury. It is so strange.

In fact, this new house of mine, simple as it is, to

me, who know every detail of it, and who cannot

refrain from piercing dead things with inbreathed

sense, is already a very singular cocoon, spun by
two silkworms.

"Walking along the post-road at night, I can see

in my study, gleaming through the window, your
cast of Cellini infinitely graceful poised upon a

stove of serpentine. The white, slim figure, dis-

cerned at that distance through the gloom, affects

my fancy tyrannously."

[This important year of 1882 closed upon a
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solemn note of profound religion, of all-pervading

faith, which I believe to have been the very core

and centre of Symonds' spiritual being.]

" On this
*
last day of the year, which has been

so bitterly full of sorrow to you, and to myself has

brought many sad things, I write to wish you the

greater happiness which will assuredly come with

time. I am not an orthodox Christian, as the word

is understood. That is, I cannot cling to the histo-

rical interpretation of the Christian dogmas. But I

try to cling to their spirit. And when St. Paul says
that our life must be built up on faith, hope, and

love, I cordially accept that definition. We must

have faith that the world is ordered by a beneficent

intelligence a Father. We must have hope that

we shall comprehend its scheme and our own trials

better. We must have love for all that is so beau-

tiful and vigorous in the world without, and the

human lives around us.

" This creed appears to me the creed on which

the earlier Church based its regeneration of society.

A passionate belief in Christ was the coping-stone
of their endeavours. We have lost something pos-

sibly of that passion ;
but we have lost nothing of

the truth which it contained and consecrated. The
conditions of our existence are less dreadful. There

is no tyrannous Roman Empire, no universal pene-

trating corruption of society. We understand the

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, December 31, 1882.
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physical world better, and read the history of man

upon this planet more precisely. And yet abide

these three, by which let us live
;

and hoping,

believing, loving, wait the revelation of God's

greatness.
"

I am not sure ;
but I rather think that what I

have here sketched would be in accord with what

Tom much more deeply felt and thought.

"It has come to me from life. It came to him

from life and from reflection upon life, and from a

far nobler experience of life than mine less mixed

with sordid passions.
" But let us all arrive at it upon the paths ap-

pointed for us severally. The end of the doctrine,

the practical application of the creed, is that we
should live triumphantly in faith, hope, love.

" What remains of years to us upon this earth is

numbered and is short. What awaits us beyond is

unknown, unguessed ; possibly, nay probably, stu-

pendous. Let us in the intermediate space of time

do our duty, and resign ourselves, in no sour spirit

of dejection, but in joyful, God-embracing spirit of

expectancy, to what the coming days shall bring us.

" You say the prosperous people are rather trying.

I think they are. I am not prosperous. I feel what

you feel ;
but I try to bless God for their prosperity.

It is part of the beauty of the world. We may
stand aside and rejoice with them in their happiness.

If they ever need our consolation, we can give it.

" The great thing for us is to remember that the
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human soul contains God on this planet. It becomes

a duty for us to preserve the soul, which is God's

temple and God's revelation to the world, inviolate.

Later or sooner, all of us shall surely meet in God.

Of this I am persuaded. This faith gives me hope
for myself and love for the most prosperous, the

most abject and abandoned of my fellow-men.

"If you ever want a change, a rest, come to us.

I see that you have been half moved to come. I

am not sure that you would find a bed of roses here.

There are many thorns in our lot
;
not the least

those thorns which our own indomitable passions
thrust forth. I am irritable from ill-health and

constant aspiration kicking against the pricks of

physical debility. You would find here no stag-

nant calm, rather the surf and surge of life in its

intensity of suffering and action. I have ever

doubted whether our home, with its dramatic vita-

lity, isolated, uncircumscribed by rules and prece-

dents, would not be more painful than restful to

you. And yet I think it might be good. I think

you might do good here.
" God bless you. God grant us all not peace,

but activity in fuller certitude of His presence."



CHAPTER XV

MANHOOD MIDDLE LIFE AT DAVOS

Spring in Venice. His eldest daughter ill. His sister ill. His

courageous attitude. An autumn drive through Graubiinden.

Notes of his Davos life. Visit to San Remo. Illness of his

daughter Margaret. Back at Davos. His walks among the

mountains. On his literary isolation. Working at the "
Catholic

Reaction." 111 health. Discouragement. On Giordano Bruno.

Work. On " Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." An expedition on the

Dorfli Berg. At Soglio in Val Bregaglia. On the relations of

work to domestic life. "Depressed vitality." On immortality
and ethics. Death of his eldest daughter.

[THE later years of Symonds' life, the period of

his sojourn at Davos, occupy a comparatively small

space in his Autobiography. The tenor of his

days, his spring and autumn journeys ; the trials and

loss he endured inside his family circle ; the move-
ment of his own personality, tending steadily to

a more and more externalised life ; his friendships,

ever increasing and spreading ; his relations with

the Swiss people among whom he lived, with

American strangers, attracted by the personality
which his books revealed, with the younger genera-
tion in England, which divined his ready sympathy
with youth ;

his literary labour, the solid basis of

his outward life all this must be gathered from
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his letters, whose volume increased as the years
flowed on.

The year 1883 was one of unusually severe

trial in Symonds' sorely tried life. Many of the

previous letters show quite clearly how bright and

lively, how full of life his nature was, when given
even a bare chance. But he had come back from

England with a bad report on his own health
;

he had lost his brother-in-law
;

in the spring of

1883 he went to Venice with his family, and im-

mediately after their return, his eldest daughter was

pronounced to be seriously ill
;
his faith in Davos

was shaken
;

his sister Lady Strachey died. Of
this year he writes in his note-book " A summer
at Davos of much anxiety about health, and very
little work ;" yet

"
Shakspeare's Predecessors" was

published before the year was out.

"
I am far l from well now. Very tired. It is

a great fatigue, more of the self than of the bodily

organs. How odd it is. I write even these words

with that weird and supernatural feeling of my
unreality. What is this hand that moves the pen ?

What is this self that dictates the words ? What
are the words, and what is it that they imply ?

What, oh what, oh what is thought ? It is the only

thing yet nothing. In moments like this, the real

thing is somewhere so far beyond all these pheno-

mena, so tragically, so sarcastically, incognisable.

The world is a dream, but who is dreaming it ?

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, March 23, 1883.
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" No one ever expressed this mood. But it is

the deepest, truest mood of man's existence : the

mood which has made me an impassioned sceptic,

so hard. But Heaven knows what softness, feeble-

ness, and weakness underlies the coarse, rough hide

I force upon myself."

"The 1
last time I saw you was in London at

3 Victoria Street. I was very ill. I came back

wretched to Davos, and had four months which

even an optimist could not call worth living. It

was only protracted physical fatigue and intellectual

prostration. But it was very bad. Then I mended,

and the last five months have been comparatively

vigorous. I dare not, however, say what it costs

both my wife and myself to live on in this tension

of unnatural surroundings. A curious unreality

is introduced into habitual life by it. I combat this

with literature. But, all the same, I get into un-

healthy states of psychological experience, and find

myself growing inversely to my years and physical

force growing younger in expansibility of psychical

emotion as I older grow and dwindle. This some-

times terrifies me sometimes lifts me up to im-

mortality. The soul seems indestructible.

"You see there is nothing to retard or deaden

here no business no trivial daily occupations

no commonplace society."

[Symonds expressed a similar opinion in even

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, March 24, 1883.
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stronger terms when writing as he was wont
a joint letter to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Stevenson.
" The long monotony of life," he says,

"
in that

very exciting climate of Davos produces some

peculiar differentiation of the man's quality, which

is only partly beneficial. Lord L
,
who is in-

teresting and amusing, and is here [at Venice],
asked me last night how Davos agreed with me.

I replied in two words, that it made me 'quarrel-
some and conceited.' He said he wished he could

be made conceited ; but that the only thing which

produced that desirable change in him, was too

dangerous to be indulged in."

The Symondses passed April and May at

Venice, "two delightful months in a palace [Pal-
azzo Gritti] on the Grand Canal," Symonds calls

them in a letter to Mr. R. L. Stevenson. But bad

news waited his return.]

"
I fear

1

you will have to come to a house over-

shadowed with a great anxiety. We have just
heard from Dr. Ruedi that he thinks Janet's case

a very serious one.

"There is not anything to add to this. It is a

great sorrow, a great anxiety, a great responsibility.

But I do not see that any human being can expect
life to be a brilliant thing for anybody. We must

bear it, and make the best of it.

" That there is no way of vicarious self-immolation

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, June 14, 1883.
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for the sake of others seems the hardest thing. It

would be so good, for instance, if a weak and ailing

father could lay down the remnant of his life to

purchase ordinary chances for a child. The con-

ception is too absurd and sentimental to be worth

a moment's thought. Life, as it is, inculcates far

sterner lessons. It even tempts me to feel a certain

severity for those who will not bear its burdens.

Who knows what his neighbour's burden is ?

" We must, at all costs, keep the sweetness of

faith and hope, even though our own lives be

broken by encroaching sickness, and we see those

dearest to us stricken down.
" Do not be irritated with me if my troubles take

fantastic moods you cannot sympathise with. All

philosophies and all religions are not of the same

temper, and neither the one nor the other is of

ultimate avail to fortify the soul. They have passed
over men, and made men better than they would

have been without them. But they have never

revealed a secret to the heart, which was not also

beautiful illusion.

" P.S. Beautiful illusion I do not mean that

too strictly. What I mean is, that certain habits

of hope and of endurance are generated by

religions and philosophies, which in themselves

leave the reason in the dark that these habits

of hoping and enduring are the profitable outcome

of our creeds and systems. The creeds and
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systems are pretty much alike in lack of firm

reality."

[It is not uninteresting to note that some years

earlier in his life he had expressed to his friend,

Roden Noel, the same views as to the "duty to

oneself to be sanguine, and careless, and young, in

spite of all things to 'live in Eternity's sunrise,'

if even by some desperate effort at self-delusion."

The conviction of the duty to be sanguine still

remains, but that attitude is now to be attained

through disillusionment, by the sterner, nobler path
of submission to the naked truth "resignation
without giving the battle up."

Anxiety about his daughter, however, was not

the sole source of Symonds' pain. His sister, Lady
Strachey, was very dangerously ill. Through the

wording of the following letters, we can feel the

strain, the effort, the resolution, to keep a brave

front to
" the slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune "] :

" You will
l see that, in spite of considerable press-

ing anxieties and personal weakness, I am tolerably

calm now.
" Out of this calm and chastened mood I want

to tell you that my theory of existence is to sustain

the spiritual, the energetic, the rejoicing element in

self alive, as the one great duty to the world, the

one function for which a man was framed.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, July 6, 1883.
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" To do this in face of physical and domestic per-

plexities is no easy matter. The attempt is easily,

and not unjustly, criticised as a determination to

make the will paramount. It leads to irritable

outbreaks. But tested as I am at present, I think

it is right right for me. As one might say, Bran-

well Bronte was right to die upright on his feet."

"I have 1 been in bed two days with a sharp
attack of fever ice-bags on my head, and that sort

of thing and am now up for a few hours.
" And so the summer is over for me. I had so

longed to see something of the higher hills this

year, to get at least upon the Alpine paths and

pastures above the forest. But it will not be. I

do not think much that it will ever come again
for me to feel the elasticity of mountain turf or

the crisp edge of the high rocks, or to gather the

mountain flowers on solitary breezy places.
"
Resignation and renunciation are two words with

a wide scope in human life
;
and it is hard to base

our daily conduct on them without giving the battle

up. But this, I believe, is precisely what we ought
to aim at. I, for instance, here almost alone in the

high Alps, must be resigned to renounce, not merely

society and the pleasures of cities, but also the best

things which the Alps contain, and which I dearly
love

;
and at the same time I must try every day

to do something within the sphere (though daily

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, July 19, 1883.
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narrowing) still left to me. And that is princi-

pally to write."

[A few weeks later (October 23, 1883) he wrote

thus to a friend, whom he thought inclined to take

suffering too hard] :

" There is so very much more worth interesting

oneself in than one's troubles and bereavements.

There is such a vast amount of the world's beauti-

ful, vigorous, awful, passionate life
; by comparison

with which our own aches and atrophies seem next

to nothing. I do not feel that you yet are living

resolutely
' Im Ganzen Guten Schdnenj that is, not

in yourself and in the dark atmosphere which your
own trouble has thrown round you, but in the world

and in its luminous exhilarating ether. It seems to

me blasphemy for any one, with health and good
means, to take pleasure in coming to '

realise that life

after all is not so very long.' I have not a very de-

fined religion ;
but that attitude of mind strikes me as

distinctly irreligious. Suppose you were to die and

find yourself out there alone, with what is called

eternity before you, where would you then be if

your life on earth had not provided you with

courage and unselfish sympathies, but had taught

you only to expect the end the end then of some-

thing which, ex hypothesi, could never end ? The
fact is, we ought to learn to live outside our own

lives in something."
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[In the autumn of 1883 Symonds took an ex-

tended drive through a considerable part of the

canton. He sent the following account of it] :

"
I have l been thinking of you, and of things

connected with you, both yesterday and to-day ;

yesterday, when I plunged from the snow into

Italian warmth and colour and abundant fruitful-

ness; to-day, when I have again turned my back

upon all that, and almost touched again the brink

of snow.
" You will know what thoughts and desires have

occupied me, and how I have rebelled against my
fate of illness, and chafed and yearned and wished

myself another man and spent long hours in im-

potent day-dreamings.
" We left Davos Catherine, Madge, Dr. Beddoe

and I last Friday morning. We got that day to

Reichenau, at the meeting of the Rhines, and had

a pleasant night above a great flower-garden of

zinnias and daturas and asters and cannas, in the

richness of autumnal bloom, relieved against solid

masses of lime and sycamore and beech above the

brawling Rhines really a very beautiful and rest-

ful place.
" Next day we ascended the Vorder Rhein Thai,

by one of the most strange cornice roads conducted

along shaly precipices I have ever seen a road

that for some two miles beats the Tete Noire and

1 To H. F. Brown. Airolo, September 10, 1883.
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the Schyn, then breaks into immeasurable forests,

and lastly lands the wayfarer in an upland region

of green lawns and prosperous villages, beneath the

peaks of Todi and Piz Cristallina.

" We slept at Dissentis in the cold. Yesterday
crawled up the Lukmanier, through a series of rock

galleries suspended above the gorge of the Mittel

Rhein a very dismal but impressive passage, like

some vast cloister, leading up to a broad weary

granite pass. It rained and blew disconsolately at

the top ; but when we passed the water-shed all

heaven was blue, with flying clouds dispersing from

the north in streamers and long trailing threads of

whiteness. The Italian hills, as usual, purpler and

more precipitous. The descent abrupt and head-

long. Vast forests of cembra, gradually merging
into spruce, and yielding at last to groves of walnut

and chestnut, in the midst of which was Olivone.
" At Olivone we slept ;

and to-day came down,

through the Italian enchantment, to Biasca, and

up again to Airolo.

"It has been greatly interesting to watch, from

outside it, the working of the Gotthard Railway.
From the line itself one forms no adequate con-

ception of its hugeness the fierce human effort

there effectuated in a giant work ; also to watch

the dragon-trains, coiling in and out of their tunnelled

caverns, was impressive.

"We said good-bye to Beddoe at Biasca. He
has gone to England. Ourselves hope to cross
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Gotthard on wheels to-morrow to Andermatt ;

thence by Oberalp into Vorder Rhein Thai again,

and so home.
"

I have not been well upon this journey I feel

fatigue so much more than I did. Beddoe exa-

mined me at Dissentis, and, being a truth-speaking

man, told me no good. He thinks that life hangs

upon a chain of favourable circumstances. Only
the most limited amount of mental work can be

justified by the condition of the physique. With
due limitation of brain work, and the absence of

accidents, like colds, &c., life may be prolonged.
But how can he, or I, or anybody, value the wear

and tear of emotions, the fret of ennui, and the

violence of rebellion against fate ?
"

[Some notes of Symonds' outward life, flung like

the pealing of the New Year's bells from the high
and twisted Davos spire, may be caught in the fol-

lowing extracts from his letters] :

" The bells
l
are ringing now the death of this

year those bells which have tolled the old year out

so many centuries for the simple peasant folk of this

valley, and now are tolling it out once more to-night,

from the tall straight tower, for us poor waifs and

strays from England, Holland, Germany, France,

I know not where else.

"How strange it is. It seems to matter so little

to that church-tower and to those deep-toned bells

1 To Miss Sykes. Davos, Dec. 31, 1883.

VOL. n. P
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what we do or fail to do in life. And to the stars

above us, flaming in this frozen night, how little

matter even the old church tower, and even the

pine-clad hills above it.

" God is over all. That is what the tolling bells

are saying to me this night. God is over all. Over

the church-tower and the bells, over the mountains

and the peasants who seem part of them, over me

also, and my newly builded house, and my wife and

my children.

"The luggage of Catherine and Janet stands

piled up in the hall. They are to go away from me
at seven to-morrow morning at seven o'clock of

the first morning of 1884.

"Janet is very ill. We are sending her as a

last chance to the Riviera. I remain here to keep
house with Lotta and Madge.

"
Forgive me if my thoughts go out to you, the

eldest and the best of those I love, at this last

moment of so sad a year.

"As I write, the bells in the church-tower come

ever fainter to me across the snow. The last

minutes of 1883 are running out. Three years ago
I was up in the church-tower among the bells at

this moment. All the young men of the place were

there, rejoicing in their strength, with wine and

jokes. The wind whistled through the tower win-

dows, blowing snow upon us. But it was warm in

our hearts. I was thankful to be there, and they
were full of life. The young men are up in the
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tower to-night, ready to grasp the great bells with

their arms and ring the New Year's welcome from

them through the valley.

"In three minutes I shall hear that welcome

rung. But I am alone here in my study, and some-

how hope seems almost broken in my heart to-

night.

"Yet I will hear, in the bells of 1884, the

clangour which is just now to wake, the same word :

God is over all. Yes. That is the only word by
which a man can live.

" There they go. God bless you, dearest auntie,

and give you a blessed year."

"January 28, 1884. I had a very charming party
of Davos men here last Tuesday, who sang part

songs capitally. One phrase for a very high tenor

struck me as '

fragrant
'

Draussen ist Reif und Schnee ;

Friihling bei mir, juche.

"
It is a woodman in his cottage calling to a girl

in the forest. How very different this misty, infi-

nite German music is to the Italian ; and how bad,

when it attempts the definition of Italian sentiment.
" We are enduring another most violent storm

snow and whirlwind to-day. We are mounded up
in snow, weltering in a chaos of snow. You have

no idea what sort of thing Davos is in such weather
;

for till this winter I had no idea. Just now I believe
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we are in considerable peril of avalanches from the

Schia-horn. Every channel is getting choked with

snowdrifts ;
the steep slopes of that horn are deep

with snow, and this storm-wind is calculated to dis-

lodge the vast independent masses in one deluge

that dreadful Sturm-Lavine, of which no peasant ever

speaks without a quivering of the eyebrows."

"January 30. I was prepared for the worst last

night. It had snowed again heavily for three days
and nights, when the most furious tornado rose,

blending the snow that fell in dense flakes, with

snow whirled off the peaks and forests, scurfing the

drifts up from the meadows, and confounding all

together in a raving hurlyburly. There was some-

thing very impressive in it. It was the night for a

great crime, or the indulgence of a pent-up life-deci-

sive passion. I fully expected the Staub-Lavinen

to descend from all the Alpine slopes above Davos.

But I believe it was too cold about 15 Fahr.

They tell me to-day that such a catastrophe hap-

pens at a higher temperature in fact, it needs a

Fohn rather than a North wind."

"
February 9. I am very melancholy to-night.

I have been tobogganing alone in the clear moon-

light from the wood and thinking how strangely

the years have gone here, the years which have

made so many things familiar, the snow-life and

the stars and frost, and the unchangeable small

valley, in comparison with which in spite of our
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supposed infinity of soul a human life is so incal-

culably small.
" Then I had your letter of the 7th to think about.

That helped to tone me into sadness. Not pea-

soupy wealthy London though that somewhat too.

No, I think it was the touch on Venice, strange to

say. The midnight parting at the end of that old

dreary hideous station, which seems made to force

upon your mind that you are leaving poetry for

prose, the largo of our life for some staccato

squalor.
"
Nay, why should I sit down to write like this,

instead of going quietly to bed and sleeping heavily,

or reading half the night through, as I am wont

to do ?

Ich weiss nicht was soil es bedeuten-

Dass ich so traurig bin ;

Ein Marchen aus alten Zeiten,

Das kommt mir nicht aus dem Sinn.

''February n. During the last few weeks I

have been studying the poetry and prose of James
Thomson, a very remarkable writer, who lived at

the bottom of the deep sea of oblivion,
'

silent and

shrouded with the sense of fate.' But there is no

English poet now living, except Tennyson, Brown-

ing, Swinburne, and Morris, who comes near him
;

and he has qualities which raise him to a level

at least with these, though he is not so all-round

as any one of them. I will bring you acquainted
with him when you come here. He is a pessimist
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of the deepest dye, even more poignantly pessimistic

than Leopardi, not so sublime and calm. Well,

well. Things run on here smoothly enough. We
have had a very good international toboggan race.

And by the way, would you do something for me
anent that? I want to give a cup for this race.

I should like a silver tankard, if I can get one for

about !$ Will you go to Elkington and tell

them to send me some drawings of plain tankards

fit for engraving? You will be able to make a

choice of two or three which you think proper.

Solid, strong, plain, old-fashioned college shape is

what I want.

[In the spring of 1884, Symonds went with his

family to join his daughter Janet at San Remo.

There his third daughter, Margaret, fell ill of a

fever caught at Genoa. Symonds, with character-

istic promptness, moved his wife, his daughter,

nurses, and himself into a large unfurnished villa,

made all arrangements for the proper treatment

of the illness, and then sat down to translate his

volume of Goliardic songs, which he dedicated to

Mr. R. L. Stevenson.]

"I have l
still a shadow of hope that the fever

may not be typhoid, but one of those nondescript

chills people get in the South.

"It seems ridiculous to translate loose Goliardic

1 To H. F. Brown. San Remo, April 18, 1884.
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verses at this time, doesn't it ? But I am shut up
in one wretched little bedroom, and cannot go out,

and must do something. So I want you to take

down ' Gaudeamus/ look at p. 97, and when you go
to the library supply for me the fifth stanza, which

is missing. You will see from the index to
' Gaude-

amus,' p. viii., that the poem is to be found in the
'

Anthologia Latina
'

of Riesens, a book which the

Marciana probably possesses.
"
Reading over this letter, I am struck with the

apparent coldness of it, in comparison with my
usual exaggerated epistolary expression. I feel

this trouble too much to swear about it, as I do

about my own imaginary or imaginative diseases.

Poor little girl. She has been taken away from

Davos, and was so glad to go upon her holiday,

only to fall into the foul sewer of this detested

Italy, and be laid up on a sick-bed in this most

despicable dreary watering-place. It is the fever of

rage against this fate which made me calm."

"There 1
is no doubt about Madge now. She

has typhoid, and this morning I hired a large empty
unfurnished villa (the old villa of Mr. Lear, which

you may remember), and I have spent the day in

procuring servants and furniture to fill the part that

my wife and I and Madge and the sick-nurse will

occupy.
"You must think of us now, encamped like rats

1 To H. F. Brown. San Remo, April 19, 1884.
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in the angles of that big villa, with its studio, &c.

We are not there to-night, but by the time you get

this I hope we shall be."

"
I am 1 so glad to be out of the hotel, that were

it not for the cause which has driven me into this

villa, I should be happier than I was before.

" And I have some hopes that I may still come

to see you, and Angelo, and Antonio, and Luigi,

and Paron Piero, and Richetto.
"

I suppose any schemes I had of Adriatic

wanderings will have to be abandoned. But I

care most for human beings. I want to see you.

There are many things to talk about. I fancy

that your recent Istrian journey was an event

not to be written about, but perhaps, as you

suggest, to be talked over. I should like a good
talk with you in the Venetian night.

"How far more plastic, fluid, sensitive, variable,

human emotions are here than up there, where they

get frozen into fixed desires and permanent pre-

occupations. Addio. Yours, without words."

[As soon as his daughter's recovery allowed him

to leave the Riviera, Symonds paid a flying visit

to Venice, and returned to Davos by Monte Gene-

roso. His work was always to him, as it were, a

fortalice, into which he could withdraw when the

troubles of life weighed heavy upon him. Already

1 To H. F. Brown. San Remo, April 22, 1884.
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by summer he had translated his selection of the

"Carmina Burana," and put together his volume of

Sonnets,
"
Vagabunduli Libellus

;

"
and now on his

return to Davos, he began the last two volumes

of the " Renaissance in Italy." But trouble, pain,

anxiety still pursued him, and this autumn was

saddened by the dangerous and eventually fatal

illness of a friend for whom he entertained the

deepest regard Miss Alleyne. While anxious

as to the issue, Symonds characteristically reacted

against oppressive thoughts by flinging himself out

upon the external world. "
I had a sublime walk,"

he writes to his sister, "a few nights ago up the

Schwartzhorn by moonlight. I reached the top an

hour before dawn, and watched the gradual approach
of day illuminating all the Alpine peaks in their

priority of height. It was excessively cold." And
this expedition is more fully described in the follow-

ing postscript to a letter addressed to H. F. Brown,

August n, 1884]:

"
By some accident I forgot to post this yester-

day. So I shall tell you of my expedition up the

Schwartzhorn, from which I have returned to-day.

I drove alone to Fluela Hospiz, and got four hours'

sleep after supper, before twenty-eight gymnasts
burst upon the stillness of the night. The weather

was undoubtedly good. My friend Hold pulled

me out of a deep sleep to drink a cup of coffee
;

and at 1.30 we all started in moonlight. It was
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very still and solemn, winding gradually up to

the snow-slopes and the little glacier ; all sounds

having so peculiar a value especially the rushing
of a stream beneath a mass of boulders which

we crossed. Behind us, hung above the lower

Engadine, was a marvellous star of dawning which
1 flamed in the forehead of the morning sky,' ascend-

ing ever over peak and precipice, as flying from

the long reluctant day. The moon was nearly

full, and shed a very clear light on the path. There

is nothing to equal the solemnity of these midnight
walks upon the hills. Nor did the gymnasts break

the spell ; for they marched like soldiers, and with

the temperate good breeding of peasants. There

is a great deal more snow than usual this year
on our mountains. I was glad to quit the slippery

frosted rocks, for hard slopes of snow leading to

the summit. Then on the East first came a band

of white, which looked like moonshine on a belt

of mist, but was the dawn for as the pyramids of

Piz Liuard and Buin cut it with their silvered

cones, it gradually toned to green, and passed into

a mellow orange, widening, broadening, and crept

round about the circuit of the sky, leaving the

moon awhile still mistress of the upper heavens.

By the time we stood upon the top, at 3.45, Bernina,

and Ortler, and Todi were glowing with a faint half-

conscious rose. And so the light stole gradually on-

ward, fading the star and moon, disclosing all the hills

of Switzerland and Tyrol, through that incalculably
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prolonged space of time which the sunrise always

occupies. When I thought the sun must rise, there

fell with bold impulsive sweep, from the zenith right

into the cone of hidden fire, a white majestic meteor

a strange thrilling sight as though some star

had left her station, yearning to engulf herself in

our terrestrial flame. At last a crest in Tyrol
dazzled with true light ;

and in a few moments,

the whole of the Alp world was bathed in rosy

golden day. I then discerned, far, far away, a tiny

blue pyramid upon the verge of the Italian plain

a certain Dolomite, beyond the Etzsch Thai.

It was freezing hard all this while. But the sun

brought warmth, and showed how hoary the

Schwartzhorn was with night's frost which melted

literally like a dream away. The accentuation of

the highest Alpine peaks, in their priority of stature,

by the rose of dawn before it reached our lower

eminence, was very beautiful to see.

"
I am glad I went. I have often been on

Schwartzhorn never enjoyed it so much."

[Symonds* great physical energy was certainly

one of the most remarkable and surprising things

about him. No one who shared one of those ex-

peditions with him would ever have suspected the

invalid in that lithe elastic figure, which breasted

the hills with such apparent ease, and left many a

sounder man behind him. It was his intense spiri-

tual vitality, his nervous energy, his keen enjoyment
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of lovely sights, which supplied the motive power.
These walking expeditions, of which he took several

in the autumn of the year 1884, would have proved
no slight tax on the resources of most men. A few

days before the ascent of this Schwartzhorn, which

is 10,300 feet high, he had enjoyed what he calls

" three splendid days
"
on the hills.]

"
Saturday morning 1 I left early with a young

man, Hold, who is a friend of mine, and Simeon

Buol
;
walked over Strela to Langwies, and then

up to Arosa that romantic hidden valley, 6500 feet

above the sea, between Davos and the Lenzerheide.
" We spent Sunday in seeing the place and attend-

ing a village festival, or kilbi. Yesterday we rose at

four, and recrossed the mountain barrier by a high
sublime pass which skirts the Kupfenfluh. It was

a long day ;
but except for the tightness of my

chest in the ascent, which always makes me anxious

as well as uncomfortable, I experienced no fatigue,

and woke quite fresh this morning.
" Give auntie my best love. If you go to Pyrton,

I should like to know whether there are any remains

of the old manor-house, in which Elizabeth Symonds
lived before she married Hampden, any monument

in the church or churchyard to our family, and any
traces of arms about the house or church. Of course

I should also like to know if the parish registers

contain entries."

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, August $, 1884.
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" Like 1

you, we have thunderstorms nearly every

day. This makes it difficult to plan expeditions.

Yet I have just returned from another very good
one. Catherine, Warren, and I left Davos at eleven

on Sunday, drove from Klosters to Sardasca Alp,

and walked up to the Club hut on the edge of the

Silvretta glacier. There we slept on the hay.

Yesterday we started at 4 A.M., traversed the glacier

which is a very large plateau of ice, rising about

2000 feet to its summit, and sweeping away in all

directions over a broad upland, from which bold

broken pyramids emerge in picturesque groups in

about four or five hours, and got down to Guarda

in the Engadine at eleven. We had meant to go
on to Scanfs and return to-day by Scaletta. But a

violent thunderstorm at Siis, and the arrival of the

Fluela diligence, made me think it wiser to retire

across that pass, and we reached home at nine last

evening that is, Catherine and I did. Warren,
who does not fear weather, went on to Scanfs, and

is not yet back.
"

I am very proud of having been on a regular

glacier again, and that is a really fine one easy
to traverse, but sublime in scenery. The distant

views of Bernina and Ortler, seen between those

huge crags of Buin and Linard, with other views

of the far-off Todi range and Scesaplana, framed

in similar masses of broken rock, were extremely
beautiful as well as grand. The Silvretta reaches

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, August 19, 1884.
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10,000 feet or rather more about 10,200 and the

peaks rise about 2000 feet above that
;

all of them

finely shaped, and some of them most brilliantly

coloured with iron pyrites and copper ore.

" Ruedi says he thinks these walks do me good ;

and I certainly feel as though they did.

"
Alas, alas ! the news came to-day that Fanny

Alleyne died on Saturday afternoon. It is very sad

that so blameless and devoted a nature should

have been exposed to this dreadful suffering in

the close of her good life. The mystery of the

world seems brought home cruelly to our ignorance

by such a fate."

[However much Symonds might enjoy these long
rambles among the mountains and the company of

his Davoser friends, it was impossible that he should

not feel the isolation of his life when his thoughts

were drawn to literature, as in this letter to Mr.

Gosse] :

"
I am *

delighted to hear from you to-night, that

you will accept the gift of my book in its Edition

de luxe, and that by this arrangement the copy, for

which you paid a price, will pass as your gift into

the hands of a poet who, in his own line, is facile

princeps among Englishmen. Austin Dobson does

what some of my poor Goliardi in their dark age
were blunderingly feeling after. They made verses

1 To Edmund Gosse. Davos, October 11, 1884.
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of society, and life, and feeling, with a form that to

their epoch seemed refined.
" The large paper copies of '

Wine, Women, and

Song,' came to me by rail to-day. I have kept
No. i for myself, inscribed No. 2 to you. But

though it is so slight, it has got into such a fear-

fully large size in its Edition de luxe that, while it

came to me by rail, I doubt whether I can send it

back by post.

"In my last letter I did not congratulate you on

the Lowell lectureship. Let us remember that we
address an incalculably large audience when we use

the English tongue. It grows larger every day,

by the recent development of relations between

England and the United States of America in

literature.

"
Perhaps you may tell me that I do not act

up to the high sense of the vocation I have just

expressed. If you do so speak, I cannot plead
other excuse than my curious isolation from the

society of artists, and cultivated men, and the

strange sense of life's fragility, the nonchalant feel-

ing of being 'out of the big swim,' which attaches

to my uncomfortable position, with one and a

quarter lung here.
"
However, no more of this. I must try to gird

myself up for severer work than the Goliardi or the

Sonnets of the last year.
" But think of me without any but my own

library. I would not willingly pass for too pathetic
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on the score of my own limitations, yet I may
observe, that constant weak health, no literary

friends, no library of reference, are three very

depressing conditions for a man constituted like

myself.

"It was a true pleasure to meet Miss Zimmern

and Miss Thomas in that remote valley of Arosa,

whither I had escapaded off across the hills from

Davos against my doctor's orders. I dread lest I

should fall upon such pleasant guests with the

rapacity of a mosquito upon a griffin at Calcutta

you known the Anglo-Indian illusion.

" This is a long scribble. When you go to

Boston you will see Perry, one of the most bright-

souled students of literature, the biggest helluo

librorum in America. Salute him from me."

[He expresses another aspect of his isolation

the being
" out of the swim

"
in the following

terms] :

"I think 1
I am nearly dead to the public, 'the

world forgetting, by the world forgot/ through

prolonged life up here. There has been just

one review of '

Wine, Women, and Song
'

in the

P. M. G., and no more. One of Vag. Lib. in the

Academy, and a handful of mud thrown at it in

the St. James s Gazette.

"But I can sincerely say that I do not very greatly

care for this want of interest in my work. I am

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, December 24, 1884.
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just sorry to have won so little ground, and sad to

think that this neglect is added to the other dis-

advantages of my exile chiefly because it with-

draws what would have been an incentive to more

strenuous endeavour. Also I regret that the oppor-

tunities of publishing what I produce will be neces-

sarily limited. Still, I love my art
;
and I believe

that something of me will be rediscovered when I

am dead.
"
Only I feel sure that if I had been permitted to

make the trial of personally influencing the English

public by my presence and my uttered words in any

position like that of a professor, I should have

obtained a hearing, and should have been aroused,

through sense of duty and responsibility, to some-

thing stronger than has yet been tried by me.

"Ah well! eTrdfjiepot'
Tt Se Tt9

'>
rl & ov -n? ; cricias

ovap &vdp<f)7ros.

"December 25. This is Christmas Day, and I

wish you my heart's wishes for the New Year,

which comes in a week.

"My writing of last night was sad, and to-night's

shall be glad. I have thrown off ambition and

abandoned literature. This has come to me slowly,

as the germ grows and develops ; and now, in

humility of soul and lessoning by experience, it has

become flower and fruit. I regard myself as a

failure in what I have attempted ;
not through any

fault of others, but my own
; my own fault of wilful-

ness and egotism. Probably through my fault of
VOL. II. Q
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want of power. It is over. I have suffered, as men
will always suffer from sin or misdirected energy.
But there is the future. What a fine word that is

to write upon the threshold of a New Year.
"

I am so very stupid, so proved thricefold stupid

by my acknowledged and obvious failure in the

work I chose, that I cannot give the least rational

account of what I expect from this Future. Only
I will not take from its hands what I have asked

from the Past literary success and literary hearing.

I demand from the Future something finer, some-

thing that concerns the naked soul.

" Musicians in their last manner have been un-

intelligible. I seem to comprehend the reason.

Souls bent on sincere expression become idiotic

even to themselves. Yet I am yours."

[The nervous strain of life at the altitude of

Davos, frequently produced in Symonds a violent

reaction, which showed itself in a touch of irrita-

bility, which, however, was only revealed to his

most intimate friends passing moods, which he

was all the better for working off. Deeper down

in his nature, I think there was a growing with-

drawal from the hopes and the speculations of life,

which brought with it a note of resignation, weari-

ness, submission, which is new in Symonds' agonis-

ing, pugnacious, battle-loving temperament.]

"It is true
2

that we are here rather severely

* To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, February 5, 1885.
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tried, but not more, nay, rather far less, than many,
how many, better people than ourselves. I do

not lose the light that guides me, and this light

is a submissive belief in the order of the world,

for which I am not responsible. I know that I

sin daily against my belief; but I think that my will

is to obey its judgment, whatever that may be.

"Madge has gone off, ill, to join her sister at

San Remo. I hope and trust it will go well with

her. I do not give the game up. But I am weary
of things that seem to me infinitely nugatory, face

to face with mere human suffering. And so far

as any energy is left in me, I strive now to spend

my force (of will, and thought, and purse), in

smoothing paths for happier people than myself.

I have many opportunities here.

"You see I cannot write well. So Addio. I love

to hear about your life and all that it contains."

" We have l been having very bad weather

strong Fohn, snowstorms, torrents of rain. It is

very depressing to health and spirits. Inside and

outside all is gloomy with me, and life does not

become easier to live. If I could do it, I should

like to go into a cloister, and spend the rest of my
days in literary labour appointed by a superior. What
a contrast there is between the man as he knows

himself, and the man as he appears to the world.
"

I have seen more of C ,
a profoundly

1 To H. F. Brown, February 20, 1885.
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gloomy man nursed in the most terrible literature,

the fleur de mal of which he lends me awful

book. If Heine's was Lazaretto-literature, this is

madhouse ditto. Good-bye, Coraggio, amico.
"
Going to St. Moritz, we crossed the Julier by

starlight in open sleighs. Most impressive. Such

stars. And long into the night, a fan sent up from

the buried sun aloft among the constellations."

[He said truly, "What a contrast there is be-

tween the man as he knows himself, and the man
as he appears to the world." To the world he was

the brilliant conversationalist, the "
Opalstein

"
of

Mr. Stevenson's essay, the audacious, paradoxical

speculator, the historian of the " Renaissance in

Italy," the genial student of Greek poetry and

Italian culture.]

"
I was 1

glad to get your last letter. It was good
of you to write to me. The account, on the whole,

seemed to be reassuring as to your intellectual con-

dition and the physical, though so puzzling, may
perhaps be better than '

Cough o' the lungs.' If

you remember, Webster's Duchess of Malfi told

Bosola that that uncertain thing could kill as well as

his cord.
"

I should have liked to talk and take issue with

you on some of your points. Why is Cole a hero ?

I am charmed to hear that you dedicate your next

book to him. Probably you have learned to respect

1 To R. L. Stevenson. Davos, March 28, 1885.
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his excellent qualities in private life. But a man
who has been wounded upon duty is hardly a hero.

At least, I hope England is not sunk so low that we
have to call the common discharge of paid-for obli-

gations to the State heroic. Then I should like to

ask you why you burn for piety so much ? Do you
mean the piety of my snuffling Puritan ancestors

and the piety of your Scotch dissenting ancestors,

or the piety of Calvinist Geneva, which burned

Servetus ; or the piety of Lutheran Germany ;
or

the piety of reactionary Rome, which burned Bruno;
or do you mean the pietas of ancient Rome, devotion

to principle, patriotic pride, and obstinacy combined

with sharp business faculty, the pietas of Bismarck

as things go ? Which do you mean ?

" See you not that '

Opalstein
'

would like to talk

to you to-night to you, quick shining Firefly ?

"
I am very considerably ill just now with lung

inflammation. I won't say more. But this may
explain the tone of my letter a tone which you
who live in sprite regions will not take amiss from

an old friend. Addio. My bookseller sends me

to-night your verses. I am just going to peep into

the book."

[His friend, Mr. Henry Sidgwick, by means of a

monthly budget or diary, which he sent to Davos,

did much to remove some of the drawbacks of

Symonds' isolation, by keeping him acquainted with

much that was taking place in the world of English
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thought, and Symonds always expressed great grati-

tude for the pleasure in this monthly packet]

11 The post
* has brought me to-night your month's

diary, which is a particularly interesting number

to me. It makes me, as usual, rather wistful

this window opened for me by your friendship into

a life so full of human interests, so active, so well-

filled. I would not miss it now for the world. It

has been, the last year, of real value to me. If I

am ever self-satisfied, it is in a reckless, fierce,

defiant way. I am improved by seeing how a man
can be actually superior, calm in survey, conscious

of the length and breadth and depth of himself, and

kept in healthful equilibrium by frequent contact

with the best of his own kind. This does me

good, and monthly you keep alive in me the

dying spark of mental life. It is rather bitter

this fate.

" ' Marius
'

I have not read. I suppose I must.

But I shrink from approaching Pater's style, which

has a peculiarly disagreeable effect upon my nerves

like the presence of a civet cat. Still, I believe

I must read it.

" My studies have, as usual, been chiefly in the

past. I have taken much pleasure since September
last in working at the counter Reformation period

in Italy ;
and have got six chapters of my

'

Italy

and the Council of Trent
'

roughly committed to

1 To Henry Sidgwick, April 5, 1885.
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paper. This book will form a sequel, if I can pro-

duce it, to ' Renaissance in Italy.'

"But Ruedi informs me that I have broken down

again in health. The old wound in the lung is

active again for mischief. A chronic invalid can-

not work in right conditions. Climate is good ;

but solitude from all society congenial to my work

is pernicious. The work detaches itself against
too vacant a background, which I am impelled to

fill up by stupid distractions. Machiavelli's account

of his life in banishment at San Casciano repre-

sents mine. And I am too weak to bear the isola-

tion of absorbing intellectual occupations mitigated

by peasants."

[Symonds was seriously ill, and it was doubtful

whether he would be able to take his usual spring

journey to Venice. One cause for his illness is

given in the following phrases, written to H. F.

Brown on April the 8th] :

"
I am astonished, when I now regard it, at the

amount of work produced since the end of last

September. Six respectable chapters of '

Italy

and the Council of Trent' are ranged before me.

The book has been organised, and the main posi-

tions have been attacked. Of course these chap-
ters are only in the rough ;

but the design is

there, and of course there is about as much still

to produce ;
and then there will be the whole to

go over, filing and filling in. But I always find
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that to organise a big book drills the holes in my
lung. The other part of the business bores the

body, but does not destroy tissue. A good holiday

would do me worlds of good now, if I could take it

without serious risk.

"
I am sure you are right to take the minute

pains you do about your house. I feel frequently

how much I have lost in mine here by leaving the

details as my health compelled to architect and

builder. It is not merely that I disbursed 15 or 20

per cent, more than the just cost, but my work

was not properly carried out. Uocchio del padrone
is the thing. And you can give it. But then you
have an Antonio. There is no such functionary in

these parts to be had for love or money, or both

combined.
"

I am carrying on land speculation on the lake

here. Have taken a large farm on mortgage, in

addition to the one I bought just before you came

to Davos last. This mortgage is of a nature to

make me the owner when the farm comes to sale.

Altogether I have spent a good deal of money this

spring.
"
Good-bye. I want to see Venice and you ;

but

I harden my soul for a not improbable disappoint-

ment."

[The visit to Venice did take place, but the results

were unfortunate. On June the loth Symonds writes

from Davos, where he is once more] :
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"
I feel sure you will sympathise with me when

you hear that Ruedi says the mischief in my lung

(present actively last March) has considerably ad-

vanced during my visit to Venice. I was aware

that I was not doing well, from the great languor
and lassitude I felt, which I could only throw off by

working myself into gaiety, and which I persistently

ignored while sitting up late. Now, I suppose, I

must pay again for all that. The truth is, I am in

that dangerous state for an invalid of my tempera-

ment, that being ill so long has at last wearied my
patience. My will, the volition to maintain feeble

health at its maximum, has broken down. I am

thoroughly bored, and boredom has betrayed me
into petulance. Bad habits have been formed, and

the whole man runs a risk unless he can pull himself

vigorously together. Whence to draw the impetus
for such an effort is my problem. I understand self-

abandonment to a pleasureless deterioration. But I

must remember how I have condemned that, and

be still a man.

"I am quite alone here. Davos is most radiant

in the beauty of fresh young summer. Janet and

Madge must stay awhile at Klosters still."

And again, on June the i8th

" My Davos life and climate are working their

usual effects of stringing me up and pulling me

together, making a nervous man of me, but curing

the old lung trouble for the moment.
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" What a helter-skelter human life is a hurrying
to reach the tomb a retardation by refinements of

the process an inevitable decadence in all of us

when we have touched the thirty years a choice of

means to save the maximum and pare the minimum
of what we know that life has put within our reach.

It is all a matter of saving and spending as the

fearful allegory of the Peau de Chagrin puts it ; and

the irony of the whole business is that when we
think we save we often spend ; and spending some-

times find that unexpectedly we have made a gain.

We cannot calculate. We want too many things,

self-contradictory and diverse, to make a balance."

And again on June the 2ist

"It is snowing hard here this evening the whole

valley white and the grey twilight of the longest

day in the year gradually fading through grey

brooding clouds.
"

I don't think I have more than this to say to-

night. It seems funny, when I think of you in your
casino at La Favorita, with your brick floor and the

little acacia bushes round you. Probably it is not

hot there, but damp and chilly.
"

I have nearly finished my studies in Bruno.

Difficult to seize. But I think he is the only great

Italian of the sixteenth century, and perhaps the

greatest mind in Europe I am really afraid to say

what I am inclined to think well, I will out with

it, the greatest pure intelligence since Aristotle.
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"As he was but a little past thirty when his

light went out in the dungeons of the Inquisition,

Aristotle with his long life had a long pull over

him. But might have beens can't count. So I

can't go on to say that he probably would have

beaten Aristotle if he had lasted another quarter of

a century.
"

I have come very slowly to form this opinion of

Bruno
;
and I do not see my way to expounding it."

"Your diary,
1

acceptable as ever, came this

morning.
"

It fills me as usual with a kind of melancholy

envy. Your life is so well filled, and your mind

ripens in so much genial society. I cannot help

contrasting one of your months with one of mine.

I squander existence. My literary labour is the

only backbone left to support the tottering frame

of intellectual life. So I will talk about it.

"
I set to work just a year ago, after seeing

'

Vagabunduli Libellus
'

and '

Wine, Women, and

Song' through the press, at two volumes on the

Catholic Revival in Italy. This book is part of my
1 Renaissance in Italy ;

'

and if Smith will let me, I

shall bring it out in sequence. Nine chapters are

now written. Three more are on the stocks. Re-

vision and rewriting will probably occupy me on-

ward through the winter. I cannot say that I am
not interested in the subject. There is something

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, Sept. 3, 1885.
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sublime in the spectacle of national ruin. The
heroism of Bruno, the maladie de Fame of Tasso,

the impenetrable stoicism of Sarpi, the malign fer-

vour of Loyola, the infernal machinery of the Index

Libr. Prohib., the delirium of society asphyxiated

by Spanish etiquette, the galvanisation of Latin

Christianity into paralytic movement by the Triden-

tine Council, are all in their way striking. Yet the

word joy cannot be uttered. I sit down daily to my
desk as an anatomist to the dissecting table and

each subject in turn is pathological. I have to deal

with only two really healthy souls upon the road of

progress Bruno and Palestrina. Palestrina, as you
know, started music on the modern track. Bruno,

before he was forty, had divined in a sort of incohe-

rent way the whole of modern thought, and was

burned for this audacity of vision. The extent to

which Spinoza, Leibnitz, and the German idealists

have lived upon his ideas without, until Schelling,

avowing their obligation, is quite amusing. There

is a good new German book about him by a man
called Brunhofer. It ought to be translated into

English for such folk as are curious about the SutSoj^

of philosophical thought. Had it not been for the

Catholic Revival, I believe that the Italian Renais-

sance, mainly through the work of thinkers in Magna
Grsecia, Telesio, Campanella, Bruno, Vico, men
born on the old soil of Parmenides and Pythagoras,

would have saved transalpine searchers after systems
a good deal of trouble."
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"
I took 1 Lotta and Madge to-day up to Fluela

Hospiz, starting at 7.45 A.M. We tobogganed
down the Fluela to Stis at a most furious speed
lunched there took horses again at 1.45 arrived

in a divine sunset of crimsons, oranges, and blues

and beryls at the top again about 4.45 tobogganed
back to Dorfli in the dark over snowy, soundless

paths, through wood and meadow
;
reached our

home at 6.45. It was a long day, and we covered

I cannot reckon how many miles in the toboggan
saddle some passages extremely dangerous, owing
to unprecedented pace of running."

[The year closed with arrangements for the

publication of the last volumes of the " Renaissance

in Italy," and this gives occasion to the following
remarks on the business aspects of literature as a

profession] :

"
I have 2

just heard from Smith & Elder about

the publication of my two volumes on the Catholic

Revival. They offer me ^150. In respect to
' Renaissance in Italy,' I have already received

,950. When then I have brought out these two

volumes, I shall have had in all i 100 for this long
bit of work. Allowing for periods in which I was
unfit to work, periods in which I sought a change
of work, I find that I have spent eleven years upon
this task, and pretty hard years of daily labour.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Nov. 11, 1885.
2 To the same. Davos, Dec. 26, 1885.
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The education which enabled me to attempt it was

a very costly one, and the abilities which qualified

me for it, though not first-rate, were at least unusual

in their combination of many-sided intelligence with

acquired knowledge and literary style. I have, then,

been paid at the rate of ^100 per annum; but I

must deduct at least .50 per annum from my gains
for books and travel, quite indispensable to the pro-
duction. This I reckon as really far below the just

allowance. Say then I have received ^50 a year

during the eleven best years of life for the execu-

tion of a laborious work, which implied an expensive
education and unusual cast of intellect. The pay is

about equal to the wages of a third-class merchant's

clerk or a second-class butler, the latter being also

found in food and lodging.
" These considerations are worth attending to.

Few young men who projected such a book (I say
such a book, because there are many books to be

written on more obviously attractive subjects ;
these

will pay better) as mine, could venture to anticipate
for it a much more substantial success. Mine has

been accepted in England, reprinted in America.

It has given me a certain reputation. A young
man then, undertaking such a task, would, unless

he were conscious of the commanding powers of a

Macaulay, have to anticipate some such reward for

some such labour as I have had. How many young
men could afford to give eleven years of their lives

between 31 and 45 for the net sum of ,550 ?
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" The circulating libraries, intervening between

the author and publisher on the one hand, and the

reading public on the other, have limited the demand
for copies of such books. The public has become a

bad patron and paymaster.
"
Only one set of institutions in England subsidise

such literature. These are the universities, who
make it worth a man's while to compete for pro-

fessorships by literary production of the sort I am

discussing. But they dispense these rewards very

uncertainly, and nearly always to members of their

own body, and for the most part to such members
as have been engaged in education.

" The Crown does something small in the way of

pensions from the civil list
;
but these are meagrely

doled out to cases of proved destitution, or, as in

the case of the ^300 a year voted to M. Arnold,
are acquired by powerful interest with ministers.

" The best advice to give to a young man con-

templating unremunerative literature is, then, stick

to a university, be prepared to do its educational

work, and when you write, take care to hit the

academical keynote ;
else you may acquire a

modest reputation, but you will hardly gain enough
to pay the rent of two rooms in an unfashionable

street.

" At the end of this year, upon the termination of

my long task, I have taken stock of the whole posi-

tion, and have poured my reflections out into your
not uninterested ears."
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[Yet, in spite of these adverse considerations, and

as a relief from the continual state of anxiety

about the health of his eldest daughter, the year

1886 proved the most active of all the years in

Symonds' extremely active literary life. The list

of his work during this year is as follows : Volumes

vi. and vii. of the " Renaissance in Italy," seen

through the press ;

"
Sidney," written for

"
English

Men of Letters," and " Ben Jonson," for
"
English

Worthies
;

"
a volume of " Selections from Jonson,"

and an edition of " Sir Thomas Browne ;" an article

on Tasso for the "
Encyclopaedia Britannica."

During the summer and autumn the translation of

"
Cellini's Autobiography" was begun and finished.

Such a vast amount of work, upon the top of an

ever-present anxiety, and in combination with the

nervous tension of the Davos climate, would have

worn any man thin, and some effect of the strain

naturally appears in the letters.]

"I doubt 1 whether any one has the right so to

scrutinise
' the abysmal deeps of personality.' You

see I have been reading Dr. Jekyll. At least I

think he ought to bring more of distinct belief in

the resources of human nature, more faith, more

sympathy with our frailty, into the matter than you
have done. The art is burning and intense. The

Peau de Chagrin disappears, and Poe's work is

water. Also one discerns at once that this is an

1 To R. L. Stevenson. Davos, March i, 1886.
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allegory of all twy-natured souls who yield con-

sciously to evil. Most of us are on the brink of

educating a Mr. Hyde at some epoch of our being.
But the scientific cast of the allegory will only act

as an incentive to moral self-murder with those who

perceive the allegory's profundity. Louis, how had

you the 'ilia dura, ferro et acre triplici duriora,' to

write Dr. Jekyll? I know now what was meant

when you were called a sprite.
" You see I am trembling under the magician's

wand of your fancy, and rebelling against it with

the scorn of a soul that hates to be contaminated

with the mere picture of victorious evil. Our only
chance seems to me to be to maintain, against all

appearances, that evil can never and in no way be

victorious.
"

I would that you would tell me whether you

only used your terrible motif as a good ground-
work for a ghastly tale, or whether you meant it

to have a moral purpose. But I suppose you won't

tell me.

"I seem to have lost you so utterly that I can

afford to fling truth of the crudest in your face.

And yet I love you and think of you daily, and

have Dew Smith's portrait of you in front of me.
" The suicide end of Dr. Jekyll is too common-

place. Dr. Jekyll ought to have given Mr. Hyde
up to justice. This would have vindicated the

sense of human dignity which is so horribly out-

raged in your book."
VOL. II.
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" Your l

diary for February 7 has just come.

Though brief, it has things which interest me

deeply. Watching, 'as from a ruined tower' out

here, 'how goes the day of England's power/ I get
more and more impressed with a sense of impending
disaster, of some dark and dreadful place into which

we are insensibly drifting. I keep telling myself
that it is wrong to yield to alarmism, natural to take

gloomier and more conservative views with growing

years, and only too painfully reasonable for a man
so separated as I am from his peers to become

bizarre in opinion.

"You echo back my apprehensions from the

centre of English life. How sad it is that all our

study of history, all our reflection upon principles

in politics, never helps us at a pinch. We cannot

apply what we feel we have learned, and the green
tree of life laughs at our grey theories. Nay, worse,

the unexpected evolutions of the organism force

us to doubt what we confidently thought we had

learned.
"
Surely England has reached a crisis at which,

if ever, principles ought to suggest the way to right

solution. And yet none are applicable. Sternly,

blindly, patiently, perhaps sufferingly, we shall have

to live it out just like the meanest mollusc.
"

I have finished two considerable pieces of work.

One is the section of my Italian history, which deals

with the Catholic reaction against Renaissance and

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, March 10, 1886.
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Reformation (2 vols.). The other is a book on Ben

Jonson for A. Lang's
'

English Worthies.'
"

I should much like to get some lucrative literary

work. I really feel anxious to that extent about

the social and political prospects of England that I

want to make literature, so far as in me lies, remu-

nerative.
"
Pray keep this in mind, in case you should hear

of an opening, however humble, provided paying,
for the talents you know me to possess such as

they are.

" As it is, I have lately neglected the money side

of my art."

[The depression wears off, however, when he can

get out among the mountains on some such expedi-

tions as these.]

" Mrs. Symonds,
1

Madge, and I walked up the

Dorfli Berg to-day in pretty deep snow an hour

or so up to our waists. We nearly lost Cio [their

black Spitz dog from Venice] in a torrent. We got
over it splashily but safely. He was getting sucked

in under a roof of ice by the water, when I beheld

him going, and Madge, in answer to my shouts,

pulled him from the frozen cavern by the scruff of

his neck. We descended the mountain gloriously,

if perilously. On steep, but also well-selected slopes,

we set avalanches going, and rode them downwards

till they heaped themselves in masses six feet deep.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, March 25, 1886.
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Of course I knew what we were about, and took

care there should be no extraordinary danger. We
only devoted ourselves to a total wetting and a par-

tial smothering. It was very exhilarating. The
Dorfli Berg is furrowed with long triangular fan-

shaped avalanches, indicating the points we seve-

rally selected for our start, and the wild animals we
rode in the descent. The snow helps this method

of progression just now, for the ground is frozen

into ice, and upon that icy bottom lies a foot of

melted snow, which slides off with a human being's

weight upon it, accumulating volume and spreading
as it goes. It was enjoyable, and we all of us have

a thrill of quickened life in us to-night. I never

experienced this sort of glissading in the summer
on glaciers. The state in which we walked back

from Dorfli to our house leaves itself to be imagined.
There was not a dry thread on the three of us, and

our hands were bleeding. Life here is funny ;
that

one can turn so easily out of our home into a four

hours' madness of the sort."

"I cannot 1
tell you how much I am enjoying

this escape from the '

narrowing nunnery walls
'

of

Davos. It is the first time, for I know not how

long, that I have got away without preoccupations,

without work to be done, without the demands that

friendship with humble folk of different breeding
from oneself entails.

1 To H. F. Brown. Soglio, Val Bregaglia, Sept. 16, 1886.
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" After we parted at Samaden, Catherine, Madge,
and I spent some hours at St. Moritz, and then

walked by a beautiful lake-path from Sils Maria

to Maloja. There we met no less than seventeen

English acquaintances of all sorts and descriptions.

But on Monday we broke away from these for a

seven hours' walk up the sublime Muretto-thal and

on the Forno Glacier a really stupendous piece of

high Italian, not Swiss, scenery. The valley, though
it starts upward from Maloja, drains into Bregaglia;
and the Muretto pass leads easily, past Disgrazia,

to Sondrio in Valtellina. This, I suppose, accounts

for the wild exuberance of vegetation and the

romance of cloven rocks in the ravine. Such cedar-

like cembras I have nowhere seen.
" Next day we explored the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the Maloja, which too is far richer in

detailed beauty than the winter led me to expect.

A walk of about two hours' winding along the preci-

pices above the pass, in spite of its hideous name,
' Promenade des Artistes/ is certainly one of the

finest things in the Alpine region.
" Paul had come up to see me

;
so I took him on

Tuesday to Soglio ;
and here we have been since.

I don't know how long we shall stay. It is quite

one of the most remarkable places I have ever been

in. Just 1000 feet above Promontogno on a preci-

pitous grassy bracket between chestnuts and pines,

it commands the whole Bregaglia to N.E. the

mountains of Maloja, to S.W. the mountains head-
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ing Lago di Como. In front expand the marvellous

jagged outlines of the Albigna and Bondasca gla-

ciers and their peaks, of which one sees a part at

Promontogno.
" The inn is a corner of an old Salis palace, with

its panelling, stoves, pictures, armour, beaten iron-

work, and furniture intact
; very well kept in a

somewhat negligent Italian way picturesque and

characteristic and untourist-like to heart's content.
"

I walked this morning through one huge forest

of chestnuts, over those turfy swards you know, and

among the purple granite boulders, to Castasegna.

It was a long dreamy idyll, of the most musical

poetry, in fact.

"
Yesterday I spent wholly basking on the rocks

that dominate Bondo plunging my eyes downward

those sheer thousand feet, and lifting them to the

airy pinnacles of ice and crag men call Bondasca.
"

I wish in many ways that it had suited your

plans to come with us here. I am certain it would

have fascinated you the thoroughly Italian feeling,

the grand old palace to live in, and the wild intoler-

able beauty of nature. I specially affect chestnut

forests, and have seen and loved many ;
but I

never saw one equal to this between Soglio and

Castasegna."

[The return to Davos was made over the Spltigen,

and, as Symonds writes to Roden Noel, the party

had "three jolly days at Reichenau, exploring the
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demesne of the old castle of Rhaziins," a place

which fascinated Symonds by its grim situation

above the valley of the H inter Rhein. The
autumn ended with an attempt to penetrate the

Averserthal.J

"I have 1 been wandering again, partly for my
eyes' sake. Walked one day up to Fluela. Had a

superb night ascent of the Swartzhorn, with an

indescribably splendid morning star, and a long
autumnal dawning round the Alpine circle. Walked
with Catherine over the Kuhalpthal and Tuorsthal

to Bergiin seven hours the finest piece of

scenery in this neighbourhood, and I have only

accidentally stumbled on it. Drove to Stalla on

the Julier in order to penetrate into the mysterious

valley of Avers a valley about thirty miles in

length, blocked by the Septimer at the head and by
terrific gorges (so they say) at the exit into Spliigen.

There the weather broke, and the good old host

told us we might be snowed up in Avers for at

least a fortnight, perhaps six months, and must

certainly then live on rye and milk and cheese

and dry flesh without wine. Like the old man in

'

Excelsior,' he warned us off. We rushed back

with the extra post, and here we are again.

"October 15. I have just made a discovery of

this and another unfinished letter, the second to

the Editor of the Fortnightly, both of which I

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Oct. 8, 1886.
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thought I had completed and sent to their ad-

dresses. This, I fear, is only too characteristic

of me, and of the state in which I keep my papers,

to demand more than the ordinary apologies.
"
Well, what I thought I had already written to

you was an apology for my hasty remark to A ,

that you had from me so and so much money for

him. He shall hear from me how it is, and that I

have plenty of things to do with my money besides

sending him lump sums of two or three hundred

francs four or five times a year. Only, I cannot

jabber this out in Italian as fluent as that which I

heard you producing last night in a dream I had

of you and some Venetian workmen. You over-

whelmed the fellows with voluble argument, ex-

postulation, and abuse mingled a la Cellini.

" Of course the humour of my brain came out of

this Cellini translation, which I have been pushing

vigorously forward till, last night, I completed half

of the whole. I find it a stiff exhausting job. It

makes demands upon every department in the

faculty of language.
" Could you do me this service ? Ask your lock-

smith, the man who made your staircase railings,

what the exact meaning of '

bandelle? when used in

relation to a prison door, may be. I want to hit the

precise significance of this feature in a door, in order

to explain some hazy points about Cellini's escape
from S. Angelo.

" And now, since I have asked one service, I
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will ask another. It is this. Do you know of any
book which treats of the old modes of reckoning

time in Italy? They reckoned differently in dif-

ferent places, and at different seasons of the year.

Half the picturesque value of a narration, in which

the exact hour of day or night means something, is

lost if one cannot present the moment in time to an

English reader.

"You ask me a question which I will at this late

season answer. It was whether I know of anybody
who has treated the ethics of tyrannicide in Italy

outside my book. I can point to no source. I

collected all I could find, scattered in the histories

I read, upon the subject ; but, except the few pages

in Machiavelli, to which I must have given refer-

ence, I have never come across a treatment of the

subject on principles. The Jesuits at a somewhat

late date, Mariana, for example, did so in the

polemical works of ethical philosophy they pre-

pared against Protestant princes. But the far more

interesting question of tyrannicide in Renaissance

Italy was discussed partly upon the records of

Plutarch, &c., and partly upon the authority of

Thomas Aquinas."

"I have 1

just finished the translation of Cellini,

just before midnight. And I remember that on this

loth of November, in the year 1864, I married my
wife at Hastings.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, November 10, 1886.
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"
Strange and curious reminiscence for me at

least. How little did I then think what the twenty-

two years now elapsed would bring me ; how much

of physical weakness through long early times of

waiting, how much of struggle and of pleasure ; how

much in the last fourteen years of this long period

(since I first began to print books) of perpetual

literary labour.
" God be praised for it all. Looking back over

that long space of time, I see how I have been

inevitably moulded into the sort of artist which I

am. The work which I have done, when compared
with my then expectations, is enormous

; but, com-

pared with what it ought to have been, if my life

had not by ill-health been continuously warped, and

by will continuously directed to the most convenient

channels, appears in my eyes very poor. I see its

defects far more than its qualities ;
for the defects

remain inherent in the production, while no one but

myself can estimate the cost of that production.
" So will it probably be with any one who takes

a candid reckoning of all his doings after such a

lapse of time.
" Pardon me if I write thus much about myself.

I have been living into a personality which was

nothing if not self-expressive. Also, I want some

one to speak to, here alone, when the moon is sailing

out there through turbid clouds above the chary

snow. Alone to-night, however, I was not, while

I brought my work to its conclusion. My wife sat
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by me for she is interested in Cellini having often

held the pen while I dictated.
" The whirligig of time astounds me at whiles.

I do not know how it is, we do not seem to heed

it for weeks, and months, and years ;
and then, on

some occasion, its inevitable, slow, sly, swift, pro-

gressive, many-featured movement makes itself

appallingly felt. At such moments I know not

verily whether I am one man or a hundred men,

dead, living, and to be, compacted in a something
I call I, which is not I, but rather an expression of

unapprehended forces."

[On the proper relation of a man's work to his

human surroundings ; on the duty of keeping unsel-

fishly humane in the midst of the centripetal tenden-

cies of literary work, he expresses the following views,

which are in reality an expansion of his favourite

axiom, that "life is more than literature"]:

"
I am averse to calling any life, which is lived

out to the full, either selfish or useless. It is tanta-

mount to blaming God, in my opinion, to be critical

of human activity in its various forms. But I often

recognise in myself, and sometimes in people round

me, the error of making what we call our work,

which is usually our easiest form of occupation, an

excuse for laziness in discharging the kindly offices

of kinship, society, and friendship. The fact, of

course, is that any sphere of activity which absorbs

a man or woman, demands the whole being's forces.
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" The spirit in which people do the work they
have chosen is undoubtedly much

; but I seem to

divine a nobler type of character, which constantly

makes sacrifice even of the chosen work to what I

will only describe as geniality, kindliness, sympa-
thetic presence, the diffusion of affection over all

surrounding it."

[The excessive literary activity of the year 1886

was followed by a period of great vital depression,

from the New Year onwards into April. As was

so often the case with Symonds, the lowering of

his vitality seems to bring the deep-lying pre-

occupation of the man, the groundwork and centre

of his nature, into its proper prominence. As after

his illness at Clifton in 1877, after his disappoint-

ment in London in 1882, so now his speculations

revert to the great questions of life and conduct.

His remarks are called forth by the receipt of Mr.

Sidgwick's Diary.]

"
If I

l have not written to you earlier respecting

your Diary for January 7, it is not through lack of

interest and sympathy. When I come to speak
about myself, I will tell you the hindrances I have

had to contend against, and the difficulties in which

I still find myself placed.
" You will of course know that I am alluding to

the passage of your Diary, in which you announce

your expectation of having to abandon in this life

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, March 5, 1887.
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the hope of obtaining proof of the individual soul's

existence as a consciousness beyond death. What
this implies for yourself, in its bearings I mean,

upon Moral Philosophy, and its bearings upon the

sustained quest of twenty years, I am able to ap-

preciate.
" And I may add that it was for myself also a

solemn moment, when I read that paragraph in the

Diary, through the measured sentences of which a

certain subdued glow of passion seemed to burn.

I do not pretend that I had ever fixed my views

of human conduct clearly or hopefully upon the

proof of immortality to our ordinary experience. I

do not deny that I never had any confidence in the

method you were taking to obtain the proof. I

will further confess that, had you gained the proof,

this result would have enormously aggravated the

troubles of my life, by cutting off the possibility

of resumption into the personal-unconscious which

our present incertitude leaves open to my sanguine

hope.
"
Ethics, I feel, can take care of themselves

that is to say, human beings in social relations will

always be able to form codes of conduct, profitable

to the organism and coercive of the individual to

the service of its uses. In humanity, as in nature,
'

est Deus, quis Deus incertum.'
"

I have no apprehension for civil law and social

and domestic institutions, even though the per-

manence of personal consciousness after this life
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remain undemonstrated. Those things are neces-

sary for our race, of whose position in the universe

we are at present mainly ignorant ;
and a sanction

of some sort, appealing to imagination, emotion,

unformulated onward impulses, will always be forth-

coming. Man has only had about 6000 years of

memory upon this planet ;
and the most grudging

physicists accord him between ten and twenty
millions to come. Dislocations of ethical systems,

attended by much human misery, possibly also by

retrograde epochs of civilisation, are likely to ensue.

History, if it teaches anything in its little span of

past time, prepares us to expect such phases in the

incalculably longer future. But our faith lies in

this : that God, in the world, and in humanity as a

portion of the world, effectuates Himself, and can-

not fail to do so. I do not see, therefore, why we
should be downcast if we cannot base morality upon
a conscious immortality of the individual.

" But I do see that, until that immortality of the

individual is irrefragably demonstrated, the sweet,

the immeasurably precious hope of ending with

this life the ache and languor of existence, remains

open to burdened human personalities.
" A sublime system of ethics seems to me cap-

able of being based, in its turn, upon that hope of

extinction. Demonstration, ex argumento ifiso, will

not here be attained. But I am of opinion that the

persuasion, if it comes to be reasonably entertained,

of man's surcease from consciousness when this life
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closes, will afford quite as good a basis for sub-

mission to duty as any expectation of continuance in

its double aspect of hope and fear has lately been.
" This long monologue is only the expression of

that interest and sympathy whereof I spoke at the

beginning of my letter, and of the deep feelings

which your Diary aroused in me.
" Our points of view with regard to the problems

in question are so different, you being the critic and

constructor of philosophy, I the creature of intense

personal instincts, and the student more as poet than

historian of the past, that I can well believe I shall

have bored you with flimsy reveries.

" Now I will come back to the affairs of this

Natur-Wesen. Ever since you left us in the summer,
I have been suffering from a chronic inflammation

of the eyes. This made my literary work painful.

And I was under obligations to do a heavy bit

before the end of the year. I translated Cellini's

'Memoirs' into English. Under this pressure I

broke down, and I have been seriously ill for more

than two months with a very exhausting fever. It

is of the nature of ague, I think, and has implicated

the lungs. The result is that now I spend wretched

days of helpless prostration without brain, suffering

in every joint, alternately icy cold and burning hot,

sleepless at night or pursued by tedious dreams,

incapable of moving beyond my house and its

wooden shed outside, the mere shadow and vision

of a man.
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"
I really do not know why any one who has to

suffer in this life, should wish to go on living. I

know that I am hardly the man to say this
; for I

have had exceptional good things here compared
with myriads of my fellow-creatures. But in so far

as I have suffered, it has always been borne in upon
me that not to have to live again would be the boon

for which I would bless God, and for the certitude of

which I would more contentedly agree to do my duty.
" Our two girls, Lotta and Madge, are in London

with Miss North, learning and enjoying greatly.

Here it goes on as usual with the small remnant

of us. Addio."

"
I have l

just come home and found your March

diary, which is intensely interesting on several

grounds. What interests me most is your medita-

tion called forth by a letter I wrote about the rela-

tion of morality to our belief in immortality. I wrote

that in the hope that you might answer. I cannot see

why we should attempt to demonstrate such felt

things as Morality, Beauty, God, or why we should

cumber ourselves with searchings after a life
' im

seligen Jenseits.' It is, no doubt, quite idiosyncratic

on my part to prefer the prospect of extinction.

But I am no more sure of getting this than you are

of getting a prolongation of conscious being. So, as

far as morality goes, we are just at the same point ;

and if I behave worse than you, which I assuredly

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, April 6, 1887.
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do, it is not due to my not having a firm expectation

of immortality.
" Why should not morality rest upon legality, as it

does always in the first place, and on the social need

of approval self-respect ?

" So far as I am moral at all, it is not from a sense

of Duty. I think a great deal of humbug has been

talked about this word, which in the course of some

centuries will be analysed away into the real prin-

ciples of action it has masked.
" The only sure thing is that we have to live and

have to die why either we do not now know
;

if

we come to know, well
;
and there is no harm in

seeking to discover the why and the whereto
;
but

meanwhile we ought to be able to get on without it.

Least of all ought we to rely upon an unproved
bribe and unproved deterrent for right action. The

problem about this bribe and this deterrent being

insoluble, as you observe, by all methods, were it

not well to accept the fact boldly, and leave our-

selves resolutely in the hands of that power which

put us here ? This is not Comtism. The miserable

spectre of humanity is quite de trap. He calls this

the Grand Eire, doesn't he ?

"
I am so indebted to you for writing what you

think about these matters, that you must excuse the

crude tone I take in order to elicit more of the

same sort.

" Indeed I do not think of the problem without

great tenderness and deep searchings of heart now.
VOL. II.
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"
I have been ill since Christmas, and a long so-

journ away from Davos was recommended. I left

last Thursday, but was too weak to travel fast. I

meant to go to Venice after spending a week at

Ragatz. At this latter place I heard alarming
news about Janet on Sunday. I came here to-

day.
" How am I to help her if she asks for help? I

have my own answer : which is unlimited submission

to the Supreme will, resolute abstention from all

imaginative efforts to forecast the future, sustained

belief that come what may the world is not diaboli-

cally ordered. This is only what Socrates in Plato

told his judges. But is this not enough to live and

be a man and act and die by ?

"The impulse of curiosity I am not such a fool

as to ignore, and I honour every effort which

may render mankind clearer upon the great issue.

But I cannot divest myself of the Ahnung that

such solution of the problem as our very limited

reason may arrive at will not greatly affect either

our conduct or our happiness. And at present, at

all events, we have to live and die without the

gratification of our curiosity.
" There is something grim in all this. But every-

thing has a grim side. The hopeful point is that

the total sum of things has so many sides which

are not grim. This hypothesis of immortality seems

to me also to be a phase in morality out of which

we are passing."
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[Writing about this time to Roden Noel, he says :

"
I should call my own attitude a spiritualised

stoicism rather than Calvinism ;
the latter assumed

inequality in the divine dealings with man. All

my notions about law and the homogeneity of the

universe lead me to expect absolute equality. I

am therefore in the peculiar position of an optimist,

who is prepared to accept extinction. This enables

me to feel a really passionate interest in the spec-

tacle of the universe, and a firm conviction that its

apparent injustice and inequalities must have a

meaning, imply a good in process. At the back of

my thought lie two perceptions (i) our incapacity

to formulate the future and what we want in it ; (2)

our right to assume that manly acquiescence, com-

bined with continued effort to get the utmost out of

our lives by work in our own way, is the best prepa-
ration for any grace that may be granted to us."

On April the 7th the long-dreaded blow fell

upon Symonds and his family. His eldest daugh-
ter died at Davos. How this event, coming in

the middle of his earnest correspondence with

his friend, upon the profoundest of all topics,

brought to light the innate, passionate addiction

to the barest, nakedest, purest Truth, stripped of

all integuments, of all that was removable, of all

that might be suspected as attractive ornamenta-

tion, Truth as it appeared Truth to his intelligence,

is clear in the following words, so passionate in

their icy coldness] :
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"The pain
1
of losing Janet was very great, and

the desiderium will remain permanent. There seems

to be something pitiful in this extinction of a nature

formed for really noble life. It is extraordinary
from how many unexpected quarters the echo of

her personality, the impression she made on those

who knew a little of her, comes to us.

"You tell me that you have 'no consolation to

offer.' But really I do not want any. I know that

I cannot get any. The loss is there, and may not

be made up to me. I have long since bent and

schooled myself to expect no consolation of the

ordinary sort. And I do not think I feel less

brightly and less resignedly than those who are

basing their hopes upon unimaginable re-uniting

with their loved ones, in heaven only knows what

planet. You go on to say that 'despair in our

ignorance is the prompting of blind passion, not of

reason.' I have no comprehension what '

despair
'

is. I have ceased to wish for immortality, and

therefore ceased to hope for it. If I am to have it,

I have it at the hand of the same Power which

gave me mortal life. If I am not to have it, is a

matter of contentment to me
;
for I have found that

all life is a struggle, and neither for myself nor my
fellow-creatures do I desire the prolongation of the

struggle. Being what we are, it is obvious that the

continuation of consciousness in us must entail a

toilsome Entwickelung.

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Davos, April 14, 1887.
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" So I am content to leave these things until the

very end, until the very new beginning if that

comes, upon the knees of It, of Him, who is for

me responsible.

"Such a word as 'despair,' the counterpart of

hope in personal immortality, does not exist in my
vocabulary. This fact I have tested while sitting

by my daughter's corpse, while consigning it to

the earth. And I want to utter this now, because,

as you observe, 'the perplexities of theory have

strangely entwined themselves with the inexora-

bilities of life in our correspondence.'
" The net result of my present experience is to

corroborate my previous opinions. It has roused

in me no new longings, no new regrets, laid its

finger on no lurking hope and no concealed despair.

Only it has confirmed my conviction that the main

point in the whole position is that of Euripides,
TOVS <Si>Ta9 ev Spav. Upon this point I have only
the purest satisfaction with regard to Janet. She
attained to spiritual perfection in her life. What
troubles me about myself is the sense of short-

comings, rendering the part I play in life less worthy
of man's station in the world.

"
I have proved in my own person that St. Paul

was wrong when he exclaimed,
'

If Christ be not

risen, then are we of men most wretched.' We
may be happy and calm and submissive to the

supreme order, to Zeus and / Tre-n-puifji.^, without

a resurrection. I perceive that his argumenta ad
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hominem in i Cor. xv.,
' Else what shall they do

that are baptized for the dead,' &c.,
'

If after the

manner of men I have fought with beasts at

Ephesus,' &c., are blots upon the splendid inspira-

tion of his rhetoric, appeals to human love of profit.

Love and good, and the desire for righteousness,
do not need the bribe of immortality, and have to

be reasoned now upon quite different principles.
"

I would not willingly bore you with these ob-

servations, but it is incumbent upon me to tell you
how the last week of severance from my first-born

has acted like a test upon the convictions I began
to express some weeks ago."



CHAPTER XVI

MANHOOD LAST YEARS AT DAVOS

Visit to England. Back at Davos. Work. Cellini's Autobiography.

"Essays, Speculative and Suggestive." Walksamong the moun-

tains. Life at Davos. "
Cellini

"
appears, and he begins

" Carlo

Gozzi." Toboggan races and a great snowfall. On Creighton's
"
History of the Papacy." A gradual failure of physical force.

Visit to Venice. Returns to Davos. 111 in the summer and

autumn. The Davos gymnasium. A spring drive in the Vorder

Rhein Thai.
"
Autobiography." Journey to Venice. Returns

to Davos. Still unwell. Takes the influenza. Publication of

"Essays, Speculative and Suggestive." Proposals for the Life

ofMichel Angelo. Work upon that book. Symonds' estimate of

a literary life.

[SYMONDS, his wife, and youngest daughter went to

England in the late spring of 1887. As a corrective

for the tension of life at Davos, Symonds found

these English journeys most salutary.
" Now that

I no longer am stirred up by the bustle," he writes

from Davos,
"
England seems to have brought me

back to normal tone the ordinary mode of being
and thinking proper to people of our condition and

education."

When he settled down again at Davos, in the

middle of July, it was to the round of Davos life

which had now grown habitual to him, hard work,

long walks, lively interest in the place and the

people.
279
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The translation of Cellini's Autobiography was

occupying most of his attention, but he was also

beginning to put in order his "
Essays, Speculative

and Suggestive."]

"If 1
I had known beforehand what a trouble this

translation of Cellini would have been, I do not

think I should have undertaken it. I have now
been working pretty hard for four months at the

proofs, and have still one-third of the whole to do.

I suppose I must reckon on the whole of August

being devoted to it. I do not believe that such a

translation is worth all this labour, especially as I

hear that the edition is to be restricted to five

hundred copies. My chief satisfaction is that I

am at least more accurate than Roscoe. To count

his bad blunders would be impossible.

"I think I told you that I have begun some Essays
on the Principles of Art and Criticism. These I

can push forward when there are no proofs. I have

already got four pretty well finished, viz., Realism

and Idealism
;
The Model

; Beauty, Composition,

Expression, Characterisation
; On the Application

of Evolutionary Ideas to the Study of Art and

Literature. Then there is another on The Validity
of Nature-Myth and Allegory, and another on

Arnold's paradox,
'

Poetry is a Criticism of Life,'

ready. I am thinking of a short study on Land-

scape, and another on Democratic Art, in which I

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, July 31, 1887.
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shall try to say my say about the lines for future

art-work opened out by Whitman. I am also

vaguely planning one on Hybrids, which might, I

think, be curious.
" We had a very violent thunderstorm on Friday

evening, the finest I have ever known here. The
rain fell in volumes ;

and suddenly, in the middle of

the uproar, a great noise made itself felt like a

dozen express trains tearing through a deep cutting.

We could hear some obviously human shrieks also.

What they call a Rlife or sudden swelling of the

torrent from the Jacobshorn, which comes down
above Huldin, the carpenter's workshop, had taken

place. Usually this is a thin thread of water. But

now it was bringing down thousands of tons of

rock per minute. I went to examine the scene

this morning, and saw some really incredibly huge
blocks of granite which the miserable little rivulet

had brought from above. It only lasted fifteen

minutes. But in that time many acres of grass-

land were ruined, and several homesteads inundated.
"

I have just been to hear a sermon in the Davos
Church. They have a new clergyman, to go to

listen to whom is now the fashion among the young
men. He preached on the Kingdom of God : im-

plied that Christ was a man : said that you could

not be sure of Christ's own words from the con-

tradictory statements of the Gospels : denounced

the theory of the Church : poured contempt upon

Bibliolatry. I never heard such a bombshell of
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Rationalism very eloquently expressed too. Curi-

ously enough, the Davos peasants are keen on

the new theology. I heard of this clergyman by
accident at a wirthschaft, where the whole conver-

sation turned upon his definition of the Deity. I

used to imagine that the young men at least cared

about none of these things. It appears now that

they did not care about the humdrum orthodoxy of

their previous teachers."

" On *

Monday I gave myself a holiday by taking
a new walk. It was the ascent of a mountain called
'

Pischa,' 9300 feet, which rises from the Fluela Thai,

S. E., and commands a finer view, in my opinion,

than the Schwartzhorn, since by its position the

whole Landwasser valley, as far as the Julier and

Schyn, is surveyed, together with Prattigau; and the

huge pyramidal peaks of the Silvretta group are

seen immediately in front. From this peak we
scrambled down very rocky places to the head of

the Vereina Thai, where a Club-hut has just been

built in a most romantic place the meeting of four

vales, with roaring cataracts pouring down into a

tangle of dwarf-pine. Then to Klosters about

three and a half hours' descent, rapid walking. The
whole expedition had more of the picturesque and

romantic than is common in these hills ; and, though

long, it was not difficult. I was out twelve hours ;

nine hours pretty hard walking, the rest divided

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, September 14, 1887.
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between a rest on the peak and a rest in the

Club-hut.

"It does me good morally to take a walk of this

sort I mean it keeps my sense of living up ;
and

I do not think it hurts me physically, though I got
a slight chill from being wetted by a storm of rain.

"
I have made friends with a guide at Klosters

called Guler, whom I like."

"
I

l
told you in my last letter that I was thinking

of an excursion into the Averserthal. This is what

I have done now ; and it has quite repaid me.

Without going into details of description I will

say that I have never seen anything in the way of

high river scenery to equal this. The Averser

Rhein beats the Sesia and the Mastalone hollow,

and has long odds against the streams of the Dolo-

mites, which I have always thought enchanting.
It has a tremendous volume of the purest azure

water, which sometimes hides itself in cembra-

tufted gorges, sometimes swims through grassy
meadows with wide swirling curves that hollow out

the turfy margin to their liking, sometimes carves

a narrow monumental way through solid marble

pure as Parian or Pentelican, sometimes falls thun-

dering in cataracts encircled with a dozen changeful

rainbows, sometimes glides deep and solemn in

dark pools, which make one dream of death and

long to dive in them and find the mystery.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Sept. 22, 1887.
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"It is a long valley forty kilometres. I had

not thought that this Canton held anything so

highly poetical. And tourists have not touched it.

I slept with my guide in a room which held the

Archives of the valley in one chest, and had the

Eucharistic vessels of ancient pewter on a window-

sill. There was nothing to eat but eggs and bread.

This, however, signified little.

"
Well, I will not tell you more of Avers. It is

enough to have mentioned the stream, and to that

deity I sacrifice."

[Cellini was finished, and in the interval before it

appeared Symonds took a journey to Venice with

his daughter Margaret, in the month of October.

The immediate success of the "Cellini" greatly

pleased him, and he was soon embarked upon
the translation of another series of Memoirs, those

of Carlo Gozzi. Though he really enjoyed the

study of decadent Venetian life, he did not escape
the chill of authorship, which he expresses thus] :

"Something
1 has happened to me lately, whether

temporary or permanent remains to be seen, which

has reduced my vitality and induced a sort of som-

nolence by no means natural. However, without

somnambulising upon paper, the upshot is that I am

uneasy on reflecting, in a wakeful interval, how
much time has elapsed since I wrote you a letter,

and how you may have interpreted my inattention.

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Jan. 21, 1888.
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"
I am doing no good in my literary work. I

believe this is the secret, or a secret, of my state.

Gozzi will not do. And yet I do not see my way
to getting out of Gozzi. Excellent to read through

rapidly for a student of roba italiana, his Memoirs

are hardly worth translating, and their interest de-

pends upon such trivialities the decadence of Vene-

tian society in a putrid mass of political corruption,

Brummagem French philosophy aped by Italians

with no revolutionary force inside them, prostitu-

tion, theatrical cabals, vain efforts to rehabilitate

Dante in the city of Casanova, Baffo, and the Doge
Renier, bad style, bad morals, effeminacy, hypocrisy,

sloth, dappoccaggine of every sort with an odd

unsympathetic bastard between Don Quixote and a

pettifogging attorney, a man of cramped genius and

of respectable sentiments turned sour, to serve as

central figure all this is so irrelevant to the main

current of world-history, so bizarre, so involved in

masses of petty details which have lost the accent

of humanity, that I despair of making anything out

of my work. And yet I am engaged.
"
Basta. I enjoyed the visits of A. Sidgwick

and Dakyns three weeks. But it was a tiring time,

from the vast amount of talk. And there is all the

tobogganing business afloat now : squabbles, petty

arrangements, &c., &c. Every scrap of the small

affair comes eventually to this house. Since I began
this letter I have had a solemn deputation to attend

to from the natives of Clavadel, where we shall run
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the International Race, intimating that unless their

particular demands are met, they mean to shut the

road up ;
and the race is next Thursday."

"Our 1 luck in tobogganing has been indeed

great. We arranged to hold the International Race

at Clavadel, providing a mile course, and running
two heats. This was fixed for 10 A.M. on the 26th,

and thirty-two competitors of all sorts and nations

entered. The usual public luncheon for one hundred

and twenty people was ordered in the Rathhaus. I

saw on the morning of the race by my barometer,

and a strange look in the sky, that the weather

would change. However, we had it fine up to 1.30,

when the race was at last over fancy how long !

And I was standing all that while upon the snow,

helping to record the time, identify the racers, and

keep the course clear.

" Then a furious wind swept down the valley,

tearing the snow from the forests and house-roofs,

and tossing a tempest of finely-powdered snow-sand

up into the clear blue sky against the blazing

noonday sun a striking and splendid sight, as

the swirl of snow shifted, and took various effects

of light.
" The race was a very good one. An American,

called Child, who rides head-foremost on a flat

toboggan, came in first, beating two old racers,

Freeman and Austin equal, by three seconds, while

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Jan. 28, 1888.
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Minsch, 1 who came on purpose from Montreux,
where I have placed him to learn French, ran in

fourth at another interval of five seconds. I am

always happy when this race and all that belongs
to it is well over. On Thursday I did not get home
till seven, having started in the morning at nine,

and never stopped talking all the time ; and then

I had to entertain here until midnight. Such a

day.

"As President of the Club, known alike to

English and Swiss, everything falls eventually on

my shoulders, and I am held responsible for any-

thing which may go wrong. I have resigned the

post, and trust that my resignation will be accepted.
" But about our luck

;
if the weather had changed

two hours earlier, the whole thing would have come
to grief. And the valley is in such a state now,
that no running will be possible for days, weeks

perhaps. The higher passes are blocked, Fluela

impassable, and those dreadful creatures,
' dust-

avalanches,' staub-lavinen, playing at will upon the

mountains.
" The University of Oxford has chosen me as one

of its three delegates to Bologna, for the festival

which begins on June 13, to celebrate the eleventh

centenary of that University. I doubt whether I

shall accept. It is risky to think of anything so

late in the summer."

1 A native of Klosters, in whose career Symonds interested himself.

He is now conductor in the postal service.
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"It 1

began to snow last Saturday at 2.30 P.M.,

and it has been snowing almost incessantly since

then. Our only safe communication with the rest

of the world is by the Prattigau. Avalanches are

streaming down both sides of the valley below

Frauenkirch. One man was killed on the road

near Claris yesterday ; another, whom I know,
was blown by the blast of an avalanche from the

road near Tschuggen on the Fluela, right across

the stream to the other side of the valley, and

then buried in the torrent of snow which followed

him. It is very difficult to get out of our house,

though I have three men always working, cutting

us out. And I begin to feel uneasy about the

masses of snow upon the Schiahorn right above

our heads. If the snow does not stop, I think

seriously of migrating to Hotel Buol to-morrow
;

that house is in a safer place than ours. This

state of things does not agree with mental activity.

I am stupefied merely by gazing at the perpetual

whirl of snow-flakes, the gradual ascent of snow-

walls round me, and the recurrent noise of snow

descending with a heavy thud from the house-

roof.

"I always wanted to see a 'great snow' here;

and now I have my wish, so I ought not to

grumble. There has been nothing like it since I

came in 1877.
"

I wonder what part Lord Salisbury is playing

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Feb. 9, 1888.
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in the European crisis. The suspense is terrible,

something like the expectation of a ' Staub-Lavine
'

from the Schiahorn."

[The following notes on Creighton's
"
History

of the Papacy," addressed to the friend who had

received his preceding account of the Toboggan
races, testify to the rich variety of Symonds' corre-

spondence] :

"... I see that you and I fully agree about

Creighton. The book has been one of absorbing
interest to me, not only in these last two volumes,

but also in the first couple. I think it a really great

book, which does honour to the school of English
historians. The grasp of the whole field shown
in his treatment, his power of turning from a Pope
in Rome to the same Pope in Europe, is very
remarkable. And I think that we may in part
ascribe his rehabilitation of men like Sixtus IV.

and Alexander VI. to his feeling that their personal
conduct ought to be reduced to scale with their

cosmopolitan importance. Here, however, I should

make two observations. One is, that their personal
behaviour was decisive in the germination and de-

velopment of Reforming Teutonic antagonism, and

that therefore the main problem of his book becomes
more difficult to solve in proportion as he white-

washes the protagonists, the Popes. The second

is, that he has hitherto overlooked a large sphere
of Pontifical activity : e.g., Sixtus IV.'s part in the

VOL. II.
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Spanish treatment of Jews and Moors, and Alex-

ander's part in the formation of what became the

Index Expurgatorius, and with it the suppression

of free thought in Catholic kingdoms. He alludes

to these points, but so faintly that the anomaly of

the Papacy, that anomaly which justified the insur-

gence of Reform and liberal science, and brought
about the Catholic Reaction in its historical form,

is unexplained.
"

I look forward with much interest to the next

portion of his work, when we shall see how he

solves the problem of the Reformation after having
weakened the old lines of explanation. I doubt not

but that he will be able to state the phenomenon

by using forces extant in Germany which were

independent of Papal scandals.
"

I am very dull, brain-tired, engaged in corre-

spondence of all sorts. An English D.D. writes to

consult me about the ways of reconciling Providence

and Natural Law. Is not that odd ? This is only

one among many instances of correspondence which

has fallen on me through my article in the July

Fortnightly."

[In two phrases of the letters just quoted, "some-

thing has happened to me lately, whether temporary
or permanent remains to be seen, which has reduced

my vitality and induced a sort of somnolence," and

"I am very brain-tired," seem, regarded in the light

1 On the Progress of Thought in our own time.
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of what I subsequently knew, to be indicative of a

gradual diminution of physical force which set in

now and continued to the end. The spiritual

activity never diminished, the intellectual flame

burned brighter and brighter, the interest in all

the varied relations of friendship and sympathy
with human beings grew more vivid and full as

the end approached. His published work alone

would be sufficient to prove this: "Essays, Specu-
lative and Suggestive ;

" " Michel Angelo ;

"
the

elaborate "
Study of Walt Whitman," into whose

short compass he has poured so much of his life,

thought, and philosophy. But more than this,

certain remarks in letters to his intimate friends

seem to show that he was himself conscious of the

movement which was taking place. Some time

later, it is true, but in the spirit of reflection upon
the past, he writes] :

"
I hope to be in England about two months.

Short time enough, considering all I ought to do

desire to do in it. With me life burns ever

more intense, as my real strength wanes and my
days decrease. It seems to me sometimes awful

the pace at which I live in feeling inversely to the

pace at which myself is ebbing to annihilation.
"

I shall have a great deal to say to you if only it

can be said. I never seem to have lived until quite

lately ;
and just when the times are out of joint for

self-externalising life, I seem drawn into it. It is
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true I go on writing books, and even poems. But

literature has long since lost for me reality of inte-

rest. One reads certainly, and copious reading fills

the vacuum which remains when feeling and sensa-

tion are abeyant."

[The extraordinary snowfall of the winter of

1887-88 fascinated Symonds' imagination. He
refers to it again and again in his letters, and he

eventually worked the subject out in an Essay on

Avalanches, which was published in
" Our Life in

the Swiss Highlands," the joint work of himself

and his daughter Margaret, who was so often her

father's companion on his journeys, and his helper

in his studies. The spring outing to Venice led

them over several of the passes, and allowed

Symonds to see much that had taken place during
this memorable winter.]

"Madge
1 and I settled finally to leave Davos

alone. We had a tremendous journey over Julier

and Maloja, but arrived here safely yesterday. I

telegraphed to you, but was so stupid that I did

not also write. I hope, however, that this will

arrive before we do.
"

I wish I could tell you something of our

journey. It was in many respects very impres-

sive. The descent from the top of the Julier to

Silvaplana in perfect darkness and a blinding snow-

storm, with whirling drift and the road buried, was

1 To H. F. Brown. Chiavenna, April 7, 1 888.
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particularly so. The postillion at one point said,

'We must now trust to the horse, and if he does

not find the road, es ist mit uns um it is over with

us.' The horse did find the way, pausing, feeling

each step with his hoof, putting his nose down to

smell, sometimes hardly stirring from the spot, and

sometimes breaking into a trot for a few minutes.

His bells were taken off for fear of avalanches.

The snow is so deep up there that you can touch

the telegraph wires with your fingers. They made
the most hideous shrieks in the wind close to our

ears, like the voices of Banshees and wailing women,
with a curse in them.

" We are resting here to-day. This place, which

I always admire, looks very beautiful in the stormy

April sunlight."

"
I

l do not want to speak about my own psycho-

logical circumstances, more than in a parenthesis to

observe, that life at Davos has become for me a

permanent sort of tunnel. When friends come

there, as A. and G. did last Christmas, I do not

think they notice this, because they polarise and

externalise me by their own being. But when
friends are not there, I live in the worst sort of

tunnel I know, which is the burrowed gallery in the

middle of a marble-hard avalanche, fifty feet beneath

the frozen air of Alpine winter in a stony ravine.

"Well, I return from this parenthesis to your

1 To Henry Sidgwick. Venice, 560 Zattere, May n, 1888.
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letter of April 8. What you proceed to say there is

very deeply interesting, and I have been thinking
about it all along. I am sure that I can contribute

nothing to the solution, feeling confident that you
have exhausted every pro and con of the problem
as it appears to you. But frankly, it does not

appear to my mind as a problem. The object is

to arrive at truth, if that can be arrived at
;
at any

rate to search after it. A negative result may be

discouraging and disappointing, though I for one do

not find it so. I am so sure that sooner or later

morality must be based upon analysis of the growth
to-us-ward of human opinions and institutions, must

enter the sphere of evolutionary philosophy and dis-

cover principles a posteriori, that it seems to me a

pity for a thinker of authority not to accept and

proclaim this.

" But here, probably, we come to a radical differ-

ence of opinion, as I think we did about a year ago,
when I contended that the immortality of the soul

was not a necessary postulate for moral science, even

though in course of time we should obtain the

certainty of this, and ethics gain the force which

comes from the conception.
'

Magna est veritas, et

prsevalebit.
'

Surely the truth at present is, that

while the moral law is a fact persistent under all its

human variations, we cannot account for the fact

any more than we can account for our existence.

If we do not know why we are, how can we expect
to know why we differentiate our behaviour as right
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and wrong? All we ought to expect is that we

should learn how we exist and how we differentiate.

"
I have been staying during the last five weeks

with Madge at Venice, in an apartment of my friend

H. F. Brown's house, which I have taken for some

years. It is a pleasant change from the terribly

severe winter in Graubiinden, when we were literally

drowned in snow. I hope to be able ere long to

give an extended account of this great snow, and of

the play of the avalanches, which exceeds anything
I had imagined. I kept well through the winter,

and took many driving journeys, in order to see

those dreary wildernesses and ruins caused by nature

in her wildest, cruellest moods. Now, though I

enjoy the colour and the vault of heaven above

these waters, I am not good for much in health."

[That Symonds and his daughter enjoyed Venice

and the expeditions to Asolo, Marostica, the Euga-
nean hills, which they made during the remarkably
fine months of April and May, seems clear from

such phrases as these, which occur in his corre-

spondence] :

"I do not know whether it can be good to be

mentally and morally starved. But I do know that,

if people who are worth anything have been starved

so, their sudden invitation to a full, refined, passionate

and sympathetic banquet of the most varied de-

lights, exercises a very peculiar influence.

" We are neither of us apt to take things elegiac-
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ally, or to ignore the substantial advantages of

any situation in which we find ourselves. The

extraordinary cleanliness and comfort of our little

house, the splendid air and water, the resuscitated

energy communicated by the climate weigh with

us, and are appreciated ;
but we know that we want

something else, something which we had at Venice."

"
I have been doing the most incongruous of things

since I arrived here (Davos, June 13, 1888) last

Friday. After settling my affairs, which you know

takes some time after a nine weeks' absence, I have

been writing the history of last winter's avalanches.
"

I can tell you that this is precious difficult to

do. You have to paint with a palette on which

there are no colours pure grisaille absolute mo-

notony. And yet I think I have succeeded ;
and

therefore I suppose I shall not get my essay printed.

"It is funny, coming back from that variegated

life in Venice into the fresh beauty of the Alps
and they are quite coquettishly attired this early

summer ;
it is funny that a man should sit down

and sweat his brains out over a description of the

grim ascetic winter, which is past. I think this

shows and perhaps you will agree with me that,

in the long run, we really love the sternest things

in life best. They seem to cling to us, and wrap
us round, and haunt us. The rest we take and

leave, as recreation prompts. Facile ephemeral

pleasures deep penetrating sadnesses.
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"
I am not reconciled yet to Veltliner Wein. I

fear that the various facile vintages, Verona, Valpo-

licella, Venosa these many V's are good have

seduced me. Yet there is a V in the Valtellina, and

a V in Venice, which is innocent of vintages. So

perhaps I shall become reconciled to my Veltliner

after all.

" But I have played on the letter V enough, and

I ask you to notice that I am now using the Fab-

briano paper (Campo S. Luca) which you recom-

mended. I like it greatly, and shall see to getting a

supply here. Eighty of these pages have gone into

the article upon the avalanches. Good gracious,

what a subject ! Yet I flatter myself that I am
about the first to polish that rough diamond."

[The summer of 1888 proved excessively wet,

owing, no doubt, to the previous heavy snowfall.

The effect on Symonds was decidedly bad
;

it kept
him indoors employed on work, and induced an

attack of that dipsychia which resulted as a reaction

from intellectual labour.]

"
I hoped to spend this morning (Sept. 25th) on

the Schwartzhorn. It has turned out one of the

worst days of all this dismal summer. So I am
here at Am Hof, and have been making acquaint-

ance with a young Russian, instead of sweeping the

horizons of the Alps.
"

I finished my Essay on Elizabethan and Vic-
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torian Poetry. What it will be like, under the

conditions of its composition, Heaven only knows.
" One brain is more than one man ought to have

to put up with. But a couple of brains, pulling in

different directions, such as I possess at present, is

distracting."

"
I am afraid (October 2nd) I must have dis-

gusted you with the flippancy of my last letters.

The fact is, I was falling ill. The usual thing-

happened, i. Too much writing for a long space

of time Cellini, the Essays, Gozzi, the Essay on

Victorian Poetry. 2. Too much sitting up and talk-

ing with Jowett and you ;
I cannot fill my friends'

Leyden jars, if I do so, as you say, without a great

expenditure. 3. A superexcitability of emotions,

a physical restlessness, attaching itself to this or

that object, as a first result of failing energy."

"
I have been unfortunate this summer. The

weather prevented me from getting proper air and

exercise. If I could have taken those mountain

walks with Guler I had planned, to explore the

Silvretta glacier and the valleys of the upper

Vorarlberg, I should have kept my health.

" The weather is terribly against me. It storms

and rains perpetually, so that I cannot get out

enough, and always run a risk when I do so."

"
I have chosen the strongest hour of my day to

write this, and here is the result. Go some time on

credit with me. I must emerge. But it is difficult.
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I cannot put myself just now into the C major key
of this life, in which you are living. It is serious,

this physical, mental, spiritual struggle of the ner-

vously strong man at odds with malady. People

think, I daresay you think, that I yield too easily to

passing illness, and flit away hypochondriacally from

Venice or from London. No, no, no."

"
I must l

write to you one line to-night to send

you my wishes for Christmas. Something this

year makes me think of the old years in our child-

hood, when we used to go with Sophie into Leigh
Woods and bring back loads of ivy for wreaths.

It is so different here. My little Katherine collects

frozen moss in small quantities from the roots of

trees where the snow is not too deep to make a

church decoration.
" At any rate, I am thinking of you now. And

I want to thank you for the book of Tom's life,

which found me in Venice. I read the biography
with very great interest, and it left upon my mind

the sense of having been extremely well done as

well as pains, and love, and sympathy with his high
aims and noble character, could do it. Yet the

man is not there. He cannot be there. Nothing
which we can write about anybody is worth much.

It is certainly worth no more than a copperplate

engraving from the live man's face we knew and

that is better than a staring photograph. (That is

1 To his sister Charlotte. Davos, December 20, 1888.
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not true. One of the things that I love best here

is Tom's face in the large photograph you gave us.

I often go to this face in my troubles.)
" The older I get, and the more I learn to know

folk, the more I feel it is not what a man thinks

about the universe, and politics and art and social

questions, and all the rest of such matters, which

signifies but what we are, personally are ;
that is

the great fact. And that is always incommunicable.

That is how we touch the people whom we mould

in life unto our likeness. And that, the real

essential man, lives onward in a way which no

species of photogravure or copperplate engraving

\in words will manifest.

"What was Christ, as an individuality, I wonder?

We know well what has been made of His reported

words, and of the loving portraits drawn by His

disciples.
"

I have been very ill since I came back from

Venice at the end of November. If you had been

here, I should have liked to talk to you about my
state of health. It is a case of overwrought nerves

and painful disturbance of the ordinary thought-
functions. I do not think it can be written about

with any profit. And I do not expect much from

doctoring ; more from self-discipline. Good-night,
dearest sister. Ever yours.

" P.S. In this letter I want to add a word of

Christmas greetings to my dear Auntie. I am
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thinking to-night of our old Clifton home. I see

and feel and even smell the winter there and am
so far away from England. Give her my best love,

and tell her that the thought of England and the

past is always for me connected with a thousand

memories of her. I hope for her many years of

happy life."

"
I must 1

write, lest you should think I am more

actually dead than I really am. Time has become

for me a category of no value whatsoever. I gain
in this life a relative conception of life in the eter-

nities. I don't want to discourse. So I will bind

myself down to facts.

" We had a long visit from Cadogan, which was

in all ways pleasant. He is a good fellow, enjoyed

every minute of his time here, made us feel that he

did so, which is a great thing in guests, and let me
learn him very intimately.

"
I have been writing, with immense toil and grief,

four essays upon Style. I don't know what devil

has got possession of my own style, and dried its

wells up.
"
Just now I am negotiating the transfer of a

gymnasium, which I have helped to build here, into

the hands of the Commune. I have offered the

sum of 10,000 francs, as a free gift, in order to

effect the consolidation of the debts and other

financial interests involved. This keeps me up to

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Feb. 16, 1889.
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the chin in small transactions, and I discover how
difficult it is to spend money generously and yet

effectively. That I knew before. But I did not

anticipate quite the same rebuffs as I am experienc-

ing now. Yet I hope to bring affairs to a right

conclusion. Only I never got rid of ,400 with more

diplomacy and more management than I am doing
now. I doubt whether anybody ever flung so much

money away, so virtuously, and so irksomely. All

this makes me appreciate the grit and pride of my
beloved Graubtindeners. I love this people for

the obstacles they put before me
;
and I hope they

will appreciate what I am doing, when they fully

comprehend my scope. These are the main facts

of the moment.
" There are other things beside what I have

written of longings, experiences, sympathies with

my growing children, anxieties about Miss North,

readings in books, correspondences with the four

quarters of the globe. But the whole is got mixed

up for me and blurred with Maya. I have not re-

covered, and perhaps shall never recover, from four

months ago. Yours ever, so wie so"

[As a relief and a change, Symonds took a sledg-

ing drive with his daughter Margaret, which he

enjoyed, though his constitution showed less elas-

ticity for recovery than was usual with him.]

"
Madge

l and I had a good time in the Vorder

1 To H. F. Brown, March 13, 1889.
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Rheinthal. We drove about incessantly in sledges
for seven days. Both came back to Davos, and

had severe colds on our arrival. I am still sunk

below the surface of vitality in a deep sea of cold.
"
But, such is the oddness of man's nature, I

have chosen this particular moment to begin a new

literary work of the utmost importance my Auto-

biography and at the same time I am overwhelmed

with Gozzi proofs, which keep pouring in by every

post, so that I have to spend at least four hours a

day upon them, and look forward to a speedy com-

pletion of the printing. I shall be glad when it

is done. My heart was never in that subject. And

yet I think it is a workmanly performance. The
book will be about eight hundred pages, of which

two hundred pages are original essays, the rest

translation of Gozzi's Memoirs.
" God bless you, dear friend. Looking to times

less dark and less confused than these, which over-

whelm me with innumerable cares and miseries of

health, I am your ever loving.

" P.S. I have not yet persuaded the Gemeinde

to accept my 10,000 francs."

" Gozzi x has been literally pouring. Torrents of

proofs come daily. I worked literally ten hours at

them yesterday, and have just had another bout of

three hours this morning. The result is that the

book is nearly all in print. There only remain some

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, March 24, 1889.
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pages of my continuation of the life and an essay on

Longhi to complete it. The whole will be longer, I

think, than Cellini.

"
I have also had a good deal of business about

my donation to the Commune. At last I believe

that I shall force my ^400 down their throat, and

put them thereby into the position of buying an

excellent gymnasium, which cost over ^1000 to

build, for the comparatively small outlay of 1 60.

"
I cannot quite understand, and am rather morti-

fied by, their reluctance to accept my offer. My
object was to secure the gymnasium for the public,

and at the same time to retain for the Turnverein

their right of using it, while I relieved the latter

of a serious debt. Their debt amounts to 14,000
francs. I offer 10,000, on condition the Gemeinde

discharges the balance of 4000, by which means the

building becomes the property of the Gemeinde,

with rights of use reserved for the Verein.
" There was a three hours' meeting at the Rath-

haus yesterday about it ;
and now a plan, arranged

between the members of the Council of the Com-

mune, the managers of the Verein, and myself, will

be submitted to the Landsgemeinde, or general

assembly of the burghers of Davos.

"In the interval of other things, I have written a

good deal of Autobiography. I should like to talk

to you about my plan, and I will certainly bring the

work to Venice if I come.
"

I am (April 3rd) writing away at my Auto-
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biography, and have reached the age of thirteen.

It is interesting work, but I see that it tends ad

infinitum, and that it will be hardly fit to publish.
" On the eve of departing (April loth) from

Davos, if spring storms permit, across the dreary
and now dilapidated Fluela snow-road, my thoughts
turn to you.

" All this winter my health has been very queer.

It is one of the reasons why I have corresponded
with you infrequently and reticently. And just

now I feel upon the brink of an absolute collapse.

A diurnal drive of from eight to twelve hours in

fine scenery ought to do me good.
"The Autobiography has been going on. I have

written a decent octavo volume, and got down to

my nineteenth year, rather beyond it. According
to my conception of such a work, the years of

growth are the most important, and need the most

elaborate analysis. But if I do not fling the whole

thing aside, I see my opportunity for
'

panning out
'

considerably de omnibus rebus in the future. It is

a fascinating canvas, this of a Leberis Schilderung,
for a man who has been hitherto so reticent in

writing, and who is so naturally egotistical and

personal as I am. Heaven knows what will come
of it, and what will be done with it."

[Symonds and his wife started for Venice on

April 12, and with this journey he resumed his

habit of keeping a full and elaborate diary, a
VOL. II.
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habit which had been partially abandoned under

the pressure of much writing at Davos, more

especially of the Autobiography. This new diary

differs greatly in quality from the earlier journals.

It is a minute record, not of emotions, not of spiritual

moods, but of external facts. We have already

seen how interest in the concrete had gradually

assumed the place in Symonds' mind once occupied

by speculations in the abstract
;
and that important

change of psychical attitude reveals itself now in

the new diary, in its style, for which "
Essays,

Speculative and Suggestive," as well as the Auto-

biography, had been preparing the way. The diary

opens with a dangerous adventure on the Fluela

Pass] :

April 12, 1889. After some days of indecision,

Catherine and I left Davos this morning for Siis

by the Fluela. It was misty, yet I thought with

the promise of a fine day in it. A large post and

four passengers, and six luggage sledges, with only
four drivers to all the ten horses. We were in the

conductor's sledge. Up to the Hospiz things went

well, and the heat was absolutely awful. It burned

more than I ever felt it burn, except upon the nevde

of a glacier in midsummer. A splendid liquid sky, full

of the spring, seeming to portend storm. The road

to Siis combines all the dangers of an Alpine road,

avalanches, upsettings, falling stones, and they were

all imminent to-day. When the first four sledges
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plunged into the great gallery, I felt comparatively

safe, but the rest did not arrive. After about ten

minutes a fifth horse came plunging down the dark

passage over the ice, with a pack-sledge and no

driver. When he reached our train, he kept

whinnying, neighing, and looking back as though
to tell us that something had happened. We
waited another five minutes, and still the rest did

not arrive. The conductor had sent the chief

postillion back. He could not leave the five horses

alone in the tunnel yet he was now anxious.

Accordingly, I proposed to run back and see what

had happened. The tunnel was pitch dark and

as slippery as glass. It took me some time to

slip along with my gouties on.
1 When I emerged

into the blaze of sunlight and snow, I saw nothing
at first

;
then met Herr Lendi of Davos Dorfli

walking to me. One of the sledges (with a driver)

had been upset. The two passengers, a man and

woman, and the postillion, had all been flung over

a wall on to snow and rocks, and had fallen and

rolled about fifty feet down the steep place. The
woman was badly cut about the head ; the young
man, a Swiss, had sprained his hand ; the postillion

was all right.

"Fortunately," added Lendi, "the horses and

sledges remained above the wall, else they would

all have been smashed together." I saw the girl,

1 " Gouties " are felt and gutta-percha shoes, much worn at Davos
and in the Engadine.
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dazed and faint, and the place where she had

fallen ;
then ran back to tell the conductor. But

it was bad going in that tunnel with my gutta-

percha shoes, and soon I heard the rest of the

sledges come thundering into the pitch dark pas-

sage. I tried to keep close to a wall, and in

moving shufflingly onward as fast as I could go,

fell once heavily upon the rock and ice, bruising

my right arm and loins. I did not think much
of it at the time, being eager to get to my own

sledge before the rest of the train arrived.

I ought to mention the curious optical pheno-
menon in this black gallery black because fallen

avalanches had stuffed up all its apertures with

snow. On entering it, with eyes dazzled by the

brilliance of the outer day, any object which caught
a reflex of light from behind looked as green as

emerald or sun - illuminated lake -water. In the

middle there was no colour, nothing but night.

Toward the end, when light again caught icicles

and snow-heaps from the furthermost opening, these

points shone bright crimson, as though a score of

red Bengal lights had been lighted far ahead.

We reached Stis without further accidents.

There, while I was talking to Herr Patt, I found

that I had lost a ring from my watch-chain, to which

was hung these objects i, funeral gold ring of

John Symonds, my great-grandfather ; 2, alliance

ring of my great-grandfather and great-grandmother

Sykes, two clasped hands opening, one heart inside ;
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3, a ring belonging to Admiral Sykes, with the

name of his friend Captain Gathorne ; 4, my father's

guard-ring ; 5, my seal ring of bloodstone engraved
with the crests of Symonds and Sykes ; 6, my
gondolier's ring engraved with the arms of Symonds ;

7, a Napoleon
'

Rep. Fr.' 1848 ; 8, a cow-bell given
me by Patt.

Drove up Engadine in diligence to Samaden.

Reached it at 7.

April 13. Up at 4. On at 4.50 in diligence to

Silvaplana. There changed to sledges, in which we

drove over Maloja to the wood beyond Casaccia.

Then changed to diligence again, and reached

Chiavenna at noon. A glorious spring day, very

cold at first, so that beards and faces, &c., were

frosted over. But the sun was glorious, and the

mountains shone like crystals. Piz Badile especi-

ally beautiful. Picked flowers with C.

April 19. A restless night. Resolve to stay

this day in Chiavenna and keep quiet. Went with

C. to look at the old Salis house. The great hall

dignified in French style. Little French oil panels

let into some of the rooms. Extremely picturesque

views from the garden fruit trees, brown hedges, and

a church tower rising in front of dazzling white

hills with peaks and broken crests.

It is the purest, loveliest spring weather. The

spires and pinnacles of the mountains, which stand

about Chiavenna, shoot into liquid blue air, softer

and more luminous, less hard, than the skies of our
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high Alps. They are still powdered with fresh

fallen snow on their rocky ledges and upper line

of forest, solid at their tops and in their ravines

with the snow of winter. Fleecy white clouds curl

about them, and travel slowly, like wandering flakes

of swan's down, across the open spaces. These

clouds will gather volume after mid-day, and toward

evening will roll upon the ridges of the hills in

masses, threatening thunder, or with flying tresses

of rain-coloured storm, swept out behind their hurry-

ing squadrons. The commotion of the spring is

in heaven and earth, a restlessness like the approach
of some great delivering passion. The enormous

granite boulders, which rise up in front of this hotel

Conradi, half in sun and half in shadow, glow duskily
like deep red purple velvet. Here and there they

glisten with the drip of trickling streams, and every-
where they are plumed with young trees putting
forth their foliage. When you approach them

nearer, you find that the darkest, gloomiest rocks

are tufted over with crimson and magenta primulas,

fragile blossoms on slender stems, starting from

cushions of green viscous leaves. These flowers and

the rich red heath, with its black eyes, shine like

jewels upon that mossy purple background.
It is Palm Sunday, and a procession has just

passed across the square from the cathedral under

the dreary ruined palace of De Salis. First went

women and children, in their many-coloured shawls

and petticoats and kerchiefs, mixed with men in
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black cloaks. Then came a Confraternita in white

and blue
; then another in white and red ;

then a

third in white and lilac ; then the deacons, acolytes,

and priests in variegated dalmatics and copes, and

bright crimson tippets. Great banners with sacred

pictures waved at intervals, breaking the long line

of steady-moving figures. But the most beautiful

detail of the procession is, that everybody held a

branch of olive the children tiny sprigs, the elderly

men great stems and boughs, which glinted in the

flooding sunlight, each glossy spikelet of the foliage

catching an ephemeral spark of brightness. The
train crossed from the cathedral, and disappeared
into the darkness of the street beyond.

There are two trees in the garden here, one is

a pyrus Japonica in full bloom, a standard, about

twelve feet high, which has far more of clustered

red flowers upon its stout stems and slender

branches than of delicate green leaves. If you
stand under it, and look up into the clear flat blue

of the sky above, and watch the bees at work

among the petals, you feel the very wealth and

perfectness of colour pure colour, bathed in light,

satisfying the soul by simple plenitude and jocund

beauty. What a Japanese plant it is, and how it

justifies the realism of Japanese decorative art !

You can scarcely note a trace of shading. The
masses of scarlet are defined against the mass of

blue by outline felt in the colour rather than en-

forced by contrast. The other tree is a large
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cherry, only just coming into bloom
; the bright

clumps of buds and half-formed blossoms ready to

expand into a cloud of silvery whiteness
;
the un-

folding leaves, still brown and golden, only here

and there half-fledged. These trees taught me
much about myself. As I looked at them with

peaceful pleasure, I felt that my incessant brain-

work and amusements at Davos are in a true sense

occasioned by the total lack there of free sensuous

beauty and delight inflowing from the outer world.

Most of us who are not born mountaineers have

been bred to the enjoyment of such things as the

pyrus and the cherry symbolise. Without perhaps

being aware of it, they are driven too much in upon
themselves by the monotony of snow through seven

months of winter, and the austerity of that brief

summer of the mountains. The tension becomes

at last too great. They react against it by de-

bauches of brain-work, stimulation, company.

Going to bed to-night, and crossing the open

gallery which gives upon the garden, I say to

myself, "How noble is this Chiavenna landscape !

How grandly do the mountains soar above the city !

How beautiful is all that detail on the opposite hill-

side." It is true, indeed, that Chiavenna, under the

naked light of a full moon, is superhumanly romantic.

[How the rest of the journey was accomplished

may be gathered from the following letter to

Mr. Gosse] :
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"
I have l

got so far on a long driving journey
from Davos to Venice, having traversed the Enga-
dine and the Valtellina, and the Val Camonica and

the Lago d'Iseo, in seven days of snow and sun-

shine and rain.

" Your book on Eighteenth Century Literature has

been my companion. I always take a book or two

to feed upon slowly during these journeys ;
and I

find that I never enter so thoroughly into the spirit

of an author as when I do so. The matter of the

book detaches itself in quite a peculiar way against

the background of avalanches, wayside hostelries,

and postillions, with whom one drinks litres of red

wine in sundry chimney-corners. This being the

case, I reserve for my wallet a couple of books

which I desire to study.
"

I must write to you my gratitude for the good

company during these laborious and eminently

picturesque days which you have unconsciously

given me. I like your book greatly, and have

learned from it very much indeed. It seems to me
most admirable in its analytical power the pre-

cision and the justice and the novelty of critical

observation applied to the problem of unravelling

what looks to less accurate and learned students of

the epoch than you are, like a confused skein. In

your preface you apologise for the abundance of

dates. I bless you for your copious use of them.

Dates, in so intricate a matter of inquiry, are like

1 To Edmund Gosse. Brescia, April 19, 1889.
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the kilometre stones upon the long and perplexed
roads I have been travelling. They are the final

measures for sites and fountain-heads, for paths of

origin and paths of divergence. With some of your
unorthodox points of view I warmly sympathise,

especially in your bold thrusting of Addison back

into the second rank, and your no less audacious

but quite genial recognition of Goldsmith as a

reversion to previous ideals.

"
I wish I had enjoyed the privilege of reading

this book before I wrote an article upon Elizabethan

and Victorian Poetry for the Fortnightly. It would

have enabled me, under your auspices, and with

reference to your work, to have brought out less

crudely the point of neo-Elizabethanism in our cen-

tury. By the way, when you spoke of Pepys, I

think you might have said a word about Roger
North. I regard his

' Lives of the Norths
'

and

his own Autobiography as remarkable essays in the

composition of Memoirs. Jowett used to tell me

twenty years ago that next to Boswell, Roger North

was the best biographer in English. Exaggerated

certainly, but the man has some right to 'a niche.'

Thank you again. I am so sleepy and so shaken

with posting that I must say good night."

[After Symonds' return to Davos from Venice,

the letters do not indicate any alleviation of that

mental trouble which he did not himself understand,

but which was, in all likelihood, due to the gradual
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diminution of physical force and the concentration

of vitality in the strongest part of the man, his

brain. The outward conditions of Davos life re-

mained as they were
; Symonds applied himself to

fresh literary work ; he still enjoyed his life among
the people of his Canton, he was still able to take

journeys to England. But, as he wrote to Mrs.

Ross on November the 26th, 1889: "In some

strange way, 'J'ai perdu ma force et ma vie,' I

wonder whether they will ever come back again."]

[That Symonds still loved, and loved increas-

ingly, the country in which he had made his home,

is clear from the following passage, also addressed

to Mrs. Ross :

"
Many as are the drawbacks of spending one's

life at Davos, it has, aesthetically and sensually, the

greatest pleasures which an epicure can hope for.

" All the Apennines, from Consuma to La Vernia,

through Rieti, Aquila, Sulmona, Tivoli, have not a

single line of beauty in them equal to what lies

about us everywhere in this region. The beauty

here, of line and profile, is so overwhelmingly rich,

that artists cannot deal with it. I understand their

seeking after poorer districts, where '

bits
' make a

distinct pictorial effect, and where atmospheric influ-

ences and varieties of vegetation suggest subjects.

But here we have the greatest beauty, that which

defies art. The only supreme beauty in nature

which art can grapple with is the human nude."
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That he still enjoyed the life of the place is also

clear, whether he was making expeditions to visit

friends in out-of-the-way valleys, or assisting at

gymnastic meetings, for which the Swiss are cele-

brated.
"

I went off last Monday for an escapade to Ems,
in order to be present at the wedding of my friend,

Franz Willy. It lasted from 8.30 A.M. until 2.30 A.M.

Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. I at least went

to bed at 2.30. The other guests did not go to bed

at all. The whole affair, though exceedingly fati-

guing, was interesting and amusing. It will help
to form a 'page of my life.'

" On Thursday I was driven to Thusis, where

I met a friend, called Anton Juon, who took me to

his home in Reuschen, on the hills above Andeer.

There I stayed, in one of the most perfect peasant
houses I have seen, until this morning, when he

and his handsome brother came up with me to

Davos. They are staying here now
;
and I am

to give a banquet to the Turnverein to-morrow

evening in one of the Wirthschafts here. So you
see I have been going it.

"
It was very cold on this journey, and I am

rather the worse for wear in my breathing apparatus.
But I shall try to hold out until to-morrow night is

over.
" The Via Mala at 5 A.M. to-day was ghostly-glo-

rious. The undefined light of approaching dawn
dilated all its heights and depths ; and a waning
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moon hung far away to westward in a melancholy

space of sky between the crags. I have been living

for these five days with Romansch-speaking folk,

which has added to the usual nervous tension of

conversing with natives. But it has been a good
time on the whole yet a cold time so cold that

I could not wash except at the pump.. Every fluid

in my bedroom froze down to a mixture of quinine
and sulphuric acid.

"If you are still ill, this will read to you like

madness
;

and it was somewhat mad of me to

take a frolic which made such constant demands

upon my nervous force."

"We reached Davos last Friday (June n, 1889),

after four pretty hard days from Schio. I had

business here all Saturday. On Sunday, Chr.

Buol drove me down to Thusis, in company with

twenty-five of the Davos gymnasts, who went with

music and banners in two five-horse brakes. It was

a merry party.
" The Turnfest at Thusis on Monday was ex-

ceedingly pretty on a long level upraised grassy

terrace, with that fine theatre of valley and wood
and precipice. There were some 130 competitors,

many of them extremely fine men.

"It is time to close this letter, for the night is

far advanced, and I am very tired. That Turnfest
on the top of a long journey was pretty steep upon

my strength. I stood about upon the ground yes-
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terday from 7 A.M. till 8 P.M., and then sat in com-

pany till i A.M., and these excellent Swiss lads are

noisy."

And with the plastic sense, the feeling for

sculpturesque beauty thus stimulated, he writes,

apropos of a subsequent gymnastic tournament, to

Lord Ronald Gower : "If Michel Angelo could

have learned anything about muscles and postures,

he might have picked up a crumb at this feast."

Of his English journeys he says :
" Contact with

England only intensifies the feeling for what has

subtly made itself the home of my predilection."

That is true, certainly, of his affection for Davos.

But there was another side of him which missed

the contact with the larger world, and that side

speaks out in the following close of an address

which was read for him at Toynbee Hall in April

1890 :

" At the end of my lecture I should like to say
a few words to you from myself. I sympathise

deeply with your work at Toynbee Hall. I con-

gratulate you heartily on the success you have

achieved. Your association for objects of study,

of athletic exercise, of foreign travel, seems to me
one of the best and brightest signs of our complex
modern civilisation. It is worthy of the noble man
whose name you bear, and whom it was my privi-

lege in former days to know. It only grieves me
that I cannot meet you face to face, to address you
with my own voice, and take part occasionally in
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your smoking conferences. I utter the last regret
because I am a devotee of the pipe. I have always
found it conducive to good fellowship and sober

thinking, when friends meet for the discussion of

such exciting topics as political and social problems.
It has been my fate for the last twelve years to be

almost wholly isolated in this distant Alpine valley,

where I am now writing. I have done my best to

maintain intellectual activity by historical studies,

by literary work, and miscellaneous reading. But

I sorely miss the clash of mind with equal mind,
the vitalising and exhilarating contact of men en-

gaged in the same pursuits as myself. It seems to

me that a man must inevitably rust among these

silent snows and sombre pine-woods. It seems

impossible that I should not have lost touch with

young men like you, who are moving in the main

currents of the great world. Pardon me, then, if

what I have written to be read to you smacks of

antiquity and obsolete tradition on the one hand, or

of a solitary's vain imaginings on the other. Accept
the wish to serve and converse with you for the

deed. Believe that, according to my poor capacity,

I will respond to calls you make for dissertations

like the one I send you now. From the mountains

of the Grisons I stretch forth my hand to you in

London."

But deep down, at the very root of himself,

he was not well ; the vital energy was running

low.]
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" In l
this day and yesterday, I have taken a fast

grip upon my work the remodelling of those
'

Essays, Speculative and Suggestive.' But I do

my task with reluctance. I hate the uncertainties

of these critical determinations. They are good

enough to talk out, with a pipe or a cigar, among
acquaintances. But to write and print them ?

"'Grim ist der Baum des Lebens, grau ist alle

Theorie.' That will be a motto for my next book.

The uncertainties of even occasional contacts with

human beings seem to me now so far more preg-

nant and more real than what we can achieve with

thought. At my age, this is like standing on one's

head ;
for I ought to have got to the point when

ideas are paramount, and I have only just arrived at

the point where things of life and sense appear at

all significant. It has therefore been for me trouble-

some to finger again the old Gordian knot of what

we mean by criticism, and whether there is any
substratum for its exercise.

"
I know your woods and vales and meadows on

the slope at Serravale a gracious landscape, a

sweet place to breathe again in. I thought it, last

spring, one of the most attractive spots I had ever

visited if the Bersaglieri bugles had not rung so

shrilly there at night."

[In the early days of 1890 Symonds suffered

from a severe attack of influenza, which contributed

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, June 20, 1889.
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to lower his physical forces.
" What I resent

most," he says,
"

is that I cannot write literature

I mean and I cannot follow a difficult book. I

tried Pater's
'

Appreciations
'

to-day, and found

myself wandering about among the '

precious
'

sen-

tences, just as though I had lost myself in a sugar-

cane plantation." Nor did a spring visit to Venice

do much to restore his health. From his room on

the Zattere he writes to Mr. Gosse] :

"I cannot l describe the curious mosaic of this

Venetian existence. I write the '

pages of my life
'

in a diary ;
but I do not suppose they will see the

light. It is a jumble of hours and hours by day

upon the lagoons, hours and hours by night in

places of the most varied description. Work does

not enter into the scheme, and ' das was uns alle

bandigt, das Gemeine,' is almost wholly excluded.
"

. . . I do not know whether I do not envy you.

I have never had the sobering influences of routine.

The last twelve years of Swiss-Italian life, most

necessary to my physical health, have detached me
from ambition, society, everything that is not a

mode of my self-effectuation, subordinate to the

prime duties and engagements of life. ..."

"
I felt

2
at Venice, and I feel here, very deeply

the injustice of the world that a man like myself,

who has no merits to distinguish him from the rest,

1 To Edmund Gosse. 560 Zattere, Venice, May 12, 1890.
2 To the same. Davos, June 13, 1890.

VOL. II. X
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should be, through luck of birth and money merely,
enabled to play upon the lyre of life so largely to

his satisfaction sea, city, islands, pictures, palaces,

there here, mountains, fine air, forests, homely
houses, flowers and in both situations, intellectual

enjoyment, responsive human beings, energies of

heart and head.
" Should you care to have a copy of two volumes

of '

Essays, Speculative and Suggestive
'

by me,

which are announced ? Essays, I find, are rather

poor stuff
;
twice removed from talk in energy, and

thrice from life in substance. But I should be glad
to give you anything I do, which you think worthy
of acceptance."

[How much he was interested in these Essays,

appears from the following letter] :

"
I

l

envy you that storm in the Piave valley.

Those are the kind of things which do the soul

good in some obscure way ;
like most of the dis-

turbances of nature, external or internal. It is also

very pleasant to hear that you are reading my book,

and that you find it so far stimulating. I am in-

terested in this book more than I have been in any
other ;

not in its success, that must take care of

itself, and really does not matter, but in what people

think of it, for I put a great deal of myself into it,

and what they think of it is what they think of me,

the man here. So I hope you will some time tell

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, July 15, 1890.
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me where you find me '

flinging out
'

in a way you
do not like. I thought I had only indulged in one

fling in a passage on the bourgeois in the essay on

Democratic Art. But it seems I must have already
done so in the first four essays. This, for me, is a

very important point, and I want much to be en-

lightened on the subject. For my aim at present
in writing is not to '

fling out,' except when the

occasion makes it necessary. And yet I know that,

living so much alone, I am not always in proper

rapport to my audience, and probably I take many
things for accepted truths which may appear to

others sallies of my own humour. So tell me, if

you will do me this service, where you felt the

personal kick-out or the privy nip. It is of the

utmost value to me to know.
"

I hope you will not think I am boring you for

mere opinions, which I shall afterwards discuss

with you. That I promise not to do ; it is not

what I am after. But I do want to see with your

eyes, and feel with your senses, what impression my
way of obtruding myself has made. The mere in-

dication of pages where the '

flinging out
'

occurs,

will suffice for my intelligence. The rest must be

left to my judgment, the lesson to my capacity for

profiting by it."

[And later still, on July the 29th, he continues] :

" You make me feel that the long discipline I

gave myself in preparing that book altering my
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nature, correcting my proclivities, working toward

a conscious aim has not been thrown away. For
I have lived a strange life in many ways of late

;

and all the time I have striven to gain preciser
views and methods of expression I have wanted

to be as sincere in sense, and in thought and

sympathies, and in the training of the intellectual

moral part of me, as I could hope to be. I thank

you very gratefully for all you write. It makes me
feel that I have rather grown than lost in the pro-
cess of self-effectuation, which is the only business

of an individuality.

"Who can judge for himself? We must see

ourselves in the mirror of others. Not in the mirror

of the reviews. They have their place in forming
the jury which condemns or acquits the inner man.

But they do not enable one so narrowly to test the

decline or the growth in himself, as what a friend

who knows and loves him says.
"
Henry Sidgwick here has helped me in the

same way, or a similar. These Essays have sug-

gested for twelve days constantly recurring conver-

sations, and have set speculation on the wing.

They would not have done so with him, had they
not had stuff. And do you know, I was beginning
to fear I had no stuff left in me ? So through my
friends I feel that, if I am allowed some years of

energy, I may go on to new things with freshly-

trained faculties. Thank you, and God bless

you."
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[The reception accorded in the press to these

volumes, by which, as we have seen, Symonds set

great store, hurt him more than he was ever hurt

before or after. He looked upon the book as in

some ways a new departure in his literary career,

and he felt that in it he had given more of himself to

the public than in any previous work except
" Animi

Figura." To H. F. Brown he writes, in September

1890]:-
"

I have been in bed since Thursday with con-

tinuous fever. I only get an hour or two in the

morning when I can use my head.
" The review of my Essays in the Athenceum, last

number, please read if you can. This is the kind

of review which makes one wish to publish nothing

again, which blights any pleasure one may have

had in one's work, and which puts truths about

one's self, apparent as soon as expressed, in a way
to dishearten.

"It does not matter after all. The day's head-

ache has begun, and I must stop. That is worse

than the 'privy nip.'

"It was really kind of you to tell me what Sir

James Hannen said about my Essays. When I get

better again, I shall be glad of any reassurance as to

that book."

[And again, on September the 28th] :

"It is time, I think, to end the tedious scene. I

am a failure in the one thing I have tried to do
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literature. The way in which that book of Essays

has been received shows this. Did you see the

P.M.G. ? It cannot be the mistake of so many

people. It is my own fault
;
and I am old and

stupid."

[But it was not in the structure of Symonds' spirit

to remain for long in this condition of depression,

which, I think, was due quite as much to health

as to reviews. The reaction soon began, and on

October the i8th he writes to Mr. Sidgwick] :

"
I have overlived my interest in those two

volumes of Essays, and do not care what the press

says. I think I made a mistake in supposing that

I could do things of that sort well, and that I could

acquire distinction by pruning off my personal pro-

clivities toward certain kinds of rhetoric perhaps

the only point I had in literature. What do books

matter in relation to the soul, when life is trembling

in the balance, and the days and nights have no

savour in them? Even so, I have love still, and

am yours."

[And a change to Venice clearly assisted the

upward movement. From 560 Zattere, he writes

to Mr. Gosse, on November the Qth] :

"
I left Davos this day fortnight, worn-out with

my long illness in that narrow valley (two months

and three weeks just sponged out of active and

enjoyable existence). I have been here since,
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alone in my own little house, with Angelo and

his wife to look after me, and a great many friends

of different nations near. The change has been

beneficial to nerves and brain
;
but I am not my-

self yet. . . . Burton's death was a sad blow. Had
I been able to get to Venice as early as I wished,

I might have seen him again, for I was going to

Trieste to stay with him. I had a heartrending

letter from Lady Burton the other day. She says

nothing about his books, papers, and immense

collection of notes ;
nor does his doctor, Baker,

who has also written, give me a full account of

his last hours. At Davos I feared such a catas-

trophe was inevitable. Baker told me he never

left him for ten minutes together ; and as he spoke
of gout, I suspected that the muscles of the heart

must be affected.

"... My window here, where I write, is so

charming : the whole riva of the Zattere and the

canal of the Giudecca, in front, crowded with all

kinds of craft, yellow and red sails, &c., leading

on to the distant mainland and the Euganean Hills,

behind which the sun sets. I am just above a

bridge (it
is an entresol I live in), up and down

which go sailors of the marine, soldiers, fishermen,

swaggering gondoliers. I can almost see their

faces as they top the bridge ; by rising from the

chair a little, I do so at once. A Princess Dolgo-
rouki has a house next ours (across a canal or

rio), which stands behind an old walled garden ;
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the trees of this garden, cypresses, maritime pines,

olives, &c., make an excellent side foreground to

the expansive water-view. ..."

[To Mr. Sidgwick, from the same address, he

wrote on November 27 this letter, in which the

desire for work is felt once more, and Michel

Angelo is mentioned for the first time] :

"You see I am in Italy: and to-day the whole

of Venice is under snow. It looks like a bad

imitation of Davos in July bad weather, while

the ships along the canal of the Giudecca, seen

from my windows, present the appearance of

blurred illustrations to a book of Arctic explo-

ration.

"
I only came here yesterday. I have been stay-

ing in the Tuscan country, not far from Florence,

with Mrs. Ross ; and then at Vescovana, near

the Euganean Hills, with the Contessa Almoro
Pisani.

"
I can't say that these Italian

'

peregrinities
'

(as

Carlyle calls such wanderings in Sterling's Life)

have done me much good. Three months of

illness at Davos, continual fever, and a general
disturbance of the whole system, including brain,

lungs, and stomach, pulled me down terribly ; and

I find at fifty that the recuperative force, with

which I was once singularly gifted, is upon the

wane. Thank God I have been brought to morti-

fication, and now am willing to accept the advent
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of old age. I do not even hanker feverishly after

Koch's miraculous lymph. If it be of any good,
it comes for me too late, and I shall only regret
it did not come when Janet first began to fade.

But at present I suspend my judgment, and refuse

to be sanguine for my fellow-sufferers.
"
Ah, me ! what stuff Tolstoi has taken to write.

'Work while ye have the light,' says nothing to-

ward instruction and edification. The ' Kreutzer

Sonata
'

is of course full of true things ;
but you

cannot eradicate sex from human nature.
" Publishers want me to write all sorts of things.

I found three letters here yesterday : one clamour-

ing for a little book on Boccaccio
;

one offering

me something like 500 guineas for a new grand
Life of Michel Angelo ;

the third suggesting that

a prose version of the ' fiLneid
'

from my pen would

be a certain success. If I were more elastic, I

would bite at Michel Angelo, rewrite the history

of Tuscan art, and illustrate my aesthetic principles

by reference to that colossal manifestation of way-
ward force. But I do not know

;
I want to sleep

more than to think."

[In the winter of 1890-91, the Life of Michel

Angelo was definitely taken in hand, and carried on

with all Symonds' wonted impetuosity. By March

the 6th he writes] :

"
I have been working hard at Michel Angelo,

and have got through a great deal of preliminary
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business. The analysis of his correspondence taught
me much about him.

" You tell me I ought to come to Venice, and not

to wring something out of my life here. But I do

not think I should be better there. I like Davos

quite as much as I do Venice, and far more, inas-

much as it has so far more enjoyable a climate. Still

I shall not be sorry to get away into Italy, Tuscany,
most likely, at the end of this month. This, be-

cause I have been a good deal bothered, as you
know, here

;
and every place in which one does not

live seems a rest.

" The problem of life and self is not, however, to

be solved by change of place. One place is as good
as another for the soul, though some are far better

for the body, and I find that the people in all places

are equally attractive and almost equally annoying.

On the whole, I am better satisfied with Grau-

blinden than with any other region I have dwelt in.

And that is good.
" As I once wrote in a Sonnet,

It is the centre of the soul that ails.

" Like you, if you are speaking truth, I do not

know what ennui is. I know what a lot of other

disagreeable states of the spirit are. But I never

suffer from vacancy. Unsatisfied hungers of the

heart are not ennui.
"

I have invested^24OO out of income in various

ways since January i. This business takes up
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some time and thought. But my old age and

failing strength are what really fatigue me. Litera-

ture is but a side matter. I don't do it as easily

as I used to do in some ways more carefully and

conscientiously but not with the same pleasure.

I get numbers of letters now from strangers about

my work. It seems that one must live to be old

and rather indifferent to such things, before they

come to one."

[His correspondence was, indeed, becoming very

voluminous and wide. His study of Michel Angelo

brought him into touch with such German scholars

as Von Scheffler, such Italians as Guido Biagi, such

Englishmen as Professor Middleton. His interest

in Walt Whitman opened to him a lively exchange
of views with that poet's admirers in America and

England. The younger generation of poets were

sending him their volumes, and in the midst of his

own studies he found time to write letters of warm

encouragement like this which follows] :

"
I find it difficult to express all the feeling which

your little book of poems has aroused in me to-night.

I took it up, curious, expecting to find things rare

in it
;
but I was not prepared for

'

infinite riches in

a little room.' These, having rapidly read the

book, I find there : and then I begin to meditate :

why is it possible that I should not have discerned

the book before, in all the nine years of its printed

and published life? What is the function of the
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critical press, if it failed to force it on my vision and

my sense of hearing ? What spilth and waste of

melody and genius must be going on, if these lyrics

fail to arrest attention ?

"
Such, indeed, is the first tide of emotions roused

by reading your poetry.
"

I am not going to pretend that I regard your

poetry as very wide in range, and so forth, or to

seek in it a philosophy of life, &c. I do not think

it aims at that, or has it. But it is the real note of

a really poetical, gifted, sensitive, and exquisitely

cadenced individuality.

"It is like the poetry of some of our most beloved

Elizabethans
;
with a smack of the decade (or two

decades) which produced it, a touch of Swinburne,
a grace from the French, fused in the alembic of

the writer's self.

"
To-night I am bee-drunken with the harmless

honey of your song. But if morning hours, and

another reading, do not alter my opinion, I will

send these unpremeditated words to you.
"

I should so much like to make an dtude of your

poems. But I am ignorant I do not know whether

they are not already far more widely known than

I could make them known, and loved than I could

teach men how to love them.
" Tell me if you would like me to write what I

think about their excellence not dithyrambically,

as here, but soberly as art requires. If you would,

are you willing to tell me something about yourself,
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and how your lyrics came out of your heart and

life, and whether you go on writing still ?

" How I envy you your gift of rhythm, and inevit-

able melodic phrase. No, envy is not the word
;

but if God had given me that gift, I could have said

what I wanted, and what I must never say through
want of magic."

[There are certainly no signs of ennui in the

following description of the way in which Symonds
took relief from the strain of this constant applica-

tion. To Mr. Gosse he wrote on February the

23rd, 1891]:

"... I have lost my power of living like an

invalid. The constant effort of a lifetime to con-

trol my health and create the best conditions for

repelling disease, has worn my faculties of endurance

out. So I do things now which are not prudent.

I drove yesterday to a village two hours away from

here
;
attended a peasant theatre, which was tremen-

dous fun; dined with three good companions, Swiss ;

and drove home at midnight in an open sledge

under the most glorious moon and icy wind from

the glaciers. This is not a cure for bronchitis.

And again, to-day, I started with my girls and our

toboggans, and ran a course of four miles, crashing

at lightning speed over the snow and ice. We did

the journey in about eleven minutes, and I came in

breathless, dead-beat, almost fainting. Then home
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in the railway, with open windows and a mad crew

of young men and maidens excited by this thrilling

exercise. It was solemn and beautiful upon the

run. The sun had set, but all the heavens were

rosy with its after-glow, and the peaks and snow-

fields which surrounded us shone in every tone of

crimson and saffron. Then from behind the vast

black bulk of a mountain mass, the rising full moon
swam rapidly upon our sight, a huge transpicuous

dew-pearl of intensest green, bathed in the warm
colours of the burning skies. People who summer
in the Arctic circle describe these luminous effects.

Our rapid motion through the celestial wonders and

over the myriad-tinted snowpath, added an intoxi-

cating glory to the vision until, as we descended

from the upper height, the splendours and the path
we sped upon were swallowed up in vast chasms

of primeval pine-forests, whence we emerged again
into the flooding silver of the moon, which at a

lower level strove victoriously with the sunset-

incandescence we had left behind. But this again
was no cure for bronchitis. I have just supped at

ii P.M., and am writing to you with pipe in mouth

before I turn into bed."

[The intensely hard work on Michel Angelo,
which was carried on throughout the summer, strung

Symonds up to a very high pitch of emotional

speculation. The mood is expressed in the follow-

ing letter to H. F. Brown, dated Davos, July 2, in
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which he sets forth the sum total, as it were, of his

Life's Philosophy] :

" There are some things in your last letter (June

30) which make me want to respond at once ;
and

I hope this will follow you to England, and that

you will think over a friend's word there. It is

about the relation of passion to intellectual energy.

You know how little I seek after fame, and how

little I value the fame of famous men. You also

know how much I value self-effectuation : how I

deeply feel it to be the duty of a man to make the

best of himself, to use his talents, to make his very

defects serve as talents, and to be something for

God's sake who made him. In other words, to play

his own note in the universal symphony. We have

not to ask whether other people will be affected by
our written views of this or that. Though, for my
part, I find now, with every day I live, that my
written views have had a wide and penetrating in-

fluence where often least expected. That is no

affair of mine, any more than of a sunflower to be

yellow, or a butterfly to flutter. The point for us is

to bring all parts of ourselves into vital correlation,

so that we shall think nothing, write nothing, love

nothing, but in relation to the central personality

the bringing of which into prominence is what is

our destiny and duty in this short life. And my
conclusion is that, in this one life, given to him on

earth, it is the man's duty, as recompense to God
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who placed him here, or Nature, Mother of us all

and the man's highest pleasure, as a potent individu-

ality to bring all factors of his being into correspon-

dence for the presentation of himself in something.
Whether the world regards that final self-presentation

of the man or not, seems to me just no matter. As

Jenny Lind once said to me,
'

I sing to God,' so,

I say, let us sing to God. And for this end let us

not allow ourselves to be submerged in passion, or

our love to lapse in grubbery ; but let us be human

beings, horribly imperfect certainly, living for the best

effectuation of themselves which they find possible.

If all men and women lived like this, the symphony
of humanity would be a splendid thing to listen to.

"
I have been writing out of the heart's depth.

And as Achilles says in Shakespeare

My soul is troubled like a fountain stirred,

And I myself see not the bottom of it.

"But, after all, dear friend, do not do what you
seem inclined to do

;
do not let your intelligence

imagine that any work you can produce is useless
;

do not delude your conscience with the seductive

dream of becoming corrupt. Corruption is too

terrible a Siren. Some part in us loves her so.

You must keep your intelligence alive to its humble

function, as a necessary energy for your own diurnal

happiness. And you must make your conscience

feel that, living for unselfish and no ignoble ends,

you do not sink into corruption.
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" At the end of the whole matter I say this :

" Brain work, whatever its value may be, is the

best balance to passion ; and passion, however de-

spised it may be, is wholesome when it helps the

man to will and labour with his mind."

[Upon this grave note I should like to pause.
Little remains to be said about Symonds' literary

career, and that will be found in the following-

chapter. The success which his Life of Michel

Angelo immediately achieved was a source of great
satisfaction to him, and his attention was being
called to the execution of a scheme which had

long lain in his head, a history of the Canton he

knew so well. The death of Walt Whitman diverted

him for a time to the composition of a study of

the American poet who had exercised so strong an

influence over his spiritual life. This study was

published on the day that Symonds died in Rome.
Here then, at the close of this chapter, is the proper

place to insert Symonds' own estimate of the ulti-

mate results of his literary career upon himself as

a man.]

I
l have often endeavoured to formulate my con-

ception of the influence, physical and moral, which

this literary work, prolonged for a quarter of a

century, exerted over me. In the first place, it

greatly contributed to enjoyment, since it gave me

1
Autobiography.
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that pleasure and exhilaration which is the concomi-

tant of any energy unimpaired in its exercise. I

always liked writing, and never disliked reading.

In the second place, it afforded me an occupation
which could be carried on with more or less con-

venience under the peculiar conditions of my un-

settled life. Had I not already formed myself for

literature, when I was compelled to settle at Davos

Platz in 1877, I doubt whether I should have even

partially recovered health. The habit of writing

rendered me independent, and sustained my spirits

under circumstances which would have been un-

utterably depressing to a barrister or merchant

checked in his career. In the third place, it brought
me a fair amount of distinction, and a certain kind

of consideration. Without being ambitious or over-

valuing the sort of reputation I have gained, I am
not insensible to this advantage.
On the other hand, I cannot pretend to think

that literature, in the way I have pursued it, is

exactly wholesome for a man of my peculiar tem-

perament.
" Travailler pour la gloire," says George

Sand,
"
est un r61e d'empereur ou le metier d'un

format." I have never indeed laboured for glory,

because I have always thought less of results than

of pleasurable exercise and innocent pastime. Yet

study and composition are none the less exhausting
to the nerves, when taken from this point of view,

than when a man is consciously ambitious. Often

I have felt myself as tired and worn with writing
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" as the tanned galley-slave is with his oar." Re-

action follows, and the fatigue of labour craves the

distraction of amusement. The subjects with which

1 have been occupied Greek poetry, Italian cul-

ture in one of the most lawless periods of modern

history, beauty in nature and the human form

stimulate the imagination. They excite cravings
which cannot be satisfied by simple pleasures.

Long after work is over, the little ocean of the

soul is agitated by a ground -swell. The pulses

beat, the nerves thrill and tingle. For any one who

may have read my sonnets in
" Animi Figura

"
and

"
Vagabunduli Libellus," this state of the emotions

needs no further exposition.

It may be questioned whether the pursuit of

literature as that mode of life which secures its end

by employing energy and occupying leisure agree-

ably to the individual renders a man really happy.
Literature takes a second place in my estimation,

and for this reason, although I have persevered in it

for solace and escape from fretting care, I have never

been able to regard it very seriously. In a certain

sense I do not condemn this habit of mind. It

enables a man to keep in view the truth that litera-

ture exists for life, not life for literature a truth

which less half-hearted men of letters do not suf-

ficiently recognise. It delivers him from the conceit

of authorship by constantly reminding him how
trivial any literary successes and achievements are

in comparison with the solid good things of a
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comely and contented existence
;
how little talent,

or even genius, weighs in the scale against char-

acter, strength of will, goodness, and tranquillity of

mind ;
how men ought really to be reckoned, not

by what they think, or write, or create in art, but by
what they are and what they have enjoyed. This

attitude, however, is not without counterbalancing

disadvantages. It precludes that centralising force

of enthusiasm which springs from self-dedication to

a single great conception. The literary viveur can-

not hope to become a scholar or to produce a

monumental work. In so far as he shares the

scientific spirit of our age in so far as he is sen-

sible of possessing faculties above the average, and

is open to the animating ideas of the modern world

he will have to endure a life-long recurrent regret

for sterner paths abandoned, and for nobler triumphs

carelessly foregone.

It were a thesis worthy of discussion whether the

scholar such a scholar as Mark Pattison idealised,

and Robert Browning sung in "A Grammarian's

Funeral
"

be happier and more useful than the man
of letters I have been describing. The former may
loom more largely on the mists of time, unless he

fritter his force away as Wolf did. But in order to

feel at his life's end that he has fulfilled the whole

duties of a man, he must possess the felicitous and

self-complacent nature of a Gibbon. Otherwise he

runs the risk of awaking too late to the conscious-

ness of Goethe's Faust, that knowledge is but
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vanity, and that the best fruits of the tree of life

have never been plucked

Grau, theurer Freund, ist alle Theorie,

Und griin des Lebens goldner Baum.

Then he exclaims, like Louis Bouilhet, on his

death-bed

Une voix dit, une voix lamentable,
'

Je suis ton coeur, et je n'ai pas aimeV

Or, like Michel Angelo, reviewing the past years

expended in self-consecration to the noblest service

of the sublimest art, he sighs

Now know I well how that fond phantasy,
Which made my soul the worshipper and thrall

Of earthly art, is vain.

The exclusive pursuit of science, of scholarship,

of art, leaves some portion of a man's nature unem-

ployed and unsatisfied. When the doleful days

arrive, the days of spent creative powers and

waning energy, those unexpended elements of his

nature awake from slumber. They are still young,
because they have remained unexercised

;
but it is

now too late for them to expand within the crumb-

ling palace of man's mortal frame. If he is sanguine,

he exclaims :

" Other heights in other lives, God

willing." If he inclines to hopelessness, he meditates

the end of Ecclesiastes, and embitters the evening
of life with regret more poignant than that we feel

for a renounced ideal. I speak only of the more
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generous souls. There are men enough who placidly

believe they could not have been better than they
are simply because they are themselves. But this

egotism is vanity ; vanity more ignoble even than

the vanity of regretting misused opportunities of

enjoyment or abandoned paths of heroical ambition.

Who shall be contented with his life when he

looks back upon it ?

It is not possible upon this path or that to satisfy

the insatiable within the mind. That is the frank-

pledge of the soul's infinity if not of personal im-

mortality. It were as easy to drink the ocean up as

to exhaust man's capacity for curiosity and desire

for enjoyment. Therefore the only contentment we
dare hope for here is that which comes from being
satisfied with limitation and inured to imperfection.

From this point of view, it signifies extremely little

at our life's end whether we have been a Virgil,

a Titian, a Gibbon, or a literary viveur. In the

scheme of the universe all sorts and conditions of

men have their inevitable place. Nothing is known
to us about their relative importance or the issue of

their activities.



CHAPTER XVII

THE END

The " Life of Michel Angelo." Journeys entailed by it. The book

finished.
" Our Life in the Swiss Highlands." Decline in

strength. Leaves Davos. " Lontan lonta.no? The last journey.
Illness and death in Rome. Funeral. Epitaph.

[THE "Life of Michel Angelo" employed the

whole of the year 1891, and part of 1892. It

entailed journeys through the Casentino, and to

Rome and Florence for the study of works of

art, or the examination of documents. Symonds'
Venetian servant was with him on most of these

expeditions, of which he sent some account to

H. F. Brown] :

"Angelo
1 and I arrived here to-day, after making

a very good journey in spite of mixed weather,

something trying by reason of scirocco.
" We saw a good part of the Casentino : Poppi,

a thoroughly grand old Tuscan eyrie (of the Conti

Guidi), and Bibbiena, a milder hill-set city, where

the inn is kept by the Fratelli Amorosi, and the

wine is
' Tuscan Burgundy.' We drove over the

most breakneck roads to La Vernia, and then

1 To H. F. Brown. Rome, Oct. 29, 1891.
343
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rode to Chiusi and Caprese (Michel Angelo's

birthplace) on the watershed of Arno and Tiber,

a ride of five and a half hard hours over stones

and through cataracts. Of course we visited the

sacri luoghi of S. Francis, and spent the night in

a filthy charming inn, crooning over the open
kitchen fire with contadini working their way to

a distant market.

"After this Orvieto, and its sense of ancient

wickedness. I wonder why that place has such

a strong moral pungency, for me at least. And

why Signorelli dominates my imagination so

cruelly.
"
Next, by Orte and Terni, into the very heart

of hearts of Apennines, to Aquila below the Gran

Sasso d' Italia. They are ugly mountains, with no

grace but that of rarely manifested atmospheric
charm. Still Aquila is worth a long journey. It

has great character, and some unexpected beauties

of art. The main thing there was Ulrichs. I

spent a whole afternoon and evening in his com-

pany. Ulrichs is Chrysostomos to the last degree,

sweet, noble, a true gentleman and man of genius.

He must have been at one time a man of singular

personal distinction, so finely cut are his features,

and so grand the lines of his skull.

"
I left Aquila yesterday for Sulmona (Ovid's

birthplace), a dirty place, hardly worth a visit, except
for its position among those heartless and prosaic

Apennines. Repellent, stupid mountains at the
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best ;
at the worst, abominably mediocre and

vulgar. I have travelled just now through so many
hundred miles of them that I may abuse them with

knowledge. Below Umbria, I do not see any good
in them at all

;
and the people are ugly loud like

the twangle, wrangle, jangle music of the shallow

South.
"
To-day we came in seven hours from Sulmona

to Rome, passing through Tagliacozzo (memorable
historic name, but nothing else), and Tivoli, into the

sullen Roman Campagna, all indigo and Venetian

red, under a heavy cold sky of imminent rain. I

found your letters here.
"

I expect to stay in Rome long enough to see the

principal things of M. A. B. again with care, and if

possible to examine the codex of his poems in the

Vatican Library. This big Americano-Germanico

cosmopolitan caravanserai, with an English Bible in

each bedroom, does not please me. In fact, it is just

what I loathe, and brings out the worst side of my
temper. I had a bitter passage of wordy arms with

a patronising polyglot head-waiter just now, while

eating a fifteen francs dinner a la carte. It was

about a bottle of wine, which I had not ordered, and

he thought fit to bring instead of the one I chose.

' Satis et super satis.
1

But you know how nasty I

can be in my mood, and how I regret it afterwards.

"
Probably I shall go to Carrara from here, and

then again to Florence, Poggio Gherardo. Tell

Ronald Gower where I am, and write to me here
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once again, if you feel the impulse if not, to

Poggio Gherardo, to wait for me. After that I

hope to come to Venice.
" You know, perhaps, that Jowett is very ill ?

My sister, Mrs. Green, is nursing him in Balliol.

She writes me (a letter I found here) that the

prospects are almost hopeless.
" Once at Aquila, again at Sulmona, I had the

deepest strangest dreams of him, in which he came

to me, and was quite glorified, and spoke to me so

sweetly and kindly as though he understood some

ancient wrong he had not fathomed in me before,

and blessed me and made me feel that this and all

else would be right.
"

I cannot say that I have been much occupied
with the thought of him, though I knew him to be

ill. M. A. B., and the places I saw for the first

time, absorbed my energies and sympathies. Still,

these two dreams have haunted me with a sense of

atonement and softness. I am deeply touched to

find by my sister's letter how near to death he was

when she wrote."

" You l
are having the same change of weather as

we are. It is very mild. At the same time it is

well that I am here. Davos is safer than Venice,

and I have had a sharp warning. I have not been

out of doors since I arrived last Saturday. The time

is spent oddly enough. I begin work at 9.30, and

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, Nov. 20, 1891.
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go on till 12.30. After lunch, at 2.30, I go to bed

and sleep two hours
; have tea in bed and talk to

my wife. Dine at 6.30. Begin work again at 8 P.M.,

and go on with it till i or 2 A.M. Then to bed and

sleep again.
"

I have written one difficult chapter since I came

here, upon the Sistine and M. A. B.'s design con-

ception of form in general. Of course I had brooded

over this during my Italian journey. Now I am

tackling his architectural work at S. Lorenzo and

the Medicean sacristy.
"
Madge acts as my secretary all the forenoon.

She copies out the quotations and translations from

Mab's letters. Ronald always calls him '

Mab,' and

Angelo calls him '

II suo Vecio.' * She is getting

through all the chapters under my direction, and I

think she really likes the work.
" There will really be very little of importance to

do when this last aesthetic chapter and the copying
are finished. The routine suits my health. I feel

already to be better, with more power of breathing
in the lungs."

[In the following letter Symonds records the effect

of finishing such a laborious piece of work as

Michel Angelo's Life had been to him] :

"The abrupt finish," he says, "of my M. A. B.

work is rather trying to my nerves. How can a

writer escape from being neurotic ? He has such

1
Vecio, Venetian for Vecchio ;

"
your old man."
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tremendous changes of mental climate and revul-

sions of emotion. He is always vehemently grow-

ing or being violently amputated, and he is not a

vine, to suffer these alternatives in the due course of

natural seasons. If genius is connected with insanity,

this must be due in many cases, not merely to a con-

genital diathesis, but also to the abnormal vibrations

set up in the nervous system of an author by the

conditions of his labour. A pendulum has rhythmic

action, so long as the motive force lasts, but here

the creative rhythm is suddenly suspended, just
when the nervous energy is over-stimulated to its

utmost. I feel the fact acutely at the present

moment, and am tingling, jumping.
" The only way out is to begin some new work.

But how exhausting all that is to vital resources."

". . . The Blacks of Edinburgh, meanwhile, are

going to publish Madge's and my book on our life

here, and Nutt is going to publish a volume of

Poems and Translations by me. In spite of spiritual

bankruptcy, it seems, then, that the first people I

offer a book to, take it without questioning. It is

likely, then, that if I live during the next six months,
I shall be engaged in printing three books M. A. B.,

Life in the Swiss Highlands, Verses. . . .

" So I sit groaning on this awful night's glacier,

thirty degrees below zero.
" Life ofthe Universe, God, everlasting Law, from

which no soul can flinch, soon must I go back

to you, bruised, maimed, afflicted in my sense of
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dwarfdom. My hope is that you made me thus,

and that I play a part in the unknown drama.

Blind and stupid, like a cockchafer, I have buzzed

in crepuscule. Brain and heart, with all their light

and heat in me, are inefficient. Yet I have striven

in my own gross way. And, after all, a man may
be tested by strife, even though he feels at life's

ending that strife is only one line, and not the finest

line of action."

[The
" Life of Michel Angelo," written as it had

been at a very high pressure, was a strain too severe

for Symonds' reduced vitality. I do not think he ever

properly recovered from it. He was in England in

the summer of 1892, paid many visits, saw many
friends, enjoyed it all with that power of keen enjoy-
ment which was so characteristic of his external life.

But his letters of this year are full of phrases which

show that he himself took no sanguine view of his

health. " The way in which my nerves, as well

as lungs, have been attacked looks like influenza
;

but, on the whole, I think it is a reaction from

M. A. B." He complains too of fainting fits, and

numbness in the brain. "
Literature has pretty well

come to an end with me. It loses its attractiveness,

and I feel threadbare. Fate has made me much
too young to grow old properly."

"
I am writing in

my study on a cold morning, before the sun has

climbed the Jacobshorn. Out there in the void

infinite, the unexplored, intangible what is to be-
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come of a soul so untamably young in its old ruined

body, consuming its last drop of vital oil with the

flame of beauty ?
"

His life closes as it began, with a

question, an interrogation flung out from the Self,

the Soul, to the Universe, God.

The farewell to Clifton had been taken on a note

of music the singing boy and girl : the farewell to

Davos also (an unconscious farewell, it is true) was

conveyed upon a note of music, wherein the spirit

which had so persistently scrutinised the limits of

this life seemed now to discern, not far away, the

opening portals of a wider universe, the promise of a

larger existence as the region of its ceaseless quest.]

"... Last 1

Sunday night, I was lying awake,

thinking of death, desiring death ; when, lost in this

sombre mood, to me the bedroom was at a moment
filled with music the ' Lontan Lontano,' from

Boito's Mefistofele, together with its harp accom-

paniment.
" ' Lontan Lontano

'

has not yet left my auditory

sense stays behind all other sensations seems to

indicate a vague and infinite, yet very near ..."

[A few days after writing this presentient passage,

Symonds and his daughter Margaret left Davos upon
a journey, of which Miss Symonds says]:

"The spring of 1893 was cold and wet. We left

Davos earlier than usual, and plunged straight down

1 To H. F. Brown. Davos, February 22, 1893.
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into the extreme south of Italy. Instead of finding

the climate milder there, it was, as is often the case,

even chillier than the frozen snowfields of the Alps.

The country which we visited was all unknown to

my father, and with his usual indomitable energy he

explored it thoroughly. He was interested in the

strange architecture of the churches ; he went into

their crypts and round their choirs, regardless of the

icy and almost deathly chill which lingered there.

At night he walked through the streets of Taranto,

Bari, and of Naples, when it would have been well

to linger by the side of a hot pine fire. He always
said that new places were best seen and understood

at night that the truest impression of a city could

be gained by the light of its gaslights, or under the

moon. He was always a delicate, almost a fragile,

human being, but he drew upon his scanty store of

physical strength in a way which the most robust

would shrink from
;
and during that last journey,

although conscious himself of a certain increasing

weakness, he ran risks which were often excessive,

and used his time and eyes to see the very utmost of

the new sights round about him.
"
Indeed, I had the sort of impression that we

were running a race. It was a splendid race there

were beautiful things by the way. Leaving Venice

on March the 2ist, we went straight down the whole

length of Italy by the express train to Bari, and

thence the next day to Sir James Lacaita's place

outside Taranto. Of this journey my father wrote
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an account, which was published in the Fortnightly
for October 1893. Spring was scarcely awakened

in the land, but there was a strange shimmer of

buds and blossoms in all the country round the

barren, Eastern -
looking towns. The asphodels

were out in millions. There were fields quite filled

with these flowers amidst the olive yards of Leu-

caspide. My father delighted in them. He would

select the tallest spike which he could see, pick it,

and carry it with him on his walk. He was always
interested in every sort of thing which grew. He
procured a big pickaxe (for spades did not exist at

Leucaspide), and went into the fields with Angelo
to hoe up the bulbs of huge white squills, anemones,
and irises, which he packed and sent to a friend in

the North of Italy. At night he joined the pizzica

dance, and danced it as vigorously as any of the

vigorous natives.
" From Taranto we journeyed straight to Salerno.

The weather continued fine, but intensely cold. All

day the sun shone brightly, but the wind whirled

through the streets and crept through the windows

and round the passages of the ramshackle old palace
which was our inn. We called this inn the Cave
of Care, and were glad to leave it two days later,

but from its inhospitable roof we escaped upon two

glorious and happy expeditions. The first of these

was to Paestum. It was a real spring day, and

warm at last. The sun blazed fiercely, and the

whole earth seemed to throb with the first strong
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pulse of heat. My father was very happy, and

interested in working out once more some old

theory of his about the roofing in of the temples.

The lizards all came out and whisked across the

yellow baking stones, amongst a tangle of pale peri-

winkles, orchises, and small white lilies. Far away,
and framed between the golden pillars of the temples,

we saw the sea glittering like glass. It was hard to

tear oneself away in time to catch the little bustling

train, and with the full remembrance of those groves
of roses which formerly had scented all the air round

Paestum's temples, to be dragged in a stuffy carriage

across the desolate marshes where buffaloes were

grazing. A German gentleman sat opposite to us.

He had stolen a fragment of the Temple of Neptune,
and wrapped it up in his old plaid shawl. I shall

not forget my father's expression as he realised this

scene it was one of delighted humour rather than

of disgust. This strong and never-failing sense of

humour was one of the things which made my father

so delightful a companion both on journeys and at

home.

"The next day we drove along the coast to Amalfi,

and the next we went to Naples. We stayed five

days in Naples ; the weather continued fine and cold

so cold that we did not go out to the islands.

Most of our mornings were spent in the museum,
and one afternoon we sailed in the bay. There

was a very high wind, and our boatman was young
and reckless. He put in to shore too quick, and did

VOL. II.
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not calculate the force or the way of the wind. We
were just under the rocks, and must inevitably have

capsized, had it not been for the prompt skill of my
father, who caught the flying sail, and pulled it down

at the very instant when we were heaving over.

One day we went up Vesuvius. It was fine, the

fields were full of lovely flowers, little blue lupins and

lilies, and all the copses flushed with pink and yellow,

but when we got to the station the mist and smoke

came down in a black cloud from the summit, shut-

ting out the sunlight, so my father did not attempt the

last ascent. He said he thought that Michel Angelo
must have studied the figures for his

' Last Judgment
'

on the slopes of Vesuvius that he saw distinctly a

tangle of writhing human forms within the lava.

" From Naples we journeyed straight to Rome.

It was April, but Vesuvius was deep in snow,

right down to the first vineyards. As we came

through the hills above Rome the air felt warm
and still, and the vision of sunset over the city and

over the Campagna was gorgeous indeed. The
whole valley of the Tiber was flooded with a seeth-

ing golden light ; only the dome of St. Peter's stood

up black and distinct, and framed in the burning

globe of the sun as it rested on the horizon. In

the immediate foreground great aqueducts, purple
and black, rose up like things seen in one's dreams.

My father was deeply impressed by this spectacle.

He was strangely strung up, and very full of ner-

vous vigour yet he was coming to Rome to die.
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" Rome was in a state of indescribable commotion.

TheGerman Emperor, and many other royalties, were

expected, and the grand fetes to celebrate the silver

wedding of the King and Queen of Italy were all in

preparation. Every hotel was crowded, and it was

almost impossible to get rooms. After some delay,

however, we got good rooms, at the top of the

Hotel d' Italia, five stories up, where the air felt fresh

and pure ;
but by that time I think that my father

had already taken the illness which finally killed

him. There was a great deal of influenza in Rome,
and there had been cases of it in the hotel. He did

not, however, think of resting he always went on

working and learning to the very last. He found

many friends in Rome, and was forced to accept
several invitations. He took me to the Vatican, St.

Peter's, and many galleries. To the Corsini Palace,

I remember that we went on purpose to see Albert

Diirer's
'

Rabbit,' a sketch which had always de-

lighted my father. His mind seemed more than

usually clear on those days; his conversation was

brilliant and sparkling above the average. It was,

as I have said before, as though he were running a

race with life. He loved life, and he never ceased

to live it while it lasted. On Friday afternoon we
drove out with the C.'s along the Appian Way, and

looking to the hills my father spoke of the places

we would visit there after we left Rome.
" On Saturday afternoon we drove to the Palatine

Hill. The heat had really set in, the air seemed to
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be thawing, and warming itself through. A splendid

bath of sunlight poured down upon the waving

grasses, the poppies, and tall spikes of golden

fennel. My father was full of energy. We wandered

about the dusty ruins, and climbed high up upon the

colossal walls and immemorial rubbish heaps. We
left the beaten track, and pushing through a thicket

of arbutus shrub, we emerged upon a sort of arete

or spine of ruined wall, which overhung the race-

course they were digging out. It was a giddy place,

extremely wild and beautiful. Rare plants of the

wild mignonette grew below us on the crumbling

rags of turf and brickwork. The old boyish spirit

of adventure was engrafted deep down in my father's

nature. He loved the wild mignonette as he had

loved the wallflowers on the cliffs at Clifton. I

remember holding tight to his coat as he bent for-

ward to gather the yellow spikes of flower. He was

happy and excited. He always loved and sought
adventure as keenly as any of his children.

" The next day, Sunday, we drove out early round

the gardens of the Trastevere. We went into the

church of S. Onofrio. There my father found the

tomb of a cardinal, with an inscription which greatly

pleased him. It ran thus :
' Labor et gloria vita

fuit, mors requies.' He read it over several times,

and said that when he died he would like a thing

like that to be written upon his grave. He told me
much about Tasso, and how the old poet, broken in

spirit and in health, and sick with the strife of living,
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had come one evening, out of the rush of the city,

to die in the convent on this hill. My father was

always anxious to gather together both the past, the

present, and the general meaning of everything he

saw. He stopped the carriage to point out to me
some of the peculiar points which went to produce
the essential charm of Rome. He showed me that

it was the breadth of sky, the quality of the air, and,

above all, the Campagna and the hills, and not the

buildings, which make the city beautiful. It was a

very hot morning. The hills rose up, so sharp, so

clear, that you could trace their slightest folds. An
extraordinary blue grey haze fell through the sky.

There was a tall Judas tree in the immediate fore-

ground of the panorama ;
its branches were all

studded and aflame with purple flowers. A plant

of wisteria had grown around its root, and, climbing

up the trunk, it wreathed itself and fell in pale

festoons of lilac blossoms from the branches of the

purple Judas tree. This extraordinary combination

of colour, backed by the blue of the sky, interested

my father immensely. It amused him. He laughed
at it, and he walked up and down, wondering
whether it would be possible to paint it right in a

picture, for it was both wrong and right in nature.

As usual, he had a bit of new literature in his

pocket, the MS. roll of a set of poems received

from a friend that day. He read them eagerly ;

these tokens of confidence and friendship were

always the source of extreme, almost childlike,
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pleasure to him. We went back to lunch with the

P s in their beautiful palazzo on the Corso.

After lunch we drove round the gardens of the

Pincio. To his great joy my father saw a large

bush of the yellow-berried ivy, a plant which had

always had a peculiar charm for him. He pointed
out the golden ivy ;

it pleased him, but he was feel-

ing ill then, and when he got back to the inn he

went to bed. He never got up again.
" That was Sunday evening. On Monday his cold

was worse, and his throat very bad ^almost a form

of diphtheria. In the evening his old Harrow

friend, Mr. Corbett, came to see him. They talked

a good deal. My father was bright, interested, in-

sisting on accuracy as always, but very tired ;
and

the night was bad. He suffered most from want of

breath. With his weak lungs he could not breathe

in the clammy Roman night air, and in Rome it was

impossible for him to overcome an illness, which in

itself need not have been fatal. The place suffo-

cated him. At night the air was damp and chill ;

at dawn a thick white mist rose up round the roofs

of the houses. It seemed as though the intermin-

able deaths of all Rome's history rose with the dawn
to crush the living city. And all day and all night
the troops and the country people poured in through
the streets like an army. There was no rest. If my
father could but have been taken straight away then,

even into the hills, he might perhaps have re-

covered ;
but it is not given us to foresee.
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" On Monday afternoon his mind began to wander

very slightly. When the doctor came in the evening,
he talked to my father about his books : then, half

in jest, he turned and said,
' Your father is already

immortal.
1 No one knew how ill he was, but I

think he knew it himself. On Tuesday after-

noon he gave me a little letter which he had

written to my mother. His hand was very weak.

He had drawn his three trefoils over the envelope
for a seal. He was always neat he never forgot

to finish anything. I think he did not suffer

actual pain, but his throat was very much swollen,

and it was impossible for him to eat or drink.

The heat was increasing, the days were long and

noisy. He had a big airy room, and a good

English nun came to nurse him on Tuesday after-

noon. We read to him, but although he seemed

to like the voice, he could not follow the words.

He asked for the small book of prayers which he

always had kept near him since he was a child,

and which had belonged to his mother. This he

had with him till he died.

"He never once complained either of the heat

or the noise, or of his own terrible weariness.

He talked quietly and incessantly to himself. He
seemed to be wandering back through the thoughts,

not the experience of his old life. His body was

exhausted, but his mind, though detached from

the present surroundings, was strangely strung.

Though delirious with fever, he maintained that
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extraordinary command over his brain, which only

years of protracted suffering can procure. He
thanked us very gently when we gave him any-

thing. My father was one of those people whom
it is a joy to serve.

"On Wednesday morning we saw that he was

dying. Another doctor came, and everything was

done which could be done, but he himself wanted

to rest. His throat was well then, but pneumonia
had set in, attacking both lungs, and leading to

paralysis of them and of the heart. He sank

very gently, talking always to himself, but in a

voice so low and weak I could not catch the

words. Only I felt certain that he was happy
and content, and very glad to rest. He had

worked hard harder than most mortals and

against terrible odds
; but always he worked in

the heat and in the cold of life. The nearer he

came to death, the younger he seemed to grow.
The look of extreme youth which came into his

face during the last hour of his life was literally ex-

traordinary. Apart from the smoothing of the lines,

the head was that of a very young man, almost of a

boy. Towards midday he changed his bed. He
was terribly tired ;

he only wanted to be cool and to

sleep. I put my arm round him to hold him up,

for he could not breathe, and soon his head fell

back against my shoulder. His eyes were shut

as though he really slept, and there was a strange
sweet smile around his mouth.
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"He died in the very heat and the height of

the spring-day. There was no cloud in all the

sky. The sun blazed passionately above the roofs

of Rome, as his spirit went out through the open
window, out into the Light which he had loved

so well, which he had always striven to reach, to

which he now belonged.
" Rome was in an uproar all that day, but the

penetrating peace of eternity was stamped upon
my father's quiet face

;
and so deep and so pro-

found was his repose, that those who loved him
best dared not regret for his sake. Matthew
Arnold's lines, written about Clough, who died in

Florence much in the same way, ring in my
head as I think of that last hour of his life :

Why faintest thou ? I wandered till I died,

Roam on ! the light we sought is shining still.

"
It was a strange coincidence, and one which

would have pleased my father well, that the first

person who brought some flowers to put beside

him was one of his Swiss friends, the porter of

the hotel. Soon after my father's death he came

up to the room with a big bunch of Roman lilacs

to put by his English friend. He was a great

strong man, bred in the heart of the Graubiinden

mountains. His sorrow was very genuine ; he

knew quite well what this death would mean, not

only to himself, but to all his people at home.
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Large wreaths of rare and beautiful flowers, sent

by Romans and by English people, who loved my
father chiefly through his books, followed through
the day, but none of those were as sweet a token

of friendship for the dead man as that bunch of

purple lilacs put in his arms by the strong Swiss

mountaineer, who had probably never heard of his

writings, but who loved him for himself.
" In the afternoon I went out to the Protestant

Cemetery to choose a place for my father. The
whole air seemed to sing with Shelley's immortal

lines on Adonais. It was April. The grass and

the graves were full of flowers, and the birds sang
and twittered in the cypress trees above them.

They gave us a little piece of ground close to the

spot where Shelley lies buried. In all the world

there surely is no place more penetrated with the

powers of poetry and of natural beauty.

"Rome seemed halfmad with rejoicings and revelry

all that night. There was a thunder and a buzz of

fireworks up on the Capitol, and the whole air felt

electrified with lights, with music, and noises. Little

lamps were hung round the shrines in the streets,

and red lights blazed upon the cornices of Pagan

temples. But something of the cool of the night

crept down from the sky and into the room where

my father lay.

"His own faith was so large, so broad. He had

thirsted for knowledge and space. It seemed as

though his spirit were already far away upon the
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paths he longed in life to tread, and it was good to

remember that, in passing into the Infinite, it had

gone straight over the City of Rome, and that his

last days had been lived amongst the sights and

places which were dear to him."

[A friend who reached Rome too late to find

Symonds alive, sent the following account of his

funeral to Mr. Dakyns :

"
I left for Rome by the

first train which started on Wednesday morning.
When I got to there, past midnight, Angelo took

me back from the station to the hotel, and we went

upstairs. Johnnie's face was very quiet and beauti-

ful, especially about the forehead. The window was

open, and the hot damp air of the city crept into the

room. At 3 A.M. the men came. Angelo and I

helped to lift him. He was as light as a feather.

Then we two went down, and in an open cab we

followed the hearse all across dark and dreaming
Rome to the cemetery of Caius Sestius. I think

that was his real funeral, and that he would have

liked it. Dawn was beginning to whiten the sky
over the Aventine as we reached the cemetery gates.

Some birds twittered in the cypress trees. We
followed him to the mortuary chapel. As we drove

back, low white mists wavered close along the

ground, and the day began to make itself fully felt

through the arches of the Colosseum. Mrs. Symonds
and Lotta arrived by the night train. Dr. Munthe

embalmed the body ;
and so the funeral could be
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delayed till Msrs. Green arrived. It took place at

4 P.M. on Saturday. The grave is within a pace

of Trelawney's, and a hand touch of Shelley's

Cor Cordium, in the embrasure of the ancient city

walls. The coffin was covered with masses of purple

irises and other flowers. The sun shone most

brilliantly, and the birds sang in jubilation."

On the grave is carved the following epitaph,

written by Mr. Jowett :

INFRA JACET

JOHANNES ADDINGTON SYMONDS

VIR LUMINIBUS 1NGENII MULTIS

ET INDUSTRIE SINGULARI,

CUJUS ANIMUS

INFIRMO LICET IN CORPORE

LITERARUM ET HISTORIC STUDIO ARDEBAT.

BRISTOLII NATUS V. OCT. MDCCCXL.

REQUIEVIT IN CHRISTO XIX AP. MDCCCXCIII.

AVE CARISSIME

NEMO TE MAGIS IN CORDE AMICOS FOVEBAT

NEC IN SIMPLICES ET INDOCTOS BENEVOLENTIOR ERAT.

And below is Symonds' own translation of Cleanthes'

hymn

Lead thou me, God, Law, Reason, Motion, Life,

All names for Thee alike are vain and hollow :

Lead me, for I will follow without strife,

Or if I strive, still must I blindly follow !
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APPENDIX I

NOTE ON THE ENGLISH FAMILY OF
SYMONDS

GENEALOGY and heraldry have been my hobbies

from boyhood.

[Writing to his friend, Mr. Roden Noel, he says
"
Though so obscure at present, we happen to have

a very long and full and varied pedigree, dating
from Adam Fitz Simon, who was a large holder

of lands in Hertfordshire, Essex, and Norfolk,

under Bishop Odo. Since that early date the

vicissitudes of the family embrace all the condi-

tions to which English gentle blood has been

liable, except enrolment in the peerage. We have

a Knight Templar, a Crusader, a Founder of the

Garter, a settler of Ireland, a settler of New

England, a soldier of Agincourt, a regicide, several

Cavalier officers, nonjuring clergymen, &c., &c.,

on the family tree specimens, in fact, of all

species] :

365
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This must serve as excuse for the following brief

account of my pedigree :

The family of Symonds, one branch of which I

represent, is supposed to be descended from Adam
Fitz Simon, the second son of Simon, Lord of

St. Sever in Normandy.
1 Adam received lands

and manors at Threxton in Norfolk and at Almes-

hoe in Herts, and died some time before 1118. In

the third generation after him the family divided

into two branches
;
the eldest continued to flourish

for many generations in Herts and Essex. Its

most distinguished member was Sir Richard Fitz

Simon, one of the founders of the Order of the

Garter. It is now represented in the male line

by the Cornish family of Symonds of Hatt. The
second branch settled down in Norfolk, at Threxton,

Suffield, Ormesby, Runham Hall, and Cley by the

Sea. Already, in the beginning of the fourteenth

century, they Englished their patronymic into

Symonds. It is worth mentioning here that Fitz

Simon, or Fitz Symond, as it is more correctly

written, does not mean " Son of Simon," but
" Son of Sigmund." This accounts for the short

"y" in the name of Symonds, as frequently pro-

duced.

1 This Simon of St. Sever is said to have been the brother ofRichard

de Goy, Viscount of Arranches, who was the father of Hugh Lupus,
Earl of Chester. The pedigree prior to the Conquest of England
is traced up to Raungwalder of Moax and the Orcades in the ninth

century. Simon of St. Sever died in 1090, and was buried in the

church of his fief.
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Adam Symonds of Suffield (d : 1 3 2 2) married Joan,

daughter and heir of William de Reppes of Cley

by the Sea. His eldest son continued to propagate
the family in Norfolk. His second son, Richard,

married Margaret, daughter of William Boteler, of

Warrington, and settled at Croft, in Lancashire.

From Croft his descendants spread to Stafford-

shire, Oxfordshire, and Shropshire. In the last of

those centuries they established themselves at New-

port ; and it is from this Newport section of the

family that I draw my origin.

By a series of marriages with the families of

Leighton, Lording, Congreve of Stratton, Gros-

venor of Bellaport, Wathington, Maynard, Benbow,

Mainwaring, and others, the line was continued

until the middle of the seventeenth century, when

my immediate ancestor (born 1656, died 1735)
settled at Shrewsbury as a surgeon, and married

Elizabeth, sister and co-heir of James Millington
of that city.

1

Without entering further into genealogical details,

it may be here worth recording that one of my
collateral ancestors, Edmund Symonds of Pyrton,
in Oxfordshire, was the father of John Hamp-
den's wife, Elizabeth. Another collateral ancestor,

Richard Symonds, removed to Great Yeldham, in

Essex, and had, among many sons, one Samuel,

who migrated to New England in 1637, where he

1 The original of her will is at Lichfield, sealed with Symonds' coat

of a pale and trefoils.
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held the office of Deputy Governor, and founded an

American family.

For those who are curious about such matters I

shall append to these notes an essay on the armorial

bearings of these several branches of what is sup-

posed to be one house. I say "supposed," because,

although the pedigree as it exists in MS. is minute

and particular in its deduction of the various deri-

vatives from a single ancestor, yet it is impossible

to produce proof of their descents during the first

three centuries -after the Conquest. These rest upon
tradition. I may add that an extensive pedigree is

printed in Burke's "Landed Gentry" (ed. 1864);

one of the Cornish branch in Col. Vivian's "
Visita-

tions of Cornwall
;

"
another of the American branch

in Appleton's "Ancestry of Priscilla Baker." The

publications of the Norfolk Archaeological Society

contain pedigrees of the branches which continued

to flourish in that county. The Harleian Society,

in their edition of the Essex Visitations, have

published several portions of the ancient Fitz

Symon genealogy. Morant, in his
"
History of

Essex," relates in a confused way the descent of

the Great Yeldham branch from the elder branches

of Newport and of Croft.

I ought to have said that the last of my imme-

diate ancestors who lived at Newport was Roger

Symonds. He died young of a violent death in

1 609, having married Eleanor, daughter and heiress of

Robert Mainwaring of the city of London. He left
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one son Edmund, who settled at Atherstone in War-

wickshire, and married Jane Hockledon of Hockle-

don, Salop. Edmund had three sons, Edward of

Tainworth, William of Atherstone, and Richard of

London and Atherstone, surgeon. They seem to

have been strict Puritans and Nonconformists
; we

find their children changing the hereditary Christian

names of Richard, William, Edmund, Thurstan,

Atalanta, Joan, Elizabeth, and so forth, to Jonathan,

Joshua, Samuel, Sarah, and Priscilla. William of

Atherstone, by his will, 1686, left money to twenty
Nonconformist ministers, endowed a Protestant

schoolmaster, founded bursaries for apprentices, who
were each to receive a copy of the Larger Catechism

and a Bible, and, finally, directed that a copy of

Fox's Martyrs should be placed upon a desk and

chained thereto in the Parish Church of Nuneaton.

He distributed a considerable theological library

to friends, including the " Case and Cure of a Dis-

tressed Soul," written by his kinsman the Rev.

Joseph Symonds, minister at Rotterdam and S.

Martin's, Ironmonger Lane, Fellow and Provost of

Eton about I647.
1

Many members of the family during the Parlia-

mentary wars belonged to the Roundhead Party.
Thus John Symonds, alderman of Great Yarmouth,
contributed largely of his substance in 1642 to the

1 The wills of Richard and Edward Symonds, brothers of this

William, are extant, and prove them to have been possessed of con-

siderable landed property in Warwickshire, Leicestershire, and Ireland.

VOL. II. 2 A
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fortification of that place, when it declared for the

Commonwealth. Elizabeth Symonds of Pyrton
married John Hampden, and it was in her manor-

house that Hampden died after the battle of Chal-

grove Field. George Symonds, buried at Aston in

1664, entertained Oliver Cromwell in his house on

the eve of the battle of Worcester. Three cousins

of the Essex family of Symonds were in the field

together, one for Parliament and two for King.
Another group of cousins belonging to the same

branch took refuge in New England.

My own immediate ancestor Joshua Symonds,

surgeon, of Shrewsbury, the son of Richard Symonds
of London and Atherstone, surgeon, was born in

I656.
1 He married Elizabeth, sister and co-heiress

of the Rev. John Millington, D.D., Rector of Ken-

sington, and of James Millington of Shrewsbury, in

the year 1684. These Millingtons were relatives

of Gilbert Millington the Regicide ; and it is said

that Joshua Symonds sacrificed a considerable estate

to his political opinions in the following way : James

Millington proposed to bequeath his whole fortune

to the eldest son which might be born to Elizabeth

Symonds his sister, provided the boy were chris-

tened Gilbert and assumed the name of Millington.

Joshua refused, upon the ground that Charles I.

ought, in his opinion, to have been imprisoned for

life or exiled, and not beheaded. In consequence
of this difference of view upon a point of statecraft

1 His father Richard's will was proved in the year 1691.
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between the two brothers-in-law, James Millington
left his property to found the still existing Millington

Hospital at Shrewsbury.

Joshua Symonds had several children by Eliza-

beth, his wife. The eldest, Joshua, married Sarah,

daughter of the Rev. Richard Cotton, rector of

St. Alkmund's, Shrewsbury, and died without male

issue. The second, Samuel, had by his wife, Ruth

Gethius, two sons, Joshua, and Jonathan Cotton,

married to Ann, daughter of George Forester, Esq.,
of Willey. These sons I have mentioned, although
their lines have terminated in females, because we
owe a considerable amount of our genealogical

knowledge to the researches of Jonathan Cotton

Symonds. He claimed the estate of Merevale

Abbey near Atherstone, under the will of Thomas

Symonds, who died in 1747, bequeathing a life-

interest in the property to his sister-in-law, Mrs.

Mary Bassett, and his nephew-in-law, John Bassett,

with reversion to his nearest male heir of the

Symonds' blood. Merevale Abbey, notwithstand-

ing this desire, passed by purchase into the pos-
session of a lawyer called Geast, and through him

to the Stratford -
Dugdales. Jonathan Symonds

failed to recover it.

The third of Joshua's sons was christened John.
He married Mary, daughter of Thomas Wright,
and practised as surgeon at Shrewsbury. The
eldest of his children, Joshua, was minister at Bed-

ford, in the chapel where Bunyan used to preach.
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It is reported of him that Bunyan's chair had to be

cut down in order to suit his shorter stature. This

little man was intimately acquainted with Howard

the philanthropist, and corresponded with Wilber-

force and John Newton of Olney, several of whose

letters to him I destroyed at Clifton in 1 880.

The second child of John Symonds and Mary

Wright was Sarah, who married James Hill. Her

grandchildren, Sir Rowland Hill of the Post-Office,

Matthew Davenport Hill, Recorder of Birmingham,
and Arthur Hill of Hazlewood and Bruce Castle,

were notable men in their day.

The third child of this couple was John, a

surgeon at Kidderminster. He married Maria,

daughter of the Rev. Stephen Addington, D.D., of

Market Harborough, by his wife Agnes, daughter

of Robert Reymes, a member of the ancient family

of Reymes or De Ramis of Overstrand in Norfolk.
1

John of Kidderminster died in 1795, leaving with

other children, whom I need not particularise,

Elizabeth, the grandmother of Sir Morell Mac-

kenzie, M.D., and John Symonds of Oxford, the

elder of two brothers. John Symonds of Oxford

married Mary Williams of a family settled at Cote

and Aston since the close of the sixteenth century,

when Sir David Williams of Gwernyret Brecon,

Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, bought Ham
Court at Bampton. The pedigree of Williams is

1 By this marriage the arms of Addington and Reymes were added

to the family escutcheon.
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set forth in a privately printed book, written by

Benjamin Williams of Cowley Grove in 1852.

John Symonds of Oxford was a surgeon and

a Nonconformist, like all his immediate ancestors

from Richard of Atherstone downwards. His sixth

child, Frederick, my uncle, was also a surgeon.
Frederick's only son, Percy Horatio Symonds, now

practising at Oxford as surgeon, is the seventh

surgeon in uninterrupted descent. This I mention

as a singular instance of persistency in family tradi-

tion. The causes, I think, are not far to seek. As
Nonconformists my ancestors were denied access to

the universities. Unless they took to the ministry,

to trade, or to farming, they had no opening but

medicine.

To return to John Symonds of Oxford and his

wife, Mary Williams. They had five sons and

three daughters. The daughters married clergy-

men of the Church of England, named James
Ezekiel Nash, Clement Dawsome Strong, and

William Stone. Three of the sons, Alfred Ran-

dolph, Henry, and George Edward, entered holy

orders, married, and had numerous issue. One

son, as we have seen, became a surgeon at Oxford.

The eldest, John Addington, my father, took the

degree of M.D. at Edinburgh, and practised all his

life as a physician at Bristol and Clifton.

My mother was Harriet, eldest daughter and co-

heiress of James Sykes of Wyarsdale, Leatherhead,

and Arundel Street, London, by his wife Henrietta,
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daughter of the Reverend Thomas Abdy Abdy of

Albyns Hall, Essex. The Abdys were a family

originally settled at a place of that name in York-

shire. Anthony Abdy, Sheriff of London, died in

1640, leaving three sons, Thomas, Robert, and John,

all of them created baronets by James I. These

baronetcies expired ; but my mother's first cousin,

Thomas Neville Abdy, on whom the principal

estates of the family eventually devolved, was re-

created a baronet in 1850.

The family of Sykes had been originally seated

at Wyarsdale, on the borders of Lancashire and

Yorkshire. They were remarkable for their longe-

vity. It is recorded that Andrew Sykes of the

Birks (born 1626), and his wife, lived respectively

to the ages of 103 and 102. My grandfather, James

Sykes, a navy agent, died young, at the age of

forty-two, of pulmonary consumption. He had

several brothers and sisters. One brother, John,

entered the navy and became an Admiral. Another,

Peter, Captain R.N., died at St. Helena. A sister,

Sarah, married Richard Byron, Rear-Admiral in the

Royal Navy. He was grandson to the fourth Lord

Byron, and consequently first cousin once removed

to the poet.

The maternal relatives with whom I associated

most in childhood were principally members of

these three families, Sykes, Abdy, and Byron. Mrs.

Byron was godmother to my sister Charlotte, and

Captain Richard Byron, R.N., her son, was one of

my godfathers.
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ON THE COAT-ARMOUR OF SYMONDS

I.

A group of families, bearing the names Fitz Simon,

Symons, and Symonds, are distinguished by similar

coat-armour, though scattered over different parts

of England. They claim common descent from

Adam Fitz Simon, who received grants of land

from William the Conqueror at Threxton in Nor-

folk, and Almeshoe in Hertfordshire. The grand-
son of this first ancestor, Richard Fitz Simon, died

1 1 68, married Edith, daughter and heir of Sir

Richard de Penesthorpe in Norfolk. He had two

sons, Simon Fitz Richard and Nicholas Fitz

Richard, the elder of whom continued the family

at Threxton, Penesthorpe, Almeshoe, and other

parts of Herts and Essex. The younger founded

a cadet branch at Sum"eld in Norfolk. During the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the elder branch

of these Fitz Simons flourished, and became power-
ful in Hertfordshire and Essex. William Fitz

Simon, the grandson of the above-named Richard

Fitz Simon, received considerable grants of land from

King John in that county, and his descendants

lost their connection with the county of Norfolk

through the termination of their eldest line in a

female heiress, who married Thomas Gernon of

Threxton, and died in 1433.

The arms of the Hertfordshire and Essex Fitz
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Simons seem to have been originally "az, an eagle

displayed or, a canton ermine." This was varied

into "
az, three eagles displayed or, a canton ermine,"

and "az, replenished of eagles displayed or." Sir

Simon Fitz Adam, however, who died in 1266,

married Finetta, the only daughter and heir of Sir

John d'Aviliers, in the year 1239. His descendants

adopted the arms of d'Aviliers, "arg, three inest-

cutcheons gules," in lieu of their paternal coat
; and

these were the arms of Sir Richard Fitz Simon,
one of the Knights Founders of the Garter, who
died at Calais in 1349.

Though a numerous family, the Fitz Simons of

Essex and Herts expired, and they are now only

represented in the male line by the Cornish Symons
of Hatt and the Irish Fitz Simons, Richard Fitz

John, the uncle of Sir Richard Fitz Simon, K.G.,

having married an heiress of the house of Tregar-

thyn, in Cornwall, and settled there about 1297.
One of his sons, Thomas Fitz Richard, emigrated
to Ulster, where he died in 1322.!

II.

The cadet branch of Suffield in Norfolk counted

among their members a Knight Templar and

Crusader, Sir Alan Fitz Peter, son of the Peter

1 Lieutenant- Colonel Vivian, in his "Visitations of Cornwall" (pp.

614, 615), gives a pedigree of Symons of Hatt from William Fitz

Symon of Almeshoe, Herts (ob. 1216), down to the present date.

The Irish Fitz Simons are not extinct.
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Fitz Nicholas. This is probably the reason why
we find his grand-nephew, Sir John Simons of

Suffield (d. 1318), bearing the following arms:

"sable, a fesse between three crescents argent."

The brother of this knight, Adam Simons of

Suffield (d. 1322), married Joan, daughter and

heir of William de Reppes of Cley-by-the-Sea.

From the elder son of this marriage, Peter Simons,

descended the numerous families of Symonds at

Suffield, Cley-by-the-Sea, Runham Hall, Ormesby,
Great Yarmouth, and other places in Norfolk, all

of whom flourished and multiplied in the fifteenth,

sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. From the

younger son of this marriage, Richard Simons, who
married Margaret, daughter of William Boteler de

Warrington, and settled in consequence at Croft in

Lancashire, descended the families of Symonds of

Croft (extinct in 1570), Stratton and Staffordshire

(extinct), Pyrton in Oxfordshire (extinct by the

marriage of Elizabeth Symonds to John Hampden
the patriot), and Newport in Shropshire (extinct).

The last of these branches, that of Symonds of

Newport, broke up into three minor lines : (i) That

of Great Yeldham, &c., in Essex, which threw off

(2) the family of New England, both now extinct ;

and (3) that of Symonds of Shrewsbury and Ather-

stone, which I represent.
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111.

After this genealogical sketch, I return to the

subject of heraldry. I must premise that at the

opening of the fifteenth century there were five

main stocks of cognate Fitz Simons, or Symonds,
in existence ; the eldest on the point of dying out

in Herts and Essex, the second flourishing in Corn-

wall, the third in Ireland, the fourth along the

north-east coast of Norfolk, the fifth upon the

border lands of Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire,

and Shropshire.
Now we have already seen that the coat-armour

of these five branches was not uniform. Part of

the original stock of Herts and Essex clung to the

cognisance of the eagle displayed, part had ex-

changed that for the three inestcutcheons of the

house of d'Aviliers. The older members of the

Norfolk branch were bearing a different shield

based upon the crescent. In Ireland each of the

latter coats, viz., the inestcutcheons and the cres-

cents, occur
;
and the crest of the second is, signi-

ficantly enough, an eagle looking towards the sun.

IV.

I wish now to call attention to what happened
in the fifteenth century. The three branches of

the family, which are destined to survival in Eng-
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land, namely, that of Cornwall, that of Norfolk, and

that of Shropshire, seem to have simultaneously

adopted a new cognisance. This was the trefoil.
1

And I may add that none of the Irish Fitz Simons,

though undoubtedly of the same blood with the

Cornish stem, made the same change.

Early in the fifteenth century the Cornish house

of Symons bore "
sable, three trefoils slipped argent,"

which John Symons of Tregelles (ob. 1428) is said

to have used with a pale as thus : "party per fesse,

sable and argent, a pale counterchanged, three

trefoils of the second."

About the same period, Symonds of Cley-by-the-

Sea in Norfolk bore "azure, three trefoils stalked

or."
2

Symonds of Ormesby, Yarmouth, Suffield,

and Runham Hall in Norfolk, bore "party per

fesse, sable and argent, a pale and six trefoils

counterchanged."
5 These Norfolk Symonds also

used a coat as follows :

"
sable, a dolphin embared

argent, devouring a fish, finned and dented, or,"'

which they quartered with the trefoils.

Symonds of Newport in Shropshire bore the same

1 In this connection it is not insignificant to observe, that the Scotch

house of Fraser descended from the Norman stem of Fitz Simon,

blazons, "azure, three cinquefoils argent." These cinquefoils are

sometimes described as "
fraises

" or strawberry flowers, and under

this designation they rank in Scotch heraldry as a specific canting

emblem of Fraser.
2 "

Visitation of Norfolk," 1 563. The arms were not granted, but

recorded in this visitation.

3
Registered in "Visitation of Norfolk," 1563.

4
Ibid., 1613.
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coat as Symonds of Cley-by-the-Sea, namely,
"
azure, three trefoils or." When St. George,

Clarencieux, confirmed arms to Richard Symonds
of Great Yeldham, Essex, in 1625, he wrote as

follows :

" The auntiant armes of Richard Symonds
of Great Yeldham in Com. Essex, son of John
Symonds of Newport in Com. Sallop, gent." But

he blazoned them thus :

"
Azure, a chevron en-

grailed between three trefoils or." The chevron is

thus probably to be taken as a mark of divergence
or cadency. Another mark of divergence in this

north-western group of Symonds' families will be

found in altered tincts and metals. Symonds of

Shrewsbury and Atherstone bore,
"
Or, three tre-

foils sable," or more recently, "party per fesse

sable and or, a pale counterchanged, three trefoils

of the second." This latter coat is blazoned by
Le Neve as that belonging to John Symonds of

Pyrton in Oxfordshire, the father of Mrs. Elizabeth

Hampden. 1

Upon this subject of making cadency in families

by addition of ordinaries, or alteration of tincts and

metals, I must observe that the practice obtained

in early times ; and in the case of arms registered
or confirmed (not granted), the changes indicate

distinct groupings of kinsfolk at a period ante-

cedent to our Tudor kings. The whole topic of

primitive cadency has been fairly treated by Wood-
ward & Burnett in their

" Treatise on Heraldry."
1 "Visitation of Oxford," 1629.
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It is worth observing that when Cooke, Cla-

rencieux, granted a coat of arms in 1587 to the

Symonds of Colesden, Lyme Regis, and Pitsden in

Dorsetshire, he blazoned it thus :

" Per fesse sable

and argent, a pale counterchanged three trefoils of

the second." Now that family originally carried,

"Argent a bend engrailed azure between two fire-

balls ppr." And there is no reason to believe that

these Dorsetshire Symonds claimed any connection

with the group which has been occupying our atten-

tion up to this point. Why Cooke, Clarencieux,

granted the new coat in question does not appear ;

for we have abundant proof that the Cornish

Symons, and the Symonds of both Norfolk and

Shropshire, had used, borne, exhibited, and con-

firmed their right to trefoils from a period far more
remote than the end of the sixteenth century. St.

George, as we have seen, confirmed them as "an-

cient arms" to one of the scions of the Newport

family in 1625, and the earliest visitations of Nor-

folk record them for the families of Suffield and

Cley-by-the-Sea.

V.

I do not pretend to explain what is obviously
anomalous in this point of heraldry, viz., that the

descendants of a Norman family, dispersed through
various, counties, should, in the course of the

fifteenth century, have abandoned the several forms
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of their early armoury, and have chosen to adopt
one badge with variations indicating several degrees
of cadency.

1 Yet I can only arrive at the con-

clusion that they did so before Richard III. incor-

porated the College of Arms by charter in 1484.

VI.

It may be of some interest to note the various

grants of arms to persons of the name of Symonds,

subsequent to that of Cooke, Clarencieux in 1587.

The following coat was given in 1591 to John

Symonds of London, Surveyor of Dover Castle :

" Per fesse sable and argent, a pale counterchanged
three trefoils slipped of the second, within a bordure

counterchanged."
In 1662, Edward Simons of Marden, Kent, re-

ceived "
per fesse sable and or, a pale counter-

changed three cinquefoils of the second."

In the last century, Thomas Symonds of the

Meend, Hereford, obtained "
per fesse azure and

erminois, a pale counterchanged three trefoils or."

Finally, the Simeons, baronets of Swainston in

the Isle of Wight, who claim descent from Symonds

1 It is worth remarking here that the Symonds of my branch in the

sixteenth century were acquainted with their descent from the Norman

family. Thus Richard Symonds of Great Yeldham, ob. 1627, had

engraved upon his brass in that church the coat of trefoils quartering

the ancient coat "
azure, three eagles or." He also christened one of

his sons Richard Fitz.
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of Pyrton, bear "
per fesse sable and or, a pale

counterchanged three trefoils slipped two and one

of the second, and three ermine spots one and two

of the first."

I have confined myself to coats granted with the

cognisance of trefoils, in order to show much con-

fusion has been introduced into family heraldry

by gifts of arms similar to those which were exem-

plified for their hereditary owners as "ancient

arms."

VII.

The subject of crests is not so interesting. As in

the case of coat-armour belonging to many families

of ancient gentry, the shield with trefoils of the

earlier branches of the Symonds family seem to

have had no crest attached. In the 1629 Visitation

of Oxfordshire, the coat of Symonds of Pyrton is

registered without a crest. In the 1625 Visitation

of Essex, St. George, Clarencieux, while exempli-

fying the ancient arms of Richard Symonds, adds
" with the guift of this creast," viz.,

" out of a mural

coronet, chequy or, and azure, a boar's head argent,

crined sable, tusked or." In the 1563 Visitation of

Norfolk, the shield of Symonds of Cley-by-the-Sea,

is surmounted with this crest,
" a swan rising

argent, holding in beak or, a trefoil azure." In the

1587 Visitation of Dorsetshire, we first meet with a

crest which has since been adopted, with variations,
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by several families of the name :

" On a mount vert

an ermine statant, holding in his mouth a pansy

proper."
1

Since the middle of the seventeenth century, the

Symonds of Shrewsbury and Atherstone, as shown

by their seals, book plates, &c., have borne " on a

ducal coronet, an ermine statant holding in his mouth

a rose gules stalked and leaved vert." This crest

surmounts either the plain coat of cadency belonging
to that branch, "or three trefoils sable," or else the

one registered by Le Neve for Symonds of Pyrton,

which seems early in the seventeenth century to

have been preferred by the cadets of the Newport
branch, viz. :

"
party per fesse, sable and or, a pale

counterchanged, three trefoils of the second."

VIII.

To conclude this treatise with a notice regarding
the proper arms and crest of my own immediate

family, I may say, that they ought strictly to be

blazoned as follows: "Quarterly i and 4: per fesse

sable and or, a pale counterchanged, three trefoils

slipped of the second : 2 and 3 azure three trefoils

or." With these I may personally quarter the arms

of Reppes,
" ermine three chevrons sable ;

"
of Con-

greve of Stratton,
"
sable, a chevron between three

1
Vivian, in the " Visitations of Cornwall," describes the coat thus :

" On a mount vert an ermine passant ppr. holding in the mouth a

cinquefoil or, slipped of the first."
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battle axes, argent ;" of Mainwaring, "barry oftwelve

argent and gules ;

"
of Millington, "argent, an eagle

displayed with two heads sable, beaked and clawed

azure
;

"
ofAddington, "per pale ermine and ermines,

a chevron counterchanged, three fleur de lys or
;

"
of

Reymes, "sable a chevron ermine between three lions

rampant argent ;

"
and of Sykes, "or, on a chevron

engrailed azure between three mounds vert, as many
crosses crosslets of the field." It is, however, usual

since the marriage of Roger Symonds (ob. 1604)
with Eleanor, daughter and co-heiress of Robert

Mainwaring, to quarter only Mainwaring with the

Symonds' shield party per fesse, as thus :

"
Quarterly

i and 4 per fesse sable and or, a pale counter-

changed three trefoils slipped of the second,

(Symonds), 2 and 3 barry of twelve argent and

gules (Mainwaring). Crest,
" On a ducal coronet

an ermine statant, holding in his mouth a rose

gules stalked and leaved vert."
1 Of mottoes I

have little to say. One of my ancestors used
" Humi tutus," with reference to the trefoil, which

is a grass of the field. My father invented a motto,
" In mundo immundo sim mundus," which plays

upon the family name as we pronounce it. A friend

of mine suggested that this might be improved into
" Si mundus immundus sim mundus," which plays

upon the two pronunciations of the name.

1 An old tradition in our family records that the coronet was

granted to one of our ancestors by a king of France. But there is no

proof of this. I only know from seals and bookplates that the coronet

has been used for more than two centuries.

VOL. II. a B
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IX.

Our name is probably derived from Sigmund,
not from Simon. This accounts for the short y,

and for the d which survives in its termination.

Fitz Symond was son of Siegmund, and the accent

fell upon the last syllable. Thus in the rhyming
roll of Battle Abbey we find

" Beke et Biroune

Sanzpour et Fitz Simoun."

In course of time the i of Biroune and of Simoun

hardened, and the accent was thrown back, so that

the pronunciation of two names which originally

rhymed in their last syllable, settled into Byron,

Symon, which cannot rhyme.

JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS.
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